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This volume reloresents the disciplined inquiry into the concerns, questions,

and hypotheses ot pany persons involved in the world of reading. Some

articles pose questions, some seek to answer questions, and others may

even have found a few answers.
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the strengths and weaknesses of the.various manuscripts. Their cooperation

deserves an explicit note of thanks.
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Sampson has found herself in the middle of things frequently. Irma Chinn,

Judy Tebbitt, and'. Josephine Zimmer's secretarial pool have all 'typed and

mailed many papers.
.

It has beeh interesting to read and reread) all of the articles. Hopefully,

the NRC membership will find them as interesting, informative and helpful

as we did. If they stimulate further resedrch that sheds light on our concerns

about processes and practices in reading, the volume has served a worthwhile

purpose.

P. David Pearson
Jane Hansen
University "of Minnesota
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Preservice teachers' perceptions of reading instruction

"Teachers teach as.they are taught and not as they have been instructed to

, teach," is a familiar hypothesis expressed by disheartened teacher educators.

In spite of the wide-spread voicing of this and similar statements, a survey of -the,

voluminous research literature respectii/e to factors influencing teaching failed

to yield a single study that has tested this proposition (Balzer, Evans & Blosser,

1973; Smith, 1969; Rosenshine & Furst, 1971). It is surmised by these

writers that the failure to submit this hypothesis to analysis is due to the

difficulty, perhaps impossibility, of obtaining data to substantiate the character-

istics of prior instruction. The limiting "effects of the time alone, specifically

the gathering of . data over a fourteen-or-more-year period, would tend to

prohibit an investigation of this nature.
This study was initiated as a result of observed differences noted by the

writers beitween preservice teachers' actual performances while conducting

diagnostic teactving of reading instruction in public school settings and the

suggested performances resulting from the instructional and resource information

Contained within a course of study entitled "Diagnostic Teaching of Reading."

The purpose of this study was to design an instrument that would ascertain pre-

service teachers' perceptions of specific reading instructional practices that were

being implemented in the classrooms during the periods 'when they received

reading inttruction. It was reasoned that if such an instrument could be developed,

data concerning, the influences of prior instruction upon the way one teaches

could be obtained.
In other words, what preservice teachers perceived or believed to have been

The instructional practices during the time Million they experienced reaging

instruction was assumed by the authors totave a similar effect on the preservice

teachers' perceptions' of specific instruction practices were known by methods,

instructors prior to instruction related to these practices, then the instructor

couid adjust instruction accordingly.

Method

Subjects
At the start of the 1975 Spring semester, 110 pretervice teachers, enrolled

In seven sections,of an advanced undergraduate itading coirser at James

Madison UniversiN,, responded 'to an instrument entitled Preservice Teacher

Perception Questionaire (PTPC)),. The mostly female subjects were second

semester juniors who previously completed a reading course which contained a

survey of instructional practices in reaqirig. But for several possible exceptions,

information from student data sheets indicated that the Subjects' opportunities

for formulating petceptions respectjve to instructional practices in reading were

limiter:1 Jo vicariatis and simulated experiences resulting from the previous

reading class and those experiences received while the subjects were recipients

of reeding instruction:

1
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.;
Materials and Procedure

Ttie PTPO: designed to deetermine preservice teachers' perceptions of reading.,
praCtices, consisted of an 83-itern, self-report questionnaire. The items were
designed by the authC and were' partially based on the differences noted
belween suggested practices .and actual performances' observed of prior
students in the practicum sessions of the course, "Diagnostic Teaching of
Reading."

The format of .the questionnaire called for two written responses per item.
After reading the item the students were directed to first mark a'space denoting
the frequency an instructional reading practice was judged to have taken place.
Always, sometimes, seldom, and nekter were response choices provided. In
addition, the subjects were given the opportunity to mark, outside of the fre-
quency response box if they were unable to recall thd instructional practice.
This was .ldbeled an "I forget" response. The second written re'sponse called
for the subjects to judge the explicitness of the item. Clear and unclear choices
Were provided for this response.

'In addition to the oral directions given to subjects for marking the items of the
questionnaire, overall set for responding -to the instrument was provided. The
preservice teachers were instructed to try and remember their experiences
when recEliving reading instruction and to,make their responses based on these
,rnemories.

Three forms of the questionnaire were adrninistered simultaneously to each of
the seven sections of preservice teachers. This was managed- by having
approximately a third of the subjects in eaop section respond to one of three
forms. The three forms resulted from reordering of the 83 items.

- Responses obtained from administering the PTPQ were analyzed in order to
check the soundness of the instrument as a diagnostic device, as well as for
interpreting purposes.

The estimates of soundness were based upcq (1) the explicitness of the rtems,
(2) ,the consistency of the instrument, (3) the, logical relationships existing
between similar items, and (4) the variability of the responses. Interpretation of
the data resulted from classifying related tgaching practices into categories and

%then rank-ordering each practice according to .the relative frequency indicated
by the preserVice teacher responses. In addition, patterns were interpreted by
clustering conceptually-rglated and frequentl-related items. Phi coefficient,
chi2, means, and standard deviation statistics were computed for each item.
In determining the phi coefficient and chi2 statistic, frequency counts of the
'response categories (always, sometimes, seldom and never). were combined to
represent frequent and infrequent practies. The response categories "always"
and "sometimes" formed the frequent practices, where as. the "seldom" and
"ne'Ver" response formed the infrequent praciices. The "I forget" response was
not considered in the computation? A five-point scale was used for determining
the mean and standardileviation for each item. All response categories were
included in the scale with the "always" response considered as a five ranging
to the "Iforget':Aliponse as a one. ,

Results

The indicators of soundness of the PTPCii were found to be generally
supportive. All 83 items were judged to be explicit on the basis that less than
5% of the total responses indicated that any one item was unclear. However

,the unclear responses did differentiate subjects. Seventeen of the 110 subjects
accounted for more than 95% of the unc4ar responses, with one preservice
teacher marking 32 of the 83 items "unclear."

1 2
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Based upon an item-by-item, visual inspection of three !,requency -distributions

resulting from the administration of the three forms, the. PTPQ appears .to be

consistent Frequency distributions for only three of the 83 items appeared to

contain noticeable difterences: However, when the adjacent 4esponsecategories

were combined into frequent and infrequent response groupings, the frequency

distribution Of each of the three forms was within a, five (5) percentage-point

range of the total frecu.jency distribution for the item.
It.was reasoned by the writers that (1)' conceptually related teaching practices

would be perceived by preserv ice teachers as occui;ig similar frequency

and (2) that conceptually opposite teaching practices would be perceived as

occurnng with reciprocal frequencies. Data supported the first proposition in that

several clusters of similar teaching practices were perceived by the subjects

to be occurring with similar frequenCy. For example; the four items ranked

highest indiCate a concern for a perfected oral reading performance. Generally

the clustering of conceptually related practices by frequency was indicated

throughout the 83-iterned PTPQ. On the otherohand, the second proposition

appears questionable. Whereas reciprocal statement pairs such as items 5 and 6

indicate a logically consistent relationship, items 1 7 and 18 are inconsistent.

Table 1

Perceptions of Teaching Practices Related to Oral Redfing

Rank Itema Phib Chi2c SD M Concepts

1 29 563 (.01) 5 4,65 Read witliexpression

2 31 506 ( 01) .9 4.38 Read accurately

3 28 483 (.01) .8 4.46 Read carefully

4 30 470 (.01) 8 4.34 Pronounce distinctly

5 17 412 (.01) .8 4.17 Called on sludents systematically

6 6 348 ( 01) .9 3.95 Without prior preparation

7 45 .280 (.01) 1.0 3.56 Reread reladant segments

3 8 .235 (.01) .8 3.61 Peer prompting

9 18 166 ( 05) .8 3.65 Called on students randomly

10 24 147 ( 05) 1.2 3.35 Corrected for guessing

11 27 125 1 3.35 Corrected for substitution-sound
similarity

1 2 25 098 1.1 3.35 Corrected for failure to attempt a:
word

13 19 052 9 3.39 Called on volunteers

1 4 44 042 1.1 3.21 Reread entire story.

15 26 021 1.2 3.21 Corre 'led for semantic SObstitution

1 6 20 .005 1.0. 3,29 Sele ted best reader for majoiity

17 46 -.096
.

1.1 2.96
.of reading .
Clear rationale for rereading

18 47 128 1.1 2,66 Reread pts. of w/difficult
words

19 7 - 146 (.05) 1.0 2.94 If error, peer assigned to continue

20 5 - 191 (.01) 1.0 2,95 Prepare for oral reading

A I , more of lhe ,:iublectf; could not remembe*fhis practice

Min ..1'; sigh ,indicates that the tralority of the pN8.ervice teachers perceived II iese practice

(curing Tifrequently
!n oarenfnese indicate level of significance read-red by applying Chi.' statistic

"w*--
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It was further assumed by the authors that, if the PTPQ was to be of diagnostic
'use, it should elontain items that addressed perceived teaching practices that
range frbm very frequent to those that rarely' occur. Keeping in mind that a 5-point
scale was used in which the low frequency responses were valued at two tor
never and one for "I forget," there were eleven iterns with'means of 4.00 and
greater, 48 items with 'Means between 3.00.and 3.99, and 24 items with means
between 2.00 and 2.99. Variability of the items ranged between standard
deyiation§ of .5 to 1.5, with ;standard deviations for fifty-five of the 83 items
being 1.0 and greater. T hus the instrument' was judgeci to be effective in
reflecting the individual differences of adult students.-

In addition to analyzing the results for soundQess purposes, \the authors
examined the data for indicators of th4 types of p'erceptiorrs preservice teachers
held -respective to reading instructional practices. The 83 items Of the PTPQ
were classified into six categories (1) oral. reading, (2) word recognitron,.
(3) comprehension, (4) classroom management, (5) general instructional practices,
and (6) teaching practices related to ideas about reading. FolloWing the classifi-
cation process, the iterps in eact Category were tank ordered by frequency.
This was done on the assumption that thope behaviors perceived to be the
more frequent would have greater ihipaci on preservice teaChers as a group than
th4e teacher behaviors that were)perceived to occur less frequently. 1§olated
teacher practices of significance occurred in each of the six categories; however,
the results reported here will be limited to tlaose trends interpretable from clusters
of perceived teaching pradtices.

Seven general trends were suggested by the data. The first trend was formed
from nine items that related .to the teacher cornmunicating expectations or
criteria for student performance. ,This trend was perceived by preservice
teachers to be the most frequently occurring of those determined by the instru-

ment. Items 28, 29. 30 and 31 in Table 1 eicemplify the perceived teaching
behaviors that comprised this trend.

A second trend noted from the- responses concerned the management of
students performanPeS. The 22 teaching behaviors comprising this trend
included determining ;of specific reading activities, grouPing practices, and
procedures for elicitfrig responses. 'While some of these practices vary in
frequency from very higti to very low, the majority of_ the practices were
perceiveck by preservice teachers to be of frequent occurence. The third trend,
was alsoperceived to be' of frequent occurence. This trend was formulat4d by
teaching practices related to correcting inappropriate student responses. Items in

Table 1 such as 8, 24, 25, 26 exemplify the typ:,3 of teaching behaviors
that comprised this trend. In general the clusters 4Q( teaching behaviors that
were perceived to occur frequently trends one, two, and three, are at least
tangentially related to the practical, how-to-do-it aspects of reading instruction.

The fourth, fifth, and sixth trends interpretable from the data were perceived
by preservice teachers to occur infrequently. The fourth trend was formed from
seven teaching practices related to preparing students for subsequent reading
activities. The cluster includes items such as 6, 46, and 5 in Table .1. Trend
four is logically related to trends one and three. An exampl6Of this relationship
can be illustrated by the concepts reflected by items 5, 29, and 24 listed in
Table 1. For.example, if students were provided with oppoflunities to prepare
for oral, reading, then it seems likely that they would read expressively and,
in addition, the teacher would not need to make frequent corrections for guessing.
However, the data, suggests that this relationship did not hold in that teachers
were remembered as seldom preparing students regarding the rationale for a
task.

4



Trends five and six are more tentative that there were only two or three

items related to each cluster. Most preservice teachers perceived their reading

teachers as only infrequently individualizing instruction (trend five) and using

diagnostic precedures (trend six).

The final trend reportdd is related lo the'l forget" response. 15% or more of

the preservice teachers responded "I forget" to 17 of the 83 items of thePTPQ.

Of the 17 itemS, at least 9 items reflected abstract concepts in regard to

reading instrwtion. The abstract concepts primarily consisted of, defining

attributes 9f reading ecr rationales for a partioUlar reading.activity.

In,.general, the less frequently perceived leacher behaviors respective

to, trends four, five, arid six, and abstract behaviors respedtive to trend seVen,

are related to the reaSons for, or the why of, reading instruction.

Conclusions

The results, respective to both the characteristrcs of the instruipent and the

information resulting from its appfkationt have been generallY'encouraging. If the

assumption holds that the teaching behaviors perceived to occur more frequently

exert greater influence than those teachig,behaviors that are of lesser frequencyl,

then the results obtained seem in accbrdance with the differences observed

befWeen preserVice teacher performance and suggested Performance denved

from information within a course of study. Specifibally, if the stronger perceptions

of preservice teachers, respective to praOtical application of instruction, exert

a greater influence 'than the weaker perceptio.nS-purposeness and rationale for

instruction, then -thq observed diflerendes between actual and suggested

performance respective to inappropriate insfruction seem interpretable. The

resulting interpretation would then suggest that preservice teachers have clear

perceptions as to how to provide instruction but unclear perception as to why

certain instructional practices are in order. Further research is needed, of course,

in order to test this interpretation.
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A n effective inservice model for
content area reading in the secondary sdhools

Staff development programs for teachers may take many forms as have been
described in recent literature. Often typical inservice program's, described as
"various kinds of one-shot 'dog and pony shows' (Dillon, 1976, p. 169),
involve a, visiting consultant who is invited to the school for an hour or two to
speak On his/her rea of expertise. Teachers listen dutifully; some even lake
!notes. But no serious change in their practices and attitudes is either expected or
achieved. The problem with this "haphazard" approach to development is
that "it is disorganized, piecemeal, patchwOrk" (Edelfelt, 77, p. 112). This
paper is a report of .the development of a model for reading inservice education
in the secondary, schools that Was degigned to have an impact.

The Content Area .Reading Project which was funded by the Pennsylvania
Department of Education from January 1, 1976 June 30, 1977, involved an

,inservice effort for junior. hip pchool and adult, basic education/high school
equivalency (ABE/GED) teachers. The Project's goal was, first, to change
attitudes positively toward teaching reading as part of content area subjects and,
second, to effect change in that direction in classroom practices. Although all
cooperating schools had identified content area reading as a weakness arrprtg.
students primarily due to inadequate teaching strategies, we realized thr as
outsiders or "visiting experts" from a university, We might, in fact, have very
little impact on teachers' attitudes and classroom practices (btto & Erickson,
1973).. Therefore, we chose a model for inservice education which might be
used more often by a consultant regularly employed by a school district
(e.g., curriculum director, reading consultant) in which a cones of inservice
sessions could be scheduled over a long period Cf time- with follow-up in
the classrooms.

The school administrators, particularly at the junior high school level, were well
aware of the problems of integrating reading with content subjects. Content
teachers who may be kwell versed in their subject areas frequently have
difficulty individualizing instruction for different reading abilities due to large,
changing content classes (Burnett & Schnell, 1975). Olivero (1976) also suggests
that "probably- less than one percent of the secondary teachers have ever been
'taught the skills" (p. 195) of diagnosis necessary for individualization of
instr,uction. They may simply not have had any course work in reading Methods
during their own preservice teacher training experience (Morrison & Austin, 1977)
and may not be aware of how to help students repd content materials. Or,
they -may resist teaching reading skills "by rationalizing that 'reading isn/
my subject' (Axelrod, 1975, p. 82).

Therefore, as Olivero (1976) suggests, chawing,attitudes was considered of
primary importance. Since affective objedtives may be attained primarily through
activities with high experience impact and two-way communication (Otto &
Erickson, 1973), follow-up between inservice sessions by graduate assistants
serving as reading consultants seemed essential to obser've and provide
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feedback on progress toward integrating reading skills in the content subject.

A. competency-based format wa, selected sinde differences among the

teachers wete anticipated in entry levels and- progress in both' attitudes and

skills. computer record-keeping system was also employed to :keep track

of -te chers' progress ,in meeting workshop objectives ow competencies.

At ch session teachers received acortputer printout showing objectives

mastered and unmastered. We hoped that modeling a diagnostic-prescriptive

apProach in the wor4hopS--would influence teachers toward diagnostic-
presCriptnie teaching. Objectives, which are presented' elsewhere (DuOuis &

Askov, 1977), were written at three levels: sognitive, simulation, and applica-

tion. It waS anticipated that the skillS learned in the workshops would be

applied and observed in the classroom where the teacher integrates the skills

previously mastered at the cognitive and simulation levels.

Method

Subjects
The target group for the study consisted of teachers of junior high and adult

students at three sites. Since reading instruction for ABE/GED teachers has

been generally lacking (Hall & Coley, 1975), they were included with junior

high school teachers who teach ,potential or future members of ABE/GED

classes (for. students who drop out of school). Reading specialists were also

included so 'That they might become more sensitive to the demands of the

content area, classroarn and provide help to content teachers as they deal with

students of all reading abilities.

Procedure
Following Jecommendations made by others (Campbell,. 1973; Parker &

Campbell, 1973), We planned a year-long program, consisting of fifteen

bimonthly sessions, each lasting three hours, for volunteer teachers. Three or

six hours of university 'credit we'ie available as an option for "teachers who

wished to register for the credits.
Three sites were selected to represent urban, suburban, and rural settings. The

workshops were helq at the junior high school in each site. Teachers were

offered the option of relea uring the school day With substitutes

hired by the project; however, they inSt- d elected to receive extra compensa-

tion for attending the Veining sessions in the evening or after school.

A staff of four graduate educatiOn students was hired to serve as school

consultants. Each was assigned to teachers in ,a given school to provide

follow-up in the classroorns between workshop sessions. They not only attended

the workshops 'at their particular sites, assisting the two university instructors,

but also observed classes, held conferences with teachers, and did demonstra-

tion teaching as requested. They served in the role of "helper" (Long, 1977,

p. 81) and facilitator of change.

Materials
Model materials were created by project staff to demonstrate how teachers

might construct and use these materials in their classrooms. We particularly

hoped by modeling the use of multimedia materials in the workshops to

encourage the use of these materials in the classrooms. For example, a

videotape of a vocabulary/social studies lesson was created which demonstrated

how a content area teacher could make his/her own videotape to be used in

classroom instruction. A listening center pertaining to note-taking was set up to

-



give teachers expe;ience in listening comprehension and to encourage the
use of such centers inlheir classrooms.

An advisory board, consisting of professors at The Pennsylvania State
Universily from the various content areas which are typically taught in jUnior
high Schools and adult programs, was established. Each advisory board
member identified sample materials-from his/her content field that might be used
in junior high school and*ABE/GED programs as well as professions! books

/ relating reading skills to the content area subject. A professional library, con-
/ sisting of books suggested by advisory board members plus many c4her

resources dealing with content area reading, was developed for each site. The
professional library was 'provided so that teachers could complete assigned
readings without having to travel to a university library.

Evaluation

An evaluation design was planned to determine the effectiveness of the
inservice education'tnode. Following suggestions for evaluating staff develop-
ment programs (Bishop, 1977), various types of formative and seimmative
evalCiation 'were planned in addition to assessing mastery of eaCh workshop
objective. Since results could not be expected among junior high and ABE/6ED
students immediately, only teacher variables were considered. So few teachers
of adults signed up for the project that their data were excluded from the ._
following analysesTherefore, conclusions are presented only in terms ,of the
junior high school teachers. .

Since attitude cha9ge Afas considered to be g prerequisite to changes in
classroom Oactices, attitudes toward incorporating reading skills in content area
subjects were assessed with- twd instruments, a .twenty-item Likert sGalg
(§taternents S rvey, r = .84) and a less direct instrument in which teachers
responded t de$criptions of twelve teaching situations using fiVe sets of
bipolar objeclives on a semantic differential scale (Situations Survey,r = .90).
(See Dupuis k Askov, 1977, for infOrmation bn the development of the
inetrUrnents.) Workshop teactOrs were pre and posttested with these two .
attitUde instruments and ,the Purdue, Thaáher Opinionaire (Bentley & Rempel,
1973). The Purdue Teather Opinionaire (PTO), a measure of satisfaction with
the teaching situation, was administered to control for changes in attitudes
that might be due to school faetors rather than to the Project. A comparison
grpup, teachefs who worked in the same schools but were; not part of the
workshops, was established in each junior high school; comparison group
teachers were administered the same pre and posttests: .

A treatment x time interaction effect was found, F(1,123) = 5.46, p <.05,
with experimental teachers' gains on the attitude measUres significantly greater
than the gains of the compariso6 teachers. No significant time effect was found
for, the morale measure (PTO); morale, although significantly lower at tRe urban
site, remained constant at all sites and did not appear to be a' significant
factor in determining attitude toward incorporating reading instruction lin content
area classrooms. The means are presented in Table 1.

In actdition to assessing changes in teachers' attitudes, a criterion-referenced
knowledge of reading skills test, which measured teachers'. mastery of the
cognitive aspects of the workshop objectives, was administered only to work-
shop teachers at the beginning of the first workrshoo session and again at the
last 'workshop session. Mastery level was esiablished at 80%. Of the 56

..experimental group teacher-s who took the test at tt)e. first workshop session, -
only three scored 80% or better. Of these same 56 'teachers, significantly
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Table 1

Pre and PoSttest Observed Mean Scores on Attitude Measures

,

Afl Sites Combined

Pre, Post

Urban Site Ori ly

Pre Post

Suburban Site Only

Pre Post

Rural Site Only

Pre Post

' Treatment Groups Combined: \
Statements Survey ScoreS 85.40 87.28 83.781 86.29 88.29 . 88.59 83.49 86.67

(Likert scaler (n = 129) (n = 129) (n = 41) (n = 41) (n = 49) (n = 49) (n = 39) (n = 39)

Situations Survey Scores 348.17 366.68 349.76 358.40 354.69 373.69 338.44 366.77

(Semantic differential scale),
(n =129) (n = 130) (n = 42) (n = 42) (n = 48) (n = 49) (n = 39) (n = 39)

PTO . 288.90 288.11 235.08 231.95 323.57 324.06 300.84 300.86

. . (n = 12.7) (n = 127) (n = 40) (n = 40) (n = 49) (n = 49) (n = 38) (n = 38) .

Experimental Groups Only:
... .

.

Stateinents Survey Scores 86.06 90.78 84.62 91.81 88.90 92.05 84.53 88.00

' (n = 58) (n = 58) (n=21) (n =21) (n = 20) (n = 20) (n = 17) (n = 17)

Situations Survey Scores 346.96 374.90 347.43 368.95 351.68 377.00 341.12 379.88

(n = 57) (n=57) (n=21) (n=21) (n =19) (n=19) (n = 17) (n = 17) ,

PTO 284.38 284.33 245.21 239.68 315.00 317.70 292.63 295.63

..

(n = '55)
.

(n = 55) (n = 19) (n =19) (n = 20) (p = 20) . (n = 16) (p=16)

Comparison Groups Only:
.

Statement&Survey Scores 84.86 84.10 82.90 79.57 87.86 86.21 82.68 85.64

(n = 71) (n =72) (n = 20) (n = 21) (n = 29) (n = 29) (n = 22) (ri = 22)

Situations Survey Scores 349.13 360.25 352.10 347.86 356.66 371.97 336.36 356.64

, , (n =72) (n = 72) (n = 21) (n = 21J (n = 29) , (n = 29) (n = 22), (n = 22)

PTO
-

293.50
(n = 70)

292.93
(n = 7Q)

223.15
(n = 19)

225,11 '
(n =19)

329.48
(n = 29).

328.45
(n = 29) .

306.82
(n = 22)

304.68
(n = 22)



more teachers, 22, reached mastery level of 80% on the posttest given at
the final workshop session. In addition, in a site x time analysis Jf variance of
actual pre and posttest scores, significant .gains, F(1,53 = 196.02, p .001,

were found. This would indicate that workshop participants s!gnificantly
increased their knowledge of basic methods fot teaching reading tin content

, areas.
The graduate assistants assigned to work onsite with the teachers also

provided ratings of the experimental teachers at the beginning and end of the
school year. These ratings pertained to the degree to which the.teachers were
judged to have incorporated reading skills in their classrooms. Mean-exit ratings
were significantly higher, 1(57) = 9.851, p <.001, across all sites (Dupuis &
Askov, 1977). Therefore, it appears that what was being learned in the work-
shops was indeed being applied in the classrooms.

The Olata,, as summarrzed, seen) to indibate that the year-long inservice
program. in content area reading significantly changed junior high school
teachers' attitude's toward and knowedge of reedit" skills. Furthermore,
the consuttant ratirwsindiCate that these changes were reflected ,in classroom
practices; teacheriStere obServed to incorporate reading instruction into the
content study to a greater ,extent after the treatment period. Classroom applica-
tion was considered an important aspect of the Content Area Reading Project

*. since most, inservice efforts stop short of classroom observations to make sure
elf

that workshop learnings are being applied during instruction.
In addition to the summative evaluation data just reported, other kinds of

data were gathered in project evaluation. The issue of whether university credit
had arY impact. on mastery of workshop objectives was considered since
credit is often considered as a necessary incentive in inservice teacher education.
Of the total experimental sample, 60% elected t6 register for graduate cr,edit
while participating in the workshop program: 86% of the teachers at the urban
site, 30% at the suburban site, and 65% at .the rural site. 9f -the experimental
teachers registered for credit, 89% satisfactorily completed all objectives required
for graduate credit: 83% at the urban -site, 100% at the suburban and rural
sites. Of those who did not register for credit, 13% satisfactorily completed
enough Objectiveslo earn a certificate of completion (awarded to those who
completed the required workshop objectives).

However, when credit status (or credit x time) was examined in relation to
attitude scores, no signifitant effects were found. Whether or not:a teacher
elected to participate in the project for credit or no credit was not significantly
related to attitude change during the experimental treatment period..

t_irthermore, no significant effects were fOund for the credirstatus (or credit
x time) on the criterion-referenced knowledge of reading skills test. In ..other
words, change in the criterion-referenced test scores was 'not;significantly
related to whether or not a teacher elected the graduate credit program
option offered as part of the eiperimental treatment.

therefore, although credit status did affect the number of workshop 6Ojectives
completed,' it did not seem to be related to changes in attitude toward and
knowledge 'of reading skills. Apparently, changes in attitudes and knowledge
were occurring from workshop attendance alone rather than from completing the
required work.

Evaluation data provided 'by the teachers in terms of the value and usability
of each workshop activity are reported elsewhere (Dupuis & Askov, 1977).
In general, teachers tended to favor the practical activities with direct
C.iassroom application (e.g., vocabulary exercises) as opposed to those that
Were more theoretical in nature (e.g., the concept of linguistic differences).
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'They were also extremely positive toward the follow-up help given between

workshops by the graduate assistants.
Teachers also responded generally favorably to the competency-based

format of the ,Thservice program; however, a period of adjustment to the idea

of combetenies should have beertuilt into the time frame.. Teachers

were inexperienced With mastery learning, especially with the concept of

multiple revisions until satisfactory work is attained. Nevertheless, Project staff

felt that C.BTE was effective in working 'with inservide teachers.,If nothing else, it

modeled the proáegs of mastery learning which teachers nOw can apply in

their ownc,clasSrooms. Computer record-keeping was considered valuable by

both staff and teachers in keeping track of work submitted and work needing

revision.
One of the most perblexing problems was the poor responp by ABE/GED

teachers in joining the workshops. In a questionaire sent to those who had

originally expressed interest but did not sign up for the workshops, we

,discovered tt-fat time appeared to be the biggest problem. Since the workshops

'Are scheduled after -the traditional school day, they conflicted with teaching

schedules of teabhfis of adults Whose classes were held primarily in the

afternoons, and evenings. Many of these teachers already held two jobs, not

leaving much time for inservice work. It was suggested that a, specially

designed iriervice program (perhaps through packaged materials and video-

..taPes) should be delivered at the site of the adult learning center for small

groups of teachers to provide flextility in scheduling inservice work. This type

of inservide model -specifically for teachers of adults has been discussed else-

where (Schrcieder & Haggerty, 1976y.

Conclusion

z 7t,A;

The inservice model appeared to be effective in bring about changes in

attitudes toward and knowledge, of readino skills among, junior high school

teachers. Evidence also exists that these changes were having an impact on the

clasAroom ,instruction of the experimental teachers. The critical,ingredients

appeared to be that the workshops were delivered at. the junioN high schobls

instead of in university classrooms and that follow-up Alistance was available'

onsite between workshop sessions to help teachers apply what they had ledined

in their own classrooms. Perhaps impact would not have been so great if the

teachers had. not been' forced by the structure of the required objectives to

apply theory and techniques learned in workshops in their classrooms.

Whether br not these cnanges affect student achievement, which, of course,

-is the ultimate goal, cark be determined only by follow-up research.. Positive

, changes in attitude and increased knowledge of reading skills, however; are

important prerequisites to better reading instruction ,in the content areas.
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-
The effectiyenats of informal assessment questions

constructed by secondary teachers

f

The do-cumegtation and research concerning informal reading inventories

has dealt almost exclusively with elementary school use. Few studies have

been done on the use or effectiveness of these measures at the secondary

level. Despite this lack of documentation, numerous reading authorities have

advocated the use of informal reading inventories at the secondary leVel

(Froese, 1974). Teachers have been frequently encouraged to develop their

own inforrnal assessment techniques. Teacher-constrotted inventories have

been favored because a minimal amount of work has been done on published

inventories with secondary level passages or on:inventories which meet the

specialized needs of content areas. In an effort to aid teachers with this task,

articles have been written detcribing effective questioning procedures and

constructions (Valmont, 1972; Lucking, 1975). Studies have been undertaken

to improve the training of teachers in questioning teshniques (Rogers*and

Davis, 1970; Trosky, /1971). In spite of these efforts, the vast majority of

secondary teachers have not beeri adequately prepared a for developing

inforrnal assessment questions. The appropriateness or effectiyeness of

informal reading inventoriat constructed by thes# untrained teachers has not

been determined. It is the purpose of this paper to ,suggest poSsible.

procedures f of 'evaluating the effectiveness of teacher-constructed informal

reading ' inventory questions and, to . apply these procedurek to an

experimentally genertet set of questions. The encouragement OtitkOndary

ieachers to develop their own !Ills will be critically examined.

Method

Materials
The informal reading inventory used in the study was developed to provide a

reasonably quick, yet effective means of assessing the reading performance

of secondary students individually or' as a group (Childrey, 1977). The

ihventory passages were selected by experienced teachers at the secondary

level. The passages included material from four areas: English/reading,'social

studies; science, and a miscellaneous grotip sampling such areas as

vocational arts, fine arti or mathematics. The passlges ranged'froPn 260 to

350 words in length. Each of the passages was evaluated by means of the Fry

readability graph and the SMOG formula. Twg pasSages each at readability

grade levels five, seven, nine, eleven, and thirteen were chosen/or use in the

study. An effort wasimade to select passages on the basis of potential as high

interest material. Each passage was accompanied by a set of teacher-
constructed questions consistihg of two vocabulary, three knowledge,, three

inference, one speculation, and one application question.
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Pidceduie
.

'The' passages and questions were adminisiered to seVenth, ninth, and
..eleventh grade students in an upper middle class suburban cqmrhunity
.:10Cpted near a large clty. The inventory was administerecl'a a group f4sk by

the.classroom teachars. ATI invirtorles were scored by a single individual.

Design ,

A three factor design with two between-subjects variables, grade and'
passage, and one within-subjests_ variable, -question types, was used in the
study. c-sch student read passagot one grade level,

Results

The nUmber of correct eesponses for each Set of the teacher-constructed
questions was tabulated and then subjecteek to., a three-way' analysis -of
variance. Significant effects were found for paQe, F,(4, 165) = 5.81, p <
.01, and .question type, F (3, 495) = 20.18, N .00), and for interactions
between grade and passages; F (8, 16) = p < .05, and passages and
question types, F (12,,495) = 3.87, p < 'ficant effect was pot found'
for the grade variable. HoweVer, linear trOn for grade and passage
indicated the e)kPected progressiun acrots g adeilev .1s and across passages.

Tests carried-out usirig the Newman-KeulsprocedUgt on the question variable
indicated -Cioeabulary uestions were significantly mbre difficult than other

question types. .

The questions were next evaluated by use of a discrimination and difficulty
index program (Linden 8, Mazzucca, 1977). The difficulty index was identified
as the percenterise Of subjects who answered tte questions correctly.

Questions s'i'iere subsequently labelet; as easV; average, or, hard. The
discrimination index was identified as the ability of the questions to
dischtninate between high and low scoring subjects and represented the
percentage of maximufri possible discriminations obtained: Questions were
identified with ratings varying in range from negatively discriminating to highly

discriminating.
The results of the difficulty and discrirnination index program were used to,

determine whether or not-the questions had been effective with subjects at the
grade level they were intended for. If exhibiting appropriate difficulty at grade
level, questions were ;exp6cted to consist of a large portion of average items
with a smaller balance of easy and hard items. The results of this analysis
indicatedan acceptable balance of difficulty for the inventory questions. For
seventh grade level the results showed three easy, six average, and one hard,
question. The ninth and eleventh grade results showed one easy, eight
average., arthone hard question. If discriminating effectively, qu'estions were
expected to lie within the plus one to plus four discriminating range, preferably
at plus two or above. The, program results indicatecfthat while there were no
negatively discriminating items', the bulk of questions were nori-discriminating
or low discriminating items with a plus one rating.

The results of the program were also used to determine whether or not
logical progression in terms of difficulty and discrimination existed across
.grade levels. It was expected, for example, that questions accompanying fifth
,grade level passages would be easy and nondiscciminating for the seventh,
ninth, and eleventh grade subjects. The prbgram results indicated the
questions were of appropriate difficulty across grade levels but 'were
inadequate or inconsistent in progression and levels of discrimination.

14



Discussion

The analysis of variance results-suggest that as a whole, the set of inventory

questions operates appropriately by demonstrating expected differences

among the subjects and the graded passages and questions. However: the

other evaluative procedures suggest the questions are not effectively

constructed. The Newman-Keuls tests indicate teachers nave difficulty

developing appropriate vocabulary questidns. Although the difficulty level of

questions appears satisfactory both for intended grade level and across grade

leN:rels, the inventory questions often do not discriminate between high and low

scoring subjects. Certainly only questionable use can be made of an informal

:reading inventory if its items cannot discriminate between good and poor

'readers.
The results of ,this study seem to suggest the need for reconsideration in

encouraging teacher-constructed secondary reading inventories. ,Pre-service

and inService training programs need to focus on better .preparation for

teachers in constructing 'and evaluating questions. More thorough instruction

in the use, 'scoring, and interptetation of informal reading inventories, is

needed. Teachers must be repeatedly cautioned to use such results in
6ontunotion.with other available pupil inforrriatioh. Encouragement to'create
informal reading inventories should Only be given When adee.wate -preparation

for such a task has taken place.
.If used 'appropriately by ,a trained professional, teacher-constructed

assessment questions can-work effectively. IIIIpwever, it seems possible that

inappropriate assumptions have been made in encouraging secondary

teachws to construct IRls.
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Observed patterns of teacher-pupil classroom behavior ps
predictors of stOdent growth in.reading

e..7 .

,.This paper explores the relationships between obServed classtoom pettvior .
and student achievement in reading. In two earlierkistudies, the investigators'
reported significant relationships betwedn classroom,mean student coping
teacher control, and readtng achievement (Cok and Lorentz,, 1975), as well as
between individual student copin% style and r achievement (Coker anti

Lorentz, 1976). The prese4t paper is a further examination of ,data collected
in 1974-76 as 'part of the Carroll aunty CBTC Project It is the purpose of
the present study, to examine' the 'relationship between obServed classroom
1whavior, specgically, teacher-pupil interactions and reading achievement.

It was hypothesized that certain teachet-pupil interactions, as recorded by
direct observation using the- Spaulding Teacher ActivitV Rating Schedule
wouki be significant predictors of end of year reading achievement.

Method'

'Subjects .
,

,
.

The participants in the present study, 41 classroom teachers, grades 3-8,

,- are a subset of the population of 103 teachers who participated in the CBTC
Ffroject duriog the 1074-76 sch.Jol year (1974-75 sample 2- 26 classes,

1975-76 sample = .15 additional classes). Only those teachers who taugtit, reading ,as" a major subject are included in the sample selected,for the present

study.
, An estimate of the socioeconomic status (SES) was obtained for each

pupil based upon the occuOation of the family's principal bread-winher. This
occupational information was' transformed toA a 1-8 scale (1 = high status,

. -,8= low status) using a modified version of'the Warner, Meeker, and EeftS (1960)
Ilassification of occupations and levels. Pupils with missing SES Were assigned

sthe mean fOr their classroom, rounded to the nearest whoTe number.

paterials
The Iowa Tests of Basic Skills,' Form 5 and 6, Levels Edition, .,(ITBS)

(Hieronymus and lindquist,' 1971) was given to all pupils in grades 3 through
V.who, were involved in the CBTC Project. The Readint Comprehension
subtest only was used in the present study. The reported reliability and
validity for the ITBS are adequate' for use in the present study. In addition,
the b,State of Georgia used the ITBS in the 4th and 8th grades in its

siate-wlJe testing prograrp. .
The Spaulding Teacher Activity Rating Schedule (STARS) (Spaulding, 1975)

is category system which examines the cognitive instructional strategies of
'teachers as well as their affective and control techniques. STARS. consists of
25 categories of teacher behavior which are subsumed under' the subtitles
of affective behavior, motot and social structuring, concept attainment,concept
checking,' and value expreSsion, as they interact with 19 categories of student
behavior which are identified by descriptive statements such as "Aggressive



Behavior", ;'Self-directed Activity", "Observing Passively", etc. STARS has been
developed over a period of ten years and is currently being used in a number

of studies

Procedure
The initial reading tests were administered early in the fall in the classrdpms

of the 41 Carroll County teachers, and posttest8 were administered in late

spring in the same classrooms. A group of specially-trained testers administered

the tests in each classroom. . .

After the pretests had been administered, each of the appcoximately
1200 pupils in the 41 classes was observed on two separate visits during' a
three-week period by observers using the CASES observation instrument
(Spaulding, 1970). Each pupil's 'record was scored-to identify a predominant
coping style, such as Aggressive, Passive, Task-oriented, etc.

After the pretests had been administered and the CASES scored, six

pupils with different predominant coping styles were randomly selected from
.eac_h classroom. These six students were used in s-ubsequent observations
using STARS. Six .uch observations were made in ekh classroom during the
remainder of the school year.

Visits were scheduled in_ advance, but no attempt was made to pre-

select the activities to be observed, since the intent was to record a
representative sample of the behavior present in each classroom.

All observations were made by experienced classroom teachers who bad

been employed full-time by the CBTC Project as observers arid had been

personally trained by the author of CASES and STARS Dr. Robert Spaulding.
Observer agreement studies, conducted in non-project classrooms, confirmed

that the observers, were consistently able tq 'maintain an agreement of 80

percent or better.

Analysis'
Tests were hand or machine scored, keypunched and verified. Observation

data were keypunbhed from the data collection forms and verified.
ITBS scores were converted from raw scores to Standard Scores using

the published Standard Score Tables (Houghton Mifflin, 1973). These scores

used a normalized standard score scale with a mean of 80 and a standard

deviatioh of 20 for the entire grade range, 3-8 data in a single analysis.

STARS frequencies for each Pupil were combined using. Spaulding's

procedure (Spaulding, personal communication) to identify twenty-one scores.
These are derived from combinations of behaviors recoreded in the 475

cell (i.e , 25 x 19) student/teacher interaction matrix and labeled with titles

descriptive of individual teaching behaviors.
The pretest and posttest reading scores, a SES measure, grade levdl, and

twenty-one STARS scores were the variables used..
Two additional variables were generated for each stUdent. These were Pre x

Grade and Pretest Squared. Pre x Grade Was generated -because the' cor-
relations of pretest and posttest tend to increase at higher glade levels: and

this term permits fitting 'different regression slopes at different grade levels.

The Pretest Squared term permits fitting a two degree curve to the relation

between pretest and posttest, and tests if a nonlinear fit is significantly

better than a linear one.
To examine the relationships between -the STARS scores and reading

achievernent, two stepwise multiple regression analyses were earried out

using the SPSS (Nie et al., 1975) regression procedure.
The dependent variable in both analyses was .posttest, In the first analysis,
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the independent variables were forced to enter the equation in the following
order: pretest, grade, SES, Pre x Grade, prptest squared, and finally. STARS

'1 through STARS 21 lh the second analysis, pretest was forced to enter

first and the remaining varlables were permitted to euter in the order in which
they accounted for additioAl proportions of the variance.

Results

A's predicted, pretest is the best predictor of posttest Reading (r =' .81),
accounting for nerly two-thirds of the variahce. Several STARS scores
were better predictors of posttest reading than were grade and SES. Therefore,
the second analysis, in which all variables .were permitted to enter' the
equation depending on their contribution: is considered in the following'
discussion. Table 1 presents the variables in their order of entry into the
equatiot.

Table 1

Multiple Regression Analysis

Variable

Multiple Simple. F tO.
Enter

Pre-Reading t
81 81 376.18 * **

91. Structuring Supervisor 82 -2.3 10.01 * * ..

Pre x Grade 83 .. 78 8.46 **

19. Supportive Guide 83 -20 6.48 *

SES 84 -27 . 5.41 *

20 Egocentric Instructor 84 32 4.65 *

2 Boring Lecturer 84 15 2.77

1 7. Style EFG Treatment 85 -03 2.32

10. Effective Manager 85 -01 5.09 *

13. Style A Treatment 85 02 1.42

Pretest Sot. ared 85 81 1.07

Grade 85 64 3.21

3 Examiner 86 -18 1.64

6 COunselor 86 -07 1.48

4 Entertainer 86 32 0.70

12 Rote ProCess 86 -16 0.33

8 Discovery -86 -12 0.46

9 Socratic 86 06 0.62

15. Style C Treatment 86 -09 0.20

1 Effective Story, Teller ' 86 19 0.19

11 Expository 86 08 0.27

5. Controller 86 -07 0.09

7. Pseudo Peer 86 15 0.09

14. Style B Treatment 86 -03 0.02

18 Responsive Explainer 86 07 0.01

*** p < 001
* p < 01

p< 05
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Discussion

One unexpected result was that several of the STARS scores were better

predictors of reading achievement than were either Grade Level or SES. Another

surprising finding was the negative relationship between reading and teacher/pupil

interactions judged to be "good", such as Structuring Supervisor and Supportive.

Guide. Also unpredicted was the positive relationship between Reading

Achievernerlt and'Egocentric Instructor.
Tha lack of significant contribution ot other "good" STARS scores suth as

Discovery Teacher and Socratic Teacher...is probably due to the low frequency

of these behaviors in the Carroll County data.
11-iese findings are in general agreement with other studies. They suggest

that while the best indicator of a student's growth in reading is his pretest

score, observed behaviors of both students and teachers may be useful

predictors of achievement in reading.
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- Teacher inferences of the characteristics
of mon-standard speaking readers

i Early attempts to teach reading to non-standard Black Dialect speaker
were based for the most part on the assumption 'that the language used by

these children wasdelicient or incomp ete in development. This was due, it was

proposed, to the culturally deprived environment from which_ these children
came: a lack of early stimulation res lted in inadtquate speech and retarded
cognitive development and subsequen failure in school, especially in learnin6 to

read.
Challenges to this deficit model of language development began with

McDavid's (1964) plea for teacher acceptance of a concept of Black Etralect

as a different language system rather than a deficient, underdeveloped
version of Standard English. According to most sociolinguists (e.g., Baratz, 1969),

Black DialeCts are well-formed, highly developed linguistic systems with phono-
logical and grammatical rules of their own. While different from Standard
English, the dialects are not deformed or deficient versions of Standard English. .

The deficit model "easily" explained reading failure as lack of language and
cognitive development, and recommended remediation in language, i.e.,

standardization from "amalgamated noises" to Standard English phonology a9c1

grammare (Bereiter and Englemann, 1966). The difference model -explained

reading failure as a "mismatch" between the linguistic system of the Black
Dialect speaking child and the linguistic . system represented in beginning
reading materials (Goodman, 1969).

The mismatch hypothesis led to a number of research projects conducted
to assess the effects of dialect difference on reading comprehension and on
learning to read (Nolen, 1972.; Sims, 1972; Baratz, 1973; Melmed, 1973;
Hoc kman, 1974). Representatkie of this research is a study by Simons and
Johnson (1974) in which it .was-dostulated that Black Dialect speaking children
would comprehend pasages written in Black Dialect better than they would
comprehend passages written in Standard English. Black Dialect versions of
Standard English . materials were written and presented to Black Dialect
speaking children. No evidence was found to support this version of the
'dialect interference theory.

Findings such as this have led to other "explanations' of the reading difficulty
many children experience. One of these is the argument that a potential cause
of the reading failure of nonstandard speaking children is a tendency of
teachers to force word-for-word accuracy in oral reading, rather than viewing
reading as a meaning getting process (Goodman and Buck, 1973; Cunningham,
1975). The latter conception of reading would require a teacher to distinguish
between meaning versus non-meaning changing miscues. Or deViations. The
distinction is important since Gdodman and Sims (1974) report that "Black
Dialect speakers frequently read Standard English structures orally as.Black
Dialect structures" and that "changes made by the subjects were surface
changes (and) retained the meaning of the original sentences" (p. 838). .

Previous research findings suggest that teachers consider the speakers of
nonstandard dialects to be less adequate in their speech than speakers of
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Standard English (Naremore, 1971; Whitehead and Miller, 1972; Williams, White-

head and Miller, 197.1; Granger, Quay, Mathews .and Verner, 1977). There

are also several studies suggesting that there is a relationship between the

dialect of a speaker and responses toward that speaker. Gess (1969) and

Stpadman and Adams (1973) have found a high positive correlation between

speech and ratings of student behavibr. Holmes (1968), Guskin. (1970),

Crowl and MacGinitie (1966) and Covington (1972) have all found positive

correlations between ratings of speech and predictions of academic test

scores, intelligence, and academic realiness.
There is from the research, then, a suggestion that teachers' response to

nonstandard dialect may affect their judgments of children's behavior and

academic ability. Such judgments may affect instructiohal procedures such as

those often found in reading instruction, mapifesting in what Goodman and Buck

(1973) have termed linguistic discrimination.
The empirical evidence for such a conclusion is, however, Sketchy. It

was the purpose of thevresent study to detehnine whether or not the presence

of Biack Qiatect syntattic features in the speech of readers in oral reading

situations would affect teacher perception of the reader's reading ability. Do

teachers consider readers who,produce dialpct based non-meaning changing

miscues as less able reader's than their Standard English speaking counterparts?

If so, isthis equally true for good and poor readers?

Method

Subjects
The subjects were 84 students enrglled in three different sections of a

graduate course on methods and materials for reading in the elementary

school. The sample contained 68 whites,,15, blacks and one Asian student.

There were -four males and 80 females. Seventy-four. of the subjects were

teacOng or had taught, with a mean teaching experience of 4.7 years. Of

the teachers, 48 had been or were currently, directly responsible tor teaching

reading.

Materials
Using a story by Clark (1966) the inVestigators constructed f8ur variations

of the text, each reflecting a different`ype of reader: Standard English

good reader (SEGR), Black Dialect good \reader (BDGR), Standard English

poor reader' (SEPR), and Black Dialect poor \reader (BDPR). Each variation of

the text contained fifteen changes from the original but following the dis-

tinction between meaning-changing miscues (MCM) and non-meaning-changing

miscues (NMCM), good reader versions (SEOR and BDPR) and poor reader

'versions were prepared. SEGR and ,BDGR versions contained five MCM and ten

NMCM while the poor reader versions (SEPR and BDPR) contained ten MCM

and five NMCM. Of the NMCM, all versions shared five, with the second five

for SEGFHypical of a Standard English speaking good reader's miScues and

the sedond five for BCIGR indicative of Black Dialect syntactic features (e.g.,

double negation, progressive be).

Three "readings' of each version were then audio recorded by adult

femalesthree Standard Engligh speakers and three, Black Dialect speakers. Each

of these six adult females read both a good reader version and a poor

reader version of the text. Three sets of four readings.were then created with

. each reader type present in each set but with order within a set randomized

and no good reader and poor reader version as recorded by, tfie same

adult female present in the same set. Thus, no subject listerted to a good reader
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Table 1

Miscues Across Versions

Standard
English-

Dialect

Black
Dialect

Reader

Good Poor

MCM = 51 ,

NMCM _-.2
NMCM -' 52 .

Total Miscues = 155

MCM . 51
NMCM = 52
MCM = 54

Total Miscues = 155
.

MCM . 51
NMCM = 53
NMCM = 53

'Total Miscues = 155

MCM . 51
NMCM = 53'
MCM . 54

. Total Miscues = 155

.

. 4

1Meaning-changing miscues '. shared miscues, all versions.

2Non-meaning-changing miscues "typical" of Standard English speakers.

3Non-meaning-changing miscues reflection syntactic patterns of Black Dialect.

4Meaning-changing miscues "Poor" reader version.

5Total miscues fo? 255-word passage.

version and poor reader version as read by the same adult. Individual reader
speech features, other than those controlled through MCM and NMCM, were
hot controlled.

Procedure
The following_ scenario was established: subjects were told that the

investigators were kterested in exploring the factors that shape a person's
diagnosis of a reOler, and that by listening to tapes of readers, we were
approximating a typical first step in classroom reading evaluation. Each subject
was given, four copies of the _original story text and was told that (s)he
would hear four childreo, each" reading the material. Subjects were told to
make whatever notes they felt necessary on the copies in order to rate and
rank the readers.

The task for' all the subjects was the same. On the first day of class, each
subject listened to a tape recording of four female- "children" reading the same
255-word selection. After hearing each reader, the subject completed a 10-item,
five-point bi-polar adjective scale' to rate the reader. Examples of dimensions
on the scale are: the reader uses proper phrasing ... does not use proper
phrasing-; is confident .. is unsure; seems to read with meaning ... is a word
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caller After a subject heard all four readers, (s)he was asked to rank order 'the

four readers, with the best reader ranked 'first, and the poorest reader ranked

fourth

Results

The responses on the ten-item scale from each subject for each tape

were summated, creating for each subject tour scores, a summated rating of the

SEGR, SEPR, BDGR and BEPR readers. In addition, each subject rank ordered

the four readers (s)he heard. Table 2 contains the means and standard

deviations of the summated rating scores and the ranking scores for all-

subjects for the four reader types.

Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations: Rating and Ranking Scores

Ratings 1 Rankings2

SD M SD

Standard English Good Reader 32.85 . 9.56 1.71 .939

Black Dialect Good Reader 27.56 6.94 2.28 .989

Standard English Poor Reader 23.21 7.78 2.96 .884

Black Dialect Poor Reader 23.45 7.86 3.03 1,11

.1 Rating scores could range from 10 .to 50: summation of ten 5-point items.

2 Ranking scores: range from 1 to 4 (with 1 being the most positive and

4 the least positive).

Rating and. ranking scores were analyzed separately. Rating and ranking

scores represent repeated measures on subjects and as such are correlated data:

Both the 'rating data and the ranking data were, therefore, analyzed using a

non-parametric Friedman ANOVA (Sigel, 1956). Significant differences were

obtained between readers for both the ratings X2 .(3) = 57.44, p <.05, and 1

the rankingS, X2 (3) = 58.76, p<.05. Post hoc comparisons of both the

ratings and rankings by means of a nonparametrio, confidence interval

procedure (Rosenthal and Ferguson, 1965) indicated similar patterns in the

rating and ranking data; good readers as a group were, rated and ranked

more positively than poor readers. The SEPR and BDPR readers were not

ranked differently from each other. However, the SEGR and BDGR readers

were rated and ranked differently with the SEGR reader evaluated more, positively

in both instances.
A two-by-two multivariate analysis of variance was also done with the

dependent variables being the four summated ratings of the four readers, and
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the independent variables being race of subject (Black vs. White) and whether
or. not a person had taught reading. No significant differences in rating behavior
were found due to either of these factors or their interaction.

Conclwsions

The results of this study suggest that teachers may confuse oral language
features of Black Dialect speaking readers with reading ability. Black Dialect
non-meaning-changing syntactic features embedded in the oral reading of

.otherwise good readers appear to have been salient in teachers' judgements
of the:-.:e readers. Support for this conclusion is found in both the rating
scale date and the ranking data; Black Dialect speaking good readers were
rated and ranked signifidantly lower than their Standard English speaking
counterparts. ..

It is interesting that this finding did not hold for poor readers; BDPR and SEPR

ratings and rankings were not significantly different. Ag interpretation of these
differing results is possible if it is assumed subjects were "looking for mistakes."

The poor reader tapes contained more meaning-changing miscues than did
trie good reader tapes. The dialect-based miscues may have only, af!ected
judgements when these miscues Co-occurred with a relatively small number of
meaning-changing miscues. But when surrOunded by a large number of meaning-
changing miscues, the dialect-based miscueS may, be less obvious and their
impact on judgements lessened.

These findings provide sornee'mpii-ical support for th6 hypothesis suggested
by Goodman and Buck (1973) and Simons Lind Johnson 074) that it is

teacher response to language different children, not dialect drerence per se,
that may be related to many of these children's failure to learn to read.
If teachers look for err9rs inthe oral reading of children and consider syntactic
features of the oral language of nonstandard speaking children as errors,
then these non-standard speaking, childrerf may be judged as poor readers.
As Goodman and Buck suggest, such a judgement may result in teachers
moving children away from their linguistic competence by requiring word-for-word

.accuracy. -.

There are -several implications suggested by these findings. First, if teacher
judgements about the reading abilities of nonstandard speaking children are a
biesult qf lack of knowledge of the features of nonstandaid dialects, then
teacher education must provide such informatiOn. Protocol materials by Love
(1973) have been helpful in promoting such knowledge (Rarnig, Granger & Neel,
1976). .

.

However, if judger4nts abdut th9-reading ability of nonstandard speaking
Students are a result of a generalized stereotypic response to nonstandard
dialects, then perhaps knowledge of the features of nonstandard dialects is not
sufficient. Techniques for modifying such stereotypic expectations have been

discussed by Billiard, Elifs and Rubadeau (1976). ,
Finally, if subjects' resp ses to the oral reiding of children result from an

attitude that only word-ior- ord precision is good reading, then study of ,
psycholinguistic conceptualizations of the reading process is probably appropriate.

Teacher education ought to proyide opportunitjes for teachers not only to
learn about 'language and language, differences as they relate to reading, but
also must provide opportunities for teachers to develop hutilan and positive
attiWdes toward language different children. Given 'appropriate learning, teachers
mat be able to distinguish reading ability from related but non-essential factors.
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The effects of differing materials on the reading process

The variability of the reading ,process across differing materials merits

careful study, since understanding of the nature and degree of such variability

has direct impact upon teaching strategies. Although discrete readirig

processes for differing miterials have been proposed (Gibson & Lévin, 1975;

Robinson, 1975), basic research is warranted to describe the interaction of

readers with such materials (MacGinitie, 1975-76).
There are five systems that cue meaning in reading: (1) cue systemS within

words, (2) cue systems within the flow of language at the sentence level

(Smith, Goodman, & Meredith, 1970), (3) cue systems within the flow of

connected discourse, including intersentence grammar, semantic

redundancy beyond the sentence level, and organizational structure

characteristic of various kinds of prose (Neuwirth, 1976; Meyer, 1.976), (4) cue

systems within the reader, including the experiential background and'

conceptual abilities, scripts, and/or schemata (Pearson & Nicholson, 1976;

Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert, & Goetz, 1976; Schenk, 1972), am) (5) cue

systems external to both language and the reader, suctp as pictures, chart,
and.graphs. It should be noted that not all cue sotems ere available-at every

step of the way.
Other factors'rnay also affect cue system utilization. Barr (1975).and Harsie

and Burke (1976) have suggested that the focus of reading instruction greatly

affects cue utilization and hence reader strategies for dealing with print. This

effect was particularly noted,f or poor readers, with goodireaders seemingly

outgrowing their instructional model.
Differences in' literary and historical narrative may also be significant tog the

reader: Literary narrative May be described as more emotive in tone
(Wheelwright, 1954) and more abstract (Moffett '& Wagner, 1976) than

historical narrative, the possible effects of these differences upon the reading

process have notas yet been examined in research.
The present studies involved in-depth investigations of cue system

utilization by three groups of readers: second-grade students, ninth-grade

students, and mature adults past the age of sixty. Second-grade readers read

materials which varied according to organizational structure, while ninth-

grade and mature adult readers read literary and historical narratives. The

V studies yielded a view of striking similarities im cue system utilization.across

wide age variations.

Method

Samples
Study I. Six readers from.one second-grade classroom were involved in this

study. The teacher was asked to rank order all the children in her classroom.

Children who had the same kindergarten and first grade teachers were
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identified within this ranking and a stratified random sample was drawn,
consisting of two children with similar instructional histories from the top
middle, and lawrer one-third of the ranking.

Study 11. Six ninth-grade English students who were considered proficient
readers Were selected. The teacher was asked to identify and rank-order her
top ten readers and, the top six were chosen. Although it was not possible to
precisely reconstruct the instructional higtories of these readers, an interview
concetning their perceptions of 'the reading process and Preferred reading
strategies showed tnat they generally shared the same set Of views. .

Study 111. Four non:institutionalized persons, ages 62, 64, 65, and 82, who_
were rated as mature, readers (Gray & Rogers, 1956) were selected for this

study. Data from an inifial interview were-examined by a panel.familiar with the
Gray and Rogers (1956)'..scale, and this panel determined the reading maturity
of the study participants:.The same interview format emploYed in Study II was

used to collect data conderning perceptions of reading and preferred reading
strategies. This data indicated that the four persons held similar views and that

these views tended to cbindide with those of the readers in Study 11.

Materials
Study/. Three selections were chosen for this study, all Of which dealt with

turtles (Scott Foresman, Level 6, .1971). The amount of available prior
knowledge was therefore constant across the three selections. Stories were
analyzed.for readability using the Spache formula and were found to be highly
similar at approximately 2.6, Materials were selected on the basis of
readability and becaUse they represented typical formats found in social
studies materials f. science materials, and literature. 'To verify selection
choices, copies of all three selections were given to one class of under-
graduate students in elementary education and each 'stubent was agked to
classify each selection according todiscipline. "Turtle Rescue" was identified
by, 83 °/0 of the students as a social studies selection, 100 %identified "Kinds
of Turtles" as a science selection, and 93% identified "Clever Tunle" as a
literature selection.

Studies 11 and III. Two selectipns, both about the American Civil War, were
selected for Studies II and III (Crane, 1952; Brown, RobinsOn, & Cunningham,
1974); thus, pertinent prior knowledge ,was held constant for fheselections.
The Dale-Chall and. Flesch readability formulas were used to detelrmine that
the selections were comparable in terms of readability; both selections were
rated as2th to 9th grade material by both formulas. Both narratives emplayed

a straitforward chronological pattern of organization. 'Neither provided
extralinguistic cues. The significant difference in the narralives was taken to
be that the literary selection is relatively more emotive and abstract than the

historical selection, which presents a more nonemotive and concrete
treatment of events.

Procedure,
Study U 'Procedures described in the Reading Miscue Inventory (RMI)

Manual (Goodman & Burke, 1972) were used in collecting data from each of

the six readers. The three selections were read by each reader in a.single one-
hour session, and the order of selection presentation was varied across
readers. Reading sessions were conducted by a single researcher in a
teacher's lounge.

Study II. Data collection prodedures for this study are similar to those
described for Study I. Since the two selections used in this study are
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,o

considerably longer tban those used in Study I, two reading sessions were

held for each reader, in the intial session, the reader was interviewed, and

read and retold one Of the two selections. The order of selections read was

.
alternated across readers. All reading sessions were conducted in a quiet

room.
Study ill. The procedures used in this study:are identical to those described

in Study. fl, except that all data-collection sessions were conducted by the

researcher in the homes of the readers.

alys s
Study I. Worksheets for each selection were prepared following procedures t

as-desctibed in the RMI Manual. Standard miscue counting procedures were

followed with the exception that partial corrections were counted as miscues

and coded as evidence of within-words cue utilization. The first 30 miscues

rtade by a subject (or all-miscues when less than 30) on each of the three

selecfions were analyzed. Following this procedure produced 398 miscues for

analysis. Twenty-four questions were asked of each miscue.
Miscues were coded in terms of the reader's utilization of each of the five

cue systems. When there was evidence that cue systems within words bad

been utilized, the miscue was coded as partial word (letter-sound relationships

or affixes) or whole known words (substitutions, .omissions, or the production

of known words within the text word on .which the miscue occurred). Use of

syntactic and semantic cues within the flow of language were toded
according torhether these cues were at the sentence level or the discourse

1/4.4 level. The reader's utilization of preferred oral language structures and lexical

item preferences was taken as evidence of his bringing his conceptual

understanding of language and the world to the task, and were coded Within

the category of cue systems within the reader. Extralinguistic cue system use

was noted on the worksheet at the time of taping, and toded as pictures and

other such cues as charts and graphs.
Ten additional questions coded which of -the.five cue systems had been

used to predict and to confirm meaning.
Miscues were Codec. as to whether they resulted in meaning change.

Meaning change was coded as Yes, No, or Partial, using decision rules

established tiy Gootman and Burke (1976).

Percentages (pr ortion of actual cue .system utilization and effectiveness

to total possible cue system utilization and effectiveness) were calculated for

each of the 24 questions, using the total number of miscyes made on the

selection as the base unit. This procedure perngtied the analysis of miscues at

the clause, sentence, and intersentence resulted in' a minimal loss of

information.
In additioh to these analyses, one additional calculation was made. This

was miscues per hundred words (MPHW), the latio of miscues made to the

total number of words in the selection X 100. This procedure equalizes miscue

counts across selections of Various lengths'.
Studies II and ill. Data analysis procedures were nearly identical for these

two studies, and similar to those described for Study I. A total of 1,105 miscues

were analyzed in Study II and 268 miscues were analyzed in Study III. Reading

interview data were examined to permit. comparison of described and actual

reading performance on differing materials. ir

Comprehension was assessed by calculating retelling scores accordlqg to

the guidelines in the RMI Mandel, as well as by coding eachmiscue according

to whether it resulted.in meaning change; and if so, whether this change was
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minimal or substantial. To equalize miscue counts across selections of
different lengths', the number of miscues per hundred words (MPHW) was
calculated. Indices of the readers tendency to recover from miscues which
disturb meaning were also constructed in these 4tudies. In Study II, residual
miscues per hundred words (RMPHW the rati of miscues which disturb
meaning to the total number of words in the selection 1( 100) was used as such:
an index. Study III used the percentage of residual Miscue sentences (those
sentences in which an uncorrected miscue caused meaning change) es siSch

an index Finally, in _Study 11 ihe_percentage--of--regression..1--made--by -each--
reader at the morphemic or sub-morphemic level was calculated in an effort to
illustrate the tendency toward the use of cue systems within words.

Results and Discussion

The balance of this report will present those conclusions common to all
three of the; studies and samples from the data supporting them. Some
important implications which arise from these studies will also be noted.

Consistency of Cue Skstern, Utilization
Readers in all three studies tended to use the same cue systems in a

consistent fashion regardless of the nature of the materials read. Ellen; d
second-grade sObject in Study I (see Figure l), made extensive and consistent -
use of the within-words cue system on all three selections, relying.much more
heavily on whole words than partial words. Vince was the most consistent user'
of the various cue systems across the three selections (see Figure 2). These
two subjeat. utilized discourse cues, cues within the reader, and
extralinguistic cues much less frequently ip the three selections. Ellen's use of
pictura Cues in 100/0 of her miscues on "Turtle Rescue" represents the
greatest use, for both these subjects, of information from these systems.

The pattern of consistent preference for word level cues across selections
also appears in the data from Study II (see Table l). Debbie's miscues I.
exemplify the overall results. For the en4re sample, substitutions tehded to
pear high phonetic, and graphic similatitY to the text word on both of the
selections*, regressions on both selections also tended to occur at the
morphemic and sub-morphemic levels. Relatively few miscues on either
selection resulted in, fully acceptable semantic structures and few indicated
grammatical strength. Finally, the rate of miscue occurrence (MPHW) was
similar for both selections.

Study III p'rodUced similar results from the same selections used in Study II.

50% of Blanche's substitution miscues (see Table 2) on both of thea,elections
were highly similar to the text word in terms of both graphics and Sound. Her

rate of miscues per hundred words (MPHW), while' far lower than tOet of
subjects ih Study l,was consistent across selections: 1.6 for the literary
narrative and 2.1 for the 'historical narrative.'All of the subjects in Study III
produced a relatively high percentage of miscues on both selections (65% + )
that were fully acceptable sYntaCtically and semantically. This would indicate
that while the older subjects were very consistent in cue system use, across
differing materials, their prtferences for word cues were neither as strong nor
as detrimental to the use of other cue systems as were such preferences

among younger subjects.
Clear preference for word cUes across samplesand selections did appear

to influence both The use of cues from other systems and comprehending

effectivenass in all three studies. In the preceding data, it can be seen that the

u
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use of the word-leVel cue system is inversely related to the use of other

available cue systems. The degree of preference for-cues within words also

seems to be inversely related to comprehending effectiveness. .

Strong preference for cues within words on the part of Ellen and Vince

(Figures I and II) was accompanied by high .incidence of meaning change

resulting from miscyes. Debbie (Table I), who also consistently preferred

within-words cues, was also a relatively poor comprehender of the two

selections she read, as shown by a high percentage of miscues that caused

meaning change, a high number of residual miscues per hundred words, and a

low retelling score on both selections. Blanche's word cue preferences (Table

ll).were not as strong as those shown by younger readers. This is indicated by

low percentage of sentences on.both selections in which she produced
(k

meaning disturbing miscues, and by the relatively higher frequency of

miscues that indicate grammatical strength. However, her retelling scores

were quite low on both selections.
It should be noted that not all subjects in the three studies demonstrated an

equally strong overreliance upon cues within words. The greatest variation in

preferences was seen in Study I, where subjects who were rated as relatively

proficient readers tended to be both more flexible in* cue system use and
----...
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better comprehenders.-These readers did, however, 'demonstrate consistency
in their patterns of cue system utilization.

Importance of theReader's View of the Process ,

All subjects' reading performances tended to reflect their concepts of the
nature of the reading process m6re clearly than the differences in materials.
Vince and Ellen seemed to consistently view reading as a word-centered
process regardless of the imaterial they were reading, while other, more
flexible readers in Study I were characterized by their strong and consistent
reliance upon sentence and discourse level cues, and their conceptual and
linguistic backgrounds. The interview data collected in Study II revealed that
all subjects in that sample, like Vince and Ellen, tended to view reading as a
process of accurate word recognition, and the oral reading data from this
sample which was previously discussed indicates that reading Performances
were consiStent, across both selections, with these stated perceptions of
reading. Interviews among the older Subjects of Study Ill reveaied a significant
concern for accuracy of word recognition, which was also apparent in their
oral reading performances on the two selections. The reader's view of the
process does seem to determine patterns of cue system use to a much
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Table 1

Cue Utilization of Effectiveness in Study II

% of substitutions with
high phonetic similarity

% of substitutions with
high graphic similarity

% of total regressions
occurring at morphemic
and submorphemic levels

% of miscurs resulting in
full semantic acceptability

% of miscues indicating
strengths in preserving
grammatical relationships

% of miscues resulting in
meaning change

rhisco,es per hundred words'.
(vIPHW)

residual miscues per hundred
wcrds (FIMPHW)

retelling score

Literary Narrative

64 65

67 68

79 62

15 26

27 31

68 63

15.12 6.94

10.85 4.19

12 19

Historical Narrative

66 6.5

71 69

80 67

32 40

40 48

. 45 45

13.47 6.39

7.28 2.76

10

greater extent than the differences among materials from various content

areas.

Implications
Data from these studies suggest that the reading process is relatively stable

across content areas, and thal the widely held notion of significant differences

in the demands made by content ma!erials (Piercey, 1976; Robinson, 1975;

Gibson & Levin, 1975; Herber (1970) needs- reexamination. However, strong

concern for accurate decoding pas related to poor comprehending, even

amdng the high-school subjects and those Oast the age of sixty.

Whether or not the preference for attending to cues within words at the

expense of meaning is an artifact of instruction is an important question that

merits further study. The present studies, hoWever, seem to clearly indicate a

need for instruction which encourages readers to apply their knowledge of
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language and of the world in making greater use of all available cue systems,
and avoiding overrehance upon those cues which, inflexibly used, lead to poor
comprehension:

Table 2

Blanche's Cue System
Use and Effectiveness

(Study 111)

% of substitutions with high
phonemic similarity

% of substitutions with high
graphic similarity

% of miscues indicating strength
in preserving grammatical
relationships

% of sentences wOh miscues that
disturb meahing

, miscues/bar ii'undred words
(MPHW)

retelling score

Literary Histohcal
Narrative Narrative

50

50

76

2

1.6

1 9

50

50

57

2 1
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Effects of impuisivity-reflectivity
and type of phonics instruction on

reading achievement

A,usubel (1968) stated that no realistic system of teaching acould afford to
overlook individual differences and that such differences were expressed in,
amOng other things, general mode of cognitive funotions and approach to
problem-solving situations. The impulsivity-reflectivity dimension of cognitive
style describes one set of individual differences that affect thinking and
problem-solVing behavior in human beings:

Kagan, Rosman, Day, Albert and Phillips (1964) postulated that impulsivity-
reflectivity relates to the selection and evaluation of solution alternatives in
situations of high response uncertainty. When pre§ented with an opportunity
to consider alternative solutions to problems, an impulsive child tends to act
updn his initial response with little reflection. Conversety, a reflective child
delays before carrying out a solution hypothesisand actively considers each
alternative.

Since the task of reading presents a situation of high response uncertainty,
cognitive style may have particular relevance for reading. To be successful in
reconstructing meaning from print, the reader.must be a decision-maker who
selects appropriate linguistic cues, considers prior experiences, and applies.
his language skill, all, toward generating selective, differential hypotheses
(Goodman, 1967). Studies comparing impulsives and reflectives on the
variable of reading achievement (KSgan, 1965b; Johnson, 1969; Shapiro,
1974) have consistently demonitrated that reflectives perform better' than

impulSives on tasks involving word recognition, reading comprehension, and
reading readiness: (For a complete review of the impulsivity-reflectivity
dimension of cognitive style,see Readence & Searfoss, 1976.)

There are two hypothetical explanations for the apparent fact that mastery
over the initial stages of reading acquisition is facilitated by reflective
behavibr, i.e., thoughtful analysis and a minimum of guessing:

. H1: The nature of the reading process is such that children are at an
advantage if they are reflective.

H2: TfIchers and publishers organize reading instruction in ways
which tend to be advantageous for reflective children.

If H1 is true, it suggests that being reflective is, with respect to reading,
"better" than being impulsiVe and that if impulsive childreh are taught to be
more reflective they should also become improved readers. If H2 is correct:

then it implies that impulsives are merely "different" from reflectives rather

than deficient in some sense. It also suggests that the acquisition of reading
skills and strategies might be enhanced for both reflectives and impulsives

t
impulsive children to respond more reflectively; but these Studies have been

through manipulations of the learning environment, includin9 instructional

materials.
Attempts at cognitive style modification (Debus, 1970; Denny, 1972:

Jacobs, 1974; Stein, 1969) iave been moderately succeisful in getting
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'unable to demonstiate that modifying impulsivity has any positive effect on,-.

any achievement variable. Consesuently, the available information appears to

be unfavorable to HI. On the other hand, there has been virtually no research

designed to test the hypothesis that using alternative instructional materials or

methods will affect reading 'acquisition for impulsive and, or, reflective

children.
The purpose of the present paper will be to consider the poSition. that

cognitive styles are sensitive to variations in instructional approaches in

reading. This will be accomplished by reanalyzing, using difference,scores,

the original data from Readence and Baldwin (in press), an aptitudetreatment

interaction study involving impulsivity-reflectivity and alternative phonics

programs.

Original Analysis

Karlin (1975) described two general approaches to phonics instruction,

synthetic and analytic. In a synthetic approach, readers are taught sound-

symbol correspondences and are shown how to blend sounds and letters to

forrn words; thds, instruction proceeds from part to whole. In an analytic

approach, readers first learn familiar words and work with the sounds within

them, and instruction proceedS from whole to part.

In the original study,.vocabulary and reading comprehension scores of

impulsives and reflectives were compared in schools primarily using either

analytic or synthetic approaches to phonics. It waspredicted that the dispirity

in achievement between the cognitive style groups would be greatest in

/schools using an analytic approach and least in schools employing synthetic

phonics. The rationale behind this hypothesis was that while reflectives should

fare,,-well under either condition, intensive phonics instrOction under the

synthetic approach should be especially beneficial to impulsives since it would

force attention to the kinds of graphic detail -4hich these children are

apparently inclined to ignore..

Method
Subjects. The subjects for the study were 260 second grade students from six

elementary schools in .a large Midwest city belonging to middle socio-

economic levels. Each stwdent had been_ expoded to only One basal reading

program.
Instruments, The Gates-McGinitie Reading Test (GMAT), Primary Form B

(1972) was used to measure achievement in vocabulary and comprehension.

The Matching Familiar Figures Test (MFF), developed by Kagan (1965a), was

used to measure impulsivity-reflectivity.
Procedure. Of the six schools, twonad reading programs centered around a

synthetic phonics approach while the other four were using an analytic

approach. Four trained examiners administered the MFF and school

personnel administered the GMRT. Students not classified as impulsive or

reflective by the MFF were eliminated from the study. Eighty-nine students

were found to be impulsive and 81, reflective. Thirty-nine impulsives received

analytic phonics instruction and50, synthetic instruction. Of the reflectives, 36

were taught by analytic phonics and 45 by synthetic instruction.

Design. The raw scores for each subject on the vocabulary and

comprehension subtests of the GMRT were assigned to the appropriate cell in

a 2x2 MANOVA design (Finn, 1974). Main effects were phonics approach and

cognitive style. Vocabulary and comprehension were the dependent variables.
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Results
There were no statistically, significant differences in reading achievement

between subjects taught by the analytic and synthetic approaches. However,
reflectives exhibited significantly higher levels of achievement than
impulsives, F (2,165) = 3.55; p < .05. Significant differences also emerged in
the multivariate test for interaction-between cognitive style and approach to
phonics, F (2,165) =. 4.57, p < .05.

Univariate analyses for each dependent variable revealed that the
'reflectives had significantly higher scores on both vocabulary (M = 39.48) and
comprehension (M = 26:30) than the impulsives (M = 37.21 and 23.79), F
(1,166) = 4.44, p-.< .05and F (1,166) = 7.14, p < .01, respectively.

Since neither of the uniyariate interactions' proved to be statistically
significant, the multivariate interaction waS explained through separate
multivariate artalysps which compared reflectives with, impulsives in each of
the phonics approaches. The results indicated that in the synthetic.approach
reflectives (M = 41.33)performed significantly better than impulsives (M =
'37.54) only in vocabulary, F (1,93) = 7.76, p < .01. In the analytic approach,
reflectives (M = 25.72) had significantly higher scores than impulsives (M =
22.77) only in comprehension', F. (1,73) = .3.98, p < .oa

D'iscussion
The results seemed to support the nation that reflectives tend to be better

readers than impulsives, and the muyitariate interaction involving cognitive
style and phonics approach was interpreted to mean, that. reflectives and
impulsives are affected differently by various types of reading programs.

_However, the results provided no, supPcrt for the hypothesis that impulsives
would find intensive synthetic phonics instruction particularly beneficial.

New Analysis

The original analysis of the 'multivariate interaction resulted in a

cumbersome set of statistics and no satisfactory meani of visually
representing the interaction. The present analysis is an attempt to -circumvent
those problems through the use of. "different scores" in a procedure by Levin
(1977). The analysis is based on the hyptithesis that the achievement ratio
involving vocabulary and pomprehension in the original-study was depe'ndent
'upon cognjtive style and.instructional approach; that is, foli a given cognitive
style group in a given phonics approach, vocabulary scores right-be relatively
high while comprehension scores were relatively low; or the reverse could be
true.

Design
Vocabulary and comprehension subscores from the GMRT were

transformed to Z scores. For each subject, the standardized comprehensio6
score was subtracted from the standardized vocabulary score. The resurting
difference score was then assigned to the appropriate cell in the 2x2 ANOVA
design: Main effects were approach to phonics and cognitive style, and
difference scores constituted the dependent measure.

Results
There Were no significant differences between reflectives (M = .046)%nd

impulsives (M = .042), F (1,166) = 1 !oo, p > .05; and there were no significant
differences between subjects in the analytic schools (M, = .058) and those
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taught by the synthetic approach (M = .045), F -(1,166) = .72, p > .05. In

contrast,' there was a significant disordinal interaction, F (1,166) = 8.82, p <

.01 (see Figure 1)

+ .3

+ .2

Figure 1

Plotted Cell Means Showing Disordinal
Interaction Between Cognitive style

And Phonics Approach

.148 - .142

Reflective.

-.28

Analytic Synthetic

Discussion
The.use of difference Scores appears to be an elicient procedure for:

describing complex multivariate interactions. In this particular case, it clearly

indicated that reflectives were relatively high achievers in reading

comprehension linder an analytic approach and relatively high in vocabulary

when taught by a synthetic approach to phonics. Impulsives had a reversed

achievement 'pattern. They were relatively high in vocabulary in an analytic

program and high in comprehension under a synthetic approach.

The resttlts are interpreted to mean that children with different cognitive

styles are sensitive to different instruciional approaches in reading.

Furthermore, the authors find the results encouraging since it may be possible

to factor out the characteristics of each ,instructional program which are

uniquely beneficial-to each cognitive style group. Once this is accomplished,

individualized programs of instruction in reading could incorporate the best of

each instructional approach in order to maximize reading achievement for

both reflective and impulsive children.
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The development of orthographic sensitivify dufing the
school year by primary grade children

A number of theories of reading explain that knowledge or orthographic

structure is used by readers to help them process text efficierillt (Gibson

and Levin, 1975; Smith, 1971). Although orthographic sensitivit9 is regarded

as important in the reading procesS, there is disagreement as to when this

sensitivity develops.
Smith (1971) feels that the ability to make use, of orthographic structure

develops as early as first grade. Studies by Lott and Smith,(1971), Niles (1976),.

and Niles; Grunder and Wimmer (1977) support this viewpoint. Lott and

Smith (1970) reported that first grade children were able to recognize letters

at lower intensities when the letters were in words instead of in isolation. Niles

(1976) found that first grade children used less visbal information to recognize

word-like pseudowords than non-wordlike pseudowords. Niles, Grunder, and

Wimmer (1977) found that end of the year first grade children performed librive

chance on a task which involved selecting ihe more word-like pseudoword Put

of pairs of zero-order and fourth-order pseudowords. Kindergarten chilCiren

performed at chance level on this task. From these studies it apnea, s that

orthographic sensitivity begins to develop at the earliest stage of learning

to read. . .

Gibson and Levin (1975) support a different viewpoint, however, as to

when orthogeaphic sensitivity develops. They conclude from a number of

studies that the sensitivity tO orthographic structure begins to develop later than

first grade. Gibson, Pick, and Osser (1963) found that first grade children

did not read and spell out pronounceable four or five-letter pseudowords any

better than unpronounceable ones. Rosinski and Wheeler (1972) reported that

firsf grade children performed archance level on a task of -selecting the more

word-like pseudoword from pairs of pronounceable and unpronounceable

pseudowords. Third grade children, in contrast, performed at better than chance.

In a similar study Golinkoff (1974) found that students at the end, of first

grade performed only slightly 'better than ch.oce on a task of seleCting the

more word-like pseudoword from pairs of visually presented pronounceable

and unpronounceable pseudowords. Students at the end of 'second grade per-

formed at a level significantly better than chance'on this task. These studies

suggest that first grade children 'are not sensitive tO orthographic structure

but that students at the end of second grade or in third grade have developed

orthographic sensitivity.
The 'studies cited above present an uncrear picture of the development of

sensitivity to orthographic structure. Because the studies were based ondifferent

cross-sections of students and tested for orthographic sensitivity on different

tasks at different times of the year, it is not surprising that there are conflicting

findings. An -extensiVe study which is longitudinal as well as cross-sectional

Should provide a more complete and accurate description of the development of

orthographic sensitivity in beginning readers. Therefore, in the present study

beginning readers were examined over time on a task measuring orthographic

structure, an important text processing straffgy, in the early stages bf reading.
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Additionally, this study will attempt to examine the relationship between reading
abilitV and sensitivity to orthographic strUcture.

Method

Twenty first, second, and third grade children were randomly selected frOm
each of the three grades in a rural elementary school. There were abOut 35
students in each grade at this school. Ten sets of eightietter aoproximations
to English (Miller, Bruner, and Postman, 19544), zero-order (hhjhufsw), 'second-
order (riprypli), and fourth-order (inforems), were presented individually to the
subjects in the second half of October, May, and.the following October. Attrition
over the one-year reduced the number in each group to 17. Each subjeCt

was tested individually and asked to select the one pseudoword from a set of

three (zero, second and fourth order) which looked most like a real word. After
making this first selection, the subject was then asked to select the pseudoword
from the remaining two in the set which Jooked most like a real word.'
The set members as well as the ten sets were presented in random order. T he

,ranking responses were scored using a Jour point scale for the six pOssible
rankings. A chance score for the task was considered to be 25 and a ceiling
score' obtained from a group of college-educated adults was 3.37. At the time
of the final testing the subjects were administered the reading comprehension
subtest of the Peabody Individual Acnievernent test (DUnn and Markwardt,
1970) A 3 X 3 (grade X time) factorial design was used with repeated measures

on the second factor. Data were formally analyzed using an analysis of variance

procedure and Newman Keuls Test for significant mean differences.

Results

Table 1 presents a summary of the means and standard deviations for
grades 1, 2, and 3 by the,specific time of the measurement. An examination of

Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations of Ranking
Responses by Grade and Tim

Time Grade

1 2 3

Fall 1 M , 26.19 31.38 33.5 ,

SD 3.59 4.53 3.09

Spring M 27,94 34.19 34,31

SD 4.0 , 3.28 4.28

Fall 2 M 31.0 34.94 35.88

SD 3.Y5 A 2.96 3.86

Total M 28.38 33.5 34,56
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the means 'within each grade level suggests a; developmental trend in the

acquisition of sensitivity to orthographic structure. The age-related nature of

orthographic knowledge is reflected in the overalrmeans for each grade, 28.38

for first, 33.5 for second, and 34.56 for third. A formal analysis of this data

revealed no significant interaction between variables and a signifibant main

effect for both grade level and time F(2,45) = 18.87, p<.01 and F(2,45) = 19.93,

p< 01. respectively..
The Newman-Keuls test revealed a number of significant differences among

means. All significant differeces were p<.05.'While the within-grade means

increased on each subsequent measurement, only the first grade means all

differed significantlyfrom each other. Second grade means differed significantly

from Fall 1 to Spring but not from Spring to Fall 2 Measurement. Across grades,

the' first grade means were significargly different from ll other means in

every case, with the exception of Fall 2 16 second grade ,Fall 1. Fall 1 for

second grade, was the only second grade mean tOreflect a difference when

compared to the third grade scores.
A chance score on the task was 25. A ( test confirmed' that the Fall 1 mean

'for first grade did not differ significantly from chance, fp >.05). However,

the mean for the Spring of first grade did reflect a significant difference when

,compared with the chance score, (p<.01).
The Pearson correlations between reading ability (the comprehension subtest

of the Peabody Individual Achievement Test) and the orthographic structure

task were 66, .49, and .60 for the Fall 2 scores of the first, second, and third

grades respectively and .68 for all grades.

Discussion

These findings clearly support "the notion that, in general; sensitivity to
orthographic structure is acquired by readers during the latter part of first

grade even though the differences among cell means suggest that the growth

of knowledge for orthographic structure was rapid throughout first grade. All

conditions for the first grade were significantly different from each other. The

second grade children demonstrated significant growth from the fall measurement

to the spring measurement. At this Point 'acquisition apparently slowed as

there was no significant difference between the end of the year second grade

children and the final test on them when they were beginning third grade.

The acquisition rate slowed even more for .the third irade children as they

showed no significant growth from the Fall 1 to the:Spring measurement_
However, the third grade children did reflect significailt growth when the

Fall 1 and Fall 2 scores were compared. *0.

Thiscgrowth pattern quite obviously argues against the potion that sensitivity

to orthbgraphic structure does not !Agin to develop until the end .of the second

grade. In fact, for this task, the growth rate for the acuqigition of orthographic

knowtedge begin's to slow doivn toward the end of second and beginning of

third grade. It would seem that with the onset of learning to read, which

generally,occurs in first -grade, the reader begins to rapidly develop orthographic

knowledge. As a child begins to develop fluency in reading 'toward the end of

the third grade,' the acquisition curve for orthographic sensitivity, at least for

this task, begins to gradually move toward an adult performance level.

Most likely, the marked difference in findings between this study hnd others

that document The onset of sensitivity tip orthographic structure at a lqter point

is related to the type of stimuli used. While eight-letter pseudowords were

used in the present task, shorter stimuli were usdd in 'other investigations.
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For ex'ample, Rosinski and Wheeler, (1972) used three, four, five and six letter

pseudowords and Gibson, et.al., (1963) used four and five letter pseudbwords.

It is quite possible that the stimuli in these studies were not sensitive enough

for the first and second grade students to ddrnonstrate their, orthographic

knowledge. The longer stimuli may have prOvided, the additionar redundancy .

which enabled the first and second students to make more accurate orthographic

decisions.
The relationship betyveen reading ability and the orthographic 'task also

supports the findings of early development of sensitivity to orthographic

structure. If reading ability and the task are correlated, it seems that one

might logically expect to find evidence of orthographic knowledge at almost

any, point at which reading ability is discernable. While beginning readers may

not be as knowledgeabe.about orthography as fluent readers, it is unreasonable

to assume that this knowledge base is as slow in developing as other researchers

have suggested. Knowledge of the orthography helps make reading easier and

the inherent tendency of the human information processor seems to be to

make the perceptual process as efficient as possible.
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Experiments in word learning

Many significant models of beginning and mature reading or their featural

components appear in the recent literature (Geyer, 1970; Gibson & Levin,

1975; Guthrie, Goldberg, & Finacci, 1972; Singer, 1970). However, while the

models are generally widely discussed in professional journals and

conferences, they are not usually widely researched. Often it appears that

only the .primary authors or their closest students do a systematic evaluation

of the proposed model. This is not an indictment, but rather a conclusion that

led to the formation of the present study.
Gibstr and Levin (1975) define a word as a "complex of features, a

composite representation of five, classes of. information: graphic,

phonological, orthographic, semantic, and syntactic" (p. 194), These features,

according to Gibson and Leyin, may or may not be extracted in the perceptual

process of reading.
The problem, therefore, is to determine on what basis beginning readers

learn to recognize end respond appropriately to the printed word, and to

identify which, if any of the five classes of information are useful as
praenunciation cues to naive beginning readers. Specifically, the purposes of

the study are to investigate the following questions:
1, Do naive beginning readers respond differentially in the graphic

domain to the visual memory of words for the graphic features of lower- and

upper-case script?
2. Do naive beginning readers respond differentially in thephonological

domain to phonologically pronounceable words and phonologically

unpronounceable words?
3. Do naive beginning readers respond differentially in the

orthographical domain to orthographically legal words and orthographically

illegal words?
4. Do naive beginning readers respond differentially in the semantic

domain to concrete and abstract words?
5. .Do naive beginning readers respond differentially in the syntactic

domain to nouns and verbs?

Sample

Thp sample of, 20 students was selected from Gaston Point Elementary

School and West Ward Elementary School in the Gulfport, Mississippi,

Municipal Separate.School District (n = 790). Both schools are fully integrated

on a community basis; however, Gaston Point is predominantly Negro and

West Ward is predominantly Caucasian.
To obtain the experimental sample, 40 students who obtained average or

above readiness ratings on the school-given Metropolitan Readiness Tests,

were randomly chOsen from each of the schools. To further defin'e the

functioning leve)s the 40 students were administered the Lorge-Thorndike
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Cognitive Abilities Test, Finally, the results of the two screening tests were
collapsed and 10 students having both ayerage or above readiness and
intelligence levels were randomly selected from each school for the final
experimental number of 20. Accordingly, the students could be predicted as

. possible successful learner,s based upon the two screening tests.

Experiments

Experiment I ,

Experiment 1 was designed to irivestigate whether beginning readers
respond differentially in the graphic domain to the visual memory of words for
the graphic features of lower- and upper-case script. ,

The task consisted of a delayed matching-to-sample procedure. The stimuli
were *five, three-letter and five, four-letter real or legal.nonsense words.

The words were selected by choosing a key word (stimulus), then changing
the first letter for one response choice, changing the last letter for one
response choice, and presenting the same word as the remaining choice (for
example, MAP: MAT, MAP, BAP).

Iry order to distribute possible practice effects across the learning trials,
children were randomly assigned to lists and ro ted by receiving upper case
and lower case and vice versa over a perio f two days. A single "word"
printed in primary type was presented on a rystone Tac-ette tachistoscope
for a one second exposure. Then an array of three randorrily af ranged
response words printed in primary type was presented on a 5" x 5 " card to the
subjects. There were three practice items for both lists.

The mean numbers of correct responses for each of the two lists (lower and
upper case) of Experiment 1 are presented in Table 1. Since each student
served as his own 'control, a t test for the significance of the difference
between correlated means for the lower- and upper-case lists was conducted.
The first hypothesis was accepted on the basis of the finding and there
appeared to be a difference in memory of word fcfrm with lower-case letters

... being recalled more frequently than upper-case letter, t (19) = 2.39, p < .05.

Experiment 2 -

Experiment 2 was designed to investigate whether beginning readers
respond differentially in the phonological domain to phonologically
pronounceable words and phonologicallymnpronounceable words.

The 20 children in the sample were taught by a prompting technique the
sounds of five letters in isolation (hard g, a, b, t, and n). After the children were
able to produce each sound when the letter was presented to them on a 5" x
5" card, the test items were administered by the examiner.

There were 10 items in the task consisting of 3 words, 2 of which were
unpronounceable. All of the words were composed of 3 of the letters which
had been previously taught to the children. Throughout the 10 items 1

pronounceable and 2 unOronounceable variant§ of the 3 letters were randomly
al-ranged on 5" x 5" cards (for example, atb, tba, tab). .

Each student was seated opposite the examiner. S/he was told that s/he
would be shown three g roups of letters and was instructed to point to the one
he could say Or pronounce.

Raw scores consisted of the number of ide-ntifications of pronounceable
words. The mean (M = 4.4) which was computed for correct responses is
shown in Table 1. An ind60endent t test was Utilized to determine whether the
mean. number of correct responses was significantly greater than chance

-JO
6-
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Table 1

Means, Standard Deviations, and t-test Values

tor the Variables of Experiments 1-5

Variable

t
SD Value df

Experiment 1

Upper 5.15 1.93

Lower 6,40 2.30
2 39 19 p < 05

Experiment 2

Pro- 4.40 2.37
nounceable

2.08 19 p > .05

Chance 3.33 2.37

Experiment 3 ,

Ortho-
graphically
Correct
Words

4 10

Chance 3 33

7

1 83 1 95 19 p > 05

Experimeot 4

Concrete 6.10 4.61
.50 19 p > .05

Abstract 6.70 4.38

Experiment 5

Nouns 2.55 1.57
2.91- 19 p < .05

Verbs 6.15 5.41

expectancy (M = 3.33). On the basis of the findings of the analysis, t (19) =

2.08, p > .05, the research hypothesis was not accepted and, it was
determined that there was no significant difference between the recognition of

phonologically pronounceable words" and phonologically unpronounceable
words. Phonology when measured by reactions to pronounceable and
unpronounceable words does not appear to be a task related to the
recognition of words by naive beginning readers.
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Experiment 3
Experiment 3 was designed to investigate whether beginning readers

respond differenfially in the orthographic domain to orthographically legal and
orthotraphically illegal words.

A matching task was devised in whith an abstract picture was presented
along with three nonsense ',Fords. Two of the nonsense words had illegal
orthography and one had legal orthography (for example, kcagl,_ckalg, glack).

There were 10'items with nonSense words of 4, 5, and 6 letters in length with
the legal word being presented in a random position in the listof 3 words. The
words were typed in primary type and presented along with a picture on 5" x
8" index cards.

Each student was seated opposite the examiner and was told to Point to the
word that "tellS what the picture is." S/he was ,instruCted to guess if s/he was
not sure. After each response the examiner said "okay" or "all right."

The mean number of correct responses (M = 4,1) was tested for
significance by an independent t test to determine whether it was significantly
greater than chance expectancy (M = 3.3). Results of the t test are shown in
Table 1. On the basis of these findingsi (19) = 1.95, p > .05, the research
hypothesis was not accepted and it was ascertained that there was no
significant difference between the recognition of orthographically legal and
illegal words by belinning readers.

Experiment 4
Experiment 4 was designed to investigate whether beginning readers

respond differentially in the semantic domain to concrete and abstract words.
A criteion learning task was devised using six, four-letter words (three

concrete: calf, park, dust, and three abstract: with, good, luck) selected from
the Dale List of 769 Easy Words acCording to the following factors: (a) word
length; (b) configuratiohal elements, (c) different initial and final letter, (d)
freedom from obvious discrimination confusion, and (e) words not used in the
beginning basal material in the cooperating school system".

A flash device was used to produce the learning 'condition. The device was
made from a desk telephone numbef index that allow: for the exposure of the
stimuli words in a predetermined random order by sets (concrete or abstract)
to provide a systematic randomization in order to spread learning effect
across trials.

After determining that the students did not know the words (Trial 1), each
child was individually taught the words by a prornfDting technique until all of the
words were known as evidenced by a trial of three correctly pionounced
words. The number of trials to criterion for each sef of three words was the raw
score used for the statisticeanalysis. Task words by sets were learned at one
day .intervals with random assignment to the list to be learned first.

The raw scores used for analysis consisted of the number of trials to
criterion required by each individual for each of the elasses of words (concrete
and abstract). The mean nuMber cf trials required by the subjects for the
mastery of each of the lists of words is presented in Table 1. Since each
subject served as his own control, a t test for the significance between
correlated means was conducted. Although the mean number of trials for the
abstract list (M = 6.7) was greater than the mean number of trials for the
concrete list (M = 6.1), no statistically significant difference was found in the
analysis between the two groups, t (19) = .50, p > .05. It, therefore, appears
that concreteness and abstractness are not determiners of word reading
facility under a testing/teaching Condition with naive beginning readers.
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Experiment 5
Experiment 5 was designed to investigate whether beginning readers

respond differentially in the syntactic domain to nouns and verbs.
,As in.Experiment 4 a word learning 'tail< was devised in which six common

words (three nouns and three verbS) were selected according to the tllowing
factors: (a). word length, (b) configuratiOnal elements, (c) different initial and
final letter's, (d) freedom from obvious discrimination confusion, and (e) words
not used in the beginning basal materials in the cooperating system.

The desk telephone index (described in Experiment 4) was again utilized to
produce the learning condition.

The experiment, as ia Experiment 4, was a trials-to-criterion learning task.
The raw scores used for analysis (as in Hypothesis 4)consisted of the number
of ttnals to criterion required by each individual student for both classes of
words (nouns and verbs). The- mean number Of trials required by the students
for the mastery of each list of words is presented in Table 1. Hypothesis 5 was
accepted on. the basis of the finding of the analysis, in that the students
required significantly more trials to learn the verbs than the nouns, t (19) =
2.91, p < .06. Form class may, therefore, be a determiner of word learning
facility under a perception/learning technique with young learners.

Summary

In regard to the five questions posited for investigation the following
significant results were noted.

Signifitant differences were found for lower- and; upper-case script with
lower-case 'letters being more easily procesed in short term memory than
upper-case letters and for the response alternatives with initial letters being
more salient cues than final letters. A significant difference was also', found
between the learning of nouns and verbs with subjects learning nouns more
easily than verbs. fsio significant differences were found between the
recognition of, prokounceable and unpronounceable words and

orthographically legal ind illegal words. 'Also, no significant differences Were
found between the learning of concrete and absIract words and learning
words with or wiihout pictures.

It was concluded that the model of word-information cues as posited by
Gibson afid Levin (1975) does seem to be reflecied, at leas(to some extent, in
the word perception skills of naive beginning readers. In the graphic domain, it
was concluded that configuration as formed by-the ascending and descending
letters of lower-case script is a cue for, the visual memory of words and that
initial letters are more salient cues than final letters. In the phonological and
orthographic domains, the authors conjectured that even though information
was ,not extracted by the subjects; the skills to extract phonological and

orthegraphic information might develop with an increase in age and reading
ability. In the semantic domain, it.was concluded that neither concreteness
nor abstractness seems to affect .Wo/-et learning. In the syntactic domain, it

was concluded that nouns are more easily learned than vbs. Also, the
additibn of picture cues to a word learning task does not appear to influence
learning efficiency.
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Children's explanations of word similar& s
in relation to word knownness

Researchers have been gathering evidence over the past few years that
young children beginning to learn to read do not have a very firm grasp on the,

meanings of linguistic terms which are used in schOol instruction; they domot.
use metallanguage, of language referring to linguistic Units arid functions, very
accurately' (Downing & Oliver, 1974; Ehri, 1975, 1976, 1977; Holden &
MacGinitie, 1971; Mickish, 1974; Karpova, 1955; Papandropoulou & Sinclair,

1974; Tovey, 1976).
One important metalinguistic concept for beginning reades is that of "word".
Is a word to a beginning reader primarily a struchdal unit of letters and/or
sounds? Or is it a unit which can WIWr into syntact
primarily a unit to which.people assign meanings, a semantic unit? Do children
respond differently to written words than to oral words? Do they respond
differently depending upon whether or not the word is known to them in written
form? Is it true that, once words are learned in written language, it is possible
to direct children to attend to different aspects of words, such as Ihe
phonology or the orthography of words, the syntactic arrangements words can

enter into', or the semantic functions words can play (Gibson, 1971; Mason,

1976a, 1976b)? A number of researchers (Golinkoff & Rosinski, 1976; Rosinski,
Golinkoff, & Kukish, 1976; Wickens, 1970, 1972) have contended that, while
children can be directed to attend to phonological and syntactic aspects of
words, semantic aspects take precedence in the child's developing concept of

"word ':.
The present study investigated the child's development of the concept that

a word is a unit .,used to express meanings (it also investigated the
metalanguage used by the children during the experimental task). Pilot studies
had indicated that younger children tend to think of wbrds in written language
primarily as structural units of letters and/or sounds and that older children

think of words in written language primarily as semantic units.
In the pilot studies, however, and in previous studies into the development

of semantic notions (Anglin, 1970; Naron, in press), the same words were used

for all subjects. The pilot studies, design and measurement theory (Clark,

1973), developmental theory (Brown, 1975), and developmental research
(Richrrian, Nida, & Pittman, 1976) indicated that the sample of linguistic units

should be as carefully selected as the sample of human subjects; the sample
of linguistic units (here, of words) should take into account the subject's prior

knowledge of the units. For these reasons, it Was considered necessary to
identify and use words which the children in the study rated as known and

unknown in written language.

The author is indebted to the following people for their help in making this study possible:

Thomas Estes, James Deese, Edmund Henderson, & Herbert Richards, all of the University of

Virginia, and the administration, faculty, and children of Sussex County, Virginia.
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Method .

Subjects
Thirty children each from grades one, two, four, and six were chosen at

random tram an elementary school in a rural yirginia county. In this school
,system no one method of teaching reading was Used to the exclusion of other
methods, and children were placed in classrooms using chronological age as
the primary criterion under a continuous progress model. Achievement and
ability scores in the county averaged below national norms; however, the
range cif scores was equivalent to the national range. The racial breakdown of

students. (7 5 % black and 25% white) was within 5 °/o of the population totals

for the bounty.

Procedure' and Design
Each child took part in two tasks: A Knownness Rating in which his or her

words were selected arta a Word Choice task in which the child explained how
chosen words went together for him Or her. The words for the KnownneSs
Rating came from word lists of nouns chosen at random from four sources:
Harris & Jacobson core words for first grade (Harris & Jacobson, 1973);
Sheldon basic reading series.(1968); Clarence R. Stone's revision of the aile

list of 769 easy words (Spache7T§68).; and the teacher's word bOolcut3070(X)-

- words (Thorndike & Lorge, 1944). Pre American heritage dictionary of the
English language (1975) was used to determine if the most common usage of
the randomly selected word was indeed noun. Words 'were..arranged in liste

according to frequency of occurrence to aid the children in selection. From

the lists each child rated 24 words as known and 24 words as unkrbrown to
him/her.in written form. The Knownness Ratings were conducted a day prior to

the Word Choice task.
In the Knownness Rating examiners scored a word Known /K) if the child

pronounced the word correctly (within the child's speech patterns) and if the
child gave a gist of meaning for it approphate to the community. The 48 words
from the Knownness Rating were cast into four knownness configurations for

the Word Choice task. The four knownness configurations were used to study

the effects of the child's knowing all of the words (K-KK); knowing none of the

words (U-UU); knowing either his/her word, the question word (K-UU); or
ftraWing only the examiner's words, the choice words (U-KK), in an k:XA,XB

paradigm. The four knownness configurations (K-KK, K-UU, U-KK, U-UU) and

the two presentation modes (written and oral) were counterbalanced and

assigned to subjects at random in the Word Choice task.
The dependent measure was the children's explanations of choices in the

Word Choice task. Children were asked to explain: "How does your word /the

question word) go with my word /the hoide word) for you?" Prior to the
experimental task, the examiner used a sample triad, eliciting or modelling
answers that were both semantic and structural in nature, high level as well as

trivial. Responses and probes were recorded on individual protocols. Content

analysis indicated that the intention of the response could be reliably scored

on a 3-point scale (1 = structural responses; 2 = unclassifiable responseS; 3

= semantic responses).
Independent variables were grade tevel, knownness of the question Word,

knownness of the choice word, and mode of presentation. Protocols were
used for deScriptive analysis- of metalanguage, as well as for the quantitative

analyses.
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Results

Iv four-way repeated measures analysis of variance children ere found

to give significantly more semantic responses in three conditio s: 1) if the

question word was known as opposed-to unknown, F (1,119) = 36.48, p < .01,

means 9.0 and 8.4, 2) if the choice word was known F (1,119) = 56.17, p < .01,

means 9.1 and 8.3, and if the word was oral rather than written, F (1,119) =

31.77, p < .01, Means 9.1 and 8.3. Contrary to the results of the pilot studies in

which knownness was not controlled, main effect for grade level was not

significant. Interactions were significant for knownness of choice word and

mode of presentation, F (1,119) = 23.08, p < .01, and for grade, knowness c!

the choice word, and mode of presentation, F(3,116) = 3.67, p < .01. Two-

way analyses of vdriance treating each knownness configuration Separately

again revealed no main effects for grade. Significant main effects were

present for mode of presentation in each of the three configurations in which

at least one word was unknown (K-UU); F(1,116) = 29.01, p < .01; U-KK:

F(1,116) = 10.66, p < ,.01; U-UU: F(1,116) = 25.05, p < .01). Interactions

between mode of presentation and grade were present in the K-UU

configuration, F(3,116) = 3.69, p < .05, and the U-UU configuration, F(3, t16)

= 2.68, p < .05. Examination of the interactions indicated that the youngest

children treated words unknnwn in written language more often as structural

units and words in oral language more often as semantic units. By sixth grade

however, all children were responding to words uni(nown in written language

primarily as semantic units. Because the interactions here involve assuming

that the child knows the words when presented orally, one-way analyses of

variance for each configuration were conducted to see if the increase in

semantic responses for words in -written language Was significant; results

were not significant: (It should be noted that children's explanations were

scored according to the judged intention of the explanation. "I can't answer

because I don't know the meaning of that word," would be a semantic

response.) The two-way analysis of the K-KK configUratibn indicated that

children of all ages treated words known in .written language semantically as

frequently as they did words in oral language.
Descriptive analyses of the protocols were conducted to explain the

abstraction of the statistical analyses. In particular, the protocols of those

children who answered only structuralfy (26%) or only semantically (21%)

we're examined for effects of item (configuration) order or presentation mode

order. No such effects could be seen. Nor were there patterns according to

grade level or reading level (using both instructional level of the child's reading

group and the range of word lists from which the Knownness Rating was

drawn as measures of reading level).
An additional use of the individual protocols was to determine the kinds of

responses that children made, including their use of metalanguage.

Confirm* evidence was produced that these children continued to use

metalanguage inaccurately even in sixth grade', particularly in reference to

structural aspects of words. Two strategies in dealing with word meanings

became evident, by fourth grade. Children would project a meaning onto an

unknown word or would create a hypothetical context for'an unknown word. In

using these strategies in dealihg with unknown words semantically, fourth and

sixth grade children used metadognitive language, or language-about their

thought processes. They used metalinguistic terms less frequently when

giving semantic responses than when giving structural responses. '
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Discussion

In view of previous research it is interesting that the effect of grade level
was non-significant. The absence of a main effect for grade when we know
children learn more words and word meanings as they grow older, underlines
the issue of whether there is a single semantic concept correSponding to
-word" that would be manifested as a straight developmental trend or
whether the notion of word for children depends upon the mode of
presentation or other features such as knownness, as indicated by these
results. In controlling for word knownness, this study fits with other current
research and theory which throws doubt on learner characteristics previously
believed to increase. (as a main effect) with age (RichMan, Nida, & Pittman,
1976; Brown, 1975). The study needs to be replicated and also needs to
include more sensitive controls over word knownness, extending to both the
oral and written presentation modes.

The descriptive analysis indicated that sixth grade children (and, to some
extent, fourth grade children) were able to control strategies of projecting
meaning onto unknown words and of creating hypothetical contexts in which
unknown words as well as known words would "make sense," using the
child's intention as the measure, Examinations of the interactions for written
and oral presentation modes with grade level indicate that the means come
together at sixth grade. Replication of the study should include an extension
upward into adolescence to see if main effects for grade level should appear
from sixth grade upward. Indeed it might be predicted that the results for
written and oral, modes would be the same for-all configurations after sixth
grade, as'they are fOr K-KK in first through sixth grades. It can be argued that
witfr the known words (K-KK).the chHd does not have to invoke any meaning
creation strategies, whereas, in all three of the other configurations (K-UU, U-
KK, U-UU), s/he must.

The descriptive data raise the question of whether children who are reading'
ip school tasks would not benefit from greater understanding of and use of
Metalanguage. Given the state of research in reading methodology, we have
little evidence now. Linnea Ehri's contention (1976) that it is unnecessary to
'teach metalanguage as a prerequisite to reading seems reasonable; children
in this study who had learned to read successfully were learning about the
referents of metalanguage during and not just prior to their contacts with
written language The only immediate implication that could be drawn from
this study for teaching is that teachers should try to learn what their students,
individually, understand about and mean by the metalinguistic terms used in
school tasks.
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Word prediction of good and.poor readers

-
The role of semantic and SyntaCtic cues in fluent reading has been the basis

for much recent controversy. While soma:have suggested that effective useof
the contextual information provided by these cues iS the determining factor in
differentiating good and poor readers (Goodman & Goodman, 1977; Smith,
1976) others have argued that virtually all readert, regardless of achievement,
employ semantic and syntactic cues and -other factors must account for
achievement differences (Weber, 1971; Kolers, 1975; Allington & Strange,
1977; Allington, 1978). In each of these latter studies the use of visual
information, or an interaction in the Use of visual and contextual information
seemed to differentiate.good and poor readers. Weber (1971), for instance,
noted that the majority of errbrs by all readers conformed to preceding
cOntextual constraints but that 'good readers seemed to produce errors which
more closely approximated visual characteristics of. the target word. Similarly,
Kolers (1975) found good, readers' recognition memory for visual features of
sentences exceeded that of poor readers. Allington and Strange (1977) found
poor .readers ignored visual anomalies in text and gave instead a response
which fit syntactic and semantic constraints mbre often than did good readers
wtio seemed more constrained by the visual information. Finally, Allington
(1978) demonstrated that poor readers' recognition accuracy suffered more
than good readers' wAn syntactic information was eliminated.

However, use of context does not seem to be an either/or situation. Mason
(1977) has demonstrated the interdependence of various types of processing
while reading, a resblt which supports recent interactive processing models of
reading (Rumelhart, 1975; Mosenthal, Walmsley, Allington, 1978).A simplified
instructional strategy for inducing such kiteractive processing has been
recently proposed by Dahl and Samuels (1977) and is called 'hypothesis-test'
training. Here readerS are taught to utilize both semantic-syntactic and
grapho-phonic -information integratively. Instruction of this type .produced a
higher level of reading achievement than other more traditional methods 9

(Samuels, Archwamety & Dahl, 1974).
However, ,we still know little about how readers come to develop a sensitive

strategy for employing these information sources. Goodman (1965), and
Biemiller -(1970) have demonstrated that use of contextual information
develops with readivg achievement and Pearson and Studt (1975r have
.demonstrated the positive effects of contextual.richness and word frequency
&loon the word prediction behaviors of readers. There is a particular. need to
clarify the utilization of semantic-syntactic cues by poor readers.- The
question, then, for the present study is whether'good and poor readers of the
same age level differ in performance on a task which requires the integration \
of semantic-syntactic and 9rapho-phonic information. Additionally,' the
performance of older poor readers Will be compared to that otcyoUnger good
readers. These comparisons should also Provide an opportunity to test a
recent proposal that poor readers have no specific skills deficit but rather
perform very Much like younger good readers (Guthrie, 1973).
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Method

Subiects
The students were drawn from three cooperating schools. I each sOool-all

second and fourth grade children were screened for rea ng ability on the

Peabody Individual,Achievement Test. Students scoring t or above..grade

level were considered good readers while suaects scori g one year or'more

below grade level were considered poor readerS. From he pools of students

available 15 fourth 'grade good readers (M reading graqe = 5.7) and 15 fourth

grade poor readers (M reading grade = 3.3) Vvere ra omly selected as were,

15 second grade good readers (M reading grade = .3). Students fromihree
schools were selected in an attempt to minimize specific instructionial

program effects (Barr, 1977).

Materials
The experimental materials were those employed by Pearson ani Studt

(1975) and are described in detail there. Briefly, the materials consisted of -36

senterces each with one word deleted and providing three levels of context:

rich, moderate,. and poor. Two .
words, of high and low frequency, were

designated as target items for each sentence as indicatedion the following

page.
Word Pairs pontext Level Sentences

HF - . Poor We decided to torewhile.
Stpp

Moderate The men were ordered to

LF Rich You had better decide io t

Halt for that red light

Procedure
Students were tested individually in small rooms adjacent to their

classrooms. The experimenter provided a sampt sentence explaining that

students were to read the sentence and try to think of,a word that would make

sense in the blank, If the word provided was not the 'target word then the first

letter of the target word would be expressed and they were to read .the

sentence again and try to think.of i word which made sense in thP sentente

and began with that letter. If an incorrect response followed an additional

letter was exposed until either the correct response was elicited or all lettêrs

of the word were exposed.
Students were.given six sentences, two at eaciti level of contextual richness.

At each level the students were asked to provide a high frequency target word

for one sentence and a low-fTquency target word for the Other.
, 2

Results and Discussion

A repeated-measures analysis of variance was used to analyze Ihe data.

Because there'were differing numbers of -letters across synQprpa,rs the

prdportion of Vie total word necessary to achieve recognition, ra her than the.

number of letters, was the basic unit of analysis. This was the same unit of

analysis used by Pearson and Studt (1975). Cell means and standard .

deviations are reported in Table I.
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Tab le1
4

Cell Means and Standard Deviations: Percentage ofWords Needed for Identification

High Frequency Low Frequency

Rich Moderate Poor Rich Moderate *. Poor

Students M. (SD) M (SD) M (§D) M (SD) f (SD) M (SD)

:13 7.2 (1.7) 39.8 (3.2j 49.4- (3.3) 59.9 (2.9) 65.8 (2.8) 80.4 (2.4)

4P 31 2 (3.4) 55.3 (3.9) 69.4 (2.8) 74.9 (2.6) 85.8 (1.7) 95.2 (1.2)

2G 31.7 (3 8) 49.6 (3.5) 69.3 (2.8) 71.0. (3.3) 69.2 (3.3) 88.9 (2.3)

There were significant main effects for , each of the factors under
consideration. The 4th grade good (leaders needed 50.45% of the word to
achieve recognition, 4th grade poor readers needed 68.66% and 2nd grade-
subjects needed 63.31 O/az, These differences were significant F(2,57) = 11.70,

p < .00t-The mean to-high-frequency Words Was -44,79%; for low frequency'
words 76.82%. This, difference was ignificant F(31, 57) = 105.18, p < .001.
Unlike the Pearson and Studt study, there was no interaction between
frequency and group. This would 'indicate that the effect for frequency was
equally distributed over all groups.

There was a significant effect for context, F (2,114) = 24.53, p < .001:The
mean proPortion of word necessary to achieve indentification for ric ti. context,
sentences!was 46.00/a; for moderate context, 60,9%, for low context', 75.5%.
The effect of context differs across the word frequency levels as indicated by
the significant interaction between these variables, F(2, 114) = 4.84; p < .01.

These results, with the exception of the- lack of a group x frequency
interaction, ate similar to the Pearson and Studt (1975) results and their
discussion is equally relevant' for this study. The fact that 4th grade good
readers were able to identify the target words with less graphic information
lends credence to their conclusion that' the ability to use context is a function
of reading proficiency. The context x frequency interaction supports their
conclusion concerning response availability. A richer context was more
helpful when the target word was a high frequency word. When the target w4
a low frequency word much more graphic information was needed to achieve
recognition. We also found many instances of students supplying the high
freCluency synonym for low frequency target words.

The second purpose of this study was to determine if good and poor readers
employed different strategies to identify unknown words. In order to answer
this .question the incorrect responses were analyzed to infer which cue
systemswere being used to arrive at a response. In the absence of graphic
cues, the most frequent choice of all groups was to give a respon: e that was
semantically and syntactically appropriate (M = 81.0)..Second grade students

gave such a response 75.7% of the time, 4th grade poor readers gave, such

respons'es 75.9% of the time and 4th grade good readers gave such
responses 91.5% of the time. . .

Once graphic cues became available the response pattern changed. The
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most popular strategy was to give no response (M = 51.0) with this occurring

in second grade students 49.8% of the time, in 4th grade poãr readers 51.7%

of the time, and dth grade good readers, 51.6%. The second most popular
strategy was to give a response that was graphically, semantically and
syntactically appropriate (M = 27.3%). Second grade students gave such
responses 26.9% of the time, 4th grade poor readers 23.7% and 4tti, grade

good readers 31,2%. In each of these analyses the otder poor readers and the'

younger readers performed similarly, responding less frequently to semantic

and syntactic constraints than the older good readers.

Conclusions

The response an'alysis indicates that all students were able to utilize
graphic, syntactic and semantic cues. Good and poor readers do, however,
seem to differ on the integration of these cue 'systems. This would support a
notion of the reading process that includes an increase in the ability to
integrate the cue system as a function of an increase in reading fluency .

(Pearson & Studt, 1975). In this respect this study also supports Guthrie's
(1973) proposal that older poor readers perform like younger good readers. In
the absence of visual information (Trial 1) students in all groups were likely to
supply meaningful responses', that is responses that were syntactically and .

semantically appropriate. Once graphic information was introduced (Trials
2-4) each group seemed to be affected in somewhat the same fashion. Close
to 50% of the students in each group choSe a no response strategy. This
would seem to further support Pearson and Studt's (1975) conclusion
concerning response availability. It seems that the students were able to

achieve an acceptable rneaning for Atte target word but the fact that they
lacked a word that fit all the requirements (graphic, syntactic and semantic)

inhibited 'their ability to respond..This conclusion is confounded since the
students knew their first response was in some way inapprop-riate. If a -
response was given, most incorporated the graphic information. In fact, it
would seem_ that graphic acceptability became the most -salient.. cue in

'selectirag a response with the better readers who were more likely to produce

a response that agreed not only with this information, but also with each of_ the

other available cues. However, as noted earlier, the introduction of graphic

constraints inhibited Tesponses for the less skilled readers.
In summary, then. the (liner good and poor readers did differ on their ability

with the experimental task but_ there seem to be no differences in the
performances of the older poor readers and younger good readers. All groups

were affected by contextuai richness and word frequerr but in some case,s

to different degrees, Finally, more skilled readers seemed to be able to use
graphic information in conjunction with contextual constraints more efficiently

and effectively than the less skilled readers.
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The acquisition of knowledge from text
A orogress report on prose research at the Cornell University

reading research grouP (

Research on the acquisition of information from texts thrOugh the process of

reaging is of obvious theoretical and practical importance. If we could specify

hc4 the structure of the information in a text passage affects the structure of

the knowledge acquired from that text then we would not only be able to say a

great deal about.cbgnitive functioning but we would be able to make a number

of statements of great practical value as well. Among other practical statements,

we might be able, to specify how a text should be organized to enhance

the information acquisition process or to characterize questions to appropriately

probe the knowledge acquired by the reader.
Dearly the rnotivation for prose research of this type is very high. This

is fortunate for research in this area is frustrated by the sheer enormity of

the research domain, not to mention the complexity of the issues involved.

Linguists, for example, have taken a long time to get around to solving

problems of semahtics, and for good reason. The study of 'meaning, and the

acquisition of meaning, is a very difficult task. To make matters worse, there

is even a lack of good tools for use in this kind of prose-related research.

In this paper I would like to be able to report that we have solved a lot

of these problems, in a series of brilliant studies. Unfortunately this is not the

case. During the past two years, however, we have made considerable pro-

gress in the development of research tools and we have used these in

several studies on which I will briefly reportiater.

An Information Processing Model

To begin, let's conceptualize the knowledge acquisition process as a problem

in data communications, as shown in Figure 1. Some individual, an author,

searches his base of data about the world and selects from it a set of data

items which is to comprise the content of his written message. At this first

stage the author must make various pragmatic decisions about what information

to include in the content structure baSed on considerations such as the expected

state of knowledge of a potential reader and about the inferential capabilities

of that reader. The second state in this process model is the organization

of the selected data or semantic content into a coherent text base from

which a natural language representation may be generated. At this stage the

information must be ordered into a reasonable sequence and various parts of it

marked for discourse features such as topicalization and focus. Finally linguistic

processes must operate on this text base to produce the actual natural language

strings which constitute the written text.
The reader, presented with a text, must reverse this generation process.

He must decode or parse and semanticaily interpret the surface form of the

( The research reported here was supported through grant number NIE-G-74-0018; Structure

and Learning From Prose, from the National Institute of Education, awarded to, Dr. George W.

McConkie
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DATA BASE

MESSAGE BASE.
(Content structure)

TEXT BAE

TEXT

TEXT BASE'

MESSAGE BASE'
(COntent structure')

search
selection
pragmatic decisions

staging (focus, topicalization)
sequence

surface structure generation

surface structure parsing

.

semantic interprttation
inference

,

Figure 1. An infbrmation 'processing model of text generation and' text
decoding.

text's natural language representation and generate a text base of his oriin.,
From this he then must apply any relevant inferential processes to arrive
at the content strUcture which he concludes must have been the source Of

the author's written text.
Note that the Model here is not neCessarily a psychologically real one but is

rather an attempt to identify the kind of processing which semantic infor-
mation must undergo to conform to something that we 1:eadily know. We can
only directly observ 9ne of these stages, the text itself: The rest we must
infer. But since' peopfb: can freely' generate texts on all kinds of topics in
infinite variety, we must postulate a process of selecting frOm the writer's
knowledge what he wants to say, or the message bae. And since the same'
set of informatidon 'can be expressed in many different ways, different styles
or with different focus, we must hypothesize a text base, containing such detail
about how the text will be constructed. Belpw I will mention a study done in our

t, 'group which gives evidence for the effect of staging opeYrations and thus for
existence of a text base stage. -

The Representation of the Content Structure Level

There is an obvious need in prose-related expeanental research to describe
and characterize the stimulus, the text, passage tarbe read. Also, since in our
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rstudies we have used mostly free recall protocols, that is having the subject

write down "everything he can rerriember from a passage, we also need ways of

characterizing these free recalls, so we can identify just which aspects of this

original passage have been retained. Clearly these descriptions must be done

in a non-aq)itrary manner and in such a way so as to avoid the extreme

variability which is evident in the surface structure language of any Qf these texts.

This method of description is one of the research tools which rias been

mostly missing but sorely needed for research of this type. Consequently we

have expended and are cbntihuing to expend a considerable amount of energy

on the -development of a consistent and reliable method of representing the
semantic information of a text at the content structure level, the first level

seemingly independent of linguistic processing.
Some time ago we began using a propositional network for representing

information at this level. In a network notational system of this type, the
content or meaning of a text is divlded up into underlying semantic units,

primarily states and events, and each unit is represented by a- set of nodes

and' arcs connecting the nodes. Each node contains a semantic concept while

the arcs are labelled to represent the pair-wise relationships which exist between

the various concepts bontained in the nodes:In each case, be it an event or a

state, the resultant set of nodes and arcs is called a proposition.
As a very *simple example of this kind of representation, consider the

followirlg two propositions given as an example in McConkie (1977):

Proposition 1: (:BALL)ATT-> (RED) ATT = attribute

. (a state)
Proposition JOHN)AGT-> CHIT)--OBJ-> (:BALL)

(an event) AGT = agent
OBJ = object

As McConkie points out, these two propositions constitute a content structure

which .could be said to represent the meaning of a number of different test

strings such as
John hit the red ball
The red ball was hit by John.
The ball hit by John was red.
The ball which John hit was red.
It was a red bail which John hit.
The red ball which John hit...
etc.

Thus, the network represents certain semantic relations which can he expiessed

in many different ways, .and ignores many aspects of variability in The form in

which that information is expressed.
The propositional notation system which we currently use is a somewhat

simplified version ofhe one described in Frederiksen (1975). Frederiksen's
system wis chosen over other representational systems for several reasons.

First, his system is highly detailed. By incorporating a large number of fine

distinctions in his taxonomy of concepts and in the classification of the relations

which can co-occur with -these various concept classes, his system is potentially

capable of representing a broad range of semantic information. Secondly, sinCe

a network representation has a natural implementation in a computer as a list

structure: Frederiksen's notatioo is 'suitable for use 'as the data structure in a

computer-based data handling system. This is an important consideration since

one of the things that makes prose research difficult is the great ease with

which one can become innundated with data. Some kind of automation of the

data handling requirements is really mandatory. In fact, we have developed an
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interactive lab computer software system, called PROSYS, for facilitating the
inpuf of such networks and for operating on ithem for data handling and
arialysis functions

Finally, Fredenksen's system is suitable for hand-coding. I use the term
'hand-coding' here to point out the difference between the way we arrive at the
content structure of a text and the approach taken by a number of workers in
the field of artificial intelligence. In our case, human scorers accomplish
the analysis of a text into a propositional network which represents the content
structure of that text. In the artificial intelligenqe case a computer program
parses an input text and renders it into a semantic representation. In a real
sense the output of the two different approaches is the same - a semantic
representation at something like what I have been calling the content structure

level.
If the two approaches output essentially the same thing, then why not

employ an automatic parsing approach? The reason is quite simple as yet such
computer text understanding systems ere not as good as human scorers at the
kind of semantic analysis that is required for psychological research. The problem

with automatic parsing is that many natural language text strings present
enormous difficulties for machine parsers while human scorers can easily
understand and represent their meanings. Consider the following example from
Charniak and Wilks (1976). Suppose a restaurant Vatron makes the following

statement: "Waiter, I would like spaghetti with meat sauce and wine."
The patron would be surprised to get spaghetti covered with a mixture of
Meat sauce and wine. If. the order had been, 'with garlic and butter,' however,
a mixture of the two is exactly what would have been expected. Charniak and

Wilks point out that this has been considered to be a linguistic problem, one of
sthictural ambiguity of the underlying syntax df the 'with' phrase. The meaning
of this phrase, however, is disambiguated on other than syntactic grounds.
An inference must be made based on one's k'nowledge of food. This kind of
disambiguation process is simple for people and a scorer would have no
difficulty in representing the meaning of this sample sentence. A machine
parser, on the other hand, can have problems with ambiguities of this type.

Of course there are ,problems with hand-coding as well. One of the most
significant is the problem of achieving good inter-scorer reliability. Unreliability
comes from two sources: lack of agreement on the meaning to be ascribed to

a specific piece of text and the use of differ.ent representations for the same
meaning. We have been working to reduce this latter source of unreliability
by developing explicit and detailed descriptions of the elements and relations
available in our modified propositional notation system and by producing

a set of procedures for using these. Pearson (1977) reports on the reliability ok
using a propositional network representation in a slightly different case?,

namely in a situation where the network representation of a stimulus text has
been determined and is to be used for the scoring of free recall protocols. The
reported results indicate that the degree of reliability .vaires with respect to
the level of analysis. When considering the amount of information ,recalled

in the protocol, that is, the number of elements in the stimulus text representation
found to be present in the recall, the reliability was extremely high (r= .99).
When considering the type of information recalled, the reliability varies with .
the level of representation, that is, with the number of categories (for proposi-

tions r= .84, for elements r= .78). it is interesting to note that in' this

reliability study the largest amount of variability, some 17%, was due to ,

scorer errors or omissions and that only 7% was attributable to notatio

related difficulties,
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Some Examples of Research

In 4the information processing model (Fig. 1) discussed above,, I have

depicted 'staging' as an operation,on the message base which identiiies the

relative prominente given to various segments of the semantic content;Jhere

are a number of devices writers use fo vary the staging level or degree of
prominence given to different information in the text. In one study from Our

laboratory. Paul Clements.(1976)investigated what effect some of these have on

the reader, that is, what is the role of staging in the.reception of information.

In these experiments two groups of students were given pairs of pa'ssages which

differed with reSpect to the level (high prominence vs. low irominence) at.'

which specific chunks of information were staged..The hoothesis was that

specific pieces of information would be better recalled after reading a passage in

which4 that inform.atigh is staged high than after reading a passage in which

the same informdtion was .staged lower. The experimental results strongly

supported this prtdiCtion and further suggest that staging primarily effects the

acquisition'of information during reading itself rather than having its 'effects Only

later during.retrieval. As part of the experimental. procedure, Clernents had

his subjects rate pieees ot information in the passage for their relative impor-

tance _The results showed that subjects' ratings did not correlate with staging

differences Thus, eVen though information staged higher was not recognized as

being more important to the passage, still the readers were more likely to

remember it
In another study, Lucas (1977) investigated whether the 'ype of test format

that readers aptZipate influences what they retain frorh reading a passage.

Subjects werelasked to read a series of two passages. After the first passage,

one group was given> a number of test questions and another group was

asked to wriie down everything -they could remember a free recall test.
Subjects expected the same type of test on the second passage, but instead

both groups were given'a free recall test. The experimental results showed that

the- type of -te--t a group expected did have an effect on what .they retained

from the passage. The most obvious effect was that subjects who were given

a free recall test after the first passage read the second passage an average

of 28% slower than those who had been led to anticipate the question test,

although they did not recall significantly more propositions. Lucas notes that

A difference in readingiime would seem to indicate a difference

in the processing activities of the readers, which should result in

differences in what is,retained frcrn the passage. While it is clear

that characteristics of the passage itself had the greatest influence on

what was recalled, the reading strategies did have some effect, as
revealed by the results of the analyses on patterns of recall

information: The fact that the total number of propositions recalled

did not differ significantly between the experimental groups suggest

that had the recalls been analyzed using "idea units" or other

less fine-grained technique's. the conclusions drawn might well

have been "no difference."

Data trom this further analysis 'led Lucas to conclude that anticipation of a

free recall test may influence a reader to acquire more central aspects of a

text and to be more aware of the manner in which the information was

presented in the text
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The final study which I will briefly mention is one by Scott Smith (197'7)
which investigated memory over varying intervals of time. Subjects were given
a passage to. read and immediately produce tree recalls. After three weeks

some of the subjects were unexpectedly tested again and another group was
tested after three months. Smith's most significant finding was that

First, the recalled information most similar to the passage is much
more stable over time than recalled information modified from the
passage. Second, there is a substantial amount of information present
in delayed recalls that was not present in n immediate recall.
Thus, the immediate recall must not provide a complete indication of
the information which the subject has retained from the passage.

In his analysis, Smith was able to see which concepts and propositions, at
the lowest level of analysis, were retained over different retention intervals.

' However, none of the studies mentioned have made attempts at comparing the
structure of the content of the passages read with that of the recall protocol.

Summary and Promise for the Future

What then do we know from all of this? First we conclude that in order to
answer many of the detailed prose-related questions, we need to have the
kind of rich experimental data which we get from using a detailed propositional
network representation of semantic content structure. These are questions like

-what types of influence does the passage structure have on what
readers tend to remember from it?

-what are the structural characteristics of subjects' cognitive representations
of information from the passage, and how do text and task variables
influence this?

-in what ways do passage and cognitive structure influence the retrieval
and use orinformation obtained frorn passages?

Second, we know we need to funkier specify procedures for analyzing

semantic content structures and third, we need some compute(tools to pelp us
pull structural information from the huge data matrices which 'result from the
translation of semantic networks into their equivalent numerical form. These,
of course, are primarily methodological' 'results'. We believe that the analysis
techniques and computer 'programs which we are developing wilt be important
contributions- to this type of research. In addition, I have mentioned some
substantive things which have been learned, the most important of which is the

work by Paul Clements on staaing.
The promise for the future is for more small steps which hdpefully will

chip away at the big problem. Recently we have been making goOd progress
in the third methodological area I just mentioned - the task of pulling structure
out of recallrsemantic content structures. With good computer tools for this,

thert is promise of additional experimental results which will hopefully move us
clol,er to answers to the kinds of theoretical and practical questions with which

I started.
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Inferential operations of children
involved in discourse processing

The factors involved in the compreherThion and memory of text have
recently become the focus of studies in verbal learnin Basic to the study of
text comprehension has been the developr-nent of detailed models of
discourse structure, which are seen as a representatioh of the knowledge
structure of the writer or speaker producing the text, The ability to analyze a
text into specifically defined and ordered units has provided networks against
which the subject's memory for text May be compared. This comparison of the
subject's knowledge structure acquired by reading the text to the knowledge
structure underlying the generation of the text itself has provided insight into
the characteristics of discourse as well as the interaction betten textual
characteristics and discourse processing operations.

One aspect, of discourse processing that becomes obVioushen the
network of the subject's recall is compared to the network of the on inal text
is that when subjects read and recall text, they acquire some inf mation
which was not explicitly stated in the text itself. This generated or in erred
information can beinyestigated by comparing the propositions in the subj ct's
re6all which were not explicitly stated in the text to those propositions s

actually stated in the text.
An examination of the inferences and inferential processes involved in

generating inferr d propositions from stated ones provides supportive
evidence for onstructivist theories of language processing. The

oonstructivis contend that the comprehension-memory system does not
process eh input sentence in its entirety; but, rather, selectively proceSses
the input, using information selected from the input sentence and stored
knowledge about the world to generate a semantic interpretation based upon
the input data in the text (Frederiksen, 1975b).

The definition of infelrence used in this study was relatively unrestricted in
Order that it might reflect the pervasive role of inference' in language
processing. As stated by Frederiksen (1977b), "Inferente occurs whenever a
person operates on semantic information, i.e., on concepts, propositional
structures, or . components of propositions, to generate new semantic
information, i.e., new concepts or propositional structures. Any semantic
knowledge which is so generated is inferred" (p. 7). Thus, any information
generated by the reader that was not explicitly stated in the text was classified
.as an inference.

The purposes of this study were to find out how much explicitly stated
information subjects remembered from reading a passage, how much inferred
information they generated during that process, how many total units of
information were recalled, and the relative proportion of inferred information
to total information in their recalls. Furthermore, the study was designed to
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see if there was a difference between the groups of gOod and poor readers in

regard to these factors. Finally, the inferred information was analyzed by type

of ihference and class of inferential operation employed in generating the

inference 'to discover how many inferences of each class and type were

generated by each subiect individually and by each group of good and poor

readerand further to see if there was a difference in the proportionate use of

the eight classes of inferehtial operationsemployed by the two groups..

Method

Subjects'
The subjects for tbis investigation were .36 third grade childreWf rom the

Sunnyside School District in Tucson, Arizona. Eighteen of the students were

classified as good readers, while the other eighteen were .terrned poor

readers. The assignment of students to these categories involved two criteria:

teacher judgment and Total Reading Scores on the Stanford Reading

Achievement Test.

Procedure
The students were asked to read a 153 word non-narrative, informational

passage. They were told that after the reading they would be asked to tell

everything they could remember about the selection. Between the reading and

the retelling of the target passage, they were asked to read orally a short

narrative selection Which was to serve as a buffer toshort term memory.

The entire session, in which the child read the target passage and the buffer

paSsage orally and retold what he remembered in a free recall followed by a

probed recall, was tape recorded. The semantic and logical network of each

recall was then compared item-by-itern to the message base of the original

passage. Using the semantic and logical network of the passage as a scoring

key, every item that appeared in the semantic and logical network of the recall

was given one point, with each concept and each relation scored as a

separate item. The score obtained by summing the above items represented

the amount of explicit or reproduced information in the recall.

Analysis
The items of information appearing in the text base of the recL.i Which were

not in the message base of the passage could then be counted and classified

according to Frederiksen's (1977a) Taxonomy of Text-Based Inferences: Each'

inference was first analyzed by comparing the inferred proposition to the

Original proposition. This comparison permitted its classification according to

one of the twenty-six inference types and consequently into one of' the eight

classes of inferential Operations.
A check ,of interrater agreement on the scoring of the recalls in terms of

arriount of explicit and inferred information revealed a relatively high

percentagt: of agreement between scorers (.903). However, the system of

classifying inferences appears to be capable of yielding data of only moderate

stability at tbis point with the raters agreeing on .824 of the .inferences

classified.
Results

1. Good readerg recalled significantly more units of explicit information,

t (34) = 5.84, p < .01, generated more units of inferred information, t (34) =

2 87,p < 01, and had longer total recalls, t(34) = 4.74,p < .01. (See Tablo 1)
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Table 1

Mean number of explicit, inferred, and tOtal
items of information in the recalls of good and poor readers

Types of Information SD

Explicit Items
Good 91.89 25.46
Poor 48.17 19.01

Inferred Items
Good 85.61 51.17
Poor 44.78. 31.87

Total Items
Good 177.50 60.36
Poor 92.94 45:61.

2. Within each group and for each type of information .(explicit, inferred,
and total), there was a wide range between the subject with the highest
number Of units recalled and the one with the lowest.

3. There was considerable overlap in the scores, with some of the poor
readers recalling more units of information than some of the good readers.

4. In both groups there were individual subjects who had high explicit
scores but low inferred scores. The reverse situation alto occurred, but less
frequently.

5. The individual who had the highest explicit recall score remembered
only half of the total possible concepts and relations in the passage.

6. There was no significant difference in the proportion of inferred
information to total information in the recalls of good readers compared to
poor readers.

7. Good readers made significantly more causal and conditional
inferences, both of which involved dependency operations, 1 (34) = 3.66, p <
.01, (see Table 2).

8. P6or readers made significantly more superordinate inferences in

which a more general concept was substituted for a specific One. These
overgeneralizations imfolvedlnacrostructure operations4 (34) = -3.45, p <
.01.

9. There was no significant difference in the proportion of inferences in
the other six classes of operations included in the Taxonomy of Text-Based
Inferences.

tonclusions and Discussion

Based upon the findings regarding amount and type of explicit, inferred, and
total information in the recalls, it was possible to conclude that:

1. Both good and poor readers engage in some constructive or
inferential processing durihg reading and recall, with nearly, half of the
information in the retelling being inferred.

These data support the constructivist view of comprehension which holds
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that the reader selectively processes the input data, using information from

the text in association with his/her own backgraind of knowledge.to construct

a rneaningful interpretation ot the material. Bepuse of this interaction af

previous knowledge with the new information, it was net surprising that as, the

recall of explicit units increased, so did the generation of inferred units.

As Anderson, Reynolds, Schaliert, & Goetz (1976) pointed out, in terms of

schema theory, the main determinant of the knowledge thai an individual is

able to acquire from reading Is the knowledge that he/she brings to the task, If

a poor or inexpenrced reader does not possess the relevant schema or does

nOt know how to bring this schema to bear upon the task, he/she will be unable

to comprehend the material.

Table 2

Mean proportion of inferences in each class
Of inferential operations in the recalls of good and poor readers

Class of Inferential Operation Mean Proportion

Class I Lexical
Good .0200

, Poor .0194

%Class II IdentifY-ing
Good 2161

Poor .2088

Class ill Frame
Good 1068

Poor 1080

Class IV Event
Good 2011

Poor .1961

Class V Macrostructure
Good .0436

Poor 871

Class VI Algebraic
Good .1918

Poor ,1732

Class VII Dependency
Good , .1815

Poor .0746

Class VIII TruthValue
Good .0391

Poor .0329
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2. Comprehension is abstractive as well as 'constructive:with the
readers choosing to retell what they consider to be thezlost relevant units
from the text.

Even the Subject rho had the highest explicit recall score remembered onlY
half of the total possible corIcepts and relations in the passage. This provides
further evidence for the selective nature of comprehension and *recall. In
terms of the constructivist theory of comprehension, it seems that the reader
selects from the input data those propositions which he/she cOnsiders .

relevant in terms of his/her own schematic expectations and background of

knowledge.
3. The comprehension process appears to be essentially the same for

both good and poor readers. Both good and poor readers engage in a
substantial aMount of inferential processing, differing primarily in terms of the
good readers' superior ability to deal with interpropositional relationships:

The finding of this study that goodreaders made significantly more causal
and conditional inferences provides evidence of their superior ability to use
schematic expectations of relationships to infer unspecified information. Like
the truly-fluent adult readers in Marshall's (1977) study, the good third grade
readers were able to infer unspecified relational information. Marshall
concluded that this awareness of the importance of interpropositional
relationships ,rid the use of these relationships to organize their recalls is
indicative of the fluent readers' ability to'recreate the author's schema.

In summary, it is obvious that an extensive amount of inferential processing
occurs during the processing of even "simple" stories, such as the one used

in this study. Furthermore, all readers can and do engage in inferential
processing during reading .and recall, as inferencing is g requisite and integral
part of all language comprehension. Good readers generate more inferred
information but also recall more explicitly stated information; thus, the
proportion of inferred information to total information is &Most the same in the
recalls of good and poor readers. Good readers generate More caUsal and
conditional inferences between propositions which adds to the coherency and
cohesiveness of their recalls, while poor readers tend to substitute more
general concepts for the specific terms used in the passage, resulting in
recaHs which lack the accuracy and specificity of the recalls of good readers.
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Comprehension profiles of good and poor readers
across materials of increasing difficulty

The abilny of good and poor readers to ,adjust their strategies to

,accommodate increasingly difficult material was investigated in this

exploratof) study A strategy was defined as a purposeful means of

comprehending an author's message. Information processing research by

Goodman (1969), Smith (1973), and Newell and Simon (1972) lead to a view of

the reader as an active information processor whose interest in compre-

hending the author's message causes him to apply reading strategies. The

ease with which the reader comprehends may be understood in terms of the

adequacy of his strategis and the problems set forth in the text. It was

expected that good readers given material of varying difficulty, would use
strategies more frequently with the most difficult material. Research on the

differences between good and poor comprehenders (Smith, 1967; Golinkoff,

19 /5-1976) indicates good readers- are more adap4ve and flexible in their

patterns of reading than poor readers. Olshavsky (1976-1977) found that good

readers apply strategies more frequently than poor readers. Therefore, the

hypotheses for the study predicted that only the good readers would adjust

their use of strategies according to the difficulty of the material.

HI The frequency of strategy usage by good readers will increase as the

material becomes more difficult,

H, There will be no difference in the frequency of strategy usage across

the material by poor readers.

Method

Design
The study utilized a 2x4 analysis of variance with repeated mesures. The

first variable was reading proficiency with two levels, good and poor; the

second variable was material difficulty with four levels.

Subiects
Twelve eleventh grade students, six good readers and six poor readers were

randomly selected from two English classes at a high school in a small,

midwestern city., Reading ability was determined by scores on thl
comprehension subtests of the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test, Level 111.

Good readers were defined as those who scored at stanines 8-9; poor readers

scored at stanin9s 3-4.

Materials
Each student read the same material, excerpts from four short storie§. The

stories were selected according to readability (levels 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, and

13-15 according to the Dale Chall 1948 readability formula), length

(approximately 500 words), and writing style (abstract as rated by five out of.

six raters).
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Data Collection
Each student was instructed to read silently and pause r each

independent clause (marked by a red dot) to talk about what happeled in the
story and about'what s/he was doing and thinking as s/he read. Next s/he was given

a practice ession to familiarize him/her withthe procedure and tape, recording.
The session continued until the researcher decided the student was talking.
freely. Finally, the student was given each story in rotated order and was told
to read each and follow the reading-varbalizing procedure s/he had practiced.
The student was not prompted by the researcher as s/he read.

Data Analysis
Matching protocols and clauses. The students' recorded verbalizations

were transcribed, and The transcriptions were matched with the

corresponding clause in the story. An example follows:

Clause He makes no sound at all
Protocol The boy's unconsolous

identifying and categorizing strategies. Each protocol, the transcribed
record of a student's verbalizations about his/her ongoing behavior, was analyzed
,t,t) infer reading strategies. Newell and Simon state,".. . if the subject employs
definite processes, . there may occur enough repetitions of essentially the

same situation to allow us to induce what the processes are and to have some
faith in the reality" (1972, p. 191). The process of categorizing students'
protocols involved three steps. First, the researcher compared each response
with the text and recorded a description of the student's protocol. Second, the
researcher decided whether the protocol .fit the definition of a strategy. Third,
each strategy was given a descriptive name if it occurred at least four times.
The protocol presented in the example above was categorized as a strategy
because ir represented a way. of deahng with the author's message. The
strategy was termed inference becauSe the student added an interpretation of
the clause. A second scorer classified the protocols of two randomly selected
students with 95 °A) agreement.

Testing the hypotheses. Analysis of variance with repeated measures was
used to test the frequency of strategy usage across the four stories.

Determing accuracy of paraphrases. The protocols which _were para-
phrases of the clause were scored as accurate if they preserved the author's
meaning 07 inaccurate if they distorted the author's message.

Results

Reading Strategies
The eleven reading strategies which were identified are listed in order of fre-

quency and defined: (1) inference' (125 occurrences) is an addition of an
interpretation or suggestion to the information in the story; (2) hypothesis
(63 occurrences) is a prediction of the meaning; (3) stated failure to

understand a word (54 occurrences) is an identification of the problem of
inability to understand a word; (4) synonym substitution (48 occurrences) is
use of a synonym in place of a word in the text during the protocbl; (5)personal

identification (42 occurrences) is drawing personal associations in

comparison to information in the text; (6) re-reading (22 occUrrences) is a
statement that the clause was read twice; (7) addition of information (22
occurrences) is additiOn of factual information to the information contained in
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the clause, (8) skip. a word (14 occurrences) is a statement that a word was
skipped. (9) stated failure to understand a clause (15 occurrences) is an
identirication of inability to comprehend the meaning of a clause; (10) picture
story (5 occurrenues) is a statement of a visual image of the story; (11)

conclusion (4 occurrences) is a statement which summarizes the story.

Tests ot Hypotheses
Analysis of variance based on all strategies found no significant difference.

for ttzy first variable, reading proficiency, F(1,10) = 2.05,p >.05. The second

variable, difficulty of material was significant, 1(3,30) 3.71,p <.05. The

interaction effect was not significart. F(3,30) = .94,p f.05. The results of
this analysis fail to support the first hypothesis but oss3 support the second

hypothesis. The total number of strategies used by both good and poor
readers decreased (153, 147, 81, 82 respectively) as the stories increased

in difficulty

Comprehension ol the Stories
As a check on the effect of the material difficulty variable, an analysis of

variance was perfoi;med on the overall number of accurate and inaccurate

paraphrases by good and poor readers for each story. The test revealed that

as the difficulty of the stories increased, the number (23, 1 eN. 35, 62) of

inaccurate paraphrases increased, F(3,30) = 5.5,0 <.001, and the number
.1325. 185 133, 120) of accurate paraphrases decreased, F(3,30) = 28,p< .001.

In neither analysis was the interaction effect significant.

Discussion

The find ng that both good and poor readers used the'ele'yen strategies less

,f(equently the stories became More difficult may indicate they judged their

material earJ in their reading and 'gave up' trying to ungerstand the 'more,
difficult selections. In previous research, it was found tfaat good readers used
strategies more frequently than poor readers. For this reason, .it is assumed

that the difficulty of the material rathe'r than the procedure causd these

subjects to have similar profiles of strategy usage. The protocol technique,

though possibly causing some interference with the reading process, has

been used widely in cognitive psychology research because it reveals process

and has provided valuable information about reading. Further research should

investiga..te whether the process of applyin strategies is a necessary part of

comprehension. If strategies are essential, teaching readers to apply them

would be one means of helping them cope with the difficult material they

encounter in high school and college reading.
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The relationship between readingability
and semantic verification tasks

Recently, iters in psycholinguistics and computer simulation of human

thought procees4iave addressed themselves to the processes involved in,,

understanding wrtfle'ridiscourse. These efforts are particularly apparent in the

area of ,semantic information processing, one means by which readers gain

information from written disc DUrse. The present study waS concerned with the
factors outlined by semantic processing research which may affect the

reading comprehension abilites of good and poor adult readers.
The terminology for defining semantic processing in this study was derived

f rcim proposals of linguists that the universal basis tor serfiantic memory is not

the surface structure of a sentence, despite its effitct on the ease or difficulty

of comprehending discourse, but rather the deep structure or conceptual

organization of the discourse. Fillmore (1968) proposed case grammar as a

means of describing deep structure. RI' this framework the verb serves as-the

focus of aIhought unit and 'other 6oncepts within written discourse are related

to the verb.
Paralleling the work of rillmore, other researchers attempted to create

computer simulated programs that would meaningfully-process and resOond

to human discourse. Frijda (1972) and Minsky (1968) outlined the development 1"

of artificial intelligence programming, proposing that schemata for memory

structufe are similar to the processing strategies o the computer when it

responds "intelligently" to human discourse.
The research of linguists and computpr scientists converged in Quillian's

(1968) proposal fr9-a hierarchically structbred semantic network. This network

posited by Quill.ian served as the basis for describiing semantiC memory

processes for human and artificial intelligence. The hierarchical nature of

such a nvitwork was experimentally verified by Collins arid Ouillian (1969)when

they deillrOnstrated that the time required to recognize a superordinate of a,

given noun was a function of the hierarchical "distance" between the stimulus

word and the superordinate. Furthermore, they found that attributes

specifically related to a target noun were more rapidly accessed than were
,attributes related to nouns superordinate to the target noun in a serhantic.
hierarchy. Additional support for a schematic relationship was,dev.eloped by:.

Rumelhart, Lindsay and Norman (1972), Meyer (1970), and Collins and Quilllban

(1970).
Within this same period, a considerable body of experimental evidence was

gathered in support of these hierarchical, constructive theories of human

memory. Several studies supported the notion that memory consists of

organized relations (Battig & Montague, 1969; Grober & Loftus, 1974; Loftus,

1973; Meyer, -1970; Rosch, 1973, 1975). Other Studies demonstrated that

*The re3earch reported here is based on the first awthor's doctoral thesis completed at the

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1977.
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- concepts are the basis of memory (Bransford, Barclay & Franks, 1972;_

Bransford & Franks. 1971):
Freedman and Loftus (1971), Loftus and Grober (1973), and Schaeffer,

Lewis and Van' de Car (1971) determined the developmental .nature of
semantic schemata. This finding was important to the present study because it
Suggests the possibility that one of the differences between 'good tn d. poor
adult readers may result from developmental differences in their s maeptic
encoding and processing strategies.

The -goal of the present study was to integrate two paradigms in a single
experimenVto combine some traditional reading measures with some novel
semantic processing -measures in an effort to determine whe.ther`or not either
set of measures (or soMe unique combinalion of measures from either or both
sets) would differentiate good from poor readers. .

In order to determine the nature and degree of these relations groups of
good and poor readers were established with tasks similar to those described
in semantic processing research. FOLK item types, pres,ented as true-false
questions, were posed following the reading of a brief paragraph. The item
types included! integration of inforrhation from 'sentences within the
paragraph; recognition of the superordinate for,a loun, neither of which was in
the paragraph (unprimed relationship); recIgnitipn of a superordinate for a
noun included in the paragraph (primed relatkmshipj; and recogAition of a
sentence from the paragraph (verbatim recognition).

Method

Subjects
Sixty community college qudents from a two-year suburban Minneapolis

college served as the subjecTS for the Study. All students enrolled in reading
and study skills classes were given the McGraw-Hill Basic Skills System
Reading Test, Form B (Raygor, 1970). A random sample ,p4 30 students
achieving a total percentile, score of 73 or above (good readers) and 30
students achieving a total percentile score of 27 or below (poor readers) on

'two-year college norms were selected for inclusion in the study.

Materials
A measure to determine levels of information proCessing consisted of thirty

experimenter-constructed paragraphs. They were constructed from the
category-prototype lists of Rosch (1975).

For each prototype a three-sentence paragraph was constructed. One
! sentence presented the protptype plus a descriptor, e.g., "The suit was_

denim A second sentence-tresented the prototype 'in relation ,to another
noun, e.g., "The model wore the suit." In half al these sentences the prototype
appeared as the subject; in half 'the prototype appeared in the predicate..A
third sentence consisted of the related noun plus a descriptor for,that noun,
e.g , ,"The model was Skinny." All sentences were in the active-voice. The
order of the sentences within each paragraph was randomized.

. For eaCh paragraph four test items were constructed. ach was a sentence
presented folloWing the paragraph and required a true or false respohse The
first sentence, based on the .work of Bransford and Franks (1971), consisted of
the subject and the related noun plus one ofrthe.-two descriptors. The subject
descriptor was used half the time, e.g., "The skinny.model wore the suit;" the
predicate descriptor the other half, e.g., "The model wore the deniM suit." In
the case of false items (10 of 30) the descriptor preceded the Incorrect noun,
e.g., "The model wore the skinny suit."
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The unpnmed relationship item, based on the research of lollins and

Quinlan 969) and Conrad (1972) consisted of a catego -prototype

statement that 1,, ,-the category and prototype were not mentioned in the

paragraph In the c;i.vie ot a true item the prototype and category matched,

e g "An apple is a fruit." In the case of a false item, prototype and category

did not match. e.g "An apple is a vehicle For both true and false items the

cqtegory and prototype were other than those serving as the basis for- the

Paragraph
A third test sentence expanded Rosch's (1975) use of the prime in that the

category-prototype statement included the prototype discussed in the

paragraph, e g , "A suitlis clothing." Fol false iterns (10 of 30) the category
was one orthe other nine indicated y Rosch, e.g., "A suit is a vegetable."

The fourth test sentence was a verbatim recognition sentence. Ten of each

of the three sentence types were ,selected. For true items the sentence
consist-ed of a verbatim statement from' the paragraph, e.g., "The suit was

denim For false items the descriptor was changed for a noun c escriptor

sentence, and for the noun-direct object sentences a descriptor was placed

before the incorrect noun, e,g.. "The suit was skinny."
Order of paragraph presentation and itern types within paragraphs was

'randomly-presented to paired good-and poor readers.

Procedures
An indiv4ual student, seated before a rear-screen viewer was shown the

short three-sentence paragraPh, -When the student felt he/she understood the

content of the paragraph, he/she pressed a single button causing the screen to

go blank. Four items, representing the four semantic verification tasks, were

then presented one at a ttme. To each the student Tesponded "true" or
"false" and simultaneously pressed the button. Students were then asked to

indicate their confidence of response on a scale of 5 (high) to 1 (low). After the

four itern responses another paragraph was presented until thirty paragraphs

and item sets had been presented. For both paragraphs and items

presentation ot the slide activated a timer that was stopped by the student's

press of the button. The examiner recorded the paragraph or item reading tiMe

after each slide as well as "true" or "false': response and confidence rating

for the individual items.

Design
Fcx purposes of analysis, the data were organized according.to different

layouts appropriate for the several analytical procedures used. Multivariatp

and univariate analysis of covariance and analysis of variance for main,

interaction and simple effects as well as t tests of group means were

computed. These analyses are:reported in detail by Hanson (1977). For this

presentation only a subset of the results are included.
The dependent variables considered in this,study were number of correct

responses on the serna'ntic verificatioq instrument, confidence for correctness

of responses, and latency of correct r6sponses covaried by paragraph reading

time on the semantic verification task.
Analyses for the dependent variables included the following: ranking and t

tests for mean correctpess and mean confidence on the semantic verification

tasks, analysis of variance on correctness of response for item type by true-

false by ability: and for latency of response, multivariate, and univariate

analyses of covariance utilizing paragraph reading time on the semantic

verification tasks as the covariate.
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As the semantic verification Instrument was experimenter-constructed,
instrument characteristics were determined, including an application of the
Kucter-Richardsoniu for' each- of the four 30-point scales fepresenting an item

type as well as tor the total 120 item test. The analysis indicated that the range
of item difficulty was from .857 to .987; the reliability of subtest scores ranged
from 655 to .429 and the overall text exhibited a reliability coefficient 0 .813.

Since the students were able to control viewing time for both fhe paragraph
and .the four item types -that, followed, and since items for the semantic
verification task were drawn from high "goodness of example" category-
prototype relationships identified by Rosch (1975) and the sentence and
paragraph structure highty restricted, it was expected that verification of the
truth or falsity of an item would not be difficult. In order to determine if this
were the case, two analyses of the data were initiated: the first consisted of

calculating mean number correct, standard deviations, ranks, and t tests
between ability groups for mean number correct for the eight treatment
conditions; the second analysis consisted of computing percentage of correct
answers to true and false item types for each treatment condition. This was

done as there was a possibility of 20 correct true responses but only 10.''
correct false respOnses. These converted scores made possible calculation of
,analysis of variance to determine if interaction existed among item type, true-
false conditions, and reading ability. n

Results

The first analysis, comparison of means, standard deviations, rankings, and

t values for good and poor readers' correct true, correct false, and total

correct responses indicated that good readers correctly answered
significantly more items, 458) = 3.94, < .001, despite all subjects' ability to
control both the paragraph and item viewing time. Total means were 113.93
and 108.47 for the two groups. Furthermore, examination of raw scores
revealed that good- readers had a higher mean number of correct responses
under all eight treatment conditions.

For true items good readers had significantly more correct itemS for three
item types. integration, ((58) = 2.89, p < .005, primed category-prototype,
t(58) = 3.02. p < .004, and verbatim recognition, t(58) = 3.68, p = .001, items
that required reading, or were at least influenced by the reading situation. The
means for the three item types were 26.77, 24.67; 29.47, 28.53; and 27.93,

25.80, respectively.
Only one item type, verbatim recognition, favored good readers, t(58) =

2 45, p < .017, when the dependent measure was correct identification of false
item. The means were 8.57 and 7.57. The lack of discrimination from the false

'items may have been a result of the nonsensical nature of some of them; that

is, some of the items were so absurd that most subjects could reject them on

the basis of logic rather than the passage in which they were embedded.
Ranking of true, false, and item type totals revealed that both good and poor

readers portrayed identical rankings within item types. Correct items were
rank-ordered for both groups from most correct to least correct as follows:*
unprimed category-prototype relationships, prime category-prototype
relationships, verbatim recognition, and integration.

To consider how item responses varied in terms of the ability groups, true as
compared to false items, and item types, Ind to determine if interaction
between these factors exisAd, analysis of variance was carried out tin
percentage conversions of tr* raw scoreS. One between factor, abilfty, and
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two within factors, true versus false, and the four item types were considered.
Results indicated that while all three main effects achieved signiftcance at

toe 01 level there were also two interactions that were notable: ability by item

type. /13,14 () ." 'i 89, p 01, and true-false by item type, F(3,174) = 27.92,p

< 01 The first interaction demonstrated that while .reading-required item
types were more difficult than non-reading-required item types for both ability
groups. they Were a great deal more difficult for poor readers. However, the
second interaction between true-false conditions and iteht type complicated
the interpretation of the main effects previously indicated in that most of the
variation in these two factors stemmed from two extremely depressed cell
means false verbatim re'cognition and kilse integration items.

The-percentage of errors for totaled item types was 5.05% for good readers
and 9 15'.'o for poor readers. Some subjects made no errors on certain item
types resulting in insufficient data on which to make judgements regarding
incorrect responses. The attention to correctness through trials, and request
for confidence rating of responses seemed to have effectively encouraged
subjects to concentrate on.. correctness. For these reasons analysis of
confidence ratings and latencies focused on correct items only.

Despite the ability of subjects to control the length of time they had to view
the paragraphs and the items, differences in response correctness were noted
on particular items. In order to determine if these differences might be a result
of Overreaction or a thoughtless response, subjects were asked to indicate
how confident they were of their correctness.

For both good and poor readers there was a high degree of confidence for
their correct responses, all confidence means being at 4.61 or above. Ranking
the mean true and mean false confidence indicated that for both good and
poor reader's the order of highest to lowest confidence was identical to that for
greatest to 'feast in correctness of response,

To 'determine differences in, processing, mean lalencies for the eight
treatment conditions for each ability group were calculated and, as would be
expected, good readers responded more rapidly i.n completing the reading of
the paragraphs and in correctly verifyin9 items under- the eight treatment
conditions.

TaattenLate reading speed as a confounding variable in the consideration
of the data, subjects' response times to the items were covaried by paragraph
reading time and the resulting times considered by rnultivariate analysis of
covariance which simultaneously compared all four response times of good
and poor readers to determine if differences did exiSt between the two groups
for the adjusted latency measure.

.The adjusted means resulting from the multivariate analysis of covariance,
reflect latencies that significantly favor good readers for both true, F(4.54) =
4.10, p < .006, and false, F(4.54) = 4.80, p < .002, items. Not only were good
readers faster than poor readers in their overall processing speed; but they
also appeared to be faster in the completion of semantic verification tasks.

A second univariate analysis of covariance of latencies compared good and

poor readers on each of the eight treatment conditions (four item types, true-
false). Good readers responded more rapidly to semantic verification tasks in
seven of the eight treatment combinations of levels; the eine exception was
false verbatim recogniton.

Conclusions'

As the attempt of this study was to examine relationships between two fields
of study whose common bases had not yet been established, limitations must

,
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be recognized in interpreting the results. Certain tentative 'conclusions,

however, are warranted.
Good adult readers do exceed poor adult readers in their ability to respona

correctly to semantic processing tasks that require comprehension of written

discourse. It would appear that good readers readily integrate new learnings

acquired through reading into their conceptual framework while poor readers
deal with the reading task as a singular presentation of information unrelated
to what they already know.

in terms of the item types themselves, true items.favored good readers for

three of the four tasks, the exception being that of unprimed category:
prototype relationships. The differences that were found were not a tesult

confusion or lack of attention to the task. This was established by the few

differences in confidence tor correct responses by item type.
Analyses of the latencyrscores for correct responses utilizing paragraph

reading time as a covariate indicated that good readers responded to both true
and false items more rapidly than poor readers. Additional analyses, again
using paragraph reading tirfte aaa covariate, demonstrated th t good readers
responded more rapidly in terms of semantic verification to se en of the eight
item type true-false tasks. _

These findings demonstrated that there were statistic Ily. significant
differences by good readers on a majority of the semantic veri ication tasks. It

would appear that the developmental differences in sema tic processing
favoring good readers, established by seve ral writer , have been
substantiated with adult subjects by the results of this study.
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Perceptual versus semantic information
processing in semantic categorydecisions.

Rosch (1975) has developed a paradigm for examining the use of advance

information in making semantic category decisions. Two features of thiS
'paradigm are worth discussing in detail. First, Rosch has developea a set of

norms, for "levekof-goodness" for the semantic categories she uses. That is,

each category is represented by exemplars which have been rated on the basis

of how well they fit the categories. For example, in the category 'FRUIT', 'apple'

is a high level-of-goOdness exemplar while 'kumquat' is a low level-of-goodness

exemplar. The level-of-goodness norms seem to be stable and reliable as

indicated both by Rosch's work arvd that of Childrey and Kamil (1977).

Second, Rosch uses a decision/ask which incorpor'ates advanced information,

known as "priming". The decision task is to make "same category" or
"different category" judgments for pairs of exemplars from the categories. OP%

half of the trials, advanced infOrmation is provided in the form of the name

of a category relevant to the word pair. On the remainder of the trials, no

priming information is provided, in which case the test pair is preceded by the ,

word 'BLANK' instead of a category name. Three type'S of word pairs' are

included, physically identical pairs, categorically identical pairs, and different

category pairs. Physically identical trials contain the same word, repeated, for

example, 'Apple ** Apple'. Categoricaly.identical pairs have two different words

taken from the same .category, for example, 'Apple ** Orange'. Different pairs

have two different wor6 taken from different Categories, at the same ar

level-of-goodness, for example, 'Car ** Apple'. Subjects respond "same" to

both physically identical and categorically identical pairs by pressing one key and

-different" to the different category pairs by pfessing another key. The dependent

measure was reaction time (RT) to press the correct key.
Rosch found that level-of-gbodness was related to latency of decision for

categorically identical pairs with high level-of-goodness producing faster RTs.

Priming also produced faster RTs for categorically identical pairs. However,

when the pairs were phYsically identical, priming interacted with leVel-of-

goodness. These results have been replicated and extended by Hanson &

Kamil (1977)
The explanation Rosch applied to these results wae that subjects generated

some "aspect of meaning" op primed trials. A semantic aspect of meaning i

uniformly facilitated processing of primed categorically identical pairs as a

function of level of goodness. For physically identical pairs, the interaction

occurs because the perceptual aspect of meaning is more like good exemplars

(facilitating decisions) than poor exemOlars (inhibiting decisions),
'Hanson and Kamil (1977) attempted to replicate the Rosch study. They

found differences in processing of physically identical paire', dependent on the

modality in:which advanced information was presented. In the original Rosch

study, primes were preSented auditorily. When primes were presented

visually in the Hanson and Kamil study, the interaction for physically

identical; (PI) pairs was not obtained. These results indicate that the facilitatioh

and inhibition of different level-of-goodness Oairs involve the use of visual
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centers The PI results can be understood as a visual biasing in favor of a

highly probabiy visual stimuli and against others.

This visual kxpectdric y disrupted by the use of visual advanced information

in a way similar to modality specific interference (Brooks, 196-t , 1968).

Processing the prime word visually prevents the use of those yisual centers for

simultaneously preparing for a few. likely stimuli. Hence visual priming results

in no interaction for physically identical pairs. In either modality, the priming effect

L.naltered for semantic (categorically identical) decisions. This indicates that

these. Semantic effects are "automatic". In contrast, the perceptual effects

observed for physicaly identical pairs are easily disrupted. This suggests that

tne P1 effects result from perceptual strategies which subjects adopt- to facilitate

processing (cf Hanson,,Kamil & Snyder. 1978).

Method

Sixteen Junior high school students participated in the study. Eight were

selected from remedial reading classes and eight were selected from non-

remedial English classes. All students were paid for participation in the enroll-

ment Sixteen college students also participated. They received course credit.

The independent variables in the normal Rosch paradigm are: 1) Type of

trial (physically Identical, categorically identical, or different); 2) Level-of-goodness

(high, medium or low); and 3) Advanded information (primed or unprimed). In

this study modality of advanced information (visual or auditory) was also

manipulated Finally reading ability (college, good or poor) was another variable.

In all cases. the dependent variable is latency of decision.
Experimental sessions lasted about one hour. Each participant received 196

trials, half primed and half "blank", equally divided between "same" and

"different- In the present study, stimuli were presented on a cathode ray tube

display controlled by an ADS 1800E computer. Reaction times to make decisionS'

were measured anu recorded automatically.

Results

Ail data were subjected to repeated measures analyses of variance. Where

appropriate, quasi F-ratios were constructed. In the interest of readability, the

precise F values have been omitted. In all cases, c>< was 0.05 or smaller.

Figure 1 shows the results for college students, good junior high school

readers, and poor junior high school readers. College students show a level-of-

goodness effect in all conditions. Good- readers show a level-of-goodness

effect in all conditions except in the physically identical trials with visual

primes Poor readers show no level-of-goodness effects in any conditions.

For the categorically identiCal trials, college students show priming advantages.

Good readers show priming advantage only when the priming information is

auditory Poor readers do not show any advantage of priming information.

For the physically identical trials, college students shoW an interaction between

priming and level-of-goodness for auditory information. Neither good nor poor

readerp show the interktion effect.
Finally. college students are faster than junior high school students, and good

readers are faster than poor readers.

Discussion

.

'These results reveal some interesting "developmental" trends over the range

of students tested. Examination of Figure 1 makes these trends most apparent.

r
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Within the interpretive franis eikork of semantic (automatic) and perceptual
(strategy) effects, college students and good readers show similarities for
semantic effects in both auditory' and vistial conditiohs. This suggests that
both of these groups have developed a well-organized ssemantic memory,
network which is reflected by level-of-goodness norms and decision latencies.
Of the two thodality conditions, however, the auditofy condition is easier for
good readers and the results for this grOup match college students more
clos*y. On physically identical triais, the auditory condition shows good leader's
developing the necessary level-q4-goodness effect. Hodever, they do not seern"
to diffenantiate their perceptual strategy for primed and unprimed trials "tO
yield the plwsically identital interaction.

Poor readers show neither the perceptual nor -the semantic effects. Thus,
the major implication of the present data is for a general trend in reading
development. First a stable semantic category structure is established. Then, by
college lever, perceptual strategies based on that structure a(e developed.
Junior high school students are still developing the category structure (in
terms ) level-of-gciodness) found in college' students. The poor 'readers clearly
showed reaction' times which were very slow compared to good readers.
they were slower still for visual primes than for auditory primes. Good readers
are further along in reading develoment than are poor readers. Specifically,
goad readers seem to be better than poor readers at using advanced
information for facilitating semantic decisions and adopting perceptual strategies.

While the Rosch task used in this study does nct involve the entire spectrum
of reading skills, it does isolate and examine two skills important in reading:

semantic and perceptual processing. Since poor readers nave difficulty With
this relatively simple semantic task,, it would be expectedithat they would have
even more difficulty with .the mdre complex semantic demands .of. a reading
task. Similarly poor read'ers have more difficulty than good readers ih the
perceptual aspects of this task though both groups are poorer than college
students. Because perceptual strategies ,.are based on a stable semantic
structure, it may be that junior high school .students need development of
their semantic structures and their consequent perceptual strategies. Additional
work will be needed to determine 1) whether these findings are true when larger
units (than words) are used and 2) whether these differences found between
good and poor readers can be remediated by conventional methods.
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prose recall responses and categories for scoring

The recall of what has been read contain-5 responses. that closely
approximate the original and , responses that vary on some undefined
continuum of difference from the original. ,Much of the experimental research
on reading comprehension indicates that competent', readers recall the
substance of the passage: the text base (Kintsch1975; 1.976), the
redundant information (Drum, 19T4, 1976), the hierarchical structure (Meyer &
McConkie, 1973; Filby, ^1975), and the story structure (Thorndyke, 19t/).
These studies used various analjisis systerns for deterMining the-structure of
,the passages; the systems then become templates for scoring the recall
responses since the major .interest or outcome was to determine the
correspondence between the passages arxIthe fcall.

.

However, the constructive view of meenory (Bransford & Franks, 1973)
postulates an integration of fragments within a text with a planlor what fnust
have Occurred based on generalized knowledge of the word. Interfere-nce can
come from inadequate.or inappropriately used knowledge or from selecting am
nonessential text fragments. Deviations from the text do occur even with
college undergraduates, the Npical subject for these studies. Recall for "The
War of the Ghosts" (Bartlett, 1932) and for the biblical story "JoSeph and His
Brothers" (Kintsch, 1976) include content additions, which were explained'as
prefamiliarity with the "Joseph" story or as fitting the "Ghost" informatiqn
into expectations by the,reader for a cultural norm. These text deviations and
some of the generated esponses in the Cofer .0973) study seemed
reminiscent of the classroom recall of young children after reading a story.
Text recall is not just the reader's creation, but an adaptation of the
information in the text to his own prior tnemorial structure for similar
information. Responses are interactions between what -was known before
reading and what the text said.

A purpose for this study is to describe thedifference response. The first step
is to anal,yze text from different responses. To do so, the original passages are
analyzed into a hierarchy of prOpositions using procedures similar to Kintsch's
(1975) for dehving the text base. This consists of "a structured list of
propositions: A proposition ;consists of a predicate with one or more
argurrients; arguments are concepts or propositions themselves'. (Kintsch,
1.977)7 The attempt is to delineate the meaning relationships of the text which
can be realized with different funclion words and different orderings i.e.,
active to passive alterations, or progressive to active changes. The linear
ordering of propositions in a hierarchy established by argument repetition
describes a structure of the passage, which is used as a template in scoring
textual responses that adhere to the meaning bUt deviate somewhat in
syntactic and function word expression. . .

The protocols are also analyzed into propositions where possible. There are
often parenthetical remarks and incipient phrases which cannot constitute a
proposition and, therefore, a word count rather than a proposition count is
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used. Also, si nce the ts do not have time for editing and revision, their,
hierarchical structures are h t described.

Four ordinal categories have been developed to encode responses on a

,continuum from text specific s9 text external. The Categdries are global in that
each contains subcategories with obvious explanatory power which are'
summed tc7,ether. The categories are:,1) Text specific responses The units
crnreri Ac text . vprifir muqt rnrrAqpnnri with thP text prnprmitions

unambiguously. They are restarements of teXt propositions, including
acceptable syntactic paraphrase, synonymy of elements with the Same
conceptual yeferent, and sq,bstitutions of pronouns appropriately referenced
_elsewhere. 2) Text entdiled responses The units scored as text entailed

text specific elements put together In new ways and additions of
information that are semantically entailed by the . text and -are correct
aCcording to a content expert. 3) Text evoked responses The units scored'
as text evoked also include elements of the text, but they are either.
inappropriate Fecbmbinations; additions of information external, to text
elements, or general statements that do not convey any specific information.
A) Text external responses The units scored as text external either have no
/relationship to the text such as storytelling conventions, self-report

,
comments, or repetitions of previously 'recalled statements.

' The four categories andlhe procedures for scoring are described in more
detail in Drum and Lantaff (1977).

Method

Sixteen eighth grade pupils, half of them able readers and half below
average in reading ability, read four passages. Ability was determined by
scores at the 90th percentile or above or below the 50th percentile on the SRA,
Form.E, reading comprehension- section, The subjects also represented equal
numbers 6f boys and girls. After reading a passage,each Student was asked to
orally recall the information. A day later, delayed recall for two-passages was
taken; a week later, the remaining two. The cue for delayed recall was the.6ne-
word title provided with each-passage. 'All oral responses were taped. Each
subject knew in advance that he would be asked for recall of the information
by title both immediately after reading and either a day or week later. They
were also told to read as if they were reading a school assignment. Nobody
was apparently attempting to rote memoriie the material. The Jecorded
reading times averaged:86 seconds, too brief for attempted meMorization of

'the passages.
The four passages (252,275 words) were selected from science and social

studies texts. The Fry readability levels for the passages were from 7.410 8.0,
The passages were analyzed into propositional -hierarchies four to seven
levels in the hierarchies and 123 to 147 propositions.

The design -was a repeated measures, mixed factorial with ability and sex
between subject variables and type of passage, passage and amount of delay
within subject treatment factors.

The immediate and delayed recall responses were analyzed intd
propositions, with function words counted as they appeared in .the
propositi:ons. Every propoSitional unit was then given one of the four category
designations. Each recall response Was scored by three people. There was
substantial agreement among scorers, approximately .80; above .95 for text
and external and .60 to .70 for entailed and evoked. Any disagreement about a
unit was reanalyzed until an agreement could be reached. Then the words per
category per passage became the scores for further anaiysis.
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The significance of the category distirictions by ability, by ivx, by .type
passage"; by particular passage within type, and by,Nacnount of delay were
tested using analysis of varianceprocedures.

Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations by Ability for Protocol Categories

At immediate Recall 0. ,

Ability:

Total

M SD .

Text

M SD

Entailed Evoked

M SD M SD
External

M SD (N)

High 141 50 50 26 49 20 18 15 23 14 (32)

Low 87 37 17 15 26 11 26 17 '18 11 1 (32)

At Delayed Recall

High 115 43 34 19 45 21 17 10' 19 12 .(32)

Low 69 33 8 6 26 18 22 13 13 8 (32)

Results & Discussion

The major category means indicate that able readers remember more text
responses at both imniediate and delayed recall, F (1, 12) =9.8, 12.2,p < .01,
and more entailedyesponses at immediate recall, F (1, 12) = 7.5, p < .05.
Less _able readers tave more evoked responses, particularly for science
:passages, at immediate recall test point'. Delayed recall has on the' average
fewer propositions stated, but what is retaine.d is generally similar to
immediate recall. The proportionate stability of . entailed and evoked
responses frorri immediate to delayed recall as compared with the decrease in
textual recall indicates that reconstructed responses are more likely to be
remembered over time..

The ability by type of passage interaction for evoked responses, F (1, 12) =
4.9,p < .05, for immediate recall is due, to an increaSe in general responses by
less able readers for the science passages, science mean ot 28 versus social
studies mean. of 23, while able readers have .fewer evoked- responSes for
science (Mean of 16) than for social studies (mean of 20). Less able readers _
are less likely to Make delayed entailed responses for science passages (a
Mean of 13) than for social studies (a mean of 38), F (1, 12) = 17.6, p < .01.
Able resders do not differ. The only other interaction for ability iS less able-
readers make fewer external comments for the two passages "Engine" and
"Women;" they also have fewer text and entailed, remarks and more evoked
for these passages. However,' able readers also thake fewer text and more
evoked for the same two passages, but they also increase their external

4/
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comments, F (1, 12) = 11.9, p <.01. Able readers May be simply inclined to
make more statements. If they do not remember much of the passage, they
are likely-to makerpore comments about their poor perforrnance.

Science passages were more difficult for these childrbn at both test points,
less text responses for all readers, F (1, 12)A= .27.0, 17.3, p < .01. Though
readability was approximately the same for alrfour paSsages,.reading and life
experience with methods for conserving heat in buildings and for the waY
gears work in operating machinery is likely to be less for eighth graders than
descriptions of the 'household work'of women in the frontier or the problems of
an explorpr in tele new world. The science passages are technical, providing
informatAn about inanimate things. The social studies passeges are about
people. Human actions and reactions are familiar events: andreaders can use
their prior knowledge about people to structure the 'information and thereby
remember it.

The results fbr "Engine" exemplify the possible effects orexperience an
learning from reading. More boys and girls may have tinkered with gears, not
an innate predisposition but a cultural phenomenon. Though not significant,

. girls of both ability groups generally have more text specific and less evoked
responses. For "Engine" this pattern is reversed. Text entailed responses are
identical for able reers generally, while loV/ girls have more of such
oesponses than low boys. For "Engine" again the pattern is somewhat
reversed; boys of both ability groups generally out-perform the girls in the
respective groups. In delayed recall the major change is more entailed
responses bNable boys versus able girls, a .sWitch from their general
performances.

'Engine'' is the most techrfical,article. It requires more,p rior experience to
comprehend. There are phrases 'With two underlying meanings: for example,

: the crankea-ft gear can mean it is a gear or it has a gear. General reading
abilit, is,. the most potent "factor in learning from text, but 'expenence 'also
makes a cohtribution; at least; experience is inferred td, be the source for the
differences in girls' high performance generally _and relatitely low
p'erformance cin "Engine."

ExplOrations into the interactions between expertenu and the content of
material are indicated. Blocking by prior knowledge.of the content as well as
by reading ability and examining both the text and the difference respores
may aid in determining, the components` Of learning- from text and the
processes involved in reading comprehension.

The categorical analysis applied to Subject recall responses does indicate
differences between good and poor carprehenders. Though each student's
responses varied as a result of the different passages, the categorical
patterns of more text and entailed for ,an able reader remained constant over
passages. ,Categorical difference sco* for each subject .for each passage
were also, calculated. Able readers were more likely tb bring together
information fiorn all parts of the passage, to rnakotext deriyed inferences, and
firadd case-linked arguments. Less able reader's seemed to divide into two
groups: those that stated a text proposition and then repeated it, orthose who
picked up one idea and then elaborated on it though there was no apparent
relationship fo the text in the elaboration. Since all of the passages had a
readability close to grade level, one would havq,to see 'if the recall patterns
held for simpler Materials for the less able and hardei mateilals for the good
readers. If replicable and replicated, categorical analysis could help define
what is meant by reading comprehension.
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Two factors affecting textrecall -

A useful approach in discussing reading domprehension is to ..iiew it as a
process of acquiring inforrriation. During this process, the reader. utilizes
surface and base characteristics of the text as welt as his ,internalized
psychological processes and existent knowledge in deriving a rneaninglrom
this written text (Kintsch & Vipond, 1977).- Mature readers recOnstrUct their
version of the authOr's intended message in part bV utilizing the text as a kind
of processing plan (Freedle & Carroll, 1972), and then integrating or
assimilating this acquired information to existing cognitive schemata.

According to the "le of prqcessing" framework, proposed by Craik and
Lockhart (1972), the n ure and duration of a memory trace is determined by

.the kind of processin that is performed on input; an analysis of the recall that
readersproduce for texts they.have read doe in many .ways seem to reflect

'the processing that has occurred, The versions readers reconstruct usually
include information that is specific to the text and inferences that were implied
but not explicitly stated'in the text, as well as information conceptually relatO
to the text that seems -to intrude into the subject's recall from existit
knowledge. Consequently, it is suggested that a olose look at the recall
haracteristics for differing passagesmay provide clues which enable us to_
make inferencessabout the processet of comprehension as well as the text
variables which influence this. processing ' . .

This study examines the nature Of text recall dbtained,at differentpoints in
., time for passages varied by subject and reading difficulty. In additon, a nested

condition investigates the effect of delaying initial recall on subsequent recall,

Method

Subjects
The subjects for thiS study wete 16 graduate 'students from the University of

California, Santa Barbara Graduate School of Edtication.

Materials
Five passages,were selected from science or social studies texts, designed

for fifth grade students and college undergraduates. These were texts
currently available 'for use in the public schools. Ea,ch selection was
approximately 350 words long with a readability between 5.0 and 5.8 for the
easy, and 12.8 and college for the'difficult passage conditions; a hard science,
a hard social Studies, an easy science, and an easy social studies. The easy
social studies condition contained two 'passages 'because of the nested
condition. The order of -the four conditions was systematically varied for
presentation with the position of the ,two easy social studies paSsages
counterbalanced within the design so that the passage which was not to be
recalled at the immediate rec:all session always occurred in the fifth position.

. .
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.- Text Analysis ,

Stimulus paSsages were Selected and then decomposed sentence by
\ sentence Into, the clausal units Contained within. These .clausal, units or,

, "clausal propositions" were coMprised of a predicate and n-tuples of
arguments.' Thsefunctioned as constituents of a subject or predicate term. A
distinguishing characteristit of these "clausal propositions" was that ,their
predicate' term was marked by a grammatical verb in the text's surface
structure,

\ Once the sentence was paiised into clauses, these were arranged
hierarchically according to a speCifiect set of rules for assessing clause
relations, based primarily upon the sentence-internal cOordination,
su ordination oi compfement relatiOnships and levels of argument generality.
Aft r the first sentence was sO arranged, the next sentence was analyzed in a
sinilar manner. These clusters of propositions were then connected on the
bas s of. the relationship, betWeen the head or nucleus (Longacre, 1977)
pro osition for eaCh,cluster. If the head of the second cluster acted to fUrther
desccibe, specify or elaborate on the information of the first, it and all rts
dependent or marginal propositions assumed a lower position in the hierarchy.
If, 'on the, other hand, this second propossition introduced essentially .new
infbrmation that functioned as topical or thematic.clevelopment, as opposed tb
propositional elaboration, .then the head propositions assumed positions on
the sarhe hierarchical level. Each successive sentence was then analyzed and
arranged accordingly.

Procedure .

Eacitof the passages selected was typed and randomly assigned to the
s students at the initial reading session, They were instructed to read each

passage twice, first skimming it to get the general idea and then going dack to
read the passage more, carefully. They were aske,d to try to read these
passages in the Same Way they would for a class assignment. In addition, they
were asked to reCord the times they teganand finished reading.

When the subjects finished reading a story, they turned the pas,sage over
and, on a separate sheet which contained only the title of the preceding story,
,wrote down everything that they could remember. The subjects had unliMited
tirrie for recall. Following the:reading of the fifth passage, the subjects were
Informed that no recall on thispassage wasrequired.:

Forty-eight "hours later, the group was again asked to recall ,the passages.
For this session, ailwell as the third, the subject§ were asked to recall all five
of -the passages. The third and final recalf session took place one week after
the initial reading sesion. Unlike the previous sessions in which subjects
were furhished only with the pagsage title as a prompt, the "one week" recall
sheets each contained four noun '.'cues" selected from the apprOpriate
stiMulus passage. Subjects were requested to recall all that they could about

-the,cues andjhen to add whatever else they could rerriember about the story.
This producedihree recall conditions: an imniediate free, 48-hour. free, and a
one-week cued recall condition.

F011owing these the .Protocols were analyzed in a manner similar to the
texts and partitioned into lists of clausal propositions. These were net
arranged hierarchically, however. Each of these recall propositions was then
compared to the corresPonding text list and classified as belonging to one of
three response categories. (There are actually five categories in our analysis
[see Drum & Lantaff, 19771, but Iwo did not prove appropriate for college
students with Written Protocols.) The recall was scored as either text Specific
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(verbatim propositions, allowing kit* synony6 substitution); text entailed
(propositions which are bounded by the text, containing, specific arguments
and predicates arranged in new ways); or text evoked (instrusions and
generalizations).

Results and Discussion

A summary of recall category means is presented i9 Table 1. _

Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations for Response Categories by SessiOn

Response Categories: Total Text-specific Entailed Evoked

Session 1 16.58(6.49) 9.66(6.05) 6.38(2.60) .56( .97)

Sessign 2 ti..92(5.77) 5.22(4.61)
-

5.81(3.08) .91.(1.18)

Session 3 11.33(5.49) 4.20(3.48) 6.09(2.84) 1.03(1.26)

As might be expected, there ise distinct drop in the total number of clausal,
propositions remembered between the immediate and 48-hour conditions
With the cues (four nouns) acting to stabilize recall between 48-houis and a
week. There are also qualitative changes that occur in the types of information
recalled. There is essentially a trade off that occurs, between the text specific
and text entailed categories; whereas the amount ot spetific recall
diminishes, the amount of entailed recall shows proportionate gain. It seems

0.that while-surface level pragmatic r6lations fade from memory fairly quickly,
subjects are Still able to reproduce text-relevant information. This finding
would be in.line with a constructivist interpretation of memory.

The low amount of evoked recall is ,also of interest. In previdus studies,
researchers have found that information seemingly related to a subject's
previous experience frequently intrudes into 'recall protocols when the
passage content is highly familiar to the subjects and/or the time 'increases
between reading and recall (Kintsch, 1974). This was not the case for these
students.

. The topics -of these passages were such that normal readers would be
expected to have well developed conceptiJal beset due to prior experience.
Students should, it would seem, "ad lib"quite a bit as memory forjhese texts
fade; however, the responses were quite conservative..lt seems that when the
memory for text specific relations gets weak, mature readers Still maintain a
"sense" of the text, wiiat Kintsch has called. "macrostrsucture". These
students were reasonably sure of what they had not read and edited or
constrained their recall accordingly. .

Passage Differences
Analysis of variance for the total recall of file passages yielded a significant

difference for reading bifficulty of texts, F(1,15) = 4.91, p < .051, but not for
the texts of different types'(sCience vs. social studies). There was however a
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significant interaction between text type and text difficultY, F(1,15) .= 4.57,
p < .05, The phrnary factor contributing to this iriteraction is apparently the
large recall difference between the science passages which does not occt.ir
between the social studies texts The two social studies texts 'are quite distinct
in terms of their measured ,reading difficulty and yet are remembered with
close to equal effectiveness. On the other hand, the tWb hard texts are similar
in readability 'scores, but are remembered unequally% This raises some
question about ficrmula-meaSured readability and its , relationship tO

'memorability and compre nsibility.. It seems that if these fOrmulls are
measuring lexical and
implying alhat complexit equals difficulty, without considering-other reader

complexity, the frequent' practice of
e

and text %riables, may prove to be a precarious one. , ,

There is a relationship between the number of propositions in a passage and .
the amount of recall in which the presence of more propoSitions in the text
base correlates with higher recall. It is difficult to believe that fewer
propositions simply mean that fewer are available for recall when the totals far
exceed memory limits. Rather, it seems that since the number:of words in a
passage is approximately the same and yet the number of propisitions differs
(51 for the easy science, 48 for the hard social studies, 46 for the easy social
studies and 41 for the hard science passages), thefe is what might be called a
proposition complexity factor. Piopositions are composed of arguments and
predicates, with the arguments serving a function in which they specify telt

, referenced concepts: In the fifth grade passages, the arguments (noun
phrases) are quite basic, usually two or three words at the most, while
arguments in the collcge passages tend to be much more complex. This.
'complexity or density of a proposition's- constituents may influence a
proposition's memorability. More likely, however, this density is an indicator of
thematic specificity and the more specific the topic, the less likely. the reader
is to nave an adequate conceptual base into which to integrate information
learned from the text., This brings us to what seems a key factor in the
differences in recall: prior knowledge. The hard'science passage oh memory
was unmistakenly the most esoteric of the stimblus texts and, it is presumed,.
the least familiar to the subjects. The mean difference beiween this Passage

, and the others, which were mormeneral in focus and thematically more likely.
to be part of one's knowledge about the world, suggeSts a powerful influence,
of the reader's prior knowledge on the hergration and rearrangement of the,

r.

selected text information. .

Immediate vs. Delayed Re I .

As mentioned, the studen,s were presented with.two. easy soci41, studies
passages, counterbalanced and arranged so that one passage occared in
rotation with the other three pasage types and the second always in the fifth
and final reading position. As wit the other three passage types, students
were reqhlested to recall trie firs easy social studies text immediately, after
.reading it, whereas there was no recall Irequlred for the second passage until
the 48-hour delayed recall session. This condition was designed to ascertain
the effects that delaying the students' initial written recall of a passage woultl
have on subsequent memory for that material.

While there is no statistical difference between the storieS,. thdie was a
significant difference between the immediate and delayed conditions for total
recall, F(1,15) = 4.69, p < -.05, with total and text specific recall mulch higher

1Statistics reported have been corrected for possible bias due to repeated measures through
use of the Geisser-Greenhouse Conservative F test .
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when students/recalled the text immediately than when they. delayed their
recall 48 hddrs. This was the- case despite.the fact that stadents spent a
substantially longer amount of time reading the second, unrecalled passage.

Table 2

Means and Standard D,ifiiations tor the Immediate vs. Delayed Initial Recall

Immediate

Passage I Passage 2 , Overall

Total Text Reading Time Total Teal Reading Time Total Text Reading Time

11 88

(8 33)

700 11938 sec

(3 85). ( 57 91)

t3.38

7 11)

5 50 115.00 sec

(3.85) ( 24 05)

-12.63

( 6.55)

6.25 ' 11719sec.

(3.80) ( 42.89)

Delayed

Total
Passage I
Text Reading Time Total

Passage 2
Text Reading Tirne Total

Overall .
Text Reading Time

5 25

(7 09)

2 88 166 25 sec

(4 55) (120 85)

8 00

(5.95)

1 50 163 13 sec.

;.77 ( 84.00)

6.63

(6.48)

2.19 165.00 sec.

(3.41) (104.25)

for the second session

These recall differences held up for the third recall session as well. This seems

to indicate that the nature J the activity which follows reading plays a
substantial role in the processiof assimilating to existing knowledge bases the
information from reading a passage.

Conclusion

The results of this study suggest that the comprehensibility of a text, as
indexed by the ability of Subjects to recall its content, cannot be determined by
readability characteristics alorie. It seems, as Kihtgch andWipond (1977, p. 41)

tell us, that "readability is not somehow an inherent propertyof texts, but is the
result of the intethction beween a-particular text (with its text characteristics)
atid particular. readers (with their information-processing characteristics).1.
Th'is study also seems to indicate the pressing need for studies which
investigate how the reader's knowledge base affects the comprehension and
learning processes -and that a text reCall paradigm is a valuable Way to
investigate this question, -
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A system for scoring readers' recall of
pfopositions from texts/

Text information is decoded, recoded, and encodedPin. threading/recall
paradigm. During recall sessions, readers generate numerous,propOsitions that

are the results of operations performed both during, and Oér the processing
of texts. Because no evidence exists at' the present time ,to conclude that
verbatim recall is equivalent with the absence of processing/comprehension
during reading, it must be assumed that all recall is the function of operations
performed by readers. All operations that readers perform maybe referred to'as
inferences.

Evidence of inference that readers generate has been derived frorm:the
coding of elicited data in recall. Kintsch (1977) has devised a prototypic.
scoring system for coding general recall of readers. Texts and reader's recall
are elecomposed into propositions and matched against one another to determine

.
the ways in which readers delete, reduce, or elaborate original propOsitions.
Drum (1977) has modified the Kintsch system to five basic categories.
Fredericksen (1976, 1977) has deviseda system specifically for scoring
inference rather than general recall data as Kintsch and Drum had done by
developing a list of inferences (types and functions) that readers generate
based on young children's story reading episodes.'

The purpose of this study 'was to generate an efficacious system for scoring
the output of inferences, generated by ,adult readers. In order to create this
system, two separate studies were designed to examine the inferences that
readers make when they are processing texts. The first investigation was an

' introspective case study of two. -adult readers: each was asked to read two
pa-ssages and to comment on the teZt as she/he read. The two adults were
encouraged to articulate their internal observations about the texts. and the
mental operations 'they were performing whiler reading.* Their observations
served as a basis for the creation of the scoring system that was generdted.

The second study was &formal, experimegtal investigation of readers' recall.
Passages were developed fo elicit intormation 'under three sets of cOnditions:

1) congruence/incongruence of propositions within texts
2) wholistic/additive modes of preentation
3) free/cued recall

IMethod

Sample
Eight college freshmen enrolled in an English composition Course-participated

in the study.

Preparation of Texts
A four-sentence passage containing complementary propositions was gener-

'Data from this ecological study have been used as referents for designing a scoring system;
these data will not be presented in this study.
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ated. The syntactic frame of this passage was used to construct a second
Passage that contained conlradictory propositions; the coricept load was con-
trolled and matched With the first passage. Two additicinal passages (one
complementary and one contradictory) using the original frarne were also
generated.

Preparation of Cards for Cued Recalt t
A series of 12 cords, each containing a single lexical item, wat created for

each passage.

,Piocedure
Each student was asked to lead two passages in two separate presentation

modes: 1) whole passage or 2)- additive (sentence by sentence). Each subject
received either two complementary, two contradictory, or one complementary
and one contradictory passage.

After reading each passage, or each sentence in the additive presentation
mode, students Were asked to write recall of the text fro'M eneMory.
After the, additive mode. subjects were asked to write a recall summary.

ubjects were asked to sort the cards,.cp.ntaining a single lexical item, into two
categories: recalled/unrecalled. When the cards were sorted, subjects ere
asked to reconstruct the passage by using the cards as cues for recall. The
same procedure was repeated as each subject read his/her second passage.

Scoring System
The recall data from these two studies and from a previous study (Flood &

Lapp, 1977rdirected the generation of sOecific categories within the proposed
scoring system. The system is based on the observed logical operations of
readers. EaCh category and subcategory was designed from one or more bits of
information recalled by our readers: Thistsystem differs from previous systems
because it is based on the output of readers. Categories were only generated
from readers recall; the system waS not generated from presupposed logical
or psychological categories. The system is presented on the following pages.
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Each category has several subcategories. The generic category and each of its subsets with explanations and exemplar

are presented below:

Complete Scoring System Example
-Text Recall

(1. generating text identical information..
identical recall of information written in text Jason was a lawyer.

II. !generating macro/micro'structures
creating larger or smaller units to accommodate
text information :

. 1. synonillmy-a narrowly define 'category; tradi- couch
tionally acceptable synonyms. This category

. assumes a high degree of rater rehablitty.
Syturyms can be conventionally acceptable jj,ke

couch/sofa (cf: Thesaurus) or text specific
colloquial (furative) synonym-acceptable synonym pol;ceman

Within a sper.lfic context
3. superordinate bear

recall of the larger unit t9 which text element..
belongs

4. subordinate flower
recall of small unit of which text element is a
part

5. categorization uniforms, drums, batons

generation of larger concept that encompasses marching people

several text elements

generating cause
establishing, preceding. or succeeding information
that ban place an event within a framework that can
be tolerated by the reader

111

Jason was a lawyer.

sOfa

cop

animal

daisy

parade



N.)

Complete Scoring SYstem

1 text proactive
extracting previous information from, text that
explains events as effects of causes

2. text retroactive

3. experience proactive
presumptions about events that preceded and
caused the existing event

4. experience retroactive
assumptions about events that succeeded the
existing event

. .

IV. generating dimension
creating a giatial, temporal manner framework that
can be tolerated by the reader

.1. space
placing an,event in space
(metric or nonmetric)

2. time
placing an event in time
(metric or nonrribtric)
motion

. recalling movement

4. manner
recalling specifiable characteristics

Example
Text
Jason was a lawyer. He became
a dentist.

Jason liked Chicago.
Jason moved to Cheyenne where
he enjoyed his business.

Jason's business was successful.

Jason's business was successful.

Jason practiced law. -

Jason studied law.

Jason's business was
transcontinental.

Jason studied.

Recall

Jason realized he-
made a mistake..

Jason moved from
Chicago to Cheyenne
because he didn't
like his job in Chicago.
Jason's family gave
him a givat deal of
money.
Jason was successful as

-a lawyer after he sold
his business and cont
verted his business
assets into client contact.

Jason's business was
transcontinental,
stretching from urban
to rural. --
In the autumn, Jason

; studiect

Jason flew from coast
to coast to help his
business.
Jason shidied assiduously.



Complete Scoring System

V. accommodating referents
establishing appropriate referents for ambiguous

4,teXt elements ,

1 . conjunctive
joining two elements

2. syncretic
merging diverse elements into a single element

3. disjunctive
recall of one selected element

4. episoclic
- sequencing events in a temporally fixed,

= irreyersible order -

5. additive
creating two sources to accommodate diverse
information

6. anaphoric
establishing a pronomial referent him.

VI. gen9rating case frames
creating case frameworks for text elements

VII. generating attributes
creating modifications for actors, events, places,
or dimensions
1 . actors

2. events, ,

attributing qUalifications to events

Example
Text

Jason was an architect. His
fellow engineers praised him.
Jason was an architect. His
fellow engineers praised him.
Jason was an arohitect. His
fellow engineers praised him.
Jason was an architect. His
fellow engineers praised him.

JaSon Was an architect. His
fellow engineer praised him.

They praised.

Jason learned law.

Jason studied law.

Jason led the parade.

k: 113,

Recall

'Jason was a lawyer and
a dentist.
Jason was an
architectural engineer.
Jason was an engineer.

Jason was a lawyer, but
stopped being a lawyer.
Then he became an
engineer.
One Jason was a lawyer.
Another Jason was an
engineer,
The engineers praised
him. 4

Jason was taught law
by the faculty of ,
Tulane Law School.

Mild-mannered Jason,
the bookworm, studied
law.
Tha parade was the
grandest show in Dublin.



Complete Scoring System

3. places
adding specificity to places

4. dimension
attributing characteristics to dirriension

VIII generating text erroneous information
making incorrect inferences

IX. generating text external information
using established conventions of recall that conveys
no new information.

Example
Texf Recall

Jason studied in Louisana.

He moved to Chicago.

Jason, once a lawyer, became .
an accountant.

Jason 'was a lawyer.

Jason studiedin the
humidity of the Southern
swamps.
He moved very far from
Tulane.

Jason studied
architecture, but
practicednothing.

I don't know why Jason
was what he was.



Implications

The scoring *Stem presented in this study Yielded comprehensive information
about readers' recall of non-narrative passages. Ho Weyer, for thie system to be
used with narrative materials, there is a need to supplement it with a second
system that may account for Merely conventions that enhance or limit
comprehension, e.g., knowledge of dialogue rules. Perhaps this supplementary
sYstem could be incorporated into a single system that would be useful for
analyzing many different kinds of. texts.
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What makes reading difficult: the complexity of structures

Reading comprehension appears to be effected by the complexity of the
linguistic .structures used in a passage (Goodman, 1967; Ruddell, 1963;
Strickland, 1962; Pearson, 1974-1975). To test this hypothesis two versions
of:a:story, "Helen Keller (which appeared in the Released Exercises of the
NatiOnel Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP) Reading Data, 1.975) Were
usisff, 'a Simple Version and a Complex . Version. First three methods were
useaLto measure the complexity of the stories. Next, Cloze Versions (Simple
Cloze Version/Complex Version) were designed and administered to. check the
complexity as a measure.of reading comprehension.

.Part I: Applying Three Different Methods to Measure Complexity

In the first part of this study, three different mettiods were used to attempt
-to measure the complexity of the two versions of the "Helen Keller Story".
(a) Four readability' formulas were used: Dale-Chall, Flescri, Fry, and Bormuth
Readability. Readability formulas are frequently built on sentence length and a
vocabulary measure. The formulas were used to determine whether differences
in complexity between the Simple Version and the Complex Version would be
reflected in readability scores. (b) Secondly, the mean number of words per TLunit
wes calculated. The T-unit has been defined as an independent clause with
its tiependent predications (Hunt, 1965) Some retearcher.s have found the mean
number of words per T-unit to be an effective measure of the complexity
of writing (Hunt, 1965; O'Don'nell, Griffin, and Norris, 1967; and O'Donnell,
1976). The mean number of words per T-unit increased as' writing became
more complex. (c) Thirdly, the Schmidt-Kittell Linguistic Complexity Scale was
apphed. When a study of the sYntactic complixity o$ the spontaneous
story-retell responses bf 300 students to six different modes of sto`ry pre-
senta,tion was conducted (Schmidt, 1974), this Scale (S-KLCS) was sensitive in
determining the linguistic complexity of oral end written retells. It ,appeared 'to
measure within T-unit and inter-T-unit complexity More sensitively than mean
number qf words 'per T-unit. Thus is was applied to both versions of the
"Helen Keller Story".

The original version of the "Helen Keller tory" es released from NAEP was
used as the Simple Version in this study. Next the researcher manipulated
the syntax of the story to create a Complex Version. The.basic vocabulary was
not changed. Prepositional phrases and participal phrases were preposed, noun
structures were altered to. use gerund forms; genitives were preposed;
appositives and passive forms were used. Forexample: .

PARTICIPALS: Succeeding in arousing (PREPOSED) COMPLEX
Miss'S succeqded in'arousing SIMPLE

GENITIVES: Miss S spelled object's names ... COMPLEX
Miss S spelled the names of objects ... SIMPLE

PASSIVES. Speech lessons were begun ... COMPLEX
She began speech lessons... SIMPLE



Applying the Readability Formulas
When the four readability formulas were applied to determine the relative

complexity of each version, the grade-level scores varied from -.2 to*.5 grade-
levels belween thb Simple- and Complex Versions, with the Complex VersiOn

" being rated slightly more complex by each scale. The designers of most
readability scales call attention to the fact that the grade level obtained would be
limited to being.within approximately a year of the difficulty level of readers. If
this statement is considered, then none of the readability scales used measured
the relative complexity between the two versions of the story,

.
Applying the 7-unit

The mean number of words per T-unit was computed to see if this might be
an affective measure of the complexity of these two versions of the "Helen,
Keller Story". Hunt found that as students mature from grades four to twelve
thelikuse more words per T-unit. The researeh, of O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris

supported h is data (O'Donnell, 1976). In this study, just the opposite effect
appeared. The Simple Version had more words per'T-unit X15.64) than did the
Complex Version (13.09). T-unit length was shortened but the passage appeared
to be more complex.

ApOlying the Schmidt-Kittel Linguistic Complexity.Scale (S-KLCS)
To apply the Schmidt-Kittell Linguistiq Complexity Scale, a numerical value

was applied to each manipulation o the syntax. Anaphoric structures,
preposing. postposing, unusual wo rders, etc were weighted. Then a
syntactic &)mplexity ratio was comput by dividing the total number or opera-
tions by the number of T-units. The dean Ratio Score of the Simple Ver'sion
of the "Helen Keller Story" was 3:68 When the Schmidt-Kitt& Linguistic
Complexity Scale was.applied; the Mean Ratio Score of the CompleX Version
was 4.34. These Mean Ratio Scores were significantly different, t(20) 3.60,

p .01. The Schmidt-Kittell Linguistio$Complexity Scale appeared to be a
sensitive tool to measure the differences in complexity 'between these two
selections.

Summary of Part I
There appeared to be no differences between versions when measured by the

four readability scales': The Complex Version was measimed as only .2 to .5
grade-levels more complex on any of the readability formulas.

When the mean number of words per T-unit was computed, the mean T-unit
length of the Complex Version, 13.09, was shorter than the. mean T-,unit
length of the Simple Version, 15.74. This is the opposite of frequently-cited
research

The Schmidt-Kittell Linguistic Complexity Scale appeared to be a sensitive
measure of the relative complexity between the two versions. To test this
sensitivity, a cloze test of comprehension' was set up using the Simple and
the Complex ''Helen Kelier Stories".

Part II: Administering the Cloze Tests of Comprehension

The cloze technislue was applied to both versions of the "Helen Keller Story"
so that they could be used as tests of comprehension. Directions for. making
and taking the tests followed Bormuth (Page, 1975). The fifth wOrd, in each
passage was deleted. ,

The two versions (Simple Cloze Version/Complex Cloze Version) were then
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". given- to tlyee classes of university students: two 'classes of senior education
: stbdents enrolled in 0 reading/language arts course and a third class of

graduate students enrolled in a reading/language arts course. A total of 84
. students were, tegied. Students were given the Cloze Tests prior to a lecture

on the', use of cloze as a measure of comprehension ,so that they could
eXperience the "taking Of such a test. Either the Simple Cloze Version or the
Complex Cloze Versioh was distributed to the students randomly. The cloze
scores were computed following Bormuth as cited. Cloze scores for each
university class are given in Table 1. .

Table 1

Cloze Scores of University Seniors and Graduates on the Simple
Cloze Verrsion and the Complex Cloze Version of the

"Helen Keller Story"

Classes
Version

Simple Complex Difference in
Cloze Points,

Sun-Imer '77 Graduates (N = 32) 66.21 48.62 17.59

. Autumn '76 Seniors (N = 22) 69,50 57.80 11.70

,Spring '76 (N = 31) 70.39 55.23 15.16

While both versions were welt within the range of scores which would
indicate that comprehension was not difficult for university *students, it is

interesting to note that university students would drclp from 11 'to 17 doze
points when given the Complex Version. (Bormuth suggested a score of 44%
right could be compared to instructional level on an informal inventory. while
62% could be compared with an independent level.) A 2x3 analysis of variance
for unequal N's (Winer, 196.2) was applied to the data. F(1,79) = 36.27, p .05,

indicated highly significant differences between the two groups in cloze scores
when comprehension was analyzed on the Simple and Complex Versions. No
cfifferences exisied amon9 classes, F(2,79) = 2.28, p .05.

The Simple Version has been used in the NAEP data with fourth, eighth, and
eleventh grade students. Only about half of the story was used at grade four,
but is appeared to be at a relatively complex level of readability.

Overall Conclusions

The results indicated that (a) the readability scales used in this study did not
appear to measure the relative complexity between the two versions of the story,
(b) mean number of words per T-unit did not measure the differences in
complexity between the versions either, and (c) the Schmidt-Kittell Linguistic
Complexity Scale appeared to be a sensitive measure of the linguistic
complexity. This was supported by the performance of university students on the
cloze comprehension tests; they demonstrated difficulty in comprehension as
measured by cldze scores on the Complex VerSion.

The researcher hypothesized thqtading became more difficult because the



reader processing langoage could not make sense out of the story; the reader
could .not comprehend it (Smith, 1975; Goodman, 1975). Pearson (1974-75)
called for studiec in which different versions of passages are constructed
according to some rule-governed procedures'with questions asked relevant to
the structural changes affected. In this study, for one thing, fhe syntax
was not 'as predictable in the Complex Version. Second, the language was less

redundant (Smith, 1975). Third, more deletiong occured; therefore, when the

1 reader was processing the language theremepre fewer cies to enable the reader
to get at the meaning. Fourth, unusual grammatical structures were used. An
example of a T-unit may help to clarify these four points.

Simple Version

"She also wrote many books and articles and included an

2 4 3 5 3 2 3 3 2 1 3 1

autobiography of her early years."415 words, S-KLCS.Ratio = 3.53
3 3 5 3

Complex Version

"Her writing, gnany books and articles, iplcuded an
3 5 1 2 5 3 2 3 3 1 1, 3 1

autobiography of early yeait." 12 worcth, S-KLCS Ratio = 4.25

6 3 1 5 3

The underlined wordS were those deleted in the adze Tests. The numbera in-
clicate the numerical weightings of the S-KLCS.

In the Complex Version: the common Ny patter§ was replaced with a
possessive' personal pronoun/gertikd phrase,...appositive phtase, verb. Elements

of a relative clause "which were" were deleted to make the appositive
phrase. The conjunctive was deleted; a comma was inerted. Qther deletions
included "also" and the possessive personal pronoun 'her" which ltd
identified whose "early years" were being discussed. The reader must process
the gerund, "writing," acting as the subject of the verb "included" instead of
the usual NV construction "she ... included". The deceivingly small changes
in syntax .and the use Qf only three fewer words appeared to make this

TTunit much more complex to process.
Psycholinguistic analysis of how the reader may be processing, comple'x

linguistic 'sructures is of real interest. The complexity of our language makes
the complex process of reading even more complex..
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Immediate memory for sentences of fast and slower
reaclers as a function of rate of presentation

In speculations as to how'mature and rapid readers read, one of the main
issues is how meanirig is derived from the surface representation of sentences.
Huey- (1968) and Smith <1971) submitted that meanings were suggested
immediately by the visual forms. 'Athey (1971) thought that word identification
processes are bypassed or telescoped n Smooth reading. One step towards
the understanding of such processes would be fhrough comparatiye stUbies
of fast and slower readers on what is remembered of both the meaning and '
surface representation of sentsces. This study investigated differences between
fast and slower readers irr "Immediate memory for. different aspects of
sentenceS in connected discourse as a function of rate of presentation. The
design of the study focused on'the interactions between the Variagles 1) type of
reader, 2) rate of presentation, and 3) type of test probe (meaning or non-meaning).

Studies by Huey (1968), Gates (1922), and Gilbert (1959) indicated .that
rapid readers are superior tO slower readers in their memory for literal content.
Bower (1970) found that at a fast rate of presentation of single sentences,
slower readers detected changes in meaning as accurately as rapid readers.
These studies, however, either did not use connected discourse, or did not
control the rate at which the Materials were read.

Memory for both meaning and the surface representation of sentences were
stydied by means of a recognition paradigm developed by Sachs (1967). n

studies using similar paradigms, the relationship between immediate memory
for meaning and surface features of sentence's differed depentng :on the
eXperimental circumstances. Meaning scores were higher than (Pezdek &Roger,
1974), equal to (Sachs, 1967), or lower than (Tyler, :1971) scores measuring
surface representation. The variance in results indicated that such a *paradigm
was serviceable in measuring differences in, memory for both meaning and
surface representation.

Mtthod

Design
The study employed an ANOVA design with two levels each of type of

reader (fast and slowy, order of rate of presentation (eight fast pa'ssages
followed by eight slow passage§ or eight slow passages followed by eight fast
passages), aMount of intervening material (0 syllables or 80 syllables), anct rate of
presentation (160 words per minute or 480 words per minute). These combined
with four types of test probes (semantic, syntactic, lexical, 'dentical) foeMed 64
possible combinations. Each subject Ads assigned to one of these combinations.

The 16 experimental passages were counterbalanced so that a version of
each passage was given to each subject. Scores for the delayed condition
wqe not included in the statistical analyses as these passages served merely
as filler passages to discourage the readers from assumlng that the last sentence
of the passage was always tested. As fast and slow presentations were rnillik.in
blocks, the order of rate of presentatiOn was treated as a control variable



with passages within each rate condition being randomized. The order of
presentation of rate were randomly assigned with both levels being represe ed
an equal number of times

Subiects
The 64 high school sophomores who served as subjects included 32 fast,

readers and 32 slower readers selected on the_ basis of Nelson-Denny Reading
Test shores administered in their freshman year. The students were matched
for reading comprthension. Pre-experimental' analysis showed no significant
differences in comprehension or vocabulary between the groups, but a significant
difference in rate, t(31)=67,p<O. The fast group read at an average rate
of 468 words per minute while the slower groulp read at the average rate
of 246 words per minute 4

Materials
The 16 passages of conriected discourse used were developed by Sachs

(1974) for a study on rriemory loss of semantic and surface features of sentenceS.
'Die short form of these passages tested immediate memory whereas a form
longer bj4 80 syllables tested delayed, memory. The readability, level of the
passages ,ranged from third to eleventh grade according to Fry's readability
formula (Fry, 1968) with the avr age at the seventh grade level. The passages
ranged from 35 words to 214,words with an.average length of 117 words.

Each passage contained a base sentence with that sentence presented
again, changed or unchanged, as the test sentence. The test sentence, the onset
of which was signalled by an asterisk, occurred immediately after the base
sentence of: after a delay of 60 syllables: The test sentence tested the
subject's recognition memory of the 'base sentence, and involved a semantic,
syntactic, or lexidal change from the base sentence or was identical to the
base sentence

For exarciple, if the base sentence was "The legend is that Martin once made
a cloak for\a poor man," the test sentences-(involving respectively semantic,
syntactic. lexical, and no change) would be:

"The legend is that a poor man once made a cloak for Martin."
"The legend is that Martibonce made a poor man a clOak."
"The story is that Martin ouce made a cloak for a poor man."
...The legend is that Martin once rbade a cloak for a poor man."

Procedpre
Studepts were tested individually. They were given practice passages and sets

of practice 'sentences to assure that they would know what semantic, syntactic,
and :lexical changes were. Both the practice passages and ,experimental
passages, interlaced with answer sheets, were placed before the subject,
with the top passage covered by a cardboard. Two practice passages were first
presented, one at 160 words per minute and the other -at 480 words per minute
in random' order The pacing was done with a slotted cardboard with an
opening large enough to expose one line at a time. PassageS. were structured
to average eight words per line so that hand-pacing at the two rates by the
experimenter was possible.

The 16 ekperimental passages were presented in the order and rates
designated by the design of the study. After the test sentence was read, the
passage was removed by the experimenter and the subject marked the
answer sheet that was uncovered. 'The subject first indicated whether he or she
thought the sentence was changed or identical and rated his or her confidence in
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the response on 'a scale from 1-to 5. This yielded a change detection score.
If changed, the subject indicated the type r-a ynge: semantic, syntactic,
lexical, or don'tiknow This yielded' an identi icati n score. Thus there. were
two sets of scores- change detection scores and identification scores.

Analysis
The statistical analysis consisted of.separate four-way analyses of Niariance on

the .change detection scores and ,on the identification scores. The between
group vanables were type of reader and order of rate of presentation. The
repeated measures were rate of presentation and probe type. Significant,main or
interaction effects were an'alyzed, when appropriate, by t tests on simple main
effects or by the Newman-Keuls procedure for tests of significance of differences
between pairs of ordered means

Results

Change Detection Scores
No interaction effects were found The results for the main variables were

as follows
1 No signifiCant difference was found between fast and slower readers in

their ability to detect change.
2 The meah score for the slow-faSt order was significantly higher than that

for the fast-slow order. F(1,60)= 4.90,p <.05.
3. The mean score for the slow rate was significantly higher than that for the

fast rate', F(1 ,60)= 10.61, p < .01.
,4 The main effect for probe type was significant, F(3,180)= 2.65,p < .05.

The ..>emarrtic probe was significantly higher than the syntactic, lexical, and
identical probes at the 05 level2 The syntactic probe was significantly higher
than the lexical and identical probes at the .05 level

IderirtfIcatfor) Scores
The results for the main variables and significant interactions were as follows:

1 Fast readers scored significantly higher than slower readers, F(1,60)= 6.53.
p < 05.

2 No significant difference was found between the slow-fast and the fast-slow
orders of presentation

3 The mean score for the slow rate of presentation was Significantly
higher than the fast rate, F(.1,60) = 16 80,p < .01.

4 . The main effect for probe type was significant, F(3,180)= 6.05,p <.05..
The identical probe was significantly higher than the other probes at the .05
level (As the, chances for correctly identifying an identical probe (50.%) were
significantly' higher than the chances for correctly identifying the other probes,
identification scores for the identical probe cannot be cornpared meaningfully
with scores for the semantic. syntactic, or lexical probes)

5 The interaction between type of reader by rate of presentation was
significant, F(1,60)= 6.04,p < .05: Whereas there was no significant difference
between fast and slower readers at a slow rate, at the fast' rate, fast readers
outperformed slower readers, t(60)= 3.15,*p <.0, Also, there was no signifi-
cant difference between the slow and fast rates of presentation for the fast
readers, but there was a significant decline in scores for the slower readers,
t(60)= 4.66,p < .05.

6 The interaction between order of rate of presentation by rate of presentation
by probe type was significant, F(3,180)= 3.31 p <.05. ,The figures drawn
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depicting this interaction disclosed that the semantic probe at the fast rate at
the slow-fast order behaved differently than the other probe: the score for
the fast rate was higher than for the slow rate.

7 'The interaction between type of reader by. 6rder of rate of presentation
by rate okpresentation by probe type was significant, F(3,180)= 2.66,p < .05.
An inspeaion of the figures drawn for this interaction followed by statistical
analyses of lower order interactions disclosed that at the slow-fast order at the
fast, rate, the semantic probe score for fast -readers increased significantly
over the score at the slow rdte, t(30)= 2.58,p <.05, whereas for the slower
reader at the slow-fast order at the fast rate, the identical probe score increased
significantly over the score at the slow rate, t(30)= 2.08,p <.05.

DiscussiOn

The discussiOn focuses on the two main findirt9s related to differences
between fast and slower readers.. The first was that slower readers can detect
changes as readily as faster readers at both fast and slow rates of reading, but
faster readers outperformed them in identifying changes at the'fast rate.. This
suggests that the detection of change and the identification of change are
somewhat different p"rocesses With the latter being more susceptible to disruption
by excessive speed. The ability to detect change .may involve a less differ-
entiated memory offsentences while the ability to identify changes may involve a
more accurate merory of particular elements in sentences. Thus, the superior
ability of fasrreaders in process-reading material at fast rates may depend less
on an undifferentiated memory of sentences fhan on a more accurate memory
of their particular elements..

The second finding was that with a practice or warm-up period in reading,
faster readers' memory for the meaning of sentences improved, whereas in
similar circumstances, slower readers' memory for the surface representation
of sentences improved. This accidental finding is startling in that, in both cases,
the experimental groups performed better at the fast rate than at the slow rate
but with respect to memory for different aspects of sentences. It suggests
that readers' typical strategies and styles maY not become immediately apparent
but require a warm-up before they take effect, thus tending to validate warm-up
practices in sPeed-reading courses before other exercises 'are undertaken. It
also raises questions -about the validity of speed tests that do not provide
a warm-up.. These results indicate that there may. be some basis for :the
speculations tha'. fast and slow readers differ in important ways in their pro-
cessing.of Meaning and the surface representation of sentences.
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Investigating the "print to meaning" hypothesis

One of the current "big questions" in the study of reading is what process
readers. go through as they read silently. Many reading researchers and
theorists argue as Carver (1977-1978) does that "during rauding, most people
say the words to themselves; that is, they internally articulate each successive
word in a sentence" (p. 15). Others deny the exisIence. of an intermediary
speech step in fluent silent reading. Goodman (1970/1976) states that "when
silent reading becomes proficient, it becomes a very different process from
oral reading. It is much more rapid and not tied to encoding what is being read
as speech" (p. 482). Smith (1975) states that ". . . reading cannot be
considered a processing of 'decoding' written symbols into speech; it is
neither necessary nor possible for writing to be comprehended in this way.
Instead written language/gest be directly attacked for meaning . . ." (p. 184).
Goodman and Smith are not the only theoreticians who argue that reading is a
print to meaning process. LaBerge and Samuels (1974/1976), while not stating
that silent reading must proceed directly from print to meaning', do suggest
that "we should note the possibility in the model that,a visual word code may
be associated directly with a semantic meaning code. That is a unit . . . may
activate its meaning . . without mediation through the phonological system"
(p. 564). Rozin and Gleitman (1977) present a substantial amount of evidence
and argument on both sides of the "print to meaning" question.

The purpose of the investigation reported here was to further empirically
investigate the "print to meaning" question. In order to accomplish this
purpose, the investigators designed a reading task in which using sound as an
intermediary between print and meaning was most unlikely. One group of
fluent readers was randomly assigned to this task. Another" group was
assigned to a task differing only in the faCt that using sound was a poysibility.
The two groups were then compared.on their trials to criterion in leafning the
passage's special lexicon, rate of reading, and recall of material read. It was
reasoned that if fluent readers proceed directly from print to meaning, then
removing the probability of a sound intermediary would have no effect on rate

or recall.

Metl)od

To investigate the hypothesis that fluent reading .proceeds directly from
print to meaning, a task was constructed whibh should preclude the reader's
use of sound as an intermediary. Six pictures of fish were selected and names
were made up for these fish. The names (doffit, dulmet, mintex, mastib, pontud
and pemtad) were all six letter, two-syllable, pronounceable words.
(Pronounceability was checked by asking three adult readers to say the words.
Their pronunciations were immediate and consistent.) Two words were
constructed for each first letter so that subjects could not discriminate on the
basis ,of first letter only. From each of the pronounceable names, an
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unpronounceable name was constriltted . by 'changing the positions of the
second and third letters and the fifth and sixth letters. The unpronounceable

words (dtofti, dlumte, fnnitxe,, msatbi, pnotdu and pmetda) were verified by

three adultS as cming unpronounceable.
Next a passage was written about these fish. The passage of approximately

450 words described imaginary properties of the six.fish:
Pronounceable Fish Passage

There are six fish which could easily be called the "Six Wonders of-the Sea

World." These wonderous fish are the mintex, the doPfir the pontud, the
dulment, the pemtad, and the mastib.

The mintex, for example, is the fastest f istr in the world. Sometimes it has
been timed swimming as fast as 40 miles per hour. In a race with a mintex,'

any other fish would lose. Wintexes race each other sometimes as if they

were sea racehorses!
The doff it's claim to fame is just the opposite of the mintex. The dof fit is the

slowest fish in the world. It has been known to remain in the same place in the

water for hours. The dof fit doesn't haVe to worry, though, about not being able

to run away from.its enemy. The doff it tastes so bad that no other fish will try

to eat it.
The pontud is a famous fish because of the way its body lights up when it

falls in love with another pOntud. Scientists have tried.to figure out holk to
make flashlights which work on the same chemical that tile pontud has, but
they have not succeeded. It is a beautiful sight to see tWo pontuds, swimming

along blinking at each other!
The dulmet is not an unusual fish because it is fast or slow or lights upi, but

because of how delicious it is to eat. Dulmet meat sells-for $25 per pound-in
the stores where you can find it. Kings and Queens have long considered

dulmet a royal dish. Dulmet is so good that some people eat it raw!
The pemtad is the world's most dangerous fish because it has a poisonous

bite. Pemtad poison is more deadly than tattlesnake venom and there is no

antidote for it. Pemtad fishing isagainst the law in some countries because ot

its poisonous bite.
Finally, there is the mastib fish. The mastib fish is so unusual beCause ther%

is nothing it would rather do than be caught by a fisherman. No bait is
necessary to capture \e mastib. They run straight lowarci a hook or net.
Needless to say there aren't many mastibs left!

Now whether it's the speedy mintex, the slowpoke doff it, the flashy pontud,

the delicious dulmet, the poiS7u8 pemtab or,the easy-to-catch mastib, You'll

have to admit that here are so e pretty f ishy fish!

Another passage was construCted by substituting the unpronounceabIe fish

names for the pronounceable names. Thus the first paragraph of the
unpronounceable fish passage read: "There are six fish which could easily be

called the 'Six Wonders of the sea World.' These wonderous fish are the

mnitxe, the dfofti, the Pnotdu, the dlumte, the pmetda, and the msatbi . . ."

The study was carried out with a group of 47 fifth and sixth grade students

who read at or above grade level' and with a group of 14 graduate students in

Reading Education. Fifth and sixth grade students were used because theY

were thought to be the youngest good readers who were well beyond any'

-decoding stage which uses serial processing of Swords. A stratified random

sample was achieved by randomly assigning the elementary and graduate

students to two groups. One group learned the pronounceable words and read

the pronounceable fish passage. The other, group learned the

unpronounceable words and read theunpronounceable fish paSsage.
Unfortunately, because there is a basic confotInding of a word's

pronounceability and its orthographic legality (Gibson & Levin, 1975), the two
passabes differed not only on the wanted variable of pronounceability versus
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unpronounceability but also on the unwanted variable of orthographic legality
versus illegality. To diminish the influence of the unwanted variable without
rendering the groups Unequivalent, a treatment Was designed'which would
teach each subject tO associate the picture of each fish with the name as a
chunk or as a sight word before the subject was asked to read the passage.

The training procedure for both groups was identical. Subject's were
indiViduaHy taught to associate the pictures of the fish with their names. In
neither group were the names pronounced. Rather the fish were spread out,
the appropriate name was placed next to each fish and subjects studied the
names and the fish until they thought they could match them. Subjects
continued the matching trils to criterion until they had successfully matched
the fish and their names twice. Ten trials was set aS the maxiMurn number
before excluding a subject from the experiment. Six of the subjects in the
unpronounceable group were unable to successfully match the fish and the
names aftef ten trials. Three subjects in the pronounceabie group were unable
to match them. In order to be sure Ahat the two groups'who read the passage
were equivalent, three subjects in the pronounceable. group who had had the
greatest number of trials were excluded from the analysiS.

When the subjects had successfully matched the fish and the names twice,
'they were giyen the appropriate fish passage Ao read. Subjects were told to
read the passage so that after reading, they coulcifpoint to the fish that had
particular traits. Subjects were timed as,they readthe passage and asked to
read at their "normal speed."

Upon completion of the passapethe pictures of the fish were spread out
and subjects were, asked to point to the fish which had a particular
characteristic. They were given no feedback as to the correctness or
incorrectness of their responses. Next.the names of the fish were spread out
and subjects were asked to perform the same task with the names rather than
the pictures. Finally, subjects were shown each-name and asked, "What is
this?" Their responses to this question were classified as semantic ("a fish"
or "the fish whose body lights up when it falls in love" or "that big striped fish"
fof exarnple) or acoustic (a pronunciation of any kind for the fish).

Results

The difference between the mean trials to criterion for the pronounceable
group (4.75) and the unpronounceable group (5.56) was analyzed by a one-
tailed t test'for independent samples. This difference approached but did not
reach conventiOnal levels of significante (p < .07).

The differences between groups on the time requ'ired to read the passage
and the two Comprehe sion variables were measured by a two-way
multivariate analysis of va lance with pronounceable versus unpronounceable
as one factor and age s.second factor. The multivariate F for the
pronounceable versus unpronotinceable factor was significant. To illuminate
the reasons for, this significance, univariate f's for the three d,ependent
variables were examined. There were significant differences between the
pronounceable and the unpronounceable groups on the amount of time
required to read the passage, F (3.43)= 6.51, p < .05, and. on the name
comprehension variable, F (3.43) = 5.65, p < .05 (see Table 1). Although the
picture comprehension results favored the pronounceable group, this
difference was not signifibant.

For all analyses, there were significant differences as expected between
the graduate students and the elementary students. Graduate students
learned the names of the fish in significantly fewer trials, read the passages in

-
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Table 1

Cell Means tor Three Dependent

Variables across Two Factors

Graduate Students Elementary Students

Time Compre- Compre- Time Compre- Compre.

in . hension hension in hension hension

Seconds Picture Name Seconds Picture Name
f

Pronounceable 115.4 5.1 4.3 134.1 1.9 2.6

Unpronounceable 136.7 2.9 2.7 159.3 1.9 1.7

significantly less time and performed significantly better on both the picture
and the name recall task. There was not a significant multivariate interaction
effect.

The responses to the "What is it?" question for the elementary students
were clearly affected by which narnes (pronounceable or unpronounceable)
they learned. For the students in the pronounceable group, 13 consistently
gave an acoustic response to the "What is it?" question. Only four students
consistently gave a semantic response. For the unpronounceable group only
six students Consistently gave an acoustic fesponse, 12 gave a semantic
response, For the graduate students these results were more. equivocal. Two
of the seVen students in the pronounceable group gave an acoustic response;
three of the seven students. in the unpronounceable group 'gave an acoustic
resPonse. This difference may be attributed to the way in which the question
was OW to the graduate students. The elementary students respOnded
unhesitatingly to the "What is it?" question. The graduate students, however,
were unwilling to make a response without further clarification. TO clarify and
to provoke a response, the investigator followed up the "What is it?". question
with 'a "How do you have.it stored?" question:Consequently, the two groups
were in reality responding to two different questions.

Discussion

The rationale for this investigation stated at the beginning of this paper was

that, if readers proceed directly from 'print to meaning without a sound
intermediary, removing the probabilily of a sound intermediary would not
result in significantly different rate and recall for the subjects who lacked this
intermediary. There is evidence from the differehtial responses of the
elementary students in the pronounceable and unpronounceable groups to the
"What is it?" question that the two groups did indeed learn the pronounceable
and unpronounceable stimuli differently. While the number of trials to criterion
was greater for the unpronounceable group, this difference was not
significant.

The 'results of this investigation do not support the hypothesis that readers
proceed directly from print to meaning. Subjects in the pronounceable group
read the passage in significantly less time than did subjects in the
unpronounceable group. The magnitude of this difference is appreciated when
one discovers that-the elementary'students in the pronounceable group_took
.less time on the average to read the passage than did the graduate students in
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the unpronounceable group. Subjects in the pronounceable group also
achieved significantly greater recall as measured by the name recall task.

However, there is sokie obserVational data from this study to support the
print to meaning hypothesis. Subjects in both the pronounceable and
unpronounceable groups appearedlo enjoy the story as they were reading it.,
They chuckled occasionally and later asked if "there Were really fish like
that." In addition, the_graduate students in the unpronounceable group
seemeb genuinely shoCked when they were unable to perform well on the

" recall tasks. These observations lead us to hypothesize a third alternative to
the "print to meaning"/"print to sound to Meaning" controversy.

Readers may indeed comprehend directly from print to meaning. However,
because short term. memory appears to require auditory rehearsal for
chunking into long term memory, recoding from meaning into sound may be
necessary for recall of what was coMprehended. In short, fluent readers
proceed froM "print to meaning to sound to memory." (We think!)
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A partial validation of the kernal distance theory
forreadability.

Most simple readability formulas take two majn variables into account:

1. Vocabulary difficulty as determined by syllables or unfamiliar (lor/

.frequency) words; and
2. Syntactic complexity as determined by sentence length.
Yet, some experimehtation and theorY give indications that it may be possible

that two sentences of identical length and identical vocabulary can have different

difficulty or readability levels. For example, sentence A may appear more.
difficult than sentence B:

A. The fisherman, after climbing down the hill, was surprised to see the small

dirty boat.
EL The fiSherman was surprised to thle the small diry boat after climbing

down the hill.
Hence, by taking more or other syntactic variables into account, it might be

possible to develop a more accurate readability formula, at least for research

purposes, if nor practical Another possibility for practical use Of

such infornlation is instruct' ns to writers who are trying to simplify their

written material..
Several studies such as those done by Coleman (1964; 1965) indicate that

"embedded" sentences such as Example A where the subject and verb are

split by "distance" in form of a phrase are harder to read than non-embedded
sentences. A linguistic theory proposed by Yngve (1968) suggested that

'distance,' (a word or phrase) coming before the subject and verb would

make the sentence more difficult than the same distance coming after the

subject and verb. Using this information and a small scale pilot Study, the

senior author proposed the Kernel Distance TheOry (Fry, 1975) which thated:

". . . that the nearer the kernel is to .the beginning of the sentence, the
easier the sentence, and the less distance between elements-of the kernel,

the easier the sentence. For the purposes of this theory, we are calling

the kernel the subject element, the verb element; 'and when present, the

object element. . . There is a minor and further refinement of the Kernel
Distance Theory which states that the distance between the verb and object

causes less difficulty than the distance between the subject and verb.

Distance can be defined as number of words, though in practice it is

*often the embedding of a phrase or clause."
It might be noted that the term "distance" is somewhat unique to this

study and is defined as a wdd or phrase. The term "kernel", refers to the
subject, verb, and sometimes object, of a sentence and may not carry the same
interpretation as used by Chomsky (1957; 1965).

Method'and Results of Two Studies

This paper will report the results of two different investigators to verity the



Theory of four different populations using four different measures as dependent
variables

.Fhrst Study

Method; DePierro (1 976) developed 1 6 pairs of sentences, four for each part of
the theory (see Table 1 ) and asked 30 college students and '30 elementary
pupils to individually read them. He measured:

1. AbiAty to recall the exact words in the sentence;
2. The time it took to read silently the complete sentence;
3. The de/ay between the end of the silent reading of the sentence and

the onset of oral recall.
Sentence pairs were written so that each pair contained the same words and

only syntax was altered according to hypotheses. A balanced rotated design was
used to cancel out order effects.

The elementary pupils had reading abilities between 5.0 and 7.0; there
were no remedial readers; The' 14 male and 16 female college subjects
scored t5etween 7 percentile and 94 percentile on the Nelson Denny Reading
Test, and hence represented the full range of students found in college
settings..The test of significance was the Wilcoxon t.

Results. DePierro found that splittind the subject and verb (D2) often signifi-
cantly increased sentence difficulty. See results for H02 and H03 in Table 1.
However, he found no support for a difference between, the subject-verb
split and the Verb-object split. With the college population only he found a
difference contrary to the theory that distance after the kernel was more
difficult than distance before.

Second Study

Method. In the second study, Weber (1977) using good and poor readers in a
junior college, attempted to replicate DePierro's findings using a different
dependent vahable. She used student judgment of sentence pairs as to which of
the two sentences was most difficult. A group test was constructed using
DePierro's 16 pairs of sentences and another 16 pairs of $entences of her own
to make the'group test mote reliable by increasing its length.

The 52 poor readers were students who scored below 43 on the Comparative
Guidance and Placement Program battery of tests developed by Educational
Testing. Service and were placed in three Basic Composition classes. The 53
good readers scored above 43 on the sarne test arid were placed in three
Language and Literature classes. The test of significance was the Chi Square.
Results. Weber basically confirmed DePierro's findings; distance between the
subject and verb was judged more difficult than the same distance either before
or after the kernel. No support was found for a difference between distance
before or after the kernel. Nor was there a difference for distance between
the subject and verb, and the distance between the verb aiid the Cbject (See
Table 1).

Discussion

The Kernel Distance Theory, a-.91 tested by these studies, ca9li now be
simplified to six words, DON'T SPLIT THE SUBJECT AND VERB. Stated a bit

, more technically, distance between the subject and verb significantly increases
the difficulty of a sentence over one with the same amount of distance
occurring either before or after the kernel. These differences showed up' on



Table 1

$ummary of Agreement With Hypotheses of the
Kernel Distance Theory

Fry Hypothesis Webera gePierrob
32 Sentence Pairs 16 Sentence Pairs

CoHege Elementary College

Poor Good Total N= 30 N= 30
N=52 N=53 N=105

H01 DI , D4 Words - - .01
Time + - .05 '
Delay

H02 D2 > D4, + .05 Words + .05
rime + + .05
Delay' +

H03 D2 > DI + .05 + .05 + .05 Words + .05 -
Time + .01 + .05
Delay + +

H4 D2 > D3 Words -
Time 4.

Delay -

a Pius sign ( + ) means agreement with hypothesis using judgment, sig. where
indicated by X', p value.

b Plus sign ( +) means agreement with hypothesis on three measures,* sig.
where indicated by Wilcoxon t, p value.

c Subject Verb Object

D1 D2 D3 D4
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Ca.

four different measures of difficulty with four different populations (though not
entirely consistently).

This finding is in agreement with the embedded sentence study dfi Coleman
(1964) who had college students memorize Pairs of sentences from a memory
drum. It also agrees with the Hamilton and peese (1971) listening comprehension
study of center-embedded sentences. And.,,It is in accord with the syntactic
measures of Marcus (1971) and Botel and Gr/anowsky (1972):

The other parts of the Kernel Distance Theory are not cOnfirmed nor does
the data reported here .confirm Yngve's theory concerning the- memory burden
difficulty supposedly caused by placing a word or phrase at the beginning of a
sentence.

However, there mas some tendency for all hypotheSes -to be seen as
positive. Weber's poor readers all performed in the direction hypothesized and
DePierro's elementary pupils on the time measure tended to support the
hypotheses. If any future research is dohe on these hypotheses, it is
recommended that it be done with poor readers.

'It is doubtful that the finding of these studies will mOdify the practical or more
popular readability formulas, but it might have some bearing on future readability
research.

These studies do have one very practical outcome. Writers should avoid
subject-vPrb splits if they wish to simplify their writing.

that the nearer the kernel is to the 'beginning of the sentence; the
easier the sentence, and the less distance between elements of the kernel,'
the easier the sentence' For the purposes of this theory, we are calling
the kerne!. the subject element, the verb element, and when present,. the
object element There-8'1s a minor and further refinement of the Kernel
Distance Theory which states that the distance b'etween the verbr and
object causes fess difficulty than the distance between the subject and
verb. Distance can be defined as number of words, though in practice. if
is often the'embedding bf a phrase or clause."

Results. DePierro found that splitting the subject and verb (D2) often-
significantly increased sentence difficulty. See results fort-102 and Hb3 in Table 1..
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Fourth graders' comprehension of story structures
under three recall conditions

Teid, or connected discourse, can be viewed at two levp (1) the micro-
structure level and (2) the macrostructure level (cf. van Di'

t
, 1977). At the

microstructure level, one is concerned with understan ing how :lexical,
propositional, and sentential variables influente text comprehension. At the
macrostructure level, one is concerned with understanding how sets of
propositions and sentences are structured relative to one another and how this
relative structuring influences text comprehension.

For the most part, reading research has focused on the microstructure level,
investigating word recognition variables and sentence comprehension variables,
and has paid little attention -to the macrostructure level. Yet, as studies in

other nonreading disciplines have demonstrated, it has become increasingly
apparent that models of word recognition or sentence comprehension cannot

account for many of the factors influencing children's comprehension of written ,

text. Although theories of written text comprehension must eventually explain?*
how these macrostructure units influence children's reading comprehension of a *
text's macrostructure, the significance of macrostructure variables must be
clearly understood befoi e this relationship can be explored.

Researchers investigating how people comprehend story macrostructures
(e,g.; Glenn, 1978; Mandler & Johnson 1977; Stein, 1978; Stein & Glenn, 1978;

Stein & Nezworski, 1978) have assumed that there exists an "ideal" story
macrostructure which can be described in terms of a'specified ordering of story
categories, logically andtemporally related. For. example, Mandler and Johnson

(1977) have defined the ideal story macrostructure as being comprised of

four categories: (1) Setting, (2) Beginning, (3) bevelopment, and (4) Ending. The

Setting is a group of propositions or sentences which accomplish the following:
They introduce the main characters of the story, they describe the time and

local of the story, and they provide additional information the reader needs to

know to understand the events that follow. In the Beginning, something
causes the main character to respond in some way (This response often

result s. in some type of displacement from the character's normal routine).
The DevelopMent describes the actions a character uses to obtain some
explicitly or implicitly defined goal.' Finally, the Ending describes the conse-
quences of the effect of the gOal either haying-been achievegl or not achieved..:

A second assumption of story grammatians is that these macrostructures have

a real-time psychological counterpart existing in mind; these grammarians have

called these mind macrOstructufes "schemata." In sum, story schemata consist

of sets of expectations about stories, about the categories of which they are
comppsed, tlie way in which these categories are sequenced, and the types of

connft, ions betiNeen categories that are likely to occur (cf. Mandler, 1978;
Stein, 1978; Stein & Glenn, 1978).

The question of how children employ schemata to comprehend written text is

unresolved for several reasons. First,. the early work of Piaget (1926/1960)
and Fraisse (1963) suggests that young children lack a framework for organizing
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the events of a storY. Both Piaget ad Fraisse wported temporal inversions
in young children's recall and assumed the inversions resulted frorr an inability
to establish a framework for organizing chronological, casual, and deductive
relations. Such findings suggest that childreri do not have the .benefit of well
defined schemata for organizing events.

In contrast to these findings, other findings (e.g. Brown, 1975; 1:976; Stein,
1978; Stein & 'Glenn, 1978) have noted that children do, in fact,: organize
narrative information according to weN defined schemata. For example, in one,
study, Brown (1975) tested kindergarten and second-grade children's recognition,
reconstruction, and recall of simple narrative sequences. rot, all children, logical
sequences were better retained than were arbitrary sequences. The difference
between the two groups was that although kindergarten children could
recognize and reconstruct the correct sequences, they had'difficulty in main-
taining the torrect order during recall. Second-grade children, on the other hand,
were ablelo establish the correct order of the events ho matter what the
method of testing was.

In addition to the problem of siic contradictory findings; two other problems
with studies investigating children's se of schemata in comprehending stories
stem from the conditions and procedures used to operationally define story
comprehension. In terms of conditions, most research has focused oh children's
comprehension of orally presented stories. The question of how children com-
prehend written stories remains largely unexplained. Although many researchers
have adopted the assumption that processes underlying listening comprehension
are the same as those underlying reading comprehension iSoodman &
Goodman, 197,7), other researchers have demonstrated that this Assumptionis.
neither tenable at the microscopic nor the macroscOpic ,level .of processing
(e.g., Hildyard & Olson, 1918: Mosenthal, 1978; Thorndyke, 1977).

In'terms of procedures, the mosirpical way story comprehension is defined
is by having subjects recall a story mediately after presentation. Two Measures
of organization in recall are usually derived from this operational procedure. The
first is the relative salience of categories. As shown by Glenn (1978), Stein
and Glenn (1978), and Mandler and Johnson (1977), categories vary in terms of
their salience or structural importance in recall. In' particular, Beginning and
Development categories tend to be recalled more often thari,Setting and Ending.
A second measure of organization focuSes on the waVr the categories are
grouped in recall. According to story grammars, events should be recalled in
the sequence cif Setting, Beginning, Development, and Ending.

Studies, such as Brown's (1975), have demonstrated that under free recall
conditions, young children tend to use a schema organization for reMembering
and ordering events. On the other hand, uhder such conditions as recognition and
forced recall, children tend to episodically remember ,information without the
benefit of organizing schemata. In short whether children would Use a schemata
to order episodes from a story in operational -procedures, other than free
recall in unclear.

Another point-which needs investigation is whether children's schemata for a
stOry changes over time. Because most studies of children's comprehension of
stories focuses on immediate recall, it is unclear whether this sChema structure
prevails over time. Research is divided on this point. On the one, hand:there
are those researchers (e.g., Mandler, 1978; Spiro, 1977) who argue that over
time, children will reconstruct narrativekequences so that they are assimilated
to new text structures, based upon redefined schemata. On- the Other hand,
there are those researchers (Cofer, 1943; Rubin, 1977; Squire, Chase, & Slater,
1972) who argue that the structure of narrative sequences is left in tact due to:
superficial, or reproductive processing. In sum, how pervasive children's
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story schemata are in organizing related narratives into a larger schema structure
has been poorly addressed

The purpose of this study ,was to investigate the function whiCh schemata
play in fourth grade children's reading comprehension of stories under different

comprehension conditions. The three different comprehensiOn conditions
included: immediate recall, delayed recall, and immediate forced recall. If

children do, in fact, u,se schemata to comprehend stories, as stoky grammars
predict, then one would expect children, in an immediate recall condition, to
consistently recall more information from some story categories than from others.
Secondly, if schemata are the principal means by which children org-anize and
interpret narrative events, ,one would predict that the.most saliently remembered
categones in free recall'would be the most saliently remembered categories in
'the forced recall. Finally, one would predict that if children's schemata serve
to direct reconstructive, long-term remembering, then four complete stories
which, when put together form a complete new story, will be remembered in the

., order of saliency of the categories they represent. In other words, if four

stories, when put together, comprise four categories of a well formed new story
(these categories being, namely Setting, Beginning, Development and Ending),
then one would predict that in a delayed recall of these stories, the stories
most saliently recalled would be those which comprise categories most
saliently recalled in the individual story recall conditions. These hypotheses
were tested in the following exPeriment.

Method

Subjects
-Thirty students were randomly selected from two fourth-grade classrooms in a

large uburban school near Albany. New York. All students participating in
the experiment could read and respond to the stimuli in the manner required,

Materials
A story from a fourth-grade social studies text was rewritten into four

smaller stories following four different episodic parts of the original story. Each
of the four stones was written to conform to the story-gramm ir tree structures
of Mandler and Johnson (1977). Each story structure consisted of four categories:
the Setting. the Beginning, the Development, and the Ending. There were three

vents in the Setting, three in the Beginriing, four in the Development, and one in
the Ending Each event within and across all four stories consisted, of eleven
propositions, as defined by Kintsch (1974j. The words' in the propositions
within and across all four stories were controlled for in terms of frequency
(Ka-era & Francis, 1967) And imagery value (Paivio, Yuille, & Madigan, 1968).

Procedure
The thirty students read each of the four stories. After reading a Story, each

student was first required to write ail that he could, remember about the
story. After the written recall, each student attempted to cOmplete a cued recall
test. This test required that the student fill in deleted information in eleven state-
ments. Each of the state.ments corresponded to information in each of the eleven
events in a story, respectively. All students were told that they should read
the story carefully, since they would be asked to write about each story and
answer several questions. In addition, all students Ivere informed that they would
be asked to write about the story one week later. The' students read and
completed the tasks for each of the four stories On consecutive days of one
week. Eight days later, all students were asked to recall'as much as they could
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about all four stories. The students were tested in groups, with each group
receiving similar instructions. Instructions for the free recall were, "Write every-
thing you can remember about the story you have juSt read. Try to remember
everything, including the words the author used." For the delayed recall,
subjects were instructed to "Write everything you can remember about the four
stories you read last week.. Try to remember everything, including the words that
were in the story."

Scoring
Responses to the free and cued recall tasks were marked by two raters.

Acceptable responses included propositions which were literal reproductions
from the text stimuli ocelse were synonymous with predefined text propositions.
In the immediate free recall, four scores were tallied for each story. These
scores included the number of propOsitions recalled in the Setting, the Beginning,
the Development, and the Ending. Similarly, in, the immediate cued recall, the
number of propositions correctly recalled from the Setting, Beginning, Develop-
ment, and Ending, were likeways tallied. In the delayed recall, the number of
propositions correctly recalled f(om each of the four categories frOm each of the
four stories was also tallied.

Results

-In the following analyses, in order to compensate for the fact that some story
categorieS had more events and propositions associated with them, recall' and
recognition were calcUlated in terms of the mean proportion of propositions
recalled and recognized per category. The mean proportion of propositions re-
called per category was calculated by multiplying the number' of events per
category times the number of propositions per event and dividing this product
into the number of propositions recalled per category. In determining mean
proportion of propositions recalled per category, the number of cued recall
questions correctly answered was divided by the number of events per category.

The first hypothesis was that rf children use schemata to comprehend stories,
then children should consistently recall more propositions from some story
categories than from others. An Analysis of Variance of the mean proportion
of propositions in basic story categories recalled immediately after reading the
text (see Table 1) supported thiS hypothesis, F(3, 116)= 19.11, p <.01. No
interactions proved significant. This hypothesis was further supported by a series
of Scheffe'pairwise comparisons between the Setting and the other categories
within the stories; all Scheffes'were significant except for the pairwise com-
parison between the Setting and the Beginning in Story 2: Propositions from
the Setting and Beginning were recalled significantly more frequently than from
the Development; propositions from the Development were recalled significantly
more frequently than from the Ending across all four stories, with the exception
noted in Story 2.

The second hypothesis posited that if schemata are the principal means by
which children organize and interpret narrative events, then the most saliently
remembered categories in free recall should be the most saliently remembered
categories in the forced recall.. This hypothesis was supported by the fact that
an overall Analysis of Variance of the Mean pr.oportion of cued recall statements
correctly answered was significant, F(3, .116)= 17.7, p <.01 (see Table t). No
interactions proved significant. A series of Scheffes proved significant for all
pairWise comparisons, except' between the Setting and the Beginning in Story 2
and between.the Beginning and the Development in Stories 3 and 4. The fact
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Table 1

Saliency of Category and Story Recall over
Four Stories Recalled under Three Different Conditions

Saliency (measured as mean proportion of propositons cbrrectly recalled) of

Story Categories in Immediate Recall

Setting

Story 1 .72

' Story 2 .67

Story 3 61

Story 4 .69

Beginning

.51

.58
. -

.49 ,

53

Development Ending.

.43 .22

.48 .17

.39 .16

42 .20

Saliencyjmeasured as mean proportion of recall questions correctly answered) of

Story dategories in Forced Recall

Setting Beginning Development Ending

Story 1 69 .58 24 .20

Story 2 58 .53 39 12
,

Story 3 .59 .42 .37 19

tory 4 .63 .47 .39 23

Saliency (measured as mean proportion of propositions correctly recalled) of

Story Categories in Delayed Recall

Setting Beginning Development Ending

Story 1 .42 .21 .29 .34

Story 2 31 .10 .18 .21

;
Story 3 .17 .07 .12 .18

Story 4 .05. 02 .10 .12

that the saliency of_the categories in the immediate and delayed recall con-
. ditions was similar supports the contention that children by fourth grade use the

same schemata for comprehending stories under varying operational conditions.
The third hypothesis was tnat if children's schemata serve to direct recon-

structive, long-term remembering, then children should recall four stories, serving

as a Setting, Beginning, Development, and Ending, respectively, to a super-
,
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ordinate story, in the 'same manner as they recalled the Setting,- Beginning,
Development, and Ending in the immediate recall stories. An Analysis of Variance
of the number of propositions recalled from each stOry revealed an overall
,significance between stories, F(3, 116)=21182, p, <.01 (see Table 1). A
series of Scheffe'pairwise comparisons revealed that Story 1 (i.e. the Setting)
was recalled significantly better than Story 2 (i.e. the Beginning); Story 2 was
recalled significantly better than Story 3 (i.e. the Development); and Story 3 was
recalled significantly better than Story 4 (i.e. the Ending). These results were
similar to those of the immediate recall findings that demonstrated a saliency
order, from most to least, of Setting anti Beginning, Development, and Ending.

seneg of Scheffes revealed a significantly different saliency preference for
recalling categories within each story ,in.the delayed recall condition. The order
of saliency preference for each of the stories was Setting, Ending, Development,
and Beginning.

The uniqueness of this final finding is furttfier compounded when one compares
the recall order of categories within the stories in the immediate and 'delayed
recall condons and between stories" in the, delayed recall condition. In the
immediate recall condition, the Setting was recalled first 96% of the time,
the Beginning was recalled second 97% of the time, the. Development was
recaHed third 94% of the time, and the Ending was recalled fourth 99% of the
time. In the delayed recall, between stories, Story 1, as Setting, was recalled
first 97% of the time Story 2, as the Beginning, was recalled second 98% of
the time; Story 3, as the Development, was recalled third 94% of the tirre; and
Story 4, as the Ending, was recalled fourth' 99% of the time. The recall order
of these categories was in keeping with the order story- grammars predicted.
However, in the delayedrecall within stories, the Setting was recalled first 94% of
the time, the Ending was recalled second 86% of the time, the Development
was recalled thfrd 95% of the time, and the Begning was recalled 'fourth 92%
of the time. (A series of ANOVAs performed on the recall percentage of
categories under each condition -all proved significant, p <.01) This order of
category recall was not in keeping with the order story grammars predicted.

Discussion

The findings of this study support the notion that chijdren employ schemata in
comprehending written stories much the same as they do in comprehending
spoken stories in immediate recall. The nature ofbthese schemata is such that
text is processed hierarchically, with the most significant story categories being
the best recalled (cf. McKoon, 1977; Meyer & McConkie, 1973). Furthermore,
it appears that schemata serve to temporally order categories recalled, with
the most salient categories being recailed first.

These findings additionally demonstrate that fourth-grade children employ
schemata in the same manner under both free and forced immediate recall
conditions.

While these conclusions are supported by the findings in the immediate recall
condition, they are not wholly supported by the findings in the delayed con-
ditiOn. In the delayed condition, individual stories serving as episodes of a
larger story were recalled in the manner story grammars predicted; saliency and
order of recall followed the predicted pattern. On the other hand, saliency and
order of recall of categories of the individual stories did not conform to
the predicted pattern. The Order of saliency and recall was Setting, Ending,
Development, and Beginning.

This deviation in the delayed, condition is unique for several reasons. First,
although the curve representing the saliency of recall resembles the typical

>c,
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serial learnihg curve, with recency and primacy effects, the recall order of the
Setting and Ending do not conform to the typical recall order in serial position
studies. In addition to the recall order finding, other studies (e.g., Jqhnson &

'Scheidt, 1977: Myer & McConkie, 1973) have demonstrated that primacy
effects in prose recall is not a function of seriation. What appearsid have taken
place .is that, Over time, fourth graders assimilate smaller story schemata into

larger schemata and, in the process, reorganize the original schematic

organization of individuarstory episodes. However, why this study's children
arrived at the particular category organization they did in the delayed recall
needs further investigation and explanation.

These findings raise an interesting question for the' teaching and evaluation
of reading. Most teaching and evaluation is based upon teaching ahd evaluating

children's immediate comprehension of text. Comprehension, however', is not

only a process of a 'moment but of a, life time. The question of how one

teaches children to comprehend text episodes's() that they are effectively and
"ideally" integrated over time' needs careful consideration. How one is to
evaluate the effectiveness of this integration also needs to be considered.
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Differential effects of prior context, style and
deletion pattern on doze comprehension

Psycho linguists and information processing theorists (Goodman, 1976;

Rummelhart, 1976; Smith, .1975) suggest that the proficient reader who
possesses an adequate knowledge base .relies pn context and.syntactic and

semantic cues in order to comprehend reading material. Context allows the

reader to access relevant knowledge which in turn, facilitates the

comprehension process (Schallert, 1975). It has been demonstrated that
interpretation of entire passages can be affected by the Context (e.g., the
passage title, Bransford andJohnson, 1'972; Schallert, 1975).

Goodman (1976) proposes that, as readers progress through a passage,

they must 'utilize their OWn semantic base to recreate the author's message.
Implicit in this model of the reading process is the idea of conceptual build-up.
As readers continue reading, the availability of additional information, cued
from the text,, further constrains the possible interpretations of subsequent
text. In analyzing the miscues of fourth grade children reading narrative

material, Menosky (1971) found that the quality of the students' miscues
changed as they read the first, second, and final thirds of the story. Miscues
progressively detracted less from the author'sThessage. Menosky interpreted
her results as evidence of contextual build-up in support pf the Goodman
Model.

it the cloze procedure (Taylor, 1953, 1956) as a measure of comprehensioh
has validity, 'accordihg to the psycholinguistic Mbdels, evidence of contextual
build-up should be expected. Some studies suggest that the ability to complete

cloke is bilaterally constrained by four to five words on either side of the
deleron (Aborn, Rubenstein, & Sterling, 1959; MacGinitie, 1961; Miller &
Coleman, 1967). Other studies provide evidence that this ability may be
influenced by context that extends beyond the immediate sentence, perhaps
even to an entire paragraph (Ramanauskas, 1972). No consensus has been

reached concerning the effect of context on cloze nor has this influence been
studied over passages longer than a paragraph.

The purposesof this study was to examine the effect of varying amounts of
prior context on cloze performance. Conststent with the Goodman model, it

was predicted that cloze comprehension would be grealest for those who
received the most context prior to the cloze passage (500 words),,less for

those who received some context (250 words), and least for the control group,

if contextual build-upbccurred.
Two other factors, style of writing (narrative Or, expository) and deletion

pattern (one-fifth or function word), were considered. Sager (1977) suggests
that in technical material the logical argument is carried by function words.

Due to the descriptive nature of narrative material, the content usually is not
organized to present a logical argument and function words serve a more
general purpose. Therefore, it was hypothesized that function words would be

more difficult to replace in 'expository material than in narrative material. One-

fifth deletion was included so that the results of this study -could be compared
with the existing research on cloze.
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Method

Sample
The 93 subjects for this study consisted of 53 eleventh-grade students and

40 twelfth-grade students in a suburban New Jersey high school. They were
enrolled in either academic composition or general English classes. The
sample Mean on a standardized reading comprehension teat ranged from the
38th to 40th percentile.

Materlels
Two narrative doze passages (Kon-Tiki and 1984) and two expository Cloze
pasSages (How to Read Body Language and The Good-Natured Gorilla) were
created. On three iseadability measures, the narrative material ranged from
seventh to ninth grade leyel and the expository from ninth to twelfth grade. A
one-fifth deletion pattern was applied, to Kon-Tiki and Body Language. For
1984 and Gorillas., if the fifth word (or multiple of'5) was a function word, it was
deleted. If not, the next function Word following the fifth word was deleted. All
cloze passages were approximately 250 words long allowing for 50 deletions.
All deleted words were replaced bSi un-numbered 10-spacse blapks. .

Each of these four paeages appeared in three prior context conditions: (a)
only the cloze passage, (b) the cloze passage preceded by a page of 250
words of the text, and (c) the cloze passage preceded by two pages of the text,
250 words per page.,

Procedure,'
This study was conducted in six 45-minute sessions over a peridd of three to

four weeks. During the first session two teaching passages were administered
and four pointS were' stressed: 1) Only one world belongs in the blank. 2)
Spelling does not pount. 3) If more than one word seems to fit the blank space,
choose ;tie one you think is most consistent .With the authors message and
style. 4) Remember that cloze is a difficult taSk. These four points were also
reviewed at the beginning of each doze testing session. I n,the second session
the subjects were administered the Reading Comprehension section of the
lowa Silent Reading Test, Level 3, Form F 11274 In each of the last four
sesSions, subjects completed the experimental Eloze passages.

Design
A split-plot design was used with amotint of prior context the between-group

variable. Style and deletion pattern were repeated within-grot.ip variables
counterbalanced for passage order, grade and class.

Passages were scored for percent of exact replacement of 'deleted items.
All two-word responses, morphological variations, and omissions were scored
incorrect.

Results and Discussion

Preliminary investigations revealed no differences attributable to sex or
grade. Therefore, these variables were not considered further.

In a 3 x 2 x 2 (ConteA x Style A !Deletion) factorial analysis of variance, no
significant main effects of pridr context were found, F (2,90) 0.365, p > .05.
This result seems to lend support to the pdsition that the doze task forces the
subject to concentrate on a more limited area of the text (Aborn et al., 1959;
MacGinitte, 1961; Miller & Coleman, 1967). Another interpretation of these'
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data from the perspective of 'd iscOurse analysis is that the demands of the
cloze task may be interfering with the subject's ability to utilL. the strong
cuing systems of connected discourse, 'forcing the subject to attend to
syntactic and semantic information at the sentence level. U this interpretation
is accurate, it appears that cloze is not an adequate measure of the reading
process.' ,

Although there Was no overall effect, upon inspection of individual items, it
Opeared that certain types of items such as pronouns and adjectives of
quantity were more affected by prior context. One way to identify thest items
would be to analyze cloze answers.' using the lexical marker-transfer feature
model proposed by Finn (1977-78). Onde words of this type 'are identified,
meaning those which are affected by prior context,, experimental passages
could then be constructed using these words as.daleted itIms, thus modifying
the doze deletion pattern as it has been traditionally clefiried.

Style, F (1,90 = 60.56, p < .001, and type of 'Ciletion, F(1,90) = 1873.67, p
< .001, were both significant. However, even thoy0 the difference in sWle
was significant, it only accounted for 3% of the total sums of sqiiares. The
score, for narrative style (M = 5475) was significantly greater than that for
expository style (M = 48.43). Although readability was equivalent within style,
it was not equivalent across styles. Therefore, this difference in means may be
a function of the different readability rangesorthe style.

The significant dgference for type of deletion accountedfor almost 53% of
the total sums of squares. Table 1 presents the means. In both styles, *one-fifth
cloze was more difficult than function word cloze.

table 1

Mean Percent of Correct Responses

on Narrative and ExpoSitory Passages

. with Random One-Fifth or Function Word Deletions

CTX 1 CTX 2 CTX 3 TOTAL M

1/5 kct 1/5 Fct 1/5 Fct 1/5 Fct

Nar 39.48 66.77 42.26 68.71 41.42 69.87 41.05 68.45

Exp 35.94 59.94 36.77 63.68 33.68 60.58 35.46 61.40

It was hypothesized that there would be a significant interaction of Style x
Deletion, that subjects would score higher on function word deletions in the
expository style passage than in the narrative style passage. Results show no
significant interaction, F (1,90) = 1.026, p > .05. In this study the function
word deletion pattern was constructed to be as consistent'as possible with the
cloze literature. Inspection of the deleted items revealed a low proportion of
words such as conjunctions which Sager (1977) notes primarq carry the

1 The aulhors wish to thank reviewer 8.1 for helpful comments on this point.
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logical argument of the text. Further research employing a deletion pattern
based only on conjunctions might produce evidence of the,specific role of
these functions words in expository material.

A major -Characteristic of narrative style is the elaboration the
redundancy, the variety of vocabulary items, the use of synonyms, the reliance
on a number of terms to describe a particular concept. For example, in Kon-
Tiki, wave is referred to as (a) "the wall," (b) "the great green wall," (c) "the
mountain," (d) "the hell," and (e) "the sea." A characteristic of expository
material, on the other hand, is precision. Lexical items, particularly nouns, are
not vaned in an attempt to maintain clarity.

A further analysis (based on an analysis by Fillenbaum, Jones & Rapdport,
1963) of the one-fifth cloze passages investigated this style difference. A
lexical score, representing the percent of lexical items correct, and a function
score, representing the percent of function words correct, we?e calculated
(see Table 2). A 3 x 2 analysis of variance (Context x Style) was performed
using each of these stores, lexical and function percentages. Results indicate
that lexical items, in narrative material were significantly more difficult to
replace than in expository material, F(1,90) = 5.40, p< .05. This further
analysis also indicated that function words in the eipository material were
significantly more difficult to replace than those in narrative material, F (1,90)
= 6.56, p < .05. Even though there is a confounding of readability and style,
these results tentatively support the conceptualization of this difference
between expository and narrative styles. This conteptualization needs further
testing utilizing materials of equivalent readability. Additionally, it is felt that
this type of analysis may prove uot.u4oin future cloze research.

Table 2

Mean Percent of Correct Responses

on One:Fifth Cloze Passages

in Three Item Categories

CTX 1 CTX 2 CTX 3 TOTAL M

Kon-Tiki (Nar)

Total 39.48 42.26 41.42 41.05

Lexical 17.26 20.00 20.48 19.25

Function 54.30 57.10 55.38 55.59

Body Language (Exp)

Total 36.00 36.77 33.38 35.48

Lexical 22.70 23.30 18.88 21.63

Function 51.61 52.60 51.05 51.75

1
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Traditionally, it has been demonstrated that doze correlates highly with
standardized reading comprehension_ tests, When one wishes to examine
specific aspects of the comprehension process, cloze seems less appropriate
as a measure, since it seems to force processing to occui at the sentence
level. The fact that the deletion patterns have been based on statistical, not
linguistic models may be another reason why cloze has been insensitive to the
-natural cuing systems in connected discourse.

Bowers and Nacke (1971-72) and ,Ohnmacht, Weaver and Kohler (1970)
have proposed that deletion patterns be based-on a linguistic model. Ono
promising approach to determine those linguistic items which provide
cohesion in discourse is that of Finn (1977-Z8). Once such items have been
identified, deletion patterns based on these items can be Constructed as more
accurate measures of contextual buildup. Additional factors which must, be
considered in developing new deletion patterns are those associated with the
differences in style and organization ortextual material.
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Some things the reader needs to know
that the listener doesn't

Much attention has been paid to the similarities befween, listening and .
reading. In both teaching programs and research, it has often been assumed
that reading comprehension abifity consists of a simple combination Of
listening comprehension and print-to-sound decoding abilities. Clearly there
are many iMportant similarities between listening and reading, and through',
experiences ,with spoken languagelhe child acquires much of what he need§
to know in order to read. However, this emphasis on the similarities between
listening and reading has led td the neglect of some important differences.
This paper wiU focus on these differences and consider the question: What do
skilled readel's Qeed.to know that they would not have acquired via experience .

with spoken language? Particular emphasis will be placed on the listeningand
reading tasks encountered by transitional readers, those who have mastered
individual word decoding but still have a lot to learn before they can fluently
comprehend written language.

The differences between the Written and spoken language school children
encounter will be divided into five categories: (1) differences due to ine
existence of inton4tion and stress in speech but not in writing; (2) differences
in the situations in which speech and writing are generally uSed; (3)
differences in ttie funations speech and writing most commonly serve; (4)
differences in characteristics such as vocabulary, syntactic Complexity, and
amount of redundency;, and (5) differences due to the permanent nature of
writing and thatransient nature of speech. In the final section, we will consider
the ways in which these differences interact to make the taSk faced by novice
readers different from the listening tasks with which they are already familiar.

Intonation and Stress

It is obvious that speech contains intonation and stress while writing does
not. However, it may not be immediately obvious that intonation and stress-
provide information that is useful to listeners. Intonation helps listeners divide
the stream of speech into. meaningful word groups. Stress is useful in
determining whith is the new or important information in a sentence.

First, consider the use of intonation to help determine which words go
together to form a rneaningful.group. Such grpups of words -are sometimes
called constituents. There is a large variety of evidence that Such grouping is
necessary to understand any but the simplest sentences, whether they are
presented in writing or in speech (e.g., Clark & Clark, 1977). Consider the
following sentence (Graf & Torrey, 1966) divided in two different ways:
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A

During World War II
even fantastic schemes
received consideration
if they gave promise
of shortening the conflict.:

During World War
II even fantastic
schemes received

,consideration if they gave
promise of shortening the
conflict.

A is easier -to read than 8 because it is divided at tonstituent boundaries. That
is, it has been prechunked into meaningful' unitS. Now consider. reading this
sentence aloud. Clearly the pauses tend to fan along the breaks given in A, not
those given in B. This is a well documented finding: PaOses and other

,intonation features often provide cues to constituent boundaries.
The reader also must determine whiciv words go together to form

meaningful groups. How can this be done without intonation? Punctuation
brovides some help, but is, generally not sufficient; most constituent
boundaries are not marked by any punctuation. The reader must depend on
syntactic and semantic cues to constituent boundaries. For example, some
types of words, such as determiners (a, the), qUantifiers (some, all, many), and
definite pronouns (I, you, she) Usually occur at the beginning of a conStituent.
The use of syntactic cues such as these seems tb require more complex
knowledge and processing than the use of intonation cues; they simply are not
as obvious as intonation. This may cause difficulty for noviCe readers in
determining the constituents of written sentences, and therefore in

comprehending them.
Stress provides cues useful in separating the new or focal infdrmation

contained in a spoken sentence from the less important information (Bolinger,
1972). For example, consider the following .sentences spoken with the .
capitalized word stressed:

C. JOHN stole the picture.
D. John STOLE the picture. .

E. John stole the'PICTURE. -

In each case the stiessed .word would be the one carrying the new
information. That is, sentences C, D and E could be answers to question§ C',
D' E' , respectively.

C' Who stole the picture?
D' What did John do with the picture?
E' What did John steal?

The stress on the new or important terms provides the listeners with useful
information. Readers must compensate for the laCk of stress cues and are
forced to rely upon less obvious cues to identif/ the important inf ffnation.
Readers must make greater use ot syntactic cues (compare It was 4ohn Who
stole the pictpre with It was the pictufe that John stole). Atso, read is must
make greater-use of information from previous parts of the text and f om their
own knowledge to determine which is the important or new informati n. Again,
the lack of cues which are ,available in speech forces readers to ise mOre
complex knowledge and processes than listeners, and this ma present
problems for novice readers.

. ,
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Diffe'rences in the Situation's in which Speech and Writingare Used

Anythirig written can be read aloud and anything spoken can be written
down. However, the two modeS are 'by no means interchangeple. Some
situations and purposes call for spoken communication and others for written.
For example, sPeech is most commonly found in situations where the
canrnunicants are in the same place. Therefore, speakers and listeners often
share a mutual nonlinguistic context and are able to interaCt with each other.
Writers and readers generally do not share a common nonlingu)stic context
and generally cannot interact with each Other. A shared context would often
facilitate understanding and we know that young children rely a great deal on.
context to help them understand speech. Also, when the communicants can
interact the speaker t an take Into account wfslat the listener already knows.
and doesn't know, and the listener can direct the speaker by.asking questions:
making comments, or just looking puzzled. These differences are considered
further in the paper by Rubin in this volume.

'Differences in the Functions Of Written and Spoken Communication

Speech and writing also differ in their usual lunctions. There is a strong.
tendency for speech to be used for informal "social, communications and.
wnting for the mote formal communication of information. This difference may
result in difficulties for novice readers in two ways. First, the reeding tasks
they face may often assume kiowiedge that would not be necessary to
understand the spoken language they usually encounter. That 'is, the
acquisition of much new knowledge and the extension Of existing knowledge is
necessary for successful reading. Secondly; interpersonal communication
may be much more motivational than informational communication. Many
children may lack motivation to Work at understanding the abstract, formal,
detailed language often found in writing.

.

Differences in the Langliagelised in Speech and Writing
. 4

Studies have found that the actual language used in writing tends to 'differ
from language used in speech in a variety of charatteristics. DeVito (1965)
compared samples of the writing and speaking of tett speech professors on .

topics of professional interest. He found the writing contained longer go less
common words,.as well as a larger diversity of wort4. Similar studies have ,
found that writing tends to 'be lesS redundant than speech; Speakers often
repeat theMselves, either verbatim or in paraphrase (Walker,1975; Horowitz &
Newman, 1964; Wilkinson, 1971). "Furthermor0; it has' been proposed that
writing tends to be syntactically more complex (as indicated, for example, by
frequency of subordinated and conjoined' Clauses) arfrd more Otalled and
precise than speech (Horowitz & Berkowitz, 1967; Wilkinsort, 4P71). It has also,
been suggested that certain types ofi complex discourse structures may be
more natural in writing (Danks, 1974).

If these differences hold for the Speech a:nd writing children encountes, they
woUld entail dilferences in the knowledge necessary for, successful reading
and listening. The novice reader may well face more corrOlex vocabulary,
sentence syntax, and discourse structures ;than he had previously
encountered in speech, and therefore would need to extend his knowledge in
these areas. He also must adjust to the greater detail and precision found in
writing, and to learn to take advantage of the permanence of writing to
compensate for ifs lack of repetition. .

e
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Using the Permanence of Written Text

The permanence of writing provides readers with some very useful options
not available to listeners Readers can proceed at their own rate* while
listeners must follow the material as the speaker presents it (although Ihis may
often be compensated for by the option of interacting with the speaker).
Furthermore, the pace is not simply set and then maintained throughout the
text Skilled readers slow down for important or confusing passages and speed
up for easy or unimportant ones Another option, available to readers is
returning to previously read parts of the text. Skilled readers do this often,
going back to reread as little as a single word or phrase or as much as a large
section of text Efficient readers may also take advantage of the permanence
of writing by previewing the text to organize further reading (Robinson, 1970).
In general, skilled readers take advantage of the permanence of written text by
efficiently extracting the information they need 'as they heed it, but poor
readers may-not do so (Neville & Pugh, 1976-1977).

Efficient extraction of information from text requires some skis which have
been generally neglected in studies of reading. Readers need to monitor their
own comprehension so -they can determine when rereading is necessary and
they need to pvaluate what they are reading to determine if it is important and
needs lo be read slowly and Carefully Very little is known about how skilled
readers do this monitoring.and evaluation or about how these skills develop,
but the limited available evidence suggests that monitoring and evaluating
may be surprisingly difficult for young children (Markman, 1977; Brown &
Smiley, 1977) The importance of these skills in reading, their development,
and how they can betrained are clearly in need of further study. '

Interactions of 'the Differences Between Written and Spoken Language

Differences from these five categories interact in determining how the skills
and knowledge necessary for sucressful reading differ from those necessary
for successful listening. By way of summary, some of the areas in which t-he
FlOvice reader may need to acquire new skills and knowledge will be reviewed.

Successful reading may requiremore comprehensive general knowledge of
the world than listening for a number of reasons. Writers generally cannot
tailor their message to fit a particular reader, while speakers often can. Also,
writers are unable to receive continuous feedback' from the recipients of their
message, and are not available to answer requests for clarification, as
speakers are in many situations. As Socrates tells us in the Platonic dialogue
Pnaedrus- -Written wordS seem to talk to you as though they were' intelligent,
but if you ask them anything about what they say . . . they go on telling you the
same thing forever.-

Since readers are unable to itifluence how the message is communicated,
they must depend upon their own abilities and knowledge to interpret it. The
use of writing for more informational, rather than interpersonal,
communication, and thee greater detail and precision found in writing, also
contributes. to the novice readers' need to increase and expand their
knowledge.

Novice, readers also need to increase their knowledge of syntax and
vocabulary over that acquired via listening. The syntax encountered in writing
may often be more cOmplex, and the vocabulary more diverse, than that found
in speech. Also, since intonation and stress are not available, readers must
depend more upon syntactic and semantic cues to determine constituent
boundaries and which terms convey the focal informatiop. F rthermore,
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readers must comprehend the syntax and vocabulary as it is written: they
cannot interact with the writer to,ask for clarification and they are less likely
than listeners to have the same.information restated in a different form.

Although writing prei,envi ;orne unique difficulties, it also provides the reader
with some options that, when used properly, can facihtate comprehension and
oerhaps compensate for .some of the Ways it is more .difficult.than listening.
.Since writing is permanent, readers can set their own pace, reread when
necessary, and preview the material to organize further reading. Efficient use
of these sampling options requires that readers monitor. their own
comprehension, so they know when to reread or slow down, and evaluate what
they are reading, so they can attend carefully to the material that is important
for their purposes. These two skills of monitoring and evaluating may be very
difficult for novice readers.

We have described several types of knowledge that novice readers may
need to acquire or increase, and several types of cognitive processing they
need to master. It is important to reahze that readers cannot simply deal with'
one of these requirements at a time, but must use all these types of knowledge
and processes at once. Even if a reader is capable of monitoring his or her
own coMprehension, evaluating the Material, using syntactic and semantic
cues to determine constituent boundaries and the important terms,
understanding the vocabulary and syntax, and using the required general
knowledge. doing all of these at once may overcome his or her attention and
processing capacities. That is, even with each individual component
mastered, combining them into efficient reading may present difficulties..
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A taxonomy of language experiences

Children come to the task of reading with a set of well-practiced oral
language comprehension skills., This linguistic skill, which a child has
developed in a remarkably short time, obviously greatly facilitates learning to
read. In fact, Huey (1908) regards reading as a process of decoding
orthographic symbolto a phonemic representation, then comprehending that
as if it were speech: "The child comes to his first reader with his habits of
spoken language fairly well formed and these habits grow more de^^ly set
with every year. HiE meanings inhere in this spoken language and belong but
secondarily to the printed symbols." Yet the current furor over children's
inability to comprehend what they read indicates that a child's oral language
skills in and of themselves must not, be sufficient precursors lo reading.
Although it is clear that the necessity for visual decoding is a difference
between children's oral language and reading comprehension, it is but one of
a great many distinctions, all of which may well present stumbling-blocks for
children learning to read. This paper introduces a taxonomy of the differences
between children's typical oral language experiences and the eXperience of
reading a book. By delineating the dimensions along which, these language
experiences differ, we hope to understand better the nature of the cognitive
leap we expect children to make in learning to read. In addition, the set of
differences between oral conversations and written text gives us the tools to
'specify the relationships among other language experiences such as watching
television or plays, talking on the telephone and reading comics and to
understand the cognitive demands each of these experiences makes on the
child as comprehender.

The majority of a child's oral language experiences may ,be described as
interactive conversations in which the child participates as both speaker and
listener. All the participants share a spatial, temporal and situational context
and their verbal communication is augmented by intonation, facial expression
and gestwes: The differences between this situation and that of a child
reading a story may be divided into two large sub-categories: those having to
do with the c0Tmunicative medium and those dealing with the message; each
of these subcategories is further divided into dimensions. The emphasis, here
will be on medium dimensions and on the new demands these differences
impose on children learning to read; the message dimensions topic,

structure and function will ,be discussed only briey, but a more complete
description may be found in Rubin (1978).

There are seven dimensions along which th,e communicative medium of a
language experience can be placed. If we think of a space defined in terms of
these seven dimensions, .a child's oral language experience, as described
above,.would lie on the opposite end of a long diagonal from reading stories,
with one point being (0,0,0,0,0,0,0), the other (1,1,1,1,1,1,1). The medium
related dimensions ate: modality, interaction, involvement, spatial
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commonality, temporal commonality, concreteness of referents, and
separability of characters. While these distinctions are in some measure
intuitive, there is as yet little or no evidence that any one of them is a crucial
difference which causes problems for children learning to read. The requisite
experiments have not been done at least in part because these dimensions
have not been succinctly identified before. The framework presented here
should be regarded, then, as a set of hypotheses and suggestions for future
research. Further descriptions ot the dimensions areas follows:

1. MODALITY is The message written'or spoken? This dimension is the
one on which most research on the relationship betAen listening and reading
has focused (see Danks, 1977, for a review of this work). In fact, that work has
mainly concentrated on 'Only one aspect of this distinction: the added
necessity of vistial decoding in reading. Even. in this single dimension;
however, there are other differences which impinge substantially on the
processing demands of the comprehension task,

Spoken language rigs as one of its most salient aspects the use of Stress,.
intonation, and other prosodic features. Temporal characteristics of speech
such as pauses and changes in speed often provide clues for the chunking of
words into larger constjtuents, while stress indicates discourse organizing
concepts such as the distinction between given and new infOrmation (Clark &
Clark, 1977). The transition to text requires the development of alternate
strategies to compensate for the disappearance .of these features.

Text does have some compensatory aspects, however. Punctuation
provides some of the dues for which prosodic features are useful. In contrast
with speech, segmentation of the message into words and sentences is
concretely indicated in written text and is not a task which must bt performed
by the reader. In addition, certain devices which are used solely in text such as
paragraphs, underlining and italicizing can help specify the larger structure of
the message. Effective reading involves recognizing the function of these aids
and developing processes to take the best advantage of them.

Another characterisq of text which can be an asset in its comprehension
is its permanence. Readers can use this fac,t by looking deck over passages

-they have previously read, re-reading a sentence which was misparsed ,the
first time around or re-reading an entire paragraph whose point became clear
only at the last sentence. A major strategy a child must develop in making the
transition from oral t6 written language is a method for using the permanence
of text to compensate for some of its differences from speech.
2. INTERACTION is the hearer/listener able to interact with the
speaker/writer? Dearly, in a conversation, each participant has a chance to
speak and often uses this opportunity to indicate that he or she has not
understood the speaker. Thus, in a conversation which is "working," the
hearer can verify hiS or her hypotheses quickly, making the maintenance of
competing hypotheses less necessary,. The parallel Construction of
hypotheses is a skill which we hypothesize children, rnust learn in their
transition to reading stories.

Being in a 'conversation also requires the listener to make an active
attempt to understand what is being said in order to respond appropriately. In
non-interactive media such as books and TV thiS impetus is absent.
Participatory language experiences are, in addition, highly individualized: each
participant has some model of the other's beliefs and knowledge and
composes utterances taking this model into account. Thus, the language with
which a child comes into contact in conversatons is more tailored to his or her
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knowledge than the language in a multi-recipient object like a book could be.
Even in the best of situations, then, a child reading a book will encounter
unfamiliar material more often -than in having a conversation with a parent or
peer.
3 'INVOLVEMENT is the communication directed to the reader/listener?
The inclusion of this dimension . reflects tte fact Haat certain language
expeciences are directed toward the reader/listener, while in others, he or she
is essentially "e vesdropping." .0ne clue tolocating a language exrience
along this dime sion is the use of second person pronouns. An "involving"
communicatio will use "you" to refer to the reader/listener, sometimes even
in the imperati e.' If a "noninvolving" communication contains "you" at all,
the referent wi I be a character -in the story, or a generalized person ("You
never:know what's going to happen next."). 1.nvolvement in a communication
act usually implies that the writer/speaker knows who the reader/listener is;
cohsiStent with this imphcation is the fact that most written communicattbns,of
this sort are derived from oral situations (e.g., letters).
4. SPATIAL COMMONALITY do the speaker and listener (reader and
writer) share a spatial context? This dimension really comprises two different
questions. The first might be phrased: Can the participants see one another?
The second: Can the participants use the same spatial deictic terms bcause
they are in the same place?

The first question is primarily one of extra-linguistic communication.
Gestures, facial expressions and pointing cah all be used to facilitate
communication. A nod of the head may denote agreement; a puzzled look may
communiCate a lack bf understanding, causing the speaker to restructure the
Utterance. Pointing may aid in specifying referents fOr pponouris or nouh
phrases such-as "that dog over there."

The sec'ond aspect of spatial co onality has to do with the use or
deictic words such_ as "here," "there ome," "go," etc. If the two
participants are in the same place, they can unde.rstand such words.without
translating them to account fOr the other person't being in .a different place. -

The permanenCe of written language and the existence of modern
telecommunications have created situations in which the two participants can
be separated in space, thus making it necessary for the listener to interpret
spatial deictic terms in the speaker's context. In related work both Tanz (1976)
and E. Clark (1977) have noted that children's ability to understand spatial
deictic,terms even in oral language isnot complete when they enter school.
5. TEMPORAL COMMONALITY- do the participants share a temporal
context? This again is a deictic issue involving theuse of such words as
"now,' "today: "last Sunday," and verb tense markers. The correct
interpretation of such words when the participants are separated in time
requires the reader/listener to take the point of view of the speaker/writer. A
child.s oral language experience does not often require this ability to switch
the temporal context of utterances. Although it is certainly possible for a
mother to address the following remark to her. child: "Remember I told you'
yesterday, 'You can go out to play tomorrow'.", it apfTears that this demand for
temPoral context-switching is seldom imposed on a ...child . in oral

conversations.
6. CONCRETENESS OF REFERENTS are the objects and events refeered
to visually present? Early conversations deal alFnost exclusively with concrete
objects which a child can see: Mommy, Daddy, clothes, food, or objects which
the child has at least seen preViously and which therefore have some concrete
realitY to him or her (Nelson, 1974). In reading or listening to stories, a Child is
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often required to make Lip an object or event given an incomplete, verbal
description, a process which may take additional cognitive sophistication. The
child may also have to integrate several partial descriptions of the same object
and remember the composite description without the aid of 6n external
referent.
7. SEPARABILITY OF CHARACTERS is the distinction between different
people's statements and points of view clearly indicated? In a normal
conversation, such distinctions are obvious, as each person makes his or her
own statements,- each point of view has a physical "anchor:'' Even so, for a
young child, the parallel maintenance of several distinct points of view may be
confusing. In a book this problem is compounded, as the child must not only
"construct" the individual involved (see concreteness of referents, above),
but must parcel out comMents, feelings and motivations to each of them on
the basis of more subtle clues: punctuation, paragraph stwcture and
inferences based on some ponsistent model of each of ihe characters.

rThese seven medium dimensions, however, account for only some of the
differences among language experiences. Conversations and texts diverge
significantly4n terms of theistructure, function and fopic of the message itself.
The structure of most; conversations (short statements related as
question/answer or on a tommon topic) is a far cry from that of stories
(episodic structure, inclukling setting, character introduction and action
(Rumelhart, 1975)). Differerices.in vocabulary and syntactic struCture between
oral and written tanguage, have also been noted (Danks, 1977). In terms of
topic, many of a child'sl conversations center around concrete, familiar
objects: the transition toi reading involves a move toward more .abstract
subjects often unfamiliar to the reader. The function .of reading also differs
dramatically from that ofl having a Conversation. Children usually engage in
conversations to get infor?mation, cause an event or make social coniact. The
function of texts tends mbre toward informing, persuading, or, in the case of
early:grade readers, teaChing new wOrds. The purpose of these texts often
escapes children. They demand, "Why should I read?", interestingly enough,
they never ask, "Why shOuld I talk?".

Although these dimensions have been identified and discussed by
contrasting two extremes children's oral conversations and reading a story

there are many language experiences which lie between the two. A
dimensionalization like the one presented here defines a space within which
language experiences may be compared and inspires a search for the
uninstantiated possibilities. We can think of each language experience to be
described as a point in 7-dimensional space. At first the space appears to be
only sparsely filled, but, in fact, we can come up with quite a few intermediate
points byteasing apart the dimensions listed above.

Take, for example, talking on the telephone, a language eXperience which is
very similar to. a face-to-face conversation except for the lack of spatial
commonality between participants. This difference implies that a child.talking
on the telephone faces the potential problem of incorrectly interpreting words
such as "here" because of the spatial context shift necessary to interpret P-le --
word. An additional hindrance implied by the position of this experience on The
"spatial commonality" dimension is the lack of ektralinguistic communicatiOn,
made impossible by the limited communicative medium.'Objects referred to in
the conversation which are in fhe speaker's spatial context are probably not
immediately visible Of accessible to the child. For a child who reties on these
aids to comprehend speech, their absence may necessitate additional
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Orocessing and/or lead to comprehension difficulties% The point is that t6is
additional prodessing is precisely the type which is necessary in reading
stories as well.

Another example is reading comics. Altho h this activity shares wiih
reading stories the act of decoding, it differs from\(t along several dimensions.
Characters in comic books are easy to identify`because they are visually
represented and their words and actions are clearly attributed to them. The
multitude of -pictures also makes it easier for a child to visualize referents
(animals, castles or dragons) and make it less necessary for ,him or her to
integrate successive partial descriptions into a larger one, as the picture
provides many of the details at first glance. The structure of the text in comic
books tends to be conversational, so they may lie cl6ser to certain oral
language experiences on the message dimensioris (structure, function and
topic) as well.

The-existence Of this space of language experiences, then, allows us to
mak6 hypotheses about some distinctions between oral conversations and
written text which may really make a difference to children learning to read. It
also provides a framework for identifying how other language experiences
might be related to conversing and reading, what cognitive demands they
share with each and how we might use them to ease the transition for children.
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Characteristics of the cloze procedure as a research
tool in the study of language

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the value of the clozeprocedure
in developing comprehension measurernents for both written and oral language
research. It will be argued that the cloze procedure is uniquely qualified for this
important function due to (a) its theoretical base in an information processing
theory of learning and communication and (b) its superior psychometric potential
for generating valid tests of language comprehension. ..

For the past twenty years, the writer has been collecting bibliographiCal
references and documents in which the doze' procedure has, been used as a
research tool ior studying a wide yaripty of language Variables. At the present
time, approximately six hundred. references have been gathered. Although the
major thrust of ,numerous papers on the cloze procedure delivered at annual '.
meetings of the National Reading COnference has been on th easuremeni of
readin comprehension and 'the readability of !Anted pas s, there has been
a stea y growth in the Iiteraturd'on many other facets of I uage, bileh .written
and oken. A rough count of titles in this collection indi ates that studies of
language and cognitive variables constitute the largest single category in the
bibliography. Irrfact, the number of language studies using the cloze procedure
is twice as great as those references in which the measurement of reading
comprehension 'or readability is the major focus. Many language topics have
been studied, such as grammar, dialect, oral speech characteristics, foreign
language facility, listening, contextual constraints in prose, communication-
effectiveness, drug effects on communication and cognitiv,e processes, divergent
and convergent thinking, etc. As the psycholpgy of reading has moved into the
mainstream of language and/or cognitive theory and research and out of. the
shallow waters of edbcational methodology, the cloze procedure hasserved as a
powerq research tool in facilitating this rapprochement.- ThiS development has

no doubt' been made possible by the fad that the doze procedure was derived
from an information processing theory which is equally applicable to all forms
and, modes of communication. The increasing uSe of this technique in language
investigations also stems'irom its superior psychometric characteristics.

Theoretical Foundations of
Cloze MeasUrements

It is axiomatic among measurement specialists that most measuring instru-
ments in psychology and education are not firmly rooted in theory. Reading
tests, for example, are usually based upon an empirical set of "skills"

, . stemming from traditional classroom usage. Skills to be measured are selected
more or less pragmatically in an effort to provide useful information for teachers
and clinicians. Like most tests, measures of language comprehension are largely
based upon the shifting sands of empiricism. It is the writer's opinion that
the cloze procedure produces superior language tests because it has, potentially,
better construct validity than conventional measurement procedures.

As we all know, the term ."cloze" wos coined by Wilson Taylor from the term
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:closure" in gestalt psychological theory. However, Taylor' did not attempt

4/ initially to work out a careful and detailed theoretical analysis of the cloze
procedure in relation to the gestalt theory of perception ,and learning. Despite

the use of the term "cloze," Taylor's theoretical derivation of the cloZe pro-
cedure was essentially based upon a modification of a mathematical "informa-
tion theory" designed by. Shannon and Weaver (1949). Two basic concepts in
this theory were "information" and "redundancy." Information was defined in
terms of how much uncertainty was reduced by the acCurate reception of a
meisage and redundancy was defined in terms of information coming from
more fhan 'one source. It is important to ,note that the cloze procedure was
initially derived from a practical engineering strategy for measuring the flow of

0 information. This accounts both for its pragmatic appeal and its theoretical
significance to increasing numbers of scholars interested in language, and

cognitive proceSses.
It remained for Smith (1971, 1-975) to work out more fully a psycholinguistic

theory of comprehension which made.extensive use of thiErworicept of informa-

tion processing. It is the information processing aspect of Smith's rather com-
plex conceptualization of cOmprehension which is particularly relevant to a fuller
understanding of the construct validity of the cloze procedure as a measure
of information processing. Smith viewed individual differences in ability to
comprehend among readers or listeners in terms of their ability to reduce
uncertainty through the use of both distributional and sequential redundancy.

The message receiver continually.makes inferences concerning the information

to be supplied by filling in gaps at choice points throughout a message.
Thus, the process of inference is a .basic ,component of all omprehension.

Filling in inferential gaps reduces uncertainty and thereby pr
e

des continuing,

feedback .as the comprehender actively oarticipates 'in th communication

process. This theoretical portrayal of compreherAsion by a reader or listener as a

processor of information provides a solid psycholinguistic basis for using the

cloze procedure in constructing tests of language comprehensiort
Let us consider, hypothetically, the process by which a cloze response might

be made in terms of the previously described theory Of information processing,
assuming a high level of uncertainty at a cloze gap. In taking a cloze
test, as in all normal reading and listening, the individual reacts to information
from several sources (i.e., redundancy) in making inferencps,among words to be
considered for filling in,gaps within a message. In the written or spoken sentence,

"The cat climbed the tree in order to,escape from the 'dog", the

comprehender would react to the redundant information stored within his
nervous system together.with visual and/or auditory information in the message

In making a cloze response. Previous experience, either direct or Niicarious,

about dogs chasing cats and cats climbing trees would provide a greater
source of information than that found ori the page or in the spoken message. The
comprehender might react first to the sentence structure and eliMinate such
possible words as nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs as alternatives to be
considered within this context. By making use of sequential redundancy con-
cerning grammatical patterns, he would reduce considerable uncertainty

because he has only ,the category of function words ,to be considered as '
possible choices. Next, the comprehender might make use of distributional
as well as sequential redundancy iii making inferences. Among function
word alternatives, certain words are more likely to occur than others inde-
pendently of verbal sequence. For example; the function words "up" or "down"

are statistically more likely to be used than the function word "throughout",
ot considering their context. The skilled comprehender has both sequential
and distributional redundancy "rules" programmed in his *nervous system.
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Semantic clues would also suggest that the word "up" would be a better choice
th4n the word -down" as a more hkely means of escape from the dog.
Other overlapping sources of information used in reducing uncertainty at the
cloze gap might be visual-orthographic and/or auditory-phonemic sequences.
The skillful comprehender unconsciously makes efficient use not ortily of multiple
sources of information but also of overlapping types of .redundancy to reduce
uncertainty at cloze gaps randomly distributed throughout a message. In some
messages. the sophisticated message receiver could use element's of the
author's writing style and even aestheticelements in making doze inferences.

It is important to realize. that all readers and listeners carry out some such
process of inference and redundancy utilization as previously described
in comprehending messages. We only tend to become aware of this inferential
process when there is a high level of uncertainty at a gap. The main differ-
ence between taking a cloze test and reacting to a normal written or 'spoken
message is that in the real world the reader or listener selects his own gaps in
relation to his oWn background of information, his current motivational
state, temporary fluctuations in his attention, etc. In the cloze message, the
gaps are arbitrarily chosen by the test constructor. However, any test situation
is necessarily somewhat artificial. The writer believes that this model of
information processing is valid and supported by a growing body of research
and theory The "goodness of fit" between this model and the cloze procedure
is impressive and very significant to the serious language researcher.

Unique Measurement Characteristics
for Language Studies

Let us consider characteristics of cloze measurements from the standpoint
of measurement theory. At first blush, a cloze 'measuring' instrument for
assessing comprehension is not very convincing. The naive observer might ask,
"How could anyone reasonably be expected to fill in all of those blanks?"
After all, a cloze test looks (or sounds) much like the type of fill-in-the-blank
exercises used to measure rote learning in many workbooks. Moreover,
sophisticated critics have maintain.ed that, on its face, a cloze test cannot
conceivably measure comprehension directly. It is charged that if doze tests
correlate highly with other comprehension measurements, then surely this must
be due to th& fact that both the cloze and the comprehension tests are
measuring some common variable.

.Now there is no doubt that the cloze procedures tests which are lacking .in
face validity. A cloze test does not look or sound like a normal communication,
but the previous analysis of comprehension in terms of information processing
theory should be sufficient to dispense with the . reactions oyhe naive
observer to a cloze measurement. However, the criticism that the cloze 'test
does not measure comprehension directly but measures some pther variable
which is correlated with comprehension must be taken more seriously.

It has been asserted that the correlation between cloze measurements and
other comprehension measurements is due to the fact that both are measuring a
general verbal competency. There is no doubt some substance to this con-
tention High correlations are usually found between cloze test scores and
measures of verbal aptitude. However, this is also true of other comprehen-
sion tests. In any event, the correlations between both cloze test results and
conventional comprehension results on the one hand, and verbal aptitude tests
on the other, do not account for a large amount of the variance in common

'to both 'distributions. Therefore, cloze tests measure something more than
verbal aptitude.
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A more serious criticism has been made by CarroH (1972) to the effect that .

cloze scores are largely influenced by linguistic clues in the immediate

context around the missing word and therefore, doze, scores do not assess the

abthty to comprehend major ideas in a message. If this were the case, the Ose

of cloze tests as co+-nprehension measures, per se, would be questionable

indeed. This criticism, togather with a finding by MacGinitie (1961) to the lifict
that context of more than five words around a blank in, a printed cloze test

does not help in making the correct response, has been widely quoted. However,

it should be noted that MacGinitie also pointed out that constraints may operate

over longer distances, since knowledge of the topic might have an influence

which could extend beyond local contextual boundaries. The latter statement is

important to keep in mind. Since the cloze procedure measures language

correspondence between a messa9e source and receiver, redundancy resides

in both syntactic and semantic information within the shared language
correspondence. This is obviously not restricted by localized visual or a ditory

contextual clues.
Studies by Darnell (1 963), Ramanauskas (1 971 ), and others tend t ow that

doze responses are indeed sensitive.to longer range constraints an reported

by MacGinitie. These studies show that scrambling sentence or er produces a

significant influence on cloze responses within sentences. This ould hardly be

the case if cloze tests measure only "local redundancy." Thi issue is not by

any means "clozed," but the writer is convinced that the evidenc oes not at this

time give strong support to Carroll's position.
From a theoretical point of view, a good case can be made for the con-

tention that cloze measurements do in fact measure comprehension more

"directly" than conventional comPrehension tests. Five points will be made to

support this contention. First, cloze tests are intrinsic rffeasures of the effec-

tiveness of comMunication by sampling the degree of language correspondence

between a message source and a receiver. Substantially the same results are

obtained whether the scoring is done by exact word meihod or by the synonym

method. This could hardly be the case if comprehension of the communication

were not being tapped directly. Second doze tests measure comprehension

in process, not comprehension as a product after the fact. Answering large

numbers of questions after the communication hasbeen received (as in the con-

ventional comprehension test) is not as direct a measure of the communication
in prdcess as can be obtained by the cloze test. Third, aH cloze responsed are

based uPon the basic psycholinguistic process of inference which is intrinsic to

all communication. We avoid overloading our short-term memory by tuning in

and out selectively and filling in the gaps in I:loth oral and written communica-

tions It is precisely this process that is tapped by all cloze items in varying

degrees. This cannot be said of conventional comprehension measurements.
Fourth, cloze tests sample more or less randbmly the choice points for pre-

dictability within a Message. What Qther comprehension test can attain such

unbiased item samples from a universe? Fiftt-rNunlike any other communication

test format capable of measuring higher level thought processes, cloze item

writing leads itself to precise replication by independent writers. Although all

comprehension tests impose some degree of _artificiality upon the message
receiver in the, measurement process, the intimate relationship between language

and learning theory and clo2e measurement provide a more direct and natural

testing situation, in many ways, than provided by conventional comprehensiory,

tests.
Cloze measurements have been constructed and interpreted in the tradition

of what has been called "classical test theory." As such, they have been de-
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signed; to yield maximum variance and reliability and have received a norm-,
referenced interpretation. 'Within this theoretical framework, thecloze procedure
produces excellent measuring instruMents. It. the goal of cortiprehension
measurement is to obtain reliable an'd valid measures of even small differences.
in comprehensibn among people, cloze tests are most useful for this purpose
as indicated by numerous studies of criterion related validity. The high corre-
lations among doze comprehension measurements for -different materials
written at various levels of difficulty indicate that these measurements are
tapping comprehension in a very general or global sense.

Conventional cloze tests also permit a type of criterion-referenced interpreta-
tion. provided that it can be demonstrated empirically that people who fail to

,score above a*given cut-off score cannot perform designated language tasks
at a satisfactory level of competence..lt should be said, however; that cloze
,comprehension tests do not provide criterion-referenced measucement in the
sense of a test which can be interpreted in terms of mastery or non
mastery of sfoecifically defined behavioral or instructional objectives. A cloze
test has proVen to be a superior measure of general comprehension but does
not lend itself easily'to the measurement of specifically defined language'com-
prehension processes.

In an interesting theoretical paper on reading comprehension Simons (1971)
states, "The doze test is a better measure of reading cOmprehension tthan
traditionai tests because it appears to measure fewer of the extraneous aspects
of student functioning enumerated above..(sic) Specifically, it does not have
questions and therefore is not measuring a student'S skill in understanding
que tions. It is not a memory test because a student can continually read and
exariie the passage. It also does not appear to be measuring a student's
famdia cy with the content of the passage, at least to the degree that
tradition tests do. The mechanical procedure for developing the test (the
deletion of every nth word) renders it more objective and less subject to the
arbitrary judgments of the test constructor than traditional comprehension tests."
Although Sit-nons concludes that the cloze test of reading comprehension" lacks
construct validity for the same reason that all *tests of reading comprehension do
(the absence of a theory of the comprehension process), the writer bblieves
that the subsequent elaboration of a psycholinguistioally oriented infoimation
Kocessing theory of comprehension by Smith provides a potentially stronger
construct validity for cloze tests as measures of languagei comprellension
than is characteristic of other comprehension tests at the present time. Empirical
studies determining the construct validity of cloze tests by testing hypotheses
derived from information processing theory would be desirable. Such studies-
would, hope'ully, provide stiH stronger evidence for the value of cloze measure-
ments in language research.
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Therelation of comprehension to semantic and syntactic
itanguage.cuesutilized'during oral and silerlt reading

e
-7

Within the past twent9 years, cldze tests.have been analyzed using a variety
of deletion , patterns (Rankin, 1959; Weaver & Kingston, 1962;. Ohnmacht,
Weaver, & Kohler, 1970; ohnmacht & Fleming, 1972; Greene, 1965; Louthan,
1965), scoring procedures, (Bormuth, 1965;, Vaughn, Tierny, & Alpert, 1977),
hnd research designs and statistical analysis (Weaver & Kingstob, 1962;
Borrmith, ;1§69; Ohnmaoht & Fleming, 1970; Horton, 1975), in an attempt to

_describe what construct doze measures. With the exception of the'Weaver
,and Kingston (1962) study, research has suggested that doze is related to a
construct or constructs identified as comprehension and/or the ability to deal
With the structures of language. Since research with the*cloze procedurejtali
been inconsistent in type of deletion patterns, text, agerof subjeCts, and
criteria, a sound empricakdescription or theoretical framework of the Process -
required of an individual to complete a oloze test, and conseqUently what is
measured by cloze, has not been clearly delineated. Although ,variations of
de4etion patterns are qu;te common in cloze research, the scoring )Drocedure-
based on the peFcent of correct (exact word or acceptable synonyms)
responses has dominated cloze research. If it is the format whichlirst
determines the validity of cloze as an assessment instrument, then analysis of
a cloze test Should utilize more fully the information this format canyield..That
is, cloze should be consideted a- medium through which one can evaluate
those language processes related to the reading and completion of a doze
task. A qualitative analysis of cloze responses would seem -to provide an iri:''

. depth view of the language abilities utilized in the reading of a cloze passage.'
Relying upon Goodman's (1969, 1972, 1973). view of reading-, as. a

psycholinguistic process, it is then possible to see that the cloze procedure
can provide "little windows" to the language-based strategies a reader uses
to read a passage. Accepting the view that reading is, "one of the four
language processes," (Goodman 4976a, p. 89) it thus seems sound to
approach analysis of both oral and silent reading in terms of, the elen ents of
language which are integral to reading ability. According to Goodman, reading
is a "spiral of ptedic sample, select, guess and confirm activities" (1973, p.
295). One may th infer that comprehending is also a continuous and
simultaneous part o this activity: If reading is accepted as language process, .

'the accusation that performance tests of reading do not refled the reading
, process in relation to a model of language competence (Roush, 1976) should

be examined. .

At least two researchers have hinted at the feasibility and utility of coupling
miscue analysis and the cloze procedure. -BrOwn (1968) suggested that a

' scoring procedure which would allow a qualitative decision aboilt the wOrds
used to complete.a blank be applied to the cloze procedure. Page (1974) saw
research combining the cloze procedure and miscue analysis as promising
"extensive contributions to understanding the reading process" (p. 168).
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Combining some of the questions raised by cloze research with the findings
and theories of miscue analysis, this study attempted to examine the relation
of doze, comprehension, silent and oral reading. Miscue analysis was used to
quantify syntactic and semantic language cues utilized during oral and silent
reading tasks. Specifically, the questions examined in this study were:

1) How do cloze syntactic and semantic mean change scores relate to
total doze test scores?

2) How do cloze test scores and oral reading relate to a standardized test
of -reading comprehension'?

3) How do semantic and syntactic mean change scores for content
words and function . words relate to literal and inferential
comprehension?

: Method

Subjects
The subjects for this study were 68 seventh-grade students drawn from a

sample identified as reading at least one year but not more than four years
below grade level, according to the Stanford Achievement Test. The subjects
attended a middle school in a rural area of northeast Georgia.

Procedure
The Reading CoMprehension subtest of the Stanford Diagnostic Reading

Test, Level II, Form W (SDRT), (Karlson, Madden, & Gardner, 1966), was used
as a criterion measure of literal and inferential comprehension.

A fifth word deletion cloze test was constructed from a Story written by the
researcher. The story was ip a narrative style, told through the main character.
No Intentional controls were placed on syntax. There appeared to be a
balance among simple, compound, and complex sentence structures. The plot
of the story concerned a girl's attempt to establish a cc-educational track
team at her junior high,school. The readability of the passarje was estimated at
upper seventh,grade .according to the Readability Grakt (Fry, 1968) and
seventh-grade according to the Flesch Reading Ease Formula (Burmeister,
1974): .

After the cloze test was constructed, the words deLited .were divided into,
two categories, content and function words. Of the 107 total deletions, 69
were content words and 38 were function words. The KR21 reliability estimate
of this cloze test was .73.

The cloze test was Scored using three different proc'edures. First, the total
doze score was ,based on the number of exact word replacements. Second,
the scoring proCedures described in the Reading Miscue '; Yentory (RMI)-
(Goodman & Burke, 1972), were used in order to yield gramrhatical
acceptability and strength of comprehension scores. The third procedure.was
from The Goodman Taxonomy of Reading Miscues (Goodman, 1976b). The
-Taxonomy was used to calculate semanti`c and syntactic mean change
scores These were used to analyze the degree of syntactic and semantic
change for all Miscues which were identified as grammatically and

semantically acceptable in the RMI scoring procedure.
The third instrument WaS an oral reading passage which was analyzed

according to procedures ,described in the RMI- and The Goodman Taxonomy
of Reading Miscues. Scores inditating grammatic acceptability, strength of
comprehension, and syntactic and semantic mean change were obtained for
the oral reading ot the passage The passage was the intact version of the
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doze test It was administered to the subjects according to the procedures
described in the RMI manual

Tne SDRT was administered first, followed by the cloze test. The individual
administration of the oral reading passage followed one week after the
administration of the cloze test.

Analysis
Pearson 'product-moment correlations and a forward inclusion step-wise

multiple regression were used to examine the relations among the identified
variables. A t-test for the significant difference between correlations was used
to determine if syntactic and semantic mean change scores differentially
predicted total cloze scores.

Results
Significant but small relations were found between cloze syntactic mean

change scores (r = .31, p < .01) and semantic mean change scores (r = .28,
p < 05) and total cloze scores. These scores did not differentially predict total
cloze scores, t (65) = .314, p > .05.

A significant, moderate relation was found between cloze comprehension
scores and the total comprehension scores of the SDRT (r = .56, p < .01). No
stable relation (r = .19, p > .05) was found between oral comprehension
scores and the total comprehension scores of the SDRT.

The results of the forward inclusion stepwise multiple regression for
syntactic and semantic mean change scores as predictors of literal
comprehension are reported in .Table 1. There was a significant, moderate
relation between the two predictors, and literal comprehension. The resulting
multiple R for these two predictors was .445; the R' of..415 indicated that this
is a good estimate of the population correlation. Predictors three and four
together added only two percent in explained variation to literal

'comprehension. There was a significant, moderate relatiOn between the two
pr edic tors, doz--sernantic -meancharige scores for -c ontent words and oral
semantic mean change scores for function words, and literal comprehension.
The resulting multiple R containing these two predictors was .497; and the R'
of .473 indicates that this is a good estimate Of the population correlation. The
remaining predictors together added only three percent in explained variation
to literal comprehension.

The resuits of the forward inclusion stepwise multiple regression for
syntactic and semantic mean change scores as predictors of inferential
comprehension are reported in Table 2. There was a significant but small
relation (R = .246) between oral semantic mean change scores for function-
words and inferential comprehension. The remaining two predictors did not
make a significant contribution to the explained variation in inferential
comprehension. The fourth predictor did not meet the F-test for inclusion in
the regression equation.

It appears that there is no significant reiation between the syntactic
predictors and inferential comprehension.

Discussion

Since cloze syntactic and semantic mean change scores did not differentially
predict total cloze scores this may indicate that the subject's ability to provide
responses which are syntactically similar to an expected response in a cloze
blank does not provide a more reliable basis for predicting total cloze scores
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Table 1

Summary of the Stepwise Regression Analysis of
PrediCtors of Literal Comprehension

Predictor
Variable

Multiple

)".

Cloze Syntactic Function .394 12.097*
Word Mean Change Scores

Cloze Syntactic Content .445 6.022*
Word Mean Change Scores

Oral Syntactic Content .464 5.843* ,

Word Mean Change Sco'res

Oral Syntactic Function .466 4.350*.
Word Mean Change Sc-ores

Cloze Semantic Content .411 13.446*
Word Mean Change Scores

Oral Semantic Function .497 10.667*
Word Mean Change Scores

Cloze Semantic Function .518 7.838*.
Word Mean Change Scores

Oral Semantic Conteit .522 5.887*
Word Mean Change Scores

*p <.01

than does the ability to provide semantically similar responses. Thus it seems
that a fifth word 'deletion doze test can be used to analyze an individual's
ability to utilize both syntactic and semantic language cues in the completion
of the cloze task. It appears that,these data support Weaver's (1965) view that
both syntactic and semanfic constraints in the cloze procedure affect both
structural and lexical language elements. The correlations in this study
accounted for very little of the variation in total cloze scores, but that variation
is being accounted for totally by the miscues that were either syntactically or
syntactically and semantically acceptable to the entire passage. It is likely that
a scoring procedure that would take into account the correct replacements
would help contribute to the variance accounted for by the miscues in this
analysis. Brown's (1968) view that the use of synonym scoring in cloze
probably measures the reader's full language competence appears now to be
soMewhat simplistic. SeMantic mean change scores accounted for only eight
percent of the variation in total cloze. It does not seem likely that this scoring

1 A
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Table 2

Summary ot the Stepwise Regression Analysis of
Predictors of Inferential Comprehension

Predictor
Variable

Multiplp

,
Oral Semantic Function
Word Mean Change Scores

Cloze Semantic Content
Word Mean Change1Scores

Oral Semantic Content
Word Mean Change Scores

.246

.293

.338
..

4.258*

3.044

2.748

Oral Syntactic Content .207 2.965
Word Mean Change Scores

Gloze Syntactic Function .272 2.596
Word Mean Change Scores

Cloze Syntactic Content .286P 1.898
Word Mean Change Scores

Oral Syntactic Function .288 1.426
Word Mean Change Scores

*p< 05

procedure, alone accounts for total language competence. Certainly, degrees
of semantic acceptability along with syntactic acceptability and the ability of
the:reader to recognize.language inconsistencies and correCt them enter into
the evaluation of language competence.

In order to discuss the relation between ClOze comprehension scores and
the total scores on the SDRT, it must be noted that comprehension scores for
this analysis included only those miscue patterns involving correction,
semantic acceptability and meaning change Which resulted in the miscue
being assigned to the category of "no loss of comprehension.:' Since cloze
miscues which indicated no - loss of comprehension accounted . for
approximately 31 percent of the variation in SDRT scores, this finding seems
to support the use of the cloze procedure combined with the miscue analysis
to evaluate the reading process. Themoderate relation of the cloze miscues to
the comprehension subtest leads to the inference that the production of a
miscue which is syntactically and semantically acceptable and with little or no
loss in meaning is, at. least, artially accounting for comprehension ability.
Looking toward the future of cloze aS a silent diagnostic test, it would be

1 -
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necessary to examine the role Of retelling of the passage after the completion
of a cloze teSt would play What appeared to cloud the issue Was failure to
establish a stable relation between the oral strength ot comprehension scoreS
and the comprehension subtest of the SDRT. Acceptance of the concept that
silent and oral reading processes are similar would lead one toexpect that oral
reading would also have some relation to comprehension. This discrepancy is

not considered conclusive, but r5ther an area for further research. This finding
appears to provide further empirical support for use of a retelling to evaluate
comprehension following an oral assessment.

Findinas concerning the ability- of doze and oral syntactic and semantic
mean change scores for content and function words to predict comprehenSion
did not reveal one test or cue system to consistently predict literal or
inferential comprehension. Cloze syntactic mean change scores for function
and content words were better predictors of literal comprehension than their
oral reading counterparts. For semantic based language cues, cloze semantic
mean change.scores for content words was the first'best predictor Of literal
comprehension, while oral semantic mean change scores for function words
was the second best Oredictor. The single best predictor of inferential
coriiprehension was oral semantic mean change scores for function words.
'The ability to 'perceive interrelationships between ideas (i.e., inferentiqd
comprehension) may be based on competence in dealing with structurtt
meaning (Rankin, 1959). The ability to use this competence in otal reading
appears to override the ability to use structural meaning in cloze when viewed
as a predictor . of inferential comprehension. However, given the mutilated
characteristic of the cloze passage, it is probably more difficult for 4he reader
to perceive overall interrelationships among the words, sentences, and ideas
in the cloze passage. There may not be enough information available to the
'reader to allow the production of miscues that keep the basic relations in the
passage consistent to what was actually written by the author.

The findings of this study are not completel9 consistent with findings by
Rankin (1959). The cloze test used in the present study was a fifth (nth) word-
deletion. Rankin found that nth word deletion croze tests were highly related to
a test of inferential comprehensiori. He concluded that an individual must rely
more on understanding the interrelationships between ideas _in order to
complete an nth word deletion cloze test. His conclusion does not explain why,
in the Present study, the ability to use structural language cues in a cloze test
predicted 'literal comprehension but not inferential comprehension. It is

possible that the ability of an individual to utilize syntactic languaile cues in
ctoze test mai play a more important role in the analysis of literal reading
comprehension skill than previously recognized. The nth word deletion cloze
test. may be the means through which diagnostic data related to tileral
comprehension can be obtained.
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Assessing reading performance at the secondary level
through the utilizatiori of a cognitive self-rating scale,

Whrle research has investigated the relationship between self-perception
and general academic performance, there is a paucity of research exploring
the relationship between one's self-perception and his/her reading ability.
ResearCh (Peters & Peters, 1976; Peters, 1977) investigating this topic has
revealed that when the score obtained from a .Cognitive self-rating scale is
combined with the score from a general measure of reading performanCe, the
ability to predict reading performance was improved when compared to a
method which utilizes,a general measure of reading perforrhance.

Since results may vary with the type of comprehension probe utilized (e.g.,
general vs. specific readrng performance, Artley: 1944; Maney, 1958; Peters,
Peters & Kaufman, 1975; Sochor, 1958) this study sought to ascertain whether
a ,Cognitive Self-Rating Scale (SRS) would be a'valid and reliable-medsure of
reading "iperforMance when compared with the results obtained f Rim an
instrument designed to pleasure specific reading skills associated with one
cognate area. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the
following questions: (1) Does the SRS.measure reading ability? (2) If the SRS is
a measure of reading ability, does it distinguish between various levels of
reading ability (good and poor)? (3) Is the SRS capable of measuring dihnct
dimensions of the reading proCess? (4) Does the SRS predict reading
performance?,

Method

Subjects
The sample was comprised of 59 students from a suburban junior high

school located in an upper middle class community. The students were
enrolled in a regular eighth grac* English class.

Reading ability was determined on the basis of individual performance on a
Content Specific Reading Test (CSRT). Good readers were defined as those
students who had a range in raw scores from 35 to 50 while the poor readers
were defined as those students who had a range in raw scores from 10 to 25.
Students whose raw score§ ranged from one to nine were eliminated, because
ttey were considered to be disabled readers who lacked sufficient skills to
read correctly the items Cn the SRS. Those students whose raw scores ranged
f rom 26 to 34 were eliminated to prevent a potential overlap between the good
and poor reader categories. There was a possible raw score of 50 on the
CSRT. Rekability (.92) and content validity for the CSRT were established in a
previous study (Peters, Peters, & Kaufman, 1975).

Materials
If the SRS is to be predicated upon a measureable construct, then it must be

comprised of those factors research indicates are related to the reading
process. Based upon this premise, the SRS is composed of four factors



research has shown are related to the comprehension process: knowledge of
concepts, semantic structure of material, cognitive skills associated with the
comprehension process, and time required to process printed information.
Statements reflecting these factors were incorporated into the 15 item SRS
(see Tab,le 1).

Table 1

Cognitive Self-Rating Scale

1 When compared to other members of the class, I would rate myself as
a very good reader.

2. I feel that most of the material we read for school is too easy.

3. It takes me a great deal of time to read most of my assignments,
because I am a slow reader.

4. I do not read most of the material assigned, because it is too hard.

,5. If I selected the material for. my classes, I would pick books that are
easier to understand.

6. When I complete my reading, I have no difficulty answering the
Questions asked by my teachers.

7. deading school ma.terials is difficult for me,

-8,-When-coMpared- to-491er fnembers- of the clOss,- I-would rate myseffas
.a poor reader.

9. Most of the material I read in school contains many:words that are
difficult tdunderstand.

10. I have very little trouble understanding what I read in my classes at
school. c,)

11. Material I read in school is easy.

12. I usually do not unaerstand what is happening in the material I read for
school.

13. When I read material for school, there are very few words I do not
understand.

14. When compared to other members of the class, I would rate myself as
an average reader.

15 I have to read material assigned in school over and over to understand
rt.

The determination of reading ability was based upon students' responses tip
a four point Likert scale. A value of one was assigned to each response



considered to be indicative of good reading behavior. Good readers were
defined as those students whose scores ranged from zero to seven. An
internal consistency coefficient of 76 for the total scale was determined by
the K-R 21 formula.

Design
Five statistical procedures were utilized to analyze the data. .First, two

correlational matrices were utilized to analyze the relationship between the
CSRT and SRS and the interrelationship between items on the SRS. Second, a
factor analysis (varimax rotated) was utilized to ascertain whether the SRS
was compnsed of distinct elements. Third, a t test was utilized to ascertain
whether the SRS discriminated between good and poor readers. Fourth, a.
regression analysis was used to determine the predictive validity of thp SRS,
and fifth, a crosstabulation of the results from the CSRT and the SRS were
performed to ascertain the accuracy of placement by reading ability.

Results

To determine whether the SRS is a measure of reading behavior, it was
correlated with CSRT. The results of that comparison reveal that the SRS does
,rneasure some dimension of the reading process. The correlation between the
two instruments is moderately low (r = .352). While the SRS and the CSRT are
related, they are measuringsignificantly different (p < .01) dimensions of the
reading process.

'Since the SRS is a measure of reading behavior, did it measure distinct
elements within the reading process? A factor analysis reveals that the SRS
contained five factOrs with Eigenvalues-above 1.0. These factors accqunt for
67 percent of the variance. To facilitate the identification of the items in each
of the five groups a second factor analysiS using the varimax rotation process
was performed. The items grouped in each of these five categories were then
compared to the original groupings. The rquits of this'comparison. reveal that
there is no consistent matCh between the items grouped in the four original
categories and the items in the five categories identified in the factor analysis-.
While the items within the original four categories do not seem to be distinctive
groups, the SRS does appear to be comprised of five separate factors:The
stability of these groupings is confirmed when the intercorrelational
coefficients are examined. All items in each of the ,fiye groups Were
moderately correlated.

The analysis of the results from tile t test indicate thai' the SRS, does
discriminate between good and poor readers (see Table 2). The difference is
significant, t (57) = 2.59, p < .01, means: 20.72 and 16.87. However,mhen
the results are analyzed orl a subtest basis (contextual analysis, main ideas,
details, sequence, and critical reading), only two subtests discriminate
significantly between good and poor readers, main idea, t (57) = 2.21 p <
05. and sequence, t(57) = -2.05, p< .03.

While the SRS is capable of discriminating between good and poor readers,
the regression analysis of pre-CSRT scores and post-SRS scores reveals that
the SRS is not a good predictor of general reading performance, F (5, 53) =
.2.05, p < .052, since the total variance accounted for was approximately 16
percent. However, when the crosslabulation of placement by reading ability
on the SRS and the CSRT is examined, it reveals that the two instruments are
extremely consislent in their placement of poor readers. Only 1.7 percent of
the students classified as poor readers by the CSRT were classified as good
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Table 2

Means c),Good and Poor Readers on the CSRT

SW:rest
Ability
Group . Mean S.D.

Contextual Poor 3.25 1.38
Analysis Good 3.94\\

1..33

Main Poot 4.25 1.29
Idea Good ,5.07 0.93

Details Poor 3.25 1.75
Good 4.11 1.21

Sequence Poor 2.0 0.92
Good ." 2.88 1.16

Critical Poor 4.12 1.55 /
Reading Good 4.70 1 3 '

Total Poor 16.87 4.0 \-i\/
Score Good 20.72 3.89 1 \

1

i

readerS by the SRS. The converse is true of good readers sinCe 42.4 P rcent of
those students classified as poor by the CSRT were classified as good aders

theby SRS.

Conclusions and Implications

The purpose of this study was to determine the utili y of an instrument
designed to measure students' self-perception of their r ading ability. s the
results of the correlation between the SRS and the CSR indicate, 1he SRS is
related to reading ability. This finding is consistent wi h previouS research
(Peters, 1977), but more importantly, the SRS1s both a asure of general and
specific reading ability.

As.the results presented in Table 2 reveal, the SRS al o has the capability of
discriminating between good and poor readers. While he SRS does have this
discriminative ability, the percentage of placement of good and poor readers
varies from instrument to instrument. The largest disc repancy exists between
those readers classified as poor by the CSRT ahd god by the SRS; forty-two
percent of the readers fall into this Category, This screpancy in placement
can be partially explained by the fact that the C -1- is too inclusive in its
placement of poor readers. It classified 54 perc t of the sample as poor
readers. Given the educational composition of t e population, it is highly
unlikely that such a large percentage of the gro p would be poor readers. -
Restructuring the parameters used to define p or readers might produce
different results.

However, there is a high degree of consiste y in theplacement of poor
readers by both instruments. Only 1.7. percent df the students classified as,
poor readers by the\CSRT were classified as g od readers by the SRS. When

/
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'the total number of poor readers placed by the SRS, 12 percent, is coMpared
with the percentage of poor readers placed by the CSRT, the SRS figure seems
more realistic when one considersrthe average distribution of poor readers in

a representative sample.
Since the SRS appears to be an accurate predictor of poor readers, one

possible function of the instrument might be as an initial screening device. For
example, content teachers who are confronted with large numbers of students
might find the SRS highly useful. It could be administered at the beginning,of
the year or semester. Sirte the instrument is economical in terms of time
required to administer and score it, teachers could quickly identify those
students who may be potential poor.readers.

The utilization of the cognitive self-rating scale helps illustrate the
significance of student input into the diagnostic process. The results of this
study suggest that supplemental forms of cognitive assessment can be
employed when attempting to measure reading perfOrmance. The diagnostic
process at the secondary leve l. needs to become less myopic and more
comprehensive, because many times critical instructional decisions are made
on the basis- of one instrument. While more research needs to be done with
cognitive self-rating scales, they do have the potential for becoming a very
useful instrument.
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The comprehension of prose:
problems in measuring learning outcomes

A major function of our schools is to communicate knowledge.
Undoubtedly, the largest proportion of this data is communicated thrOugh
printed verbal ,inaterial;. the student is required to read in order to learn.
Because of its importance, reading comprehen;ion has been widely studied.
The educational psychologist has contributed to this burgeoning literature,
usually in an effort to find means of facilitating reading comprehension as well
as measuring it. Many of these prose learning studies have -fOcuSed on
manipulating the learner's task instructions in order to assess how Mese
instructions influence what is learned. These are certainly_ commendable
efforts. Finding ways to facilitate learning, in this case prose learning, cannOt
be faulted. However, a careful review- of *a large sample of the Jiterature
reveals that moSt often the learning outcome that is assessed is educationally
trivial. For example, a learner may be asked to recognize or recall a series of
words taken from the instructional material. Measuring this type of learning
outcome (e.g.:names, dates, quantities, technical terms) can only guarantee
that rote learning has occurred. Recognizing the surface structure of a
linguistic input does not insurejhat understanding has occurred: Education
and, therefore, researcri should be more interested in meaning than in
memory for the verbatim input.

This is not a new cry, of course. Others have made' the same plea to
'measure comprehension rather than memorization (Allen, 1970; Andre & Sola,
1976; Cunningham, 1972; Duell, 1974-, Felker & Dapra, 1975; Hiller, 1974;
Shavelson, Berlinpr, Ravitch, &toeding, 1974; Watts & Anderson, 1971). This
paper is an attempt to review research which demonstrates the distinction
between rote and meaningful learning of written ,text and the implications of
that distinction for the measurement of learning outcomes. In most reading the
retention of discrete and specific informalion is less important than the
meaningfUl ,comprehension of basic propositions, the Making of required or
invited inferences, or the integration of ideas into a meaningful, unified whole.
Research has indicated that a learner's memory is quite often an abstract
construction created from the text itself rather than a reproduction of it. Since
most classroom learning is designed to become incorporated into seemingly
stable long-term memory, the distinction between reproductive and
constructive processes has implications for the measurement and evaluation
procedures of students' learning through reading. A sample of current
researCh findings will, accordingly, be analyzed in terms of the assessment
techniques utilized, and the type of dependent variable under scrutiny. A
taxonomy of these variables will be presented based upon the distinction
between reproductive and constructive processes mentioned above. The
validity of assessment devices will be discussed and implications for research
design will be made.
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Meaningful Learning

In meaningful leaf ning the effort is to acquire understanding. Understanding
or comp'rehension is the result of relating new material to what one already

knows (AuSubel, 1968. Haviland & Clark, 1974; Kintsch, 1974; Smith, 1975). lf
the learner is successful in relafing neW material to cognitive structure, he has
acquired meaning. Meanings are more abstract than the words used to
convey them They refer to the substance or "gist" of the message and are
generally not word specific'. Meaning is a function of those officepts that are
used to exp'ress it (Kinlsch, 1974). A concept can usually be expressed by
several synonymous words which still communicate the same meaning. In

acquin-ng meaning, then, readers can store meaning in the form which is most
readily incorporated into their 'particular cognitive structure. They carruse
those concepts and interrelationships aMong concepts which are most
"meaningful- to them.

If learners are asked to store .the actual linguistic input ihrough which the
meaning came (a verbatim memorization task), their jop is more difficult.
Verbatim learning is seemingly less natural than meaningful learning (e.g.,
BransfOrd & Franks, 1971), it requires more time (Jones & English, 1926), it
does not insure meaningful learnmg (Burger & Perfetti, 19Z7; Jones & Englist1,
1926). and it does not persisras well over time (Bobrow, 1970; Sachs, 1967).
Educationally. it has been argued by Gagne (Gagne, 1976, Gagne & Briggs,

1974) that it is generalizable intellectual skills which make the learner
competent, nor his store pf discrete, -factual, verbal information. These
intellectual skills are under§tandirgs or meanings about concepts and rules,
for example, which areusable by the learner in a variety of situations. Factual
knowledge is certainly educationally important but acquiring a system of
under§tandings (i.e., meaningful learning)kias been argued by many to be a
learning outcome of higher priority.

Memory for Text and Learning OutcomeA

Memory for a reading event is constructive (e.g., Bransford, Barclay, &
Franks, 1972; Cofer, 1973; Neisser, 1967). That is-, readers don't interpret the
semantic content of a message ancr store it as an isolated, independent event.
Rather, the mess e co tent acts as a cue which readers can use to construct
a semantic sche a (I e , epresentation) of the information. These constructed

descriptions ofte cont in more information than is represented by the
1(nguistic input (inf es, for example) and, therefore, a purely linguistic
analysis will not c nze all of the information available to the reader;
prose memory go s bepind arfd enriches The semantic content presented.
Supporting evide ce co es from several sources. There is evidence for the

recall of inferred eaning fills gaps in the semantic continuity of the tekt-

(Kintsbh, Kozmms .Sterby, M oon & Keenan, 1975) and for the integration

of the linguistic intut into complex, abstracted knowledge structures
(Bransford & Franks. 971, Tzeng, 1975), Individual§ also construct memory

structures through editing, summarizing, generalizing, etc., in order to
minimize information overload (Dawes, 1966; Frederiksen, 1975a; GoMulicki,
1956) and infer.and store intended rather than literal meaning when required

(Clark & Lucy, 1975, Stillings, 1975).
The ability to reproduce, either by recognition or recall, discrete, factual

data corresponds to the lowest level of Bloom's (1956) taxonomy of cognitive
objectNes. If other, higher level outcomes are available and if memory is
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constructive such that rt builds upon elaborated 'meanings which go beyond
the expressed text, then me measurement of reading outcomes should
express these phenomena If it does not, this type of measurement, at best,
ignores much of a reader's memory schema for what has been read anO
emphasizes trivial outcomes Knowing the outcomes expected may force the
reader to encode specifics at the expense of broader understandings. It may
even misrepresent what the reader has acquired, Learning and memory
expectancies are known to affect a reader's knowledge of a text (Gauld &
Stephenson. 1967) and May even hide some of his knowledge of what has
been read (Brockway, Chmielewski, & Cofer, 1974).

The point being made is that the effects of a Jeading experience go beyond
what is measured by accurate recall and recognition of factual data. The
memory schema for a reading event contains much more than a replica of the
stimulus material t' Educationally relevant prose learning measurement,
therefore, ought to reflect outcomes other than those at the lowest taxonomic
level (Bloom, 1956)

A Taxonomy of Reading Outcomes

Since a reader's memory schema is a richly elaborated storehouse of
Information . it contains more than the facts that were expressedon the written
page Most prose learning studieS, unfortunately, use factual verbatim
information as the dependent variable of interest: It will be shown that other
outcomes that are educationally important and reflect the constructed,
elaborated and even productive nature of reading memory have been used
only tco rarely. Certainly, though, these other ."higher level" outcomes are
evident in the literature. Our review of the kinds, of dependent var;iables
examined in current research along with current understanding of memory for
text leads to a 'proposed logical sys?m or taxonomy of these reading
outcomes.

This taxonomy categorizes four types of outcomes or classes of dependent
variables memorization, translation, inference, application..These categories
describe behaviors readers may be expected to.e0ibit after a reading event.
They seem to represent dimensions of mern-Ory schemata which reflect, the
charactenstics of information from prose which can be acquired, retained,
and retrieved by a reader.

Memorization refers to the verbatim remembering of the text or portions of
it Translation is recognizing or recalling information (Le., meaning) in a form
different from the manner in which it was expressed in the text. An inference is
information contained in a memory schema which goes beyond and,
therefore, elaborates the expressed text Application is the application of the
information in the schema to new events; it requires !he reader to tran'sform
the information in order to respond to new demands in the environment.

The ordenng of the taxonomic levels implies two different hierarchies. One
hierarchy is grounded in a series of progressively more advanced levels of
educational outcomes or goals For example, memorization refers to the
retention of information, translation and inference to''its comprehension, and
application to its transferability The other hierarchy suggests a progression of
prerequisite skills For example, the application of information requires its
comprehension as a prerequisite In the following sections, the levels of the
taxonomy wiH be descnbed in greater detail and exemplified by citations to
current research studies
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Level 1 Memorization
Memorization emphasizes the retention and retrieve! of specifically

expressed information from the text. The name given to this level iS not
completely satisfactory because of its association in the general population
with the intentional act of remembering a text verbatim through repeated drill.
The reader is expected to retrieve verbatim data in the form in which it was
expressed in the text. If the linguistic form of the information changes (e.g.,
-10- becomes "ten" or "She generated various ideas" becomes "Many
ideas were produced by her"), it has undergone translation and, therefore,
belongs to another category of the taxonomy.

Retrieval of this type of information can be through either recognition or
recall. Boker (1974) has assessed reCognition of specific facts and Mayer
(1975) has hkewise assessed larger units (e.g., definitions). Recall has been
used to measure retention of specific facts with fill-in questions (Frase &
Schwartz, 1975), free recall of facts (Shimmerlik & Nolan, 1976), prompted
recali of propositions (Ross & Di Vesta, 1976) and f ree recall of entire passages
(Jones & Enghsh, 1926). Typically, studies have measured the retention of
facts such as names, dates, technical terms and quantities (e.g., Frase, 1975;
Kaplan, 1974, Rothkopf & Bisbicos, 1967). Specific, factual information is, of
course, important and does serve a valuable role in education. It should not be
the outcome emphasized, however (Ausubel, 1968).

Level 2. Translation
Translation is synonymous with paraphrase. Acquisition and retrievel of

paraphrases of text is considered by some to be required for understanding
(Ausubel, 1968). Acquisition of a paraphrase can be best described as
"meaning" that has been acquired which can toke any number of linguistic
forms (Kintsch, 1974). Translation or paraphrase questions are considered by
Anderson (1972) and Bloom (1956) to be techniqdes for measdring
understanding Translation is changing a communication into parallel forms.
Paraphrasing a sentence or summarizing a paragraph in one's own words are
examples of creating parallel forms. 1-1-owever, they do not even need to be
similar in content form. A sentence (semantic) can be represented by a picture
(figural), a set of directions by a map, etc. The major advantage of measuring
translation outcomes is their sensitivity to comprehension rather than
memorization (Bioom, 1956). The emphasis is on meaningful verbal learning
rather than rote learning (Ausubel, 1968). These outcomes are usually
assessed by having the reader use his own words to attempt to express tne

gistof the text (e.g., Johnson, 1974; Meyer & McConkie, 1973).

Level 3: Inferences
As stated earher, inferences make a significant contribution to a reader's

memory schema for a passage. Thrs is known to be a developmental
phenomenon which occurs early but becomes indistinguishable from adults'
inferential behavior at around eleven or twelve years of ::.1ge (Paris & Undauer,

1976). Many types of inferences are possible as well as necessary.
Interpolation and extrapolation of information is one type (cf. Bloom, 1956).
Inferring an author's point of view, assumptions, mood, etc., are other
examples, These kinds of re-ading outcomes are, of course, measured in some
reading tests (cf. Davis & Davis, 1962).

Requiring readers to make inferences has been shown to influence those
readers' retention of related material. In Rickards (1976) asking readers to
infer that southern Mala is a desert increased their retention of the ideas.in the
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paragraph over those who were not asked to make the inference..The results
wOuld be expec!ed to be the same for readers who spontaneously made the.

desert 'rite! OIR tt 'het e is data using other material which has supported
this prediction (Chnstie & Schumacher, 1975). These results demonstrate that
1 is more than theoretically interesting to discover that readers spontaneously
'generate and encode inferencesduring comprehension (Frederiksen, 1975a').
Asking readers.togo beyond the inforrnation given through adjunct questions
iRottlkopf. 1966) or test expectation (Brockway, Chmielewski, & Cofer, 1974)
can factate text comprehension

Level 4 Application
Application accounts for the "productive" nature of .reading memory. That

is. rather than simply being retrieved, inforMation can be retrieved and
transformed to produce new outcomes, information can be used in new ways
or apphed in novel situations. This gutcome assesses the reader's ability to
solve new problems or explain phenomena using his new knowledge (Sanders,
1966). This can range from using new concepts under novel circumstances
(Watts & Anderson, 1971).to solving new mathematics problems .(Mayer,
1975)

The Classification of Current Research

Table 1 provides an example of how some current research can be
classified using the proposed taxonomy. Most of the studies were published
during the period 1974-1976 in the Journal of Educational PsyctzoLogy and are
representative of current trends in prose learning measurement. Some earher
research has been included because of frequent citation in the more recent
papers Often it was difficult to discover the nature of the reading outcome(s)
measured ,n a research paper (e.g., Walker, 1974). When this was the case, a
best guess was used. Otherwise, when a study assessed more than one type

'of outcome, it was classified according to the "most advanced" level used
(e g Felker & Dapra, 1975).

Implications for'Research Design

Table 1 graphicatly demonstrates the disproportionate number of research
studies sampled here that measured what might be called lower level
outcomes. The highec levels are significarit dependent variables which. should
receive more attention in the literature. Accordingly, future research should
evaluate the effectiveness of their independent variables in terms of the more
educationally meaningful and theoretically more valuable outcomes.

The taxonomy also should provide a Means whereby reseach can be,
compared. This classification system would allow scholars t compare others'
research in terms of their own ongoing work. In this way th dissemination of
results and the expansion of our knowledge might be facilit ted. Probably the
single most important contribution that this taxonomy makes s highlighting
of inferences' as significant reading outcomes for prose learning research.
There is much current work on inferential phenomena (Frederiksen, 1975b;
Kintsch, 1977). Future research which assesses them should carefuHy
determine the nature of the inferences sought and just as carefully develoO an
instrument to measure them. This has not always been the case .(McConkie,
Rayner, & Wilson, 1973)., Studies should also explicitly repOrt the nature of all
dependent variables and instruments used to measure them.
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Table 1

Research citations classified according to

the fout levels of the proposed taxonomy

LEVEL 1 MEMORIZATION

Arkes. Schumacher, & Gardner, 1976
Bassin & Martin, 1976
Boker, 1974
Christie &Just. 1976
Duchastel & Brown, 1974
Frase 1968
Frase & Kreitzberg, 1975
Frase & Schwaitz, 1975
Gagne & Rothkopf. 1975
Kaplan, 1974
Kaplan, 1976a
Kaplan, 1976b
Kaplan & Rothkopf, 1974
Kaplan & Simmons, 1974,

Koran & Koran 1975

LaPorte & Nath, 1976
LaPorte & Voss, 1975
Rasco, Tennyson, & Boutwell, 1975
Rothkopf, 1966
Rothkopf & Billington, 1974
Rothkopf & Billington, 1975
Rothkopf & Billington, 1975
Rothkopf & Bisbicos, 1967
Ross & DiVesta, 1976
Shimmerlik & Nolan, 1976
Siegel, Lautrnan & Burkett,-1974
Snowman &Cunningham, 1975
Voss, 1974
Walker, 1974'
Yekovich & Kulhayy, 1976

LEVEL 2: TRANSLATION

Allen 1970
Andre &Sola, 1976
Bower, 1974
Crouse, 1974
Hiller, 1974
Johnson, 1974
Jones & English. 1926

King &Russell,-1966
Meyer & McConkie, 1974
Rickards &August, 1975
Royer & Cable, 1075
Royer & Cable, 197,9
Shavelson, Berliner, Ravitch & Loeding, 1974
White & Gagne, 1976

LEVEL 3 INFERENCES

McConkie, Rayner, & Wilson, 1973
Rickards, 1975-6
Rickards, 1976
Rickards & Mesta, 1974

LEVEL 4: APPLICATION

Duell, 1974
Felker & Dapra, 1975
Mayer, 1975
Watts & Anderson, 1971

A reader does more, much more, than passively store independent
linguiStic information. The actual linguistic data is only a vehicle by which
meaning is conveyed, meaning whith includes information that was not
expressly communicated. The reader is also a user of his stored meanings; he

applies it in new ways. As a result research should be asessing theEe
outcomes ahd classifying results in a fashion which facilitates thelr

communicability.
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Reliability of the doze procedure as
assessments of .yarious language elements

As a measure of reading comprehension, the cloze procedure ". . is
possibly the most thoroughly validated and sophisticated method of testing
presently used in education" (Bormuth, 1975, p. 82). However, investigations
.of cioze have frequently provided ".. only correlational data between cloze
test scores and comprehension test scores . . in the absence of direct true
score realiability coefficients'. . ." (Alameida, 1973, pp. 28-29). The purposes
of this study were (1) to examine the reliability of the cloze procedure as a'
measure of semantic awareness in post-reading situations and (2) to Px a mi ne
the'reliability of cloze scores as an index of students' syntactic fluency.

Method

the subjecfs for this investigation Were 298 eighth grade students in

Tucson, Arizona. Each student read two s.cience-related selections (Passage A,
about Cancer and Passage B about Superstitutions) determined to be of eighth
level reading difficulty as predicted by the Fry Readability Graph (1967)1 The
study was conducted on two, consecutive days with the students randomly
assigned to tWo groups. On the first day, one group read Passage A and
responded to the cloze test for that passage; the other group read Passage B
and responded to the cloze test for that pasSage. On the second day, the
passages were reversed for the groups.

The cloze tests were based on a fifty-item, every-seventh deletion pattern.
The procedures for the students were (1) read the passage, (2) turn in the
passage arid get the cloze test, and (3) respond to the cloze test. No time limit
was placed on either the reading or the cloze test. So that scores of yntactic
fluency could be derived as ,well as scores of semantic awareness, students
were directed to "Fill in every blank. Leave no blank empty, even if you have a
take a wild guess."

Each blank _on the cloze tests was examined for exact-replacement,
acceptable synonyms, . and syntaCtic acceptability. Synonyms were
determined acceptable when agreed to by at least three of foUr evaluators. In
the syntactic acceptability category, a response was considered correct if it

agreed with the part of speech and the proper use in context of the deleted
item.

Based on these categories, the following five scores were derived. (1)
Semantically Acceptable, Exact-Replacement (ER); (2) Semantically

Acceptable, Exact-Replacement-Plus-Synonyms (ER + SNM); (3)

Syntactically Acceptable (STC); (4) Syntactically Acceptable Minus Exact-
Replacement (STC ER); and (5). Syntactically Acceptable Minus Exact-
Replacement-Plus- Synonyms (STC (ER 4- SNM)). Each of these scores was
expressed as a percentage, using the following formulas:
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ER

ER + SNM

STC

STC ER

STC (ER + SNM)

ER
50

ER + SNM
50

STC
50

STC ER
50 ER

STC (ER + SNNAL
50- (ER + SNM)

All of these scores were examined for internal consistency reliability using
Cronbach's Alpha. Parallel form reliability was determined with Pearson
product-moment correlations. While specific results will be mentioned in the
text, Table 1. provides a synoptic view of all the coefficients.

Results

Coefficients for the two semantic scores (exact-replacement and exact-
replacement-plus-synonyms) ranged from .86 to .92 for internal consistency
and .79 to .81 for parallel form reliability. The difference between internal
consistency -coefficients and parallel form coefficients was significant
(p 4 .01) as determined by Feldt's W test (1969) and Fisher's Z test (Glass and
Stanley, 1970).

The internal consistency coefficients of the syntactically acceptable score
were .95 and .94 for the two selections. The parallel form coefficient was .86.
Internal consistency coefficients differed significantly (p 4 .01) from the
parallel form coefficient. All coefficients for the syntactically acceptable score
were significantly greater(p .01) than the coefficients for any of the other
types of scores.

For the two syntactic scores derived by extracting part or all of the semantic
scores, the internal consistency coefficients ranged from .67 to .81. For each

'of these two scores, the coefficients for Passage A were significantly greater
(p 4 .01) than the coefficients for Passage B. The parallel form coefficients for
these scores were .73 and .67, and these coefficients were significantly lower.
(p 4 .01) than their respective internal consistency coefficients.

Discussion

For all practical purposes, the reliability of these five types of cloze scores
is clearly established. However, four .statistically significant findings deserve
examination. They are: 6

1. For all theascores, the internal consistency coefficients are
.significantly Fther (p 4 01) than the parallel form coefficients;

2. The internal consistency coefficients of the two semantic scores are
significantly higher (p 4 .01) than the inteinerto istency of the
corresponding syntactic scores;
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Table 1

Reliability Coefficients of

Various Cloze Scores

Internal Consistency Coefficients

.r
Passage A
(Cancer)'

Passage B
(Superstitions)

Semantic, Exact-Replacement Only 86 .89

Semantic, ixact-Replacement-Plus-
'Synonyms .90 .92

Syntactic, Total 95 .94

Syntactic, Exact-Replacement Extracted .81 .72

Syntactic, Exact-Replacement-Plus.
Synonyms Extracted .77 .67

Parallel Form Coefficients

r. corrected .r

Semantic, Exact-Replacement Only .79 .91'

Semantic, Exact-Replacement-Plus-
Synonyms 81 .89

Syntactic, Total 86 ,92

Syntactic, Exact-Replacement Extracted 73 .96

Syntactic, Exact-Reolacement-Plus-
Synonyms Extracted .67 .93

3. The reliability coefficients of the tbtal syntactically acceptable score
are significantly greater (p .01) than the coefficients of each of the
other scores; and

4 When corrected for attenuation, the parallel form coefficients of the
syntactic scores are significantly higher (p ..01) than the parallel
form coefficients of the corresponding semantic scores.

Passage Dependency
The significant, differences between the internal consistency coefficients

and the parallel form coefficients suggests that all of these close scores may
be somewhat passage dependent. For most practical purposes, given the
relatively high parallel form coefficients (.67 to .86), the degree to which
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reliability is passage dependent is likely to be of minimal concern. However,
this discrepancy may be of particular interest to a researcher who is
concerned with t1) whether this tendency toward passage dependen6y is
representative Ot !ttf. (..on-,truct underlying cloze as a measur.e of various
language tactors.and (2) if it is representative, why this might be so. These are
Issues ofivalidity and cannot be answered by these findings. What these data
do st,gges't ,s that all of these scores are dependent upon tfie passage used
and a caution must be raised about the generalizability of cloze scores. This is

reasonable caution Jor the use of any score of reading comprehension since
comprehension (hpwever defined). may be specific to a given passage. To
generalize students' ability on the basis of performance on a single test of any
nature is hazardous at best, and to do so on the basis pf a clole test is no
exceot!on

Differences in Internal Consistency
The significant differences between the internal co sistency coefficients of

the semantic and corresponding syntactic scores su gest that the semantic
scores are more reliable. Such a conclusion, however, is probably not valid
due to the derivation of those syntactic scores that are derived by extracting
part or 311 of the semantic scores. In the process of extracting the semantic
-;cores the variability within the resulting syntactic scores was substantially
restricted

The implications of this restricted variability become clearer with a
recognition tnat these syntactic scores are based on an unequal number of
responses since the extraction factor for each in.dividual varies consideraply
depending upon the number of responses that were semantically accepta6fe.
Thus, the number of responses considered in these syntactic scores is lower
than the consistent number (50) of scored semantic responses. This tends to
reduce the internal consistency coefficients of these syntactic scores
because the potential variability is both inconsistent and less than that
potential for the semantic scores.

In effect, then, this seems to be a statistical finding due more to a scoring
procedure than a finding with practical implications. Given this computational
limitation, it is likely that the internal consistency coefficients for these
syntactic scores are deQated, and if some reasonable means could, be
identified to correct for thOirhitatiop, these coefficients would be substantially
higher. Unfortunately, there is apparently no way to correct for this problem
without significantly increasing the 'length of the doze test, and.that seems to
be unnecessary in light of the relatively high coefficients.

This limitation of restricted variability may become even clearer when
examined exclusively within the syntactic scores derived by extracting part or
all of the semantic factor. Among the internal consistency coefficients of
tbese two scores, a significant difference eXists between' Passage A and
Passabe B This is not considered an important finding; yet it is worthy of
discussion as clarification and as an example of an9ther issue related to cloze
sCores.

For Passage A the coefficients of internal consistenEy for tt)ese two scores
were .81 and 77, but for Passage B they were .72 and .67. Those for Passage
A weresignificantly higher (p .01) than those for Passage B as determined
by Feldt's W test. One might be tempted to surmise that these results support
the premise thar reliability of various cloze scores is passage dependent.
However, this difference becomes Clearer when examined in relation to the
issue of restricted variability,
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The percentage means of the two semantic, scores for these passages were
respectively :29 and 42 for the exact replacementand 35 and[58 for the[exact
replacement plkr, ',y116(iyrn, Clearly, Passage B was easier for these students
man Passage A. If feSpel.;tive of the determination by Fry's graph that these
two selections were of eighth level difficulty. Because the students obtained
higher semantic scores on Passage B, when those scores were subtrapted to
determine the corresponding syntactic scores for Passage B, the remainder
was, significantly less than-the remainder for Passage A. The result was that
trle vanaboity within these two syntactic scores for Passage B was restricted.
This in turn, deflated the internal consistency coefficients for Passage B. Had
this restricted variability not existed, it is hkely that these coefficientS for the
two passages would have been as akin as the corresponding coefficients for
the semantic scores Thus, it would be inappropriate to support iffe premise of
Passage dependency[with the reliability of these scores.

SYntactically Acceptable Score
An intriguing prospect is offered by the syntactically acceptable score in

that it may be the rno4 accurate index - ot students comprehension as
ineasured by [doze scores because it does include both syntactic and
-,erndrItIC awareness What is meant by reading comprehension is an issue to
be debated however, one perspective, typidally 'called "psycholinguistic,"
suggests that it should include semantic understanding and syntactic fluency.
Toe cloze tet in general, requires that a student utilize understandings about
the i-,tructure of language and the content of a .speciffc selection to replace
[terns that have been deleted from the selection. Given the exceptionally high
re[iability coefficients for the total ,syntactic score and given that' those
coefficients, are significantly higher than all the other scores, ft is not an
unreasonable hypothesis that the th,tal syntactically acceptable score is a
more accurate index pf reading ability than other scores as determined by the
cloze procedure. It would prove to be a cumbersome procedure tp be used by

cassroom teachers if they were to analyze responses for syntactic
acceptabty, but that is not too 'much. to ask of researChers if this score were
found to be a more accurate index of reading comprehension than the other
scores To ignore syntactically acceptable responses on a cloie test seems
tantamount to discarding pertinent information about the students'

understanding of 'the selection, especially if certain psycholinguistic
assumptIons are accepted, Since implications cannot be exten ed beyond the
existing data, the most that can be suggested is a need f r a construct
ythdation of the total syntactic score, along with the others discussed here, to
sfled more light on what the various scores are revealing about students'

reading comprehnsion

'Parallel Form Coefficients
The significant difference between the parallel form co fficients of the

semantic and corresponding syntactic scores may also have implications for
the construct validity of these various cloze scores. Initial obs rvation of these
coefficients indicates that the coefficients for the, sem ntic scores are
significantly greater than those for the syntactic scores. This can best be
explained by the deflated internal consistency coeffici nts caused by
restricted variability in the syntactic scores. That the internal consistency
coefficients are deflated has a concommitant effect on the parallel form
coefficients. Thus, to examine the relationship of the parallel form coefficients
of the two scores appropriately, it Was necessary to correct the parallel form
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coefficients for attenuation (Nunnally, ., 1967) 'given that the internal
consistency coefficients for the two selections were not.perfect. ,

When corrected tor attenuation, the parallel form coeffidents indicate that
the syntactic scores are significantly (p < 01) more reliable than the semantic
scores An explanation tor this is that the syntactic scores- derived by
extracting the semantic variable does indeed assess a syntactic fadtor,, If it
does, it is reasonable that the syntactic score would be more rbliable across
passages (parallel forms) because the structur.e of the ranguage remains
relatively constant while the content of the selections (semantic factor) tends
to vary

Conclusion

Ali cf the doze scores examined in this study are highly reliable for practical
purposes The significant differences between internal consistency reliability
ana parallel form rehabihty lead to .one primary implication. Caution must be
exercised when using cloze scores based on a single pi7. -:sage to draw
conclusions about students' reading abilit9. It follows, therefdre, that multiple
doze selections should be used for accthate assessments of reading abiftty.
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Stability of c/oze scores across
varying deletion patterns

Developers of clnze instruments have proposed a variety of procedures for
selecting words to be deleted from a passage. Taylor, in his, introduction of
the .cloze procedure (1-953), depended on the principles of statistical random
sampling for selection of words to be deleted. Random deletion is accomplished
by using a table of random numbers to delete words up to a predetermined
percentage of the words in. the passage, e.g., a random 20 percent. More
recently various modified cloze procedures have been proposed; however,
the predominant number of studies use some approximation of random deteticn.
Random deletion has typically been approximated by deletion of every nth word
with the value of n specified by the clOze developer. .

Every nth word deletion patterns have been employed frequently in research
studies where true random deletion patterns have been virtually ignored. Two
primary reasons may be presented for use of nth word deletion patterns
rather than random Vletion patterns.

1
Developers consider the nth, word. deletion patterns easier to construct

than random deletion patterns. .

2 Researchers (Fillenbaum, Jones. & Rapport, 1963: MacGinitie, 1961) have
concluded that four or more words are needed between blankOin order to
obtain the most reliable and presumably valid measures. A ,conclusion based
on these findings has been that items attain their maximum independence from

one another when a minimum of four words intervene between each item

(Bormuth, 1975). In true random deletion the number of': intervening words
between items may vary from zero to a large number of.words.

structed on the same passage should not only rank the subjects the same

iven these advantages one Might, stilt question Whether a form of systematib-

s mpling such as nth word deletion should be used in measurement of a con-
truct which is potentially cyclic in nature and could result in biased samples.

Researchers and practitioners alike are interested in a stable as well as reliable
measure of a subject's ability to read a passage. That is, different forms con-

(reliability) but also provide the same-index of a subject's ability on that passage
(stability). The stability of nth word deletion has already been questioned in a

/

1 study by Bormuth (1964) where- he varied the starting, point of ah every-fifth

i word deletion pattern to produce all fiV'e possible forms for each of 20 passages.
Significant -differences were found among the means of the various forms.
Bormuth concluded that more than one croze test should be constructed for a
given passage when usinb nth word deletion patterns. If one follows Bormuth's
recommendation of multiple forms, the first advantage of nth word deletions, i.e.,
ease of construction, is eliminated. One rarely finds multiple forms being used in

the literature possibly due to its impracticality. Given that one form and one form

- only is usually developed over a passage, investigations of the stability of
. the resulting index are needed- comparing nth word deletion patterns to random

word deletion patterns.
The second advantage of nth word deletion patterns, i. ., maximum reliability,

, has been built on evidence from research on nth ord deletion patterns
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only When patteins other than nth word deletion patterns were constructed
for compansonS these patterns were usuaHy of the selective or rational deletion
vant!," ,ttleljirtq it fence ex o;ts which compares the reliability of cloze tests
based on nth wor d delehom to the reliabihty of cloze tests based on random word
deetions If the conclusion concerning maximum item independence is correct,
then one Would expect nth word deletion oatterns to result in more reliable
rT;leasL;res Man random word deletion patterns

The purpose of this study was to investigate the stabihty and reliability of
.,cores resuiting from doze tests based on nth Word deletion patterns as
compared to Ooze iests based on random word deletion patterns. Stability
was assessed by comparing the variabihty of means resulting fLom the different
forms which could be developed using i specific deletiort ,pattern. Reliability
was assessed using Crânbach's Alpha, an index of internal consistency.

Method

A reading passage was' chosen which was estimated to be at the sixth grade
reading level as determined by the Fry Readability Graph (Fry, 1968). An
every-fifth word deletion 'rate was used for the nth word deletion pattern as
this rate appears to be the most; wir1ely used and accepted deletion rate. All
five possible Ooze test forms using as every-fifth word deletion pattern were
developed ..over a 250 word segment from ttle selected passage. Five additional
cloze test iforms were developed by. deleting a random sample of 50 words
from the same 250 word segment. The words deleted for each of Ihe random
deletion patterns were determined by drawing a sample of 50 numbers from

to 250 Words in the segment were:deleted which corresp6nded to these
50 numbers A minimum of 25 words Preceded the first blank and minimum of
25 words foHowed the last blank of the segment.
The ten cloze test forms, five every-fifth word deletion test forms and five
random deletion test forms, were randomly assigned for administration to 446
seventh and eighth grade students at a junior high school in Tucson, Arizona.
A sixth grade passage was used as the basis for the tests as standardizeo
tests indicated the school to be somewhat below national average.

The tests were administered without pre,reading. Students were directed to
fill in each orthe blanks with the word that they thOught best belonged in the
blank Students were encouraged to fill in every blank even if they were not
sure of what word should go in the blank. Exact word replacement was used
in scoring the tests.

Results

Table 1 reports the means, standard deviations, and Cronbach's Alpha for
each of the forms for each deletibn pattern.

A 2x5x2 (Qeletion Pattern x FOrm x Grade) factorial analysis of variance was
used to analyze .the differences among the means. A factorial analysis was
selected to allow investigation of the grade effects. Pattern by form interactions
will have no meaning as there is no basis for particular combinations of forms
across deletion pattern,s. .

The passage, as would be expected, was more difficult for seventh graders
than eighth graders.F(1,426)=. 12.60,p < .01. No interactioh existed with grade.
Therefore the effetts of pattern and form are generalizable across grade. The
pattern main effect and form main effect are not directly interpretable because
of the significant interaction between them, F (4,426)= 6.55, p <.01. Tukey



.Table 1

. Means, Standard Deviations, and Cronbach Alphas
for Each FornwithinEach Deletion Pattern

,

:Deletion \
Pattern 1

Forms
2 3 4 5

, . .

Every- . \ , M
'8Q

24.8 184 22.7 17.4 17.3

Fifth 7.7
'.

7.8 5.8 .7.8 6.7

Word Alpha .86 .90 .80 .89 .84

M 17.8 ' 19.6 16.3 ..19.0 15.9

Random SD 6.6
. s

, 7.0 .8.2 9.8 6 9
Alpha .85 .85 .96: ,93

posthoc,procedures were used to compare form means with ond ano the ithin

deletion pattern. Of thek ten comparisons -possible among forms within e

every-fifth word deletion pattern, five were significant (p,<.01). None of the ten
possible comparisons were significant for randorn deletion forms-even at. the

05 level,
\-

The range df Cronbach Alphas was from .80 -to .90 for the ever0ifth word
deletion patterns and from .84 to .93 for the random. deletion patterns.
The average alpha for fifth-word deletion patterns was .858 while the average for

random deletion patterns Was .874. One play certainly conclude that the Alphas

for every-fifth word deletion tests are not significantly greater than Alphas for

random deletion.tests.

Table 2

Analysis of Variance Summary Table

Source df
Sum of

Squares
Mean

Square F Probability

Deletion Pattern -1 653.15 .653.15 11.73 .001

Form 4 986.95 246:75 4.43 .002

Grade 1 701.37 701.37. 12.60 .001

Pattern x Form 4 1457.77 364.44 6.55 .001

Pattern x Grade 1 10.62 10.62 . .19 .663

Form x Grade 4 59.77 14.94 .27 .898

Pattern x Form x
x Grade 4 128.74 32.19 .58 .679

Error 426 23712.29 . 55.66
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Discussion and Conclusibris

As in Bormtith's study, significant differences we.re found among the means
from the fiNie every'-fifth word deletion cloze tests. Yet, no significant differences
were found among means from five random deletion doze tests. This indiCates
that random deletion patt4ns result in a more stable index representing
students' abilities 'on a particular passage. Therefore; if -only one cloze test is
lb be constructed over a passage then a random deletion pattern would be more
desirable than an every-fifth word deletion, pattern.' This is 'especially True when
one considers that no sacrifice in reliability is made.

The range of means for the every-fifth word aeletion forms was 7.5 points'
or a difference of 15 percent.. The range for random lieletion means was 3.7
points or . 7.4 percent. This percentage range ,woutd make "considerable
difference if one is using criterion áutotts for .determining frustrational, instne-
tional, or independent levels for a passage. Again random deletion patterns
would be more desirable than every-fifth word deletion patterns. However, new
criteria for cutoffs would need to be: developed because 'of the random
deletion tests being more difficult than every-fifth word deletion patterns.
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The reliability of the Maze proCedure
fbr intermediate and junior high school studentt

)tssuming that reading primarily involves the construction of meaning' from

printed . language, the vahd assessment of c,prriprehension is crUcial for .

appropriate reading instruction.. In spite of an obvious need, there spresently

app ars to be no practical, reliable, arid valid procedure available which can

be t.jsed by a teacher to assess comprehension during instruction.
To. be of practical value, a test_should have the following attribules: (ay The

fbr at should be uncomplicated. (b) The test should be easily administered to

gr ups requiring a reasonable amount of time to give. (c) coring should be

o jective. (d) The test should result in the same outcomes no matter Who con-

s ructs it. Test reliability must 'exist 'both in terms of consistency among items

ithin 'a test and comparability of ddta obtained from tests constructed on
arallel .passages. Validity exists if the test data can be appropriately, used for

decision making in the instructional setting.
One informal Means of assessing reading comprehension which appears to be

practical foi classioom use is the maze procedure, a modification of the cloze

procedure (Guthrie, 1973). The maze procedure utilizes multiple-:choic items

while the cloze procedure utilizes completion iterns. Guthrie recomends three

options per item: (a) the correct word, (b) a syntabticalry incOrrect, word, and

(c) a syntactically correet but semantically incorrect word.'
The length suggested for a maze test pag'sage iS 140 to 160 words, with

every 'fifth to every tenth word replaced with a maze multiple-;choice

According to 'Guthrie, Seifert, Burnham and Caplan (1974), a maze test can be

:administered easily to a group in ten to fifteen minutes and 'allows for
objective scoring. In the same paper, they also suggested that teacners can be

easily trained to construct valid maze tests.
Some evidence concerning the reliability and validity of the maze procedure is

currently available'. Gallant (1965) found a maze type test to have high Internal

consistency and adequate concurrent validity for a sample Of first grade studentS.

Guthrie (1973) administered maze tests to 12 primary grade and 24.intermediate

grade students and obtained high internal consistency and acceptable concurrent-

validity. Bradley, Ackerson and Ames (in press) fOund adequate maze procedure

, parallel form reliability with a sample of 246 second grade students. ,Other than

limited preliminary evidence offered by Guthrie (1973.), no documented evidence

is available concerning the reliability and validity of the maze procedure-for use

.with intermediate and junior high school students.
Standards of mastery are also an important aspect of an informal reading ,

test. Guthrie's suggested maze test performance standards for the instrUctional

reading level are 50 to 85 percent accuracy, although no evidence was offe?ed

for their validity.
The Maze proceduire appears to hold promise as an informal reading .com-

prehension test for use to initiate instructional placement and monitor progress:

The present, study was undertaken for the following purposes: (1) The reliability

of maze procedure forms administered to intermediate and junior high school

students was studied. It was hoped that the present study wbuld yield mate
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,,
forms sufficiently.. reliable to make possible future research Into maze procedure .

validity. (2.) Placement decisions resulting from maZe procedures werf compared
to placement decisions resulting from cloze procedures on common passages.
The doze proceddre was seleited as a measure for comparison with maze
because cloze instructional placement. standards have been empirically derived
(Bormuth, 1967, 1968; Ransom, 1968) and the doze prOcedura; appears to'
provide a valig .rneasure of reading comprehension (Borftnuth, 1963, 1969a,
1969b; Gallant, 1965; Jenkinsen, 1957; Rankin, 1957; Taylor, 1956, 1957)
T3) An item analkSiS was conducted to investigate the adequaq of Guthrie's

. recommended maze test option 'types. (4) The consistency or doze scores and
maze scores across parallel passages was deterrhined.

Method

Materials
Six reading pasSages, each consisting of at least 300 wOrds of running

text, were selected for use to construct the maze and cloze tests. Two different
paSsages. (Passage A and Passage B) were selected for use at each of three
grade level§ (fourth, sixth, and eighth). The passages thed to construct the
fourth and sixth grade tests were taken frorn the lourth and sixth readers of
the Houghton Mifflin Reading Program (Durr, Windley & McCourt, 1971 ). The
two passages selected for use at eighth grade were taken from appropriate
juvenile reading sources. The Fry Readability Graph (Fry, 1968) was also used
fo aid in the selection process.

The fottowing procedures "were emploVed separately for each of the six test
passages. The first and last sentences in each passage were left intact.. The
4irst and last sentences in each passage were left intaCt. The words ir each
passage identified for use as items welre selected using an every seventh-word-
deletion pattern. The first word to be deleted was selected using random
procedures. A mazetest was constructed by replacing each identified word with
a maze multiple-Choice item. A gloze Jest was constructed by deleting each
identifiep word and replacing ft wilWa blank of fifteen spaceS. This procedure
resulted in two 40-item maze formS (Maze' A and Maze B) and two 40-item
.cloze forms (Cloze A and eloze B) prepared for each of three grade levels
(fourth-, sixth-, and eighth-grade): Exact word scoring was used with 'the doze

/ test.

Subjects
The sample con,sisted of 335 fourth, sixth, and eighth grade stiidents attending

'four schools in Tucson; Arizona. The simple consisted almost entirely of
A nglo-suburban dwelling students from middle income families.

Procedure
During May, 1977, the maze and cloze tests were administered to the sample.

Intact classes were randomly assigned to either procedure. A short training
session was provided to familiarize the atiklents with the purPoSe and format of
the testing procedure (e4ther maze or cloze). Each student received two forms
to complete, one font for each test passage (Form A and Form B).
Half the students first completed the test forms for Piassage A while the other
half first completed those for Passage. B.. The partidular fprm (A or B) given
first to a student was determined randomly. The students 'in the maze groups
were given directions consistent viith those suggested by Guthrie,. Seifert,
Burnham and Caplan (1974). Thbse in the cloze groups were directed to,

"41t.)
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"Fill in each doze blank with the word that makes the best sense in terMs of
the story."

RosultS and Discussion

. Table 1 reports nu'mbers Of subjects, means, standard deviations, and Cron-
.-

bach Alphas for each form of maze and cloze for each grade level.

Table 1

Means, Standard Deviations and Alpha Coefficiehts
For Cloze and Maze Passages

Grade Level
and Form Cloze Maze

Mean
Cloze Maze Cloze

SD ,

Maze
Alpha'

oloze Maze

Fourth Grade

Form A 56 56 1 7.7 (44%) 37.4 (94%) 4.8 2.6 , .76 .71

FormB 56 59 p1 5.0 (38%) 33.1 (83%) 4.6 3.7 .75 .73

Sixth Grade
. 4

Form A 57 48 0.2 (26%) 34.8 (87 11)). 3.5 '; 3.7 .65 `:774'
,1

. .

Form B 57 48 1 2.6 (32,k), 35.6 (89%) i1.4 4.6 .74 .85

Eighth Grade

Form A 49 66 16 1 (40%) 36.3 (91%) 5.5 3.8 , .80 ..80

Form B- 4.9 66 18.5 (46%) 38.5 (96%) 6.8 1.6 .87 .62

4

-

Constructing maze tests using Guthrie's recommendations 'resulted in tests

which were considerably easier than corresponding Cloze tests, Every maze test

had a ,ceiling effect where scores Were approachihg the upper limit of,the score
range. Contrasted to this are the cloze passage means which Were at the

opposite end of the difficulty continuum.
Maze and doze scores converted to perchtages were interprete'd in terms

of available functional reading level criteria for the maze procedure-Puthrie et. al.,

1974),and the doze procedOrei(Bormuth, 1967; Rankirr& Culhane, 1969). --

The maze rhean scores oh five, of the? six' forms ranged from 87 to 96

percent, identifying students at the independent reading level. Thebne exception

was the mean score obtained with Maze Form -8 at' the fourth grade level.

That mean score (83 percent) fell near the upper limits' of the instructional
level.

Different conclusions concerning student placement were generated by the
cloze procedure results. Cloze forms at the fourth and eighth grade levels

placed students at the instructional level (38 to -46 percent) while cloze forms
at the sixth grade level placed students at the fruStrational level (26, to 32 percent).

The, ease of the maze task resulted in restricted variability in Form A, grade

four and Form B, grade eight. Variability Was most restricted in the doze.
scores at the sixth grade level because 'of the difficulty of 'the task.

The alpha coefficients were found to be directly related to the ceiling effect
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obtained With the maze tests and to the floor effect obtained on the sixth grade
cpze testt. To the degree that variability was restricted, internal consistency was
lowered. The two lowest indices within the maze tests (Maze Form A, fourth
grade and Maze Form B, eighth grade) were where the ceilihg effect was most
pronounced. Thetwo lowest indices within cloze tests were at sixth grade where
the floor effect was mast pronounced and variability was most restricted.

As indidated by the high maze test means, maze_procedure items were very
easy. Therefore the test did not discrtminate among subjects. Options must
be redesigned for these age levels in order for the maze procedure to become
a viable testing procedure. Data from this study provided two ciues for option
redesigp.

1. Incorrect options were not attractive as would be required for an
adequate testing procedure. Forty to six4y percent of the %subjects should
respond fo incorrect options for an item to have maximum efficiency as a
discriminator (Thorndike, 1971). Recommended maze 't) ption distractors
did not frieet this criterion as an average of only 17% of the responses were
drawn to the distractors.

2. The.syntactically/correct, semantically incorrect option was found to ,b'e a
more effective distractor than thg syntactically incorrect option. ApProxi-
yriately two-thirds.. of the incorrect responses were of the syntactically
correct, ,semantically incorrect type. Parallel form relLability coefficients
were computed for grades four, six:and eight for cloie (.65,..51, and .70
respectively) and maze (.58, .59, and .50 respectively). These reliability
coefficients were found to be directly related to internal consistency
coefficients Which, in turn, were related to restricted variability. Differences in
parallel form reliability coefficients can 6e, to a large extent, explained by
the restricted score range.

. Condfusions and Recommendations'

The maze procedure as proposed by Guthrie appears to be Inappropriate for
use with intermediate and juniqr high school students. Maze procedures resulted
in student placement predominatly at the independent level while cloze proce-
dures constructed on the same passages resulted' in student placement at the
instructional or frustration level. The use of the maze procedure produced a ceiling
effect which reduced score variability, parallel form reliability, and therefore
the test's ability to discriminate.

It is possible that with certain modifications, the maze procedure could be
made appropriate for use with intermediate and junior high sChool students.
possible Maze procedure' modifications migtit inClude: (a) discarding The option
type utilizing a syntactically incorrect word, (b) devising new option types, e.g.,
semantically correct within sentende but semantically incorrect within passage,
(c) increasing the number of options per item:
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GainesVille, Florida

The use loran unobstrusive.s6reening device to -

a0proximate reading levels of adults

The need for a minimal' threat _reading evaluation instrument :has been
recognized by adult educators for.some time (Fey, 1966; Otto & Ford, 196t;
Bowren & Zintz, 1977). In recent years, there have been several attempts to
devise sUch an instrument (Smith, Cook, Donaldson, Morrow, Stayman &
Bradtmuellar, 1965; White & Kirkland, 1971; Leibert, 1972; Rakes, 1973;
Brown, 1974). However, the majority of these attempts have utilized formal
testing situations and required the adult dudent to read orally.

In order to' reduce the possibility of interference from test anxiety, an
unobtrusive screening device (Webb, Campbell, Swartz,' & Sechrest, 1972;
Farr, 1970) was developed for use within an 'adult ,educatiOn center. The

'device was designed as a student survey and used to approximate reading
,levels without formal testing.

Scores- were expressed in grade levels 0 - 9, with the 9 level indicating a
functional 41ult reader. Specific diagnosis was not the intent of this "testing,
but rather a screening process to identify reading levels of entering students.

The deYice, the Wesunformal Reading Evaluation (WIRE) (West, 1977), was
disguised as a Studeritsurvey and presented in three brief, separate Passages
and written in relation to.adult school and student classes. The passages were
written at the 3, 6, and 9 grade levels and arranged in ascending order of
difficulty. Readability waS deterrnined With the use of the Maginnis (1969)
`adapteeformulatiOn of the Fry Readability Graph (1968). Content of 'the
passages elicited a brief written response (Betts, 1957) from the student.,
which served as the basis tor evaluation.

Method

Subjects . -

One-hundred fifty-four adults, including both Basic Education students 'as
well as Adult High School Completion students, completed form-1 of the WIRE.
One-hundred twenty:three of tthe s'ame students were then tested using the
Reading for Uriderstanding Test (RFU)(Th'urstone, 1963). The RFU was utilized
as the validity criterion and was one of the instruments used in this particular
center: One-hundred of the original 154 students were randomly asked to
complete a 'parallel form of the WIRE, the WIRE-2, in order to determine
reliability. Students- ranged it-4 ages from 16 to 70 with the ayerage age being
,6 years. Black and white.. Americans constituted the largest portion of
students with only a small segment of foreign students represented.
Approximate distribution of males to females was 40% to 60% respectively.

r Procedure
The WIRE-1 vas gro6p administered to the students by their classroom

teachers. The instrument was distribuied as a student survey and all students
were encouraged to Share their itdividual ideas, views and opinions.

.



Distribution, completion and collection of the WIRE _took approximately '1'5 to
20 minutes with a class discussion of the passage topics following the
collecticin of response sheels. The discussion- was-included in.order that all
students'would be able tO exOress their vieWs whether or not they Were able to

read all of the bassages. Students were told that the survey waselso a means
ot estimating how well they read and that this would enable teachers to select \
materials, plan classes and help students to cegister move accurately.

Due to the unobtrusive nature of the instrument, it was anticipaled
some 'adult 'students would object to being tested without giving their consent
Huwev6r, no negative reactions.were noted and most *studontc wore rurinim
asto how well they had scored.

WIRE scores were based upon the correctness, feasibility and

completeness of the student's response to each passage. Estimated reading
levels were indicat d'by scores described in the following scale:

0 no apparent leading ability
3 below a 3rd grade level reading ability
3 approximately a 3rd grade reading ability
3 + better than a Srd grade level, but not more than a high 4th grade levet

6 belOw a 6th gr'ade leNiel, but not lower than a high 4th grade)evel
6 approximately a 6th grade level ability
6 better than a 6th grade level, but not more than a high 7th"grade level

/ lower thrt a 9th gradelevel ability,,but not lower than a high 7th gradelevel

9 approximately a 9th grade level ability

Occasionally, readers responded correct4 arid exceptionally well at the
.level 6 passage, but entered a "no comment" at the level 9 passage; a scOre
of 6 + ,seemed to be a low estimate and a 7-9 possibly a closer approximation

-of the reader's true ability. Judgment in borderline situations, was enhanced
with scoring practice and was not as intuitive or ambiguous as it would alppear.

Results'

Validity coefficients of. .868 and .818, respectively, indicated that the.
WIRE-1 and W1RE-2 were both valid measures of adult silent reading
comprehension as related to the RFU. Reliability of the WIRE scores was
determined at the .847 level based on the correlation of 100 paired WIRE
scores:.

In 'order to determine 'the inter-rater reliability of the WIRE, two teachers
(one trained, the other untrained in scoring the WIRq rated 40 randomly
selected 'surveys.. Their ratings were cbrrelated with the ratings of the
researcher and resulted in coefficients rangingfrom .82 to .949 which were
significant , at the .01 level. Table 1. lists the inter-rater . means', standard
deviations, and range of scores.

The passages of theRWIRE, a total of 6 for both forms, also elicited- importanta
data other than approximate reading leVels. Subjective responses provided
informetion,that characterized a specific adult education population and lent
insight into adult students in general. Areas of inquiry included ,means of
transportation used by the student, educational preferences, vecational goals,
and curricular needs as related to career plans.

Discussion
#

One of the adyantages of Using ah,informal method for assessing reading
, levels was that it could be developeeend tailored to lit a specific population.'
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Table 1

Means, Standard Deviations and Range of Scores of RaterS on
Forty WIRE-2 Tests

Standard Rangeof
Rater Mean Deviation Scoret.

I (Researcher) 7.62' I . ,16 0 0

2 (Trained) 8.00 1.33 4.0 10.0

3 (Untrained) 7.85 . 1.73 3.0 10,0

The WIRE was one form of an instrument that could be teachei constructed
and adapted to any program or locale. with intervals of 0,3,6, and 9, theMtRE
Was nbt sensitive enough to distinguish small increments of growth within
short periods of tirne. However, with sdme adult students who prog'ress rapidly
it might be possible to use a form of the WIRE every three to four rnoriths. The
-WIRE also has potentiaj for assessment of writing, spellin§ and grammar.
Hówqver, much more would be needed in the way of effective scoring
procedures for accurate analyses.

The Use of an unobstrusive screening device, such ag the WIRE, would be.a
feasible method of use with adult students, children, and adolescents.
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. Future shock and the aged:
is reading a cure or part of.thd problem?

Future shock, Alvin Toffler's term for culture shock in one,'s own 'society, is
"the shattering stress and disorientation induced in individuals by subjecting
them tb too much change in too short a time." This rapid rate of change has,
left all niembers of society withlhe problem of adaOtability. For the elderly, the
shock is in many ways greater than for younger people because they have
been' Witness to many more changes than the younger generations. In
addition, time seems to pass more quickly for the elderliy, and*the ability, or
perhaps the desfre, to adjust to change wanes. For the elderly who are moving
from a position as functioning members .of society to retirement, adaptation
problems may be magnified as they struggle to adapt to both a new life style
and a fast moving society. These things, taken together, magnify the effects of
tutyre shock on the elderly. Withdrawal, disorientation, and depression are the

effects.
While reading is no elixir, it can serve to assuage the adaptation problems of

the elderly. Reading can serve to 'Increase consumer awareness among the
elderly. Recreational reading can be a method of passingthe empty hours of
retirement. Paradoxically, however,the very products available for reading
contribute in some ways to the adaptation problems of the aged.

Reading as a Cure

Reading Provides Consumer Information
In their adaptation to retirement, the elderly are faced with all types of

problems, and theepecific ones facing each person depend on the level of
sophistication with which he reads. Onefifth of all people over 65 are
functional illiterates (Eklund, 1969). This group of aged people suffers the
greatest adaptation problerris in retirement, for the very business of life
requireg that one be able to read. The very basis of getting an income in
retirement (Social SecuritV, Medicare, ancLinsurance forms) revolves around
reading, and being able to read with a faFly-high level of proficiency. More
courses for the illiterate eiderly should be established so that they can function
effectively in this highly literate society,

For the average elderly person, reading offers a means for /getting ,
consumer information. Haworth (1955) found that the elderly exprpssed an
interest in adult education courses that focused on consumer inforrriatian. Yet
few courses are available that focus directly on the needs and interests of the
aged; or that meet during the day when they would feel free to attend.'

A small and very select group of the elderly are reading coristimers in a very
speCial way.' They use the, free tuition benefits now available in most states
andlake college courses. This type of program, which uses reading taprbvide
knowledge for knowlege's sake, appeals to only a smatl proportion of the
elderly ,and yet it is one of the few services provided uniformly by all states to
the elderly. Classes in basic reading instruction for the illiterate and consumer
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education for the average elderly should. receive more emphasis. Haworth
(1955) found 70W of the ard expressed educational needs. With such a large
expressed need. certainty more can be done.

.. Reading as a Leisure Activity
Atide from sewing an important function as an information service, reading

also aids the adaptation 04 the elderly by Serving as a leisure time actifity, both
'a solitary activity andla means for group actiVity.

The_elderly, retired from.the working world and Suffering some amount of
physical disability, have many adjustment problems. Retirees often find
themselves leading a secluded life. Inactivity breeds withdrawal, which
gerontologists call disengagement. Reading is seen asian alternative, a way to
keep theinind active and pass hours alone (Cassata, 19671:

Reading groups can serve 'as a meanS for slaying active. The time spent
interacting with others who share an interest in reading can be enjoyable as
well as therapeutic. Lovelace (1977) conducted:a reading group for residents'
of a nursing home and found the sessidns to be good therapy for participants.
Not all the participants were literate, but, all viewed the group as a mean§ of
remaining ac,tive and as $omething to look forward to. Wilson (1977).
Conducted a group in a retirement center, comprised of healthy and avid
readers. Her findings are similar. The group provided' a scheduled weekly
activity for the elderly. Reading Was actually the springboard for a group social
hour, since, no reading was done in the meetings, and little reading wa's

,discussed. Reading served as the common interest to gather petiole for social
itteraction.

So, reading as a leisure activity serves as a usefUl tool to halo overcome
adaptation problems. Whether reading alone to pass empty hours; .or
participating in a group and interacting with others, reading is a possible
answer to adaTtation problemefor the elderly.

qt.

Reading as Part of the Problem
,

Unfortunately the means for a solution serve as part cif the problem, also.
Written materials areteing produced at an astounding rate in this country. Yet
the rate of production and the products marketed raise three problems for:the
elderly.

The Cost of,Materials.
First, the cost of publishing is skyrocketing, leading to a substantial

increase in the price of written materials. For the elderly who have limited
incomes, the prices may make owning books prohibitive. Avid readers find a
means to get reading material, usually by swapping books with Jriends or
children. But the cost of magazines and newspaper subscriptions makes these
materials scarce in the homes of even the most avid readers. New library
services such as residential bookmobiles, retirement center librarieS, and the
free materials for the disabled reader from the Library of Congress are an
attempt to make reading materials more readily available. But are they
enough?

Available Materials
Second, one mus ,,amine the reading materials that are available and ask

if tliey are.of interest to the elderly, The National Survey of Library Services to.
the Aging (1-971) found.that most libraryservices focus on children, while less
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than 2°,'0 of all funds are spent on the elderly. The 'American Library
Association publishes only one booklist, Paths to a- Long Life., that lists books
of interest to the elderly. An examination of this list shows no pleasure listings.
All books on the list provide consumer information, which is certainly needed,
but is not eno'ugh in and of itself.

Schramm (1969) found that the elderly spend 45% ortheir tiMe in media
activities. Yet, the median number of hours spent in reading was one is(pur a
day, or about 7% of their total time. So little time in reading why? Part 0f the
problem may he in the fact that available materials do not appeal to thetderly,
a paradox in a society that is producing written materials faster th ever

ibefore in history.
Kingston (1977) also suggests, that the nature of materials available might.

be,responsible for the small amount of time the elderly spend in reading. Few
magazines appeal to the elderly, e.g., National Geographic and Readers'
Digest. Elderly men cannot identify with the fictional male protagonist who is
young and virile. Elderly women prefer light romances with no se and dislike
mystery and science fiction (Romani, 1970). One must ask if these types of
materials are readily available. A quick look at the book rackS in stores and the
fact that U.S. libraries spend so little money on the elderly lead dne to suspect
the answer is "no."

Vocabulary Change
Third, reading presents another, quite different problem exemplifying some

of 'the problems of future shock. This is a basic comprehension problem
brought on by the fast change in vocabulary. Terms like fastback, wash and
wear, flashcube, and intercorn appear as . new words in reading material.
Reading is impeded by new vocabulary, resulting in basic comprehension
problems. , ..

While conducting the reading group in Athens, Georgia, this writer was.
'contacted by an elderly woman. An a* reader, she was to read a magazine
article and report on it for her mission/society. She felt defeated because the
article, which was about her churcii's new evangNi§tic mission prograrn
beaming radio programs via Telstar to Iron Cürtain countries, made. no sense
to her. A quick explanation of the electronic concepts involved in the project
easily remedied the comprehension problem, grounded in lack of 'background
experience and vocabulary. This is just one example of what many elderly
people-who-are good readers face when they find themselves bogged down in
Time Magazine, the newspaper, or even the church Missionary magazine.

i
/ Where to Go frOm Here . .

,

Adaptation problems exisOor the elder y and rise from two sources. First,..-
the shift from being employed and rai ng a family to retireme,nt causes
problems. Secorid, this change in lifestyle is aggravated bit the fast pace and
constant change, the future shock, in Society. Both factors contribute to the
withdrawal and adaptation problems of the elderly.

Reading offers solutions. It can be a means of disseminating information.
However, society has fallen short in providing many sorely-needed consumer
services or basic education in living for the elderly. Reading also offers a
leisure activity. It is a viable means for dealing with both future' shock and
disengagement in the aged, serving, as a solitary activity,and as a m ns for
group interaction. Here, again, while inroads are being' made throug some
few agencres, much. work has not even begun. The services of the Lib ry of

Congress need to be advertised. More reading groups in nursing homes and
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retirement centers must be established. And certainly a society that produces
soflany written materials can publish books of interest to the eldeirly.

Reading is offered as at least a partial solution for the adaptation proOlems
of the elderly. It is time to begin rnaking.headway in using reading as a method
of helping.the elderly adjust to a new lifestyle in a rapidly changing world. .
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PrOblems in the measurement of inteiloctual and linguistic
. ; capacities, including reading,.in the aged

Experimentation designed to investigate the hypothesis that mental capacity

declines with aging has,sroven troublesome.to investigators, niany of whom

encounter the following p`ernicious factors:
1) physiological and/or psychological tiealth cit subjects;

2) cautiousness;
3) errors in fundamErtal experimental design.

Psysiologivl and/or Psychological Health
,

Is aging a clearly definable serieg.of biologicai.and social events, or is it a

process that can be discussed only mgtaphorically? Not only are there no
mecnanical, electrical, or chemical processes that parallel aging, but, to compli-

cate the problem, humans have four brains (neuronal, glial, biochemical, and

vascular), each with its own genetic history, each vulnerable to specific
drocesses, !and each of which 'may age' at a different rate. As a rule,

biological characteristics show earlier maturation and decline than psychological
capacities and functions. The pattern of age decrement is unique for ech
person., with rate of decline varying from one function to another, and from one

individual to another (Verwoerdt, 1973). There, is difficulty distinguishing

clearly between diological aging, pathological aging, and disease.
Nevertheless, there are some devulopmental truisms associated with aging:

increasing age generally is accompaMed by a lolvi; sensory acuity, resulting
in information being received incorrectly or partial without the subject being.

aware of it. Perceptions of changes in body r3oti tion .k.4 orientation in space

become less accurate with age..A loss of strength and agility is noted. Reaction

time begins slowing shortly after age 20; movement time and spontaneous
speech, however, do not decline until after age 70. Unfamiliarity and/or

extraneous stimulation slow down the learning of new tasks. Pressure ,for speed

results in the slowing of a task and in higher error rate (Carp, 19t3).

However, before these developmental truisms are applied to all elderly

persons, researchers should consider the major conclusion reactied by Goldstein

and Stielly (1975), who examined the similarities and differences between
psychologiCal deficit in aging and brain damage. They uggest that one cannot

- speak of mental decline with aging in a global way., and, that if trends

toward declines with age do exist, the conclusion still cannot be drawn that

a decline with age exists in all intellectual functions.
The future improvement of measurement of intellectual function' among the'

aged will be dependent to a large extent upon investigators' abil' es separate

contextual effects from essentially age-related changes, i.e., Øhysiological and

psychological changes. One possibility for more closely defining age of persons

is the Halstead battery of neuropsycholdgical testsheld to be reliabale and

valid in defining the state of higher-brain functioning independently of calendar

age, sex, formal educatjon, ethnic origin, occupational history, and psychometric

intelligence (1.0.). The 'nonverbal tests attempt to determine the brain's ability
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'to integrate in time- and space information supplied to it by vision, hearing,
and touch (Halstead,1963). ,

The loss of perceptu'al acuteriess may have led researchers to erroneous'
generalizations as to the loss of cognitive abilities among the aged. Meyerson
(1976) suggests that, with the exception of the common finding of prebycusis

. (deterioration in hearing), the processes of .communication do not seem to be
seriously affected by normal aging changes. This theory is supported by
Granick, Kleban, and Weiss (1976), who investigated th e. relationships between
mild hearing loss and cognitive functioning for two independently selected
samples of aged persons whose hearing waS within normal limits. The findings
imply that aged persons may be more intellectually capable than their test
performances suggest, and that hearing is an important variable to be considered
in the assessment of their cognitive foctioning.

The possibility that reduced effectiveness in cognitive functioning is associated
withi, reductions in auditory acuity in persons who can hear and respond

i--appropriately to normal speech raises significant questions about the reliability,
validity, and meaning of much of the currently- . ailable gerontological literature.
It is unusual, for example, for the hearing statu f aged persons to be reported
in, descriptions of learning experiments, des ite the* fact that the stimulus'
materials are often oraIN resented. The same holds for other tOes 'of
invgstigations Knich deal with intellectual factors, reaction tIme, and personality
functioning wherein,auditory perception and discrimination are involved.

Maddox arki Douglas (1974) huggest that dispersion of scores on 'a variety
of physiological indicators increases over time for a-cohort of older individuals.
One 'of the most "severe aging effects is labeled terminal drop. Terminal drop
(rapid change) in social, psychological, and physiological functioning immediately
prior to death has been suggested by several writers as a possible source of
individual differences in late life (see Riegel & Riegel, 1072, for further
citations). In studying elderly person's, it isi argued, inyestigators are in fact
studying Samples which include both elite survivors and an undertermined
proportion of individuals experiencing rapid decline in functional capacity prior
to death, Carp (1973) supports this argument in regard to 1.0. scores, which
are known to drop with serious illness. In some sense, the decline in I.0. with
age is an artifact; if those people who are within a year of death are
eliminated.from the average, intelligence test scores do not change significantly.

Problems in measuring cognitive and linguistic functioning are Often com-
pounded by the gradual onset of impaired orientation, judgment, and intellectual
functioning seen in the elderly due to senile dementia. It has been estimated
that as many as 10% of the elderly demonstrate symptoms of senility, the
frequency being 20% above the age of 80 (Aire, 1973). Unfortunately, as
Haase (1971) remarks, several diseases associated Mth the elderly are
clinically indistinguishable from senile dementia. If researchers do indeed
attempt to match persons on the basis of health status, great care is needed
to avoid crediting the elderly with loss ot.function due to senility when senility is
actually not present.

F.

Cautiousness

Birren (1974) argues that with age the ceritral nervous system slowk,its
capacity to take in, store, and retrieve information, which presumably influenc
a wide range of behaviors. But many researchers refute this' theory, and align
themselves with Botwinick (1969), who concluded that what appears to be a
decline in retrieval speed may be instead cautiousness on the part of the
elderly. Cautiousness in this case being defined as a hesitancy to become
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involVed when risk is high. An experiment involving"' to semantic memory
tasks designed by Eysenck (1975) revealed a differential effect of age on recall
and recognition, the older persons (12 Working schoolteachers, CA = 55-65)
responding more slowly on the recognition 'task, but not on the recall task. The
response times of the older persons were less affected by, the dominance of
the to-be-retrieved information tharivere. the younger persons (12 students at the
University of, London, CA = 18-30). 'These results suggested that, persons in
the older age group may have retrieved information faster than the young
persons, but trfat they required longer to decide upon a reSponse, i.e.,

they were more cautious. A replication of Eysneck's experiment with a larger
sample is suggested, as generalizations from his study are necessarily limited.

In an expetiment involving older.(CA = 69.31) and younger (C,A = 21.71) '

.males participating in a vocabulary task involving various degrees of risk
older males were found more cautious than young adults. The oldei'males were
also less likely to 'raise their aspirations following sucaess. No effect of instruc,
tions on cauflousness 'was found for either age group (Okun & Divesta, 1976).
In a similar study, Birkhilt and Schaie (1975) investigated the .effects of diffe/ential
reinforcement of cautiousness on intellectual performance in the eldehy,
employing 56 females and 32 males with a mean age of 73 years.. Cautiousness-
Oas manipulated by systematically varying pre-test instruction conditions
involving the reinforcement of two..levels of risk and Of response omission
when taking the Primary Mental Abilities Test. Results suggest that performance

in intelligence- tests is much influenced by situational' variables involt;ing
motiVational componentS. Persons expOsed to low-risk conditions performed

, significantly better on the cognitive task§ Arlan those exposed to high-risk
conditions only 'When they were able to exercise the, option of responding or
not responding on individuql test items. , .

Problems With Fundamental Experimeptalbesign

Exrimental behavioral studies of aging are either cross-sectional (stratified)

or longitudinal. Each design has its own strengths and weaknesses. In the
longitudinal stludy the individual is his own control. The cross=seCtional approach
is partiCularly vulnerable te tvio factors: 1) the cryptic, or hidden, variable, and
2) sampling Oases followed by overgeneralization. An example of the cryptic

variable is Oiteti in the study by Jones and Conrad (1933), who 'applied a
modification of the Army Alpha examination from World War I to all adults
between the ages of twenty".and sixty in a New England 'Community. The

decremenyn psychometric intelligence after thirty was attributed by the authors
to aging, but lorge (1956) has cast doubt on the validity of this interpretation
bY showing )a probable inverse,.xelation between the person's forrNil schooling,

and calendar\ age.
The cross-sectional approach is particularly sisceptible to the problems of

purposive non-random sampling, wherein pecsons are sélected by some purpo-

sive method, i.e., availability, and are therefore sitject to the biases of petsonal
selection. All too often, stratified cross-sectional random sampling becomes
stratified purposive sampling, eig., 30 available college freshmen are compared
with 30 available elderly in. a ,nursing -home. Marascuilo (1971) rather forcefully
emphasizes that 1-) currently employed statistical methods are dependent upon:
random sampling and the assumptions underlying this type of sampling, and

2/ if the assumptions of this sampling procedure are not met, many
tatisticat analyses cannot be used.
Abraharris, Hoyer, Elias, and 'Bradigan (1957) summarized psychological

research on human subjects published in the journal of Geronto/ogy from
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1963 through 1974 along a variety of dimensions, including subject seleCtion
procedures', sample charaCteristics, data analysis techniques, research design',
author characteristics, and area of psychological research. Cross-sectional design
strategies were found in 67.2% of the studies published in the 11-year
;period, whicii augurs ill' for the generalizations made from these studies. Thirty-
seven per cent of studies published during the 1969-1974 period did not mention
the health of the subjects, while only 16.4% controlled for health.

Conclusions

Apparent loss among the aged of intellectual and linguistiC capacities, including
reading ability, may be due to loss of perceptual input, disease processes,
acquired cautiousness, psychological and environmental prCblems, and/or faulty
research design followed by overgeneralization. Suggestions for subsequent
experintientation which are designed to counterbalance these deficiencies
include:

1) obtaining, if at all possible, a stratified ranaom sample for cross-
sectional tudies;

2) sjiecifying clearly the age characterfstics of samples under investigation;
3) undertaking some form -ot health assessment where it is known or

suspected that disease states, influence age-associated performance;
4) treating gender differentes as sources of variance;
5) wbee appropriate, making use of multivariate procedures as protection

against chance differences resulting frdm application of univariate ANOVA's to
multiple dependent faciors;

6) providing am estimate of te proportion of variance accounted for in the
dependent variable by the independent variable;

7) generalizing only to the `Specific population from which subjects are drawn.
intellectual/cognitive functioning, inclOding reading ability, has continued as

the dominant area of 'research in gerontological psychology. This ,no dobbt
reflects the large number of abirities and skills included by the term -intellectual/ .
cognitive. function ingt the large number of measurement instruments available,
and the large number of variable§ 'known to affect intellectual end cognitive
performance. As the data base and the level of methodological sophistication
have increaSed, the.parameters of adult intellectual performance, memory, and
problem-solving have become more clearli delineated; but in view of increased
knowledge, there has also been a need to reexamine previous assumptions
based on limited knowledge and 1ay design.
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PATRICIA L. ANDERS
DOUGLAS CARDELL
University of Arizona

Self-perceptions and reading habits of
adolescents, college students, and adults

A popular conception exists that people could,read if they chose to do sO,
but that, for the most part, they do not chooiii4too do so.. itAikulecky reported
three surveys in the 1977 NRC Yearbook which ear witness tO this idea: one
surVey indicated that 10/0 of the adult population completes a book per year; a
second survey suggested that 25% of all adults read in a book per month; and
a third' survey reported that 58% of the population "never read, never
finished" a book.

This assertion and these surveys provided the impetus fait% study. Three,
randomly selected groups were chosen: (1) adult readers; (24 college sludents;
and (3) junior high students. The subjects were surveyed to examine and
compare their reading behaviors within three parameters: (1) their self-
perceived reading abilities; (2) their self-reported reading habits', and (3) therr
ability to answer an objective-type measure of.reeding retention. By examining
and comparing these three groups, the assertion that the general population
does not choose to read could.be rejected or .supported, at least for people
across three.age groups in Tucson, Arizona.

.Methoq .
Subjects

The adult population sample was chosen by randomly selectinij 209 names
from the loCal telephone directory. When telephoned, 199 of these 209
potential subjects agreed to respond to a reading survey. Demographic slate
reported by the 199 respondents matched, within 1%, published census data
with regard to age, income, education, and etpicity.

The college students iwere surveyed wiTh .questionnaires distributed in .
randomly selected liberal:arts classes. Questionnaires were completed by 176
subjects. The average age of this group wa 20 years, the average family
income was $15,500 and the everage education was 14 y,ears. ,

The junior high students were also sampled with questionnaires handed out
in school classes. Two classes were randomly selected from each of lour
public Tucson junior high schools. A total of 199 students completed the
questionnaire. This sample also closely corresponded with .published
demographic data.

Materials .

All subjects were asked the same questions whether on the telephone or on
a dittoed handout. The questions were organized into four different types. The
first 1ype related to reading habits: how often newspapers, news magazines,
trade magazines, and fiction 'and non-fiction bookS were read, and frequency
of trips to the library.

The second type cif questions related to the subjects' self-perceptions of
their reading abilities .as compared with others about their own age. The

t
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subjects responded to four's statements by choosing one of three degree-
reeted statements (i.e., somewhat more, about the same, someWhat less,

etc.).
The third type of questions were designed to ascertain demographic

characteristics of the subjects: age,, income, education, sex, and (ace were
. iinc lUded as demographic data.

The final category of questions was a true-false quiz ,to test retention of
newspaper information. Questions were chosen for their suitabi(ity from the
headlines of the tWo Tucson newspapers from the Rrevious week: One or two
words from the headline were then changed, added, or omitted in such a
Manner aS to'give the new headline an opposite or greatly altered meaning.
For' example: "City council votes to raise water rates" became "City council
votes to ller water rates.:

Analysils
The analysis consisteld of (1) Pearson-Product-Moment Correlation

coefficients to compare variables across all, three groups., (2) calculation of
each group's mean responses to each of the items, and (3) t tests for
differences (a two-tailed test) between each of the means.

Results ,

. .

The amdunt of reading reported by each #ese three groups waS a good
deal greater than predicted (see Table 1). Lib y usage also appeared to be a

Table 1

Mean Number of Reading Materials Read Per Year

Group
.

Newspapers
News

Magazines
Trade

Magazines Fiction
vA.

Non-Fiction
,

General ,.

Population . 312 32,.,4 2.8.8 21 15

College
Students 395.2 39.6 9.6 15 19 .

Junior-High
Students 254.8 25.2 6.0 ,) 59 . 35

fairly common habit across all three groups: college students reported going
to the library an average of ten times per month, junior high students reported
an average of seven times per month, and the adult population reported an
average of three times per month. Both the college students and the junior
high students made significantly more trips to the library than did the adt,lt
population, t (370) = 12.64, p < .01, and t (394) = 5.29, p < .01, respectively.

No. aigniticant differences were found between the adult sample and the
dbilege sample with regard to newspaper readership. However, the adole
population reported reading the newspaper significantly more than did the
junior high students, t (396) = 4.19, p < .01.
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The cianttil of niiwspaper, fiction, and non-fiction reading correlated with
each of the group's attitudes toward reading (see Table 2):

Table 2';

'Pearson Product Moment Corfelations Between Attitudes

and Type of Reading

0' Attitude

ir
n.

I

Rate 4

AdUits 199

College 176

s Junior High 199

Compgehension

Adults" 199

Coileije 176

Junior High 199

Enjoyment

Adults 199

College 176

Junior.High 199

....Amount

'Aduits 199

College 176?

Junior High 19/
..

**p < .001

Type of Reading

Newspaper Fiction NonFiction,

-.2388*** -.2405*** .--.1726**

-.2171* , -.1556* -.1523*

-.2966*** -.3223*** -.265***

-.1230* -.2474*** -.1627**

-.1298* -.2515*** .-.1684**

-.2349*** -.0752 -.1065

-.2405***. -.3143*** -.1647**

-.1269* -.1702** -.0325

-.2713*** ,-.2475*** -.2784***.

-.2288** -.3152*** -.1543*

-.1682** -.2262*** -.1537*

1382* -.3277*** -.3323***

Furthermor college students thought they read mor than other people
their own age significantly more, t (369) = 2.53, p < .024, than did the adults.
Junior high students reported reading faster than people their own age
significantly more than did the adults, t (396) =3.75, p < .01.
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Finally, no significant differences were found between the pbpulation
groUps in their scores on thequiz designed to estimate reading retention. All
groups.averaged about 58 correct responses.

Conclusions

I Tucsonans reported reading far more than the previously reported studies
,would suggest. This result indicates that perhaps people are reading more
than has been previously thought.

Also, across all age groups, the subjects self perceptions about reading
and their reported reading behaviors were very similar. This tends to support
general folkloric notions that "either people do well at what they enjoy or they
enjoy what they-do well," even to the point of intellectual behaviors such as
reading,
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GEORGE W. McCONKIE
Cornell Univeesity

" Stimulus contE in itle stUdy of reading

Attf
The act of reading is a very c prOcess, as many researchers tiave

noted, and can be studied at a okdifferent levels'. The purpose of this
peppy is to describe, a research epOrdLa eing taken at Cornell Uriversity to
st y reading at the micro-level. This project is aimed at gaining an

nderstanGling of the pexeptual and eognitivey events Occurring during a
fixation arid across substessive fixations :during reading by relatively skilled
teadjs. This paper will describe the technology which has been developed for
the rearch, pose a number of qüestions'about what is taking place during
readive ekamples of studies bearing qn these questions, and dis'cuss the
pote fiat Value of the reSearch approacia being taken.

Technology A7,-

; I Over the past several years an eye-movement contingent display control
system has been deyeloped for the Study of reading. This is a computerbased
system which monitors a reader's eye movement as he is reading from tekt
displayed on a cathode-ray tube (CRT), and which is' capable of making
changesin the text contingent upon characteristics of his eye movements.
The details of this system have been sclescribed elsewhere (McConkie, Zola,
Wolverton Burns, in press), and,will 'only be briefly mentidned here. The
system checks the location of the eye 1000 times pe,r second, and keeps a
complete record of eye movements, duringreading, In addition, it detects
when a saccadid,eye movement Pegins and ends, and calculates where-the
eye is directed on'the CRT (ohwhe't letter position theeye is centered). As the
coMputer obtains this eye mbvement information durirlg reading, it is able to
make changes in tile text while reading is in progress, based on whether the
eye is moving br still, or where the eye is directed.:for instance, a change in
the text may be produced during a single eye movement so the text is different
in some Soecific way o4 one fixation than it had peen bn the last. Changes can

-"alsq be made during fixation, so that a certain number of mSec, after a
fixation begins one li e of text is removed arid quickly replaced by another.
The nature of the stir4lus change can depend on where the eye is centered.
At the present time v are developing a prediction algorithm by which the
computer can calculat during an eyeimovement where the eye is going to
stop, based on the velocit pattern-of the eye, and make changes in the dicplay
so that when the eye comes to rest at that location certain s imulus patterns
will lie at specific foveal or peripheral visual locations for that fixation. These
display changes can be produced Very rapidly: replacing one 70-character line
with another requires 2 msec.-The nature and use of this computer system will
becoreie clearer 'as we proceed through some specific research examples.
This will be done by bringing, up a series .of questions about reading, and
dealing with each :n turn.
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, Some Examples of Research

What informanpn is ca'rried frorh one fixation to the next?
The first study to be described was carried out by Rayner (1975) several

years ago using a system Which we developed at the Massachusetts Institute
-of Technology (McConkie & Rayner, 1974). In the study subjects read short
paragraphs, each containing a specific word location o,f interest, called the
criticat Word location. As the subjects read, an eye movement was detected
which was likely to terminate in'a fixation centered,on that word location. The
contents of that location (a word or a non-word letter strinV) were immediately
replaced by a word of the Same length. Thus, the word which occupied that
location when the eye landed there was different than the word:that had
occupied it on the prior fixation. If the text prior to`the change read "The
rObbers guarded the palace. ..", on the next fixation ,the text read "The
robbers guarded the police.. .". The word "palace" had been replaced by the
Word "police" while the eye was moving to look at that word. Two questions of
interest are: Would a reader detectauch a change, and if so, when would it be
detected? Several theories of ratling suggest that visual information is
acquired and stored in some sort of buffer sforage during a fixation, dnd only
used at a later time when needed fOr reading (Shebilske,'1975). lf,this were, the
case, it might be expected that the discrepancy Would not be discovered on
the fixation following the change (when the new word was being seen for the
first time), Out only during a later fixation. It is of interest to find, then,- that
there was a Substantial increase in the dUratioof the fixation immediately
following the change. Thus, the discrepancy in the text pattern from one
fixation to the next was detected in some manner, and this occurred duringlhe
fixation in which the new stimulus was first.seen. It is not true that there is a
considerableglag betWeen the input of visual infamation and the time it can be
involved in the reading process. It is also apparent that the information
acquired during a fixation can influence the duration of that fixation. Finally, it
is of interest that when the subject's fixation prior to the change was within
three letter positions in front of the critical word location (tnus close enough
that the word could probalply be read), there wa's no evidence on the next
fixation that the change had been detected even though the eye was centered
on or, immediately following the changed word. ThuS, although the word was
clearly.within'the visual region On which it couldbe read if desired, it was being
ignored. Apparently not all words within the visual span region are "seen"
during a fixation.

The Rayner study just described clearly shows !hat information is carrie-d'
over from one fixation to the next; otherwise the change in the text between
the two fixations would not be detected. McConkie & Zola (in preparatio'n)
investigated what information is being carried across fixations. Rayner (1975)

suggested that there may be some integrative visual buffer, where the visual
information obtained on successive fixations is integrated into a single set ca
visual information about the text. Display changes froin one fixation to the nexl
would disrupt this integration process because visual patterns in certain
regions would not match. If this were the cese, what would happen if people
read text ,printed in AlTeRnAtInG cAsE, and then during some saccade the
case of every letter were changed; that is, every upper case letter were
changect,..td lower case, and vice versa. If the visual. pattern frqm successive
fixations is indeed integrated in some buffer, such a change should be highly
disruptive to reading. With every letter changing shape from one fixation to the
next any attempt at integration of the two visual patterns should be

i
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devastating. However, AMcConkie & Zola (in' preparation) found that such
change had no effect on reading. In fact, when subjects knew that such
chang were taking place, an tried to setrtherr .as -they read, they Were
unabl to. Whatever information is carried over fram one fixation to the nekt, it

d

is apparently not simple visual patterns or even shapes of letters or words. It
must be information at a deeper level of encoding ... perhaps letters, letter
pattern', sound patterns, etc. It is also probably not only lexical meanings,
since Rayner (1975) provided evidence that display:changes are detectep at
points where subjects arb not distinguishing between words and non-words.
The nature of the information carried over from.one fixation to the next by a
skilled-reader remains an interesting problem for further investigation.

From what region ts visual information acquired during a fixation?
Turning now to another question about reading, a series of studies has been

conducted investigating the size of the perceptual span, or the region from
which visual information is acquired during a f4tion infeading. In a recently-
reported study (McConkie & Rayner, 1976), the text display was changed on.,
each fixation.. When the computer detected that a fixation. had pegun, it
replaced all letters which lay more than a certain number of character
positions to the, left and right of the fixation point with other letters. Thus, on
each fixation, a stimulus pattern was created such that normal text lay in a
specific region around the fixation point, and- &Ion-readable letter strings lay
outside this region. The following lines show how a line of text might have
looked on each fixation as a person was reading part of the line:

I, xxxxxxxxxxx. It appears that pitch-naxxxx xxxoxx xxx xx
II. xxxxxxxxxxx. Xx xxxxxrs that pitch-naming abilxxx xxx xx (

III. xxxxxxxxxxx. Xx xxxxxxx xxat pitch-naming ability cxx xx
On each fixation, the line of, te'xt was chanOd SQ that the normal letters

were present for 4 letter Positions to the left of the fixation point and a.
considerable diStance to the right. All letters outside this region were replaced
byother letters. The question asked in, the study was this: what would happen
if the reader could noj obtain useful visual information from words or:letters
more than 4 letter positidns to the left of the fixation point? The answer is:
-nothing happens. Mutilating the text in this region seems tOave no effect on
'reading. However, if letters more than 4 ietterpositions to the righf of the
fixation point are replaced by pther letters, reading deteriorates dramatically.
Apparenhy the tegidn from which visual information is acquired during a
fixation by skilled 'readers of English is highly asymmetrical, lying primarily to
the right of ,the center of vision. In line with a comment made earlier, this
indicates that visual information well within the retinal region from which

4 letters and Words can be identified (Bouma, 1973) may be ignored during a,
fixation in reeding. Other information about the size of the perceptual span is
reported by MCConkie & Rayner (1975) and by Rayner (1975).

How is the eye guided?
Ahother question of some interest is whether the eye is sent to, a specific,

preselected location for the next fixation, or whether it is simply advanced a
certain distance rather automatically (Rayner & McConkie, 1976; Rayner,
1978, Levy-Schoen & O'Regan, 1977). McConkie & Zola (in preparation)
investigated this,questionby, changing the display during a saccade to cause
the next fixation to lie at a location different from that to which it was originally
directed. This was done by simply s9fting the text two letter positions to the
right or the lett during certain saccades. Thus, on the following fixations the
eye was centered on a location two letter positions away from where it would

\ ..
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normally have ianded in thatext. Two facts are apparent from this stu,dy. First,
subjects are Rot consciously aware that any change has been made in the
display. But second, their eye movement patterns are affected by the shift in
the text. There is a definite increase in the'number Of short e9e mOvements,

around two letter positions in length, following text shifts,- thuS apparently
indicating some sort of correction for the erroneoUs eye 'position. This
suggests that in some way the mind is directingthe eye rather specifically, and
ihat the eye movement system detects inaccurate positioning of the eye in

reading.

Summary
While the study of reading using\ eye-movement contingent display control

has only' begun, the power of this approach is already becoming evident
through studies like those described above. In the few studies mentioned here,
the following facts about-reading seem to be emerging:

1. While visual information about the shapes of letters and words must
be acquired during each fixation and used ,to support reading, such specific
visual detail is not carried across from one fixation to the next. This integration
across fixations, by Which peripheral visual information from one fixation can
facilitate processing on the next (Rayner,. McConkie & Ehrlich, in press) must
be occurring at some deeper level of encoding.

2. During a fi-xation in reading visual information is apparently ,derived
from specific text locations (or retinal regions) rather than from all,of the text
lying within the normal perceptual span. Some words lying Within the visual
field'at Jocations where word identification is 'possible are ignored during a
fixation. This is ?)articularly likely for mords lying. to the left of the center of
vision, from which meaning has probably already been derived during a prior

fixation.
3. When a saccade is ,initiated, the eye is being sent. to a specific

location in the text. Landing at a Position different from this can trigger
corrective eye movements of some sort.

The Potential of Research Involving Eye Movement
Contingent Control Over the Display

In another paper (McConkie, 197,7) an attempt has been made to integrate
these and, other facts about reading into a way of conceptualizing the
relationship between eye movements and language processing in reading.
The point, to be made here is that the problem of how to exercise precise
control over the stimulus as a person is engaged in reading has been largely
solved (although refineMents, are certainly needed) and that such control
opens the door to a powerful new approach to the study of reading. Many

specific questions about the perceptual and language processing occurring
during reading which were previously be9ond our ability to study in a precise
way becorrie tractable within this research context. There have been many

puzzling questions about reading which we have been unable to investigate in

a carefully controlled manner. For instance, just whateaspects of the text lying

within the foveal or near.foveal region are actually being detected and used
during a fixation in reading, and how is this influenced by the linguistic context

or .the reader's expectations at that point in the text? When a neW fixation

begins, how does the reader know where, in the large visual array, he should
seek information: from which line and which region on that line? How long

does it take from the time a given region of text (say, a particular word) is
visually encountered during a fixation until the language processes have
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detected or produced certain meaning relatiohships which involve information
from pis word? Once alternative answers to sOch questions as these have
been stated, they can often be rephrased into sets of contrasting predictions
about what wqpIO happen if this or that' display or text manipulation were
made while a Orson, were reading. Typically these predictions indicate which
types of vi.pal or textual manipulations would be detected or would Cause
difficulty irf reading and which would not, or when áuch difficulties would be
encountered, if the perceptual and language processing occurred in a certain'
way. Research already carried out has shown that the eye movement patternt
can be sensitive indicators of the effects of such manipulations on readinil
(Rayner, 1975; McConkie & Zola, in preparation). Processing difficulties can
be deteCted as changes in the duration of a particular fixation or length of a
particular saccade, when averaged over subjects or over trials for the same
subject. This is a type of precision which we have needed but largely lacked in
our prior reading research.

The studies which have been described here all relate to the nature of
relatively skilled reading. It should be obvious that as' knowledge of skilled
reading develops; these same tecnniques can be used to study the
development of reading skill. But of even greater importance is the fact that,
as we come to understand skilled reading better, a firmer.basis will be laid for
exploring in detail the problems being encountered by less able readers. At
some point, the technology which permits such flexible control over the
stimulus' during rdading witl become the basis for a new generation of
computerized diagnostic instruments which are capable of precisely
specifying a large number of very particular aspects of a given person's visual
and language processing characteristics from data collected as he is reading.

Certainly there are other levels at which the reading process must be
studied, such as those which wiH Indicate what people retain f rorri their
reading, and how this is inf4reNced by discourse characteristics, by the nature
of the task they engaged in, an&-by their Own prior knowledge. But for studying
the reading processes at the micro level which has been described in this
paper, the eye movement contingent display control techniques provide a
significant breakthrough in the development of reading research capability.

1 The preparation of this paper has been supported in part by Grant No. MH24241 fromthe
,National Institute of Mental HeaLh. It was presented at the National Reading Conference, New
Orleans, Lodisiana, in December. 1977. The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance of
David Zola, Gary S. WoNertor. end David D. Burns in developing the computer system described
here, and in conducting much of the research. Requests for reprints should beaddressed to
George W McConkie, Department of Education, Cornell University, IthaCa, New York, USA,
14853
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Some reasons for focusing on classrooms in
reading research

During the past decade, reading, research has mushroomed in volume and
sophistication. Much of this research has been centered on what a person
must know in'order to acquire information from a printed page. This has led to
a number of developments, some of them startling, in our sense of what
readers must know to proceSs letters (Estes, 1975), wordsc(Smith and Kleithan,
in press), sentences (Wanat, 1976), and even texts (Fredericksen, in press;
Griffin, 1977). A distant hope underlying all this research is that we might be
able to locate the gaps in what deficient readers know about how to read, and
thatme might use all this research to develop a pedagogy designed to fill these
gaps. -

As exciting as this progress has been, and as much as we must hope that it
can continue, this paper represents a call for an alternative approach to the
study of reading. Rather than focus on skills children -must de`velop in
achieving reading competence, this paper calls for an inquiry into one of the
crucial environments in which children are asked to develop skills, riamely,
classrooms. The effects of other environments on learping to read, for
example, homes, streets and work places, are equally important (Sticht, 1975;
Szwed, 1977), but will not be addressed in this paper. As a spur to art inquiry
into reading in classroom& the paper claims that given some uniform
orgrmizational constraints on most teachers and children in American
classrooms, most particularly, pressures to sort children into categories such
as successful and unsuccessful, able and disabled, smart and dumb, different
children get differential access to reading instruction and differential time on .
reading tasks. The product of these organizatibnal constraints is that many
children, although perfectly well equipped to learn how to read under other
circumstances, fait to develop the ,reading skills which mark a successful
school cireer. If this conclusion is correct, then our problem with deficient
readeala not that they cannot develop various reading skills, but that they are .
not offered appropriate institutional' circumstances for developing such skills. ,

This is a point of considerable consequence for -our current strategies of
research and pedagogy. At the present time, it is only possible to say how we
cannot, in principle, solve reading problems with the findings of present
research efforts. It would be nice to offer a more positive statement. Although
there are strong signs that reading deficiencies arq socially organized,
research on how this state of affairs is accomplished with each new
generation of school children is just beginning. 'A receht review of ,the
literature (Cazden, in press) correctly complains that we know little about the
conditions under which our children are asked to learn to read. We will have to
do better.

If our goals are to understand how some people learn to read while others
do hot and then to develop an appropriate pedagogy for- those who do not,
most current research strategies which emphasize the analysis of information
processing skills are inadequate. Such research may tell us about what most
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readers might do while reading but little about how they develop such habits or
what would have to be changed in order for them to do s'a. Such research
reveals little about the lives of readers and the organization of the world which
keeps them engaged with print.

The first limit on current research into reading is methodological. At the
present time, there is no methodological warrant for; generalizing from
laboratory research on what readers seem to know how to do to the behavior
of persons outside tbe laboratory. Happenings behind the eyes are hard to
see. Accordingly, analysts have had to set up well-specified and carefully
controlled environments in order to allOw for carefully drawn inferences ....ut
the information processing skills of their subjects. In being so e I,

experimeptalists have effectively restricted their generalizing poOef.
conclusions about what it is their subjects know on/y under the conditio
the experimenter (most likely) controls (Scribner, 1975). New condi Ft1 ns
demand new experiments, ad infinitum. As such, there are no principled ways
of generalizing to the behavior of subjects in everyday life in which the

!environments for their behavior are not so easily discoVered by the analyst.
This fact leads to continual surprises for the laboratory oriented investigator,
as students of the social and cultural contexts for behavior keep producing
accounts of the apOarent use of skills in.everyday life on the parts of people
who do not demonstrate such skills on tests or experimentsCole, Gay, Glick,
& Sharp, 1071; Cole, Sharp & Lave,c1976).

Although we have available many complaints that laboratory research is
often ecologically invalid and tiifficult to use as a basis for policy decisions
(Bronfenbrenner, 1977),, it has only recently become clear that such research
can be systematically and inherently irrefevant to the everyday lives of its
subjects. The analytic power allowed by experimental procedures by virtue of
their careful control over only certain predefined dimenpions of how people ,
organize their behavior renders experimental results nongeneralizable M the
face of everyday life scenes which are organized in more complex ways (Cole,
Hood & McDermott, 1978).

The second limit at research on skills readers or pptential readers must
have in their heads is .theorOical. It is not clear What role, if any, the
deyelopment of such skills has i the development' of reading competence. It

is not even clear that such skills are hard to develop, and it is not fair to
assume that the problem with proble'm readers is that they are missing skills in

theirheads. Although it is usually assumed thai non-readers or poor readers
are missing skills which we must teach them With a bag-of-tricks pedagogy, it

has not been shOwn that the presence or absence of such skills.is the key to

any person's reading problem.
If research is to produce relevant implications for instruction, it must speak

to the experiences of the people who, have learned how tp read or who are
learning how to read. Research into the cognitive skills underlying efficient
reading is asstimed to capture something important about learning to read, Out

it does nbt speak at all to the cirCumstances under whtch people either learn to

read or remain i,Iliterate despite years of instruction. Our. current
preoccupatioh with individual skills' offers us a theoretical naivete in the face
of accounts.of how displays of literacy skills appear to be arranged easily

under certain types of social organization.
For exarbple, Soderbergh (1973) reports that she can consistently train two-

year-olds to perform some basic reading tasks. Conklin (1949) reports a
stunning case of an indigenous literacy system from the Philippineein which
adolescents acquire literacy skills in the course of a few mOnths, keports of
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this kind are not unusual, the most recent being that of Scribner and Cole
(1978a,b) who reporf on a d lightful case from West Africa .of a three-part
iteracy (English; Arabic an ai, with three differént orthographies) for manyl.

of the members of theVai tn e. .

These examples can be used to show that the acqUisition of reading
competence:like the acquisition of any skill, takessome hard Work, and lots of
practIce. But nowhere does it seem to be as hard to acquire as it is for so many
of ourchildren in school. The point is that just about anybody can learn to do it
if they are organized to put .in,the time (Singer, 1977). Just about anybody can
learn how to feed if the organizational formats available tothem allow them to
spend a sufficient amount of time on task.,We must give more attentionta how
we might het to organize the circumstances for more reading to take place
(Singer & Beardsley, 1970; Smith, 1976). Then if we find that it is important to
have a better grasp of the'psychological skills a chHd needs to develop in order
to lear'n to read, we can do so. At the same time, pSychological theories of
reading will have to be expanded to account for the differential consequences
of particular learning environments. .

, A tnird reason forlocusing reading research on how children do and do not
learn to read in school is political. Such research would allow us to unpack
what is apparently a key fact about the organization of differential levels of
reading competence in America, namely, that more members of some groups
rather than other groups achieve literacy, despite equal numbers of years in
school. This is a political football we could all.do without, and it would be good
to understand how this fact is arranged. Then we can move beyond it to more
relevant concerns for individual children. '. .

Traditionally, the approach to the question of differenrt- school
performance by members of differeht social groups has been *look to the
characteristics of the different group's for an explanation. Therkare a number.
of reasons for rejecting thiS approach. Whether the groubrare described
along genetic, cultural, dispositiong or communicativg'grounds, there are
many reasons for describing thtse explanations, even in their social science
.guise, as rooted in nexamined local prejudices (Coie Gay, Glick & Sharp,- 1971; D'Andrade. 1 3,McDermott & Gospodinoff, in press): But there is an
interesting area of r earch here. If we look into the classroom contexts in
which these facts (rac , culture, and communicative codes) become salient in
the organization of learning behaviz then we may discover also how

, differential reading skills become ,salient points of identity and sources of
group borders in any given classroom.

Research into the organization of learning to read in one first grade
classroom in a successful middle class school has revealed the 'following
scenario (McDermott, 1976, 1977; McDermott & Aron, 1978). Children who
entered school lacking reading skills were identified quickly by their teachers
and handled differently. The organizational consequence of this differential
handling was that they received only one-third the amount of time on reading
tasks 'as the children classified as better readers. Thus, for every day that they
were in the classroom, they fell further behind their peers in the development
of reading skiHs.

This scenario was worked out despite the fact that the teacher spent an
equal amount of time with all the children, Worried deeply abotli those who
were behind; and was one of the more successful teachers with such children.
The following fact points to the different experiences of children who were
behind. During their time at the reading table with their teacher, the chHdren in
the bottom group were interrupted some 40 tirnes as compared to the children
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in the advanced group who were igterrupted- only twice. Now consider that
two-thirds of the interruptions came from the children from the advanced
group who entered the wo7"k space of the bottom group or from the teacher
who had to stop instruction in order to discipline children in other parts of the
clessroom. At first, it appears to be a plot against the possibility of the children
who are behind ever catching up, and on the level of their learning to read, it
just might as well be. But it is not a plot. It is simply everyone trying to do,thetr
best given the way the classrooms in America are organized. The problem with
our schools,is not that 'children and teachers do not try hard; but that trying
hard does not help to solve the organizational dilemmas whiCh flow from
pitting children against each other on the basis of their reading skills.

Children who come into school behind in the development of reading skills
,are treated differently, and often unfairly, because they represent pedagogical
and interactional problems for their teacher. Most often,, their lack of skills has
nothing to do with their ability to learn to read; often it means that their parents
have pot taken the time to teach them tO read at home, or that they are natives
to another language or culture. Or you can claim that they are less
deVelopmentally advanced than the better readers, or, if you must, but I Will

not join you, that they are not as innately smart as their peers. The reason for
their being behind at age six need not make a permanent difference. They can
still learn how to read at seven, eight or ten (Downing, 1973; Rohwer, 1971).
But once they get only one-third the amount of time on task as their peers, they
are in trouble,- so much trouble that with time, they give up on being
unfavorably compared to their peers on reading andlbegin to develop other
identitiC such as class clown, bully, flirt, rebel (Labov & Robins, 1969.;
Piestrup, 1973; Shuy, 1977).

Children who come in behind are a ,pedagogical problem, because they
need more of the teacher's time to catch up. They are an interactional
problem, because being behind is an embarrassment which disrupts their
relationd with theother children and the teacher. The question in Artierican
classrooms is not whether or not everyone can learn to read, but how fast a
child carr learn to read and how much better than others in the same class.
Identities and institutional biographies are on the line. Everyone is sorting
everyone else out into the successful and urisuccessful piles. To make
matters worse, everyone is doing this while making believe that this is not,
what is happening. The handling of these identities and coverups takes time
and generates the organizational mishapS which keep the problem children
from spending time on task, from spending more time on becoming less of a
problem. Despite our ideology of equal opportunity for all, our classrooms are
organized around sorting children into tho'se who can make it and those who
cannot. Children who bring any differences to the classroom are easy marks
far being sorted out. However, if the natural variation in cultu-re, language,
intereSt -and skirl was not available, no doubt we would have, to make. some

even More arbitrary ways' of distinguishing the good from the bad, the
successful from the problem, the smart from the dumb. .

If this scenario has any relation to how schools try to develop reading skills
ih children, then much of the research presently getting done on reading
represents a limited effort which keeps us from understanding the real
problem of the reading probleMs in our schools. The real problem is that our
schools appear,td be organized, no matter how unconsciously, no matter how
much by hard working, caring 'and devoted people, to produce a certain
percentage of school failures among any new generation of school children.
This is a social organizational problem and demands a social organizational
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solution. Neither research nor training in the skills underlying reading
competence will help us alter the social situation. Work on motivating better
readers will have to start with this problem.
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..The influence of a structured-overview .

on.comprehensiori and oral reading miscues
of selected college students

The influence of pr r knowledge on the meaningful recep-tion, integration,
and retention of new concepts is a widely accepted precept in learning theory
(Ausubel, 1968: Smith, 1975). A group of reading professors asked to read a
passage on ocean engineering' will display precise, yet meaningless word
calling (Goodman, 1977). This is hardly surprising, Once the rettiisite
nonvisual infertnation available to the practicing ocean engineer is simply
nonexistent for the reading professor.

An absence of prior knowledge about a particul subject, compounded by a
lack of teacher guidance in developing cognitiv readiness may impede a
learner's :understanding of new concepts. is iS not a unique or
earthshattering notion, yet many university and community college reading
improvement programs continue to "plug" students into pre-packaged
commercial kits and collections of articles with scant attention to cognitive
readiness (Karlin, 1977).

A number of studies have been conducted in . content area classes to
examine the efficacy of pre-teaching concepts and key vocabulary with a
graphic advance organizer or structured overview (Vacca, 1977)..A structured
overview presents the learner with a hierarchical map for prereading
discussion aimed at integrating his prior knowledge with new information.
Earle (1973) reviewed research in cognitive readiness arid recommended that
structured overviews receive additional research attention in the content atea
classroom.

The purpose of the two exploratory studies reported here was to examine
the effect of a structured overview on the comPrehension and oral reading
miscues of students enrolled in a college reading improvementcourse. At this
stage of investigation, the focus was on identifying trends in the data that
might suggest areas for more detailed study with a population of students
outside the content area classroom.

Silent Reading Study
1

The . first study examined the dependent variable of silent reading
comprehension under three conditions. Specifically, would there be any
significant difference in comprehension for students receiving pre-reading
instruction with a relevant structurenyerview and students receiving either a
placebo overview on an unrelated topic, or no pre-readinginstruction?

Method .

Eighty:five university students enrolled in a reading improvement course
paiticipated in either thstructurecroverview treatmeht or control conditions.
Students participated in the study according to their respective instruCtional
periods. Thus, students in period five recieved the structured overview in a
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teacher guided pre-reading discussion (n = 28), period six, the placebo
(n = 27), and period setien, no pre-instruction (n = 30). Subjects in .this
exploratory study.--were not randomly assigned to treatment or control
conditions, and individual reading achievement levels were not taken into('
consideration.

Each of the three conditions involved silent reading of a Health Education
articlo (McPherson, 1972) from a collection of reading improvement
sele4ions. The article wes at the collegelevel of difficulty according to the Fry
Graph(1968). Following the reading, students took a 15 item, researcher
constructed comprehension test highlighting cause-effect relationshipS from
the selection. No validity or reliability data was computed for this instrument.

Results
Three t-test comparisons were made to evaluate differences among the

three groups. The differente between the structured overview and control
group was statistically significant for silent reading comprehension, t (56) =
3.72, p < .05. A significant difference was also revealed between the
structured overview and placebo group, t (53) = 2.40, rp < .05. And
comparisbn of the placebo and control group eyidenced Statistical
significance, t (55) = 2.35, p < .05. Th means for the structured overview;
placebo, and control groups were 14. 5, 10:63, and 10.16 on the 15-item
comprehension test.

Oral Reading Stu
-

A related study was conducted to examine the effect of the struCture?'

overview on the post oral reading comprehension and quality of miscues
generated by a sample of university student enrolled in the reading
improvement course.

An aSsumption implicit in the construction and use of the structured
overview .is that pre-reading exposure to technical vocabulary, coupled with
teacher pronunciation of unfamiliar terms, will reduce the amount of
nonproductive encoding a student resorts to while reading (Vacca, 1977). If
this assUmption holds, students should reveal fewer miscues on vocabulary
that was pre-taught with the structured overview. ThUs, the following three
questions were examined:

(1) Would there be any statistically significant difference in the post oral
reading comprehension test scores of the structured overview and
placebo group?

(2) Would there be any significant difference in the quantity of miscues
generated on vocabulary pre-taught with the structured overview in
comparison to the placebo group?

(3) Would there be any significant difference in the quantity of

semantically unacceptable miscues generated by the structured
overview and-placebo group?

Method
Ten university students enrolled in a reading improvement course were

randomly assigned to either a structured overviencondition (n = 5) or placebo
overview condition (n = 5). In both conditions students read the Health
Education passage orally after recekiing pre-instruction with 'a relevant

structured overview or placebo overview. The oral reading was taped and
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Subscribed to the scenario for administralion and analysis in the Reading
Miscue Inventory (Goodman & Burke, 1972). Following the oral reading,
students took a four item, researcher constructed short essay test highlighting
cause-effect relationsfrrps from the selection. No validity or reliability data was
computed for this instrument.

Results
Three t-test comparisons were made for each of the questiohs under

consideration. The difference between the structured overview group and
placebo group on cornpreffpnsion was not statistically significant, t (8)= 1.90,
p > .05, but did rea, h slignt significance atp < .10, A.difference in quantity of
miscues generate, Vocabulary pre-taught was not detected, t (8) = 1.44, p
> .05; p > .10. The 's tity of: semantically unacqéptable miscues did not
reach,statistical significancelde-thelWo groups, t (8) = .867, p > .05; p > .10.

Discussion

The results of the first study seem to offer tentative t.ipport- for the
structured overiiiew as a means of guiding and increasiny'g silent reading
comprehension in the reading improvement clasSroom. Even a placebo
overview seems to develop in students 'a mind set to approach a reading
selection with a predisposition for meaningful retention of major concepts and
subordinate idea*

This exploratory Study needs to be replicated with some modifications. That.
is, subjects should be randomly assigned to treatment and control conditibriS.-
Independent variables sLich as reading achievement, validity and reliability oft
the comprehension test, and prose characteristics of the reading selection
might be considered. Other dependent variables such as delayed recall might
provide information on the degree to which a structured overview functions as
a mnemonic device.

The second exploratory study required subjects to.readthe selection orally,
an unnatural task at secondary level. This feature, in conjunction with the
small sample size, provided little information on the degree to which pre-
teaching vocabulary with a structured overview facilitates fluent reading.
Perhaps a more refined version of this study would produce more useful data.
The procedures used in this study would require a fairly large staff (e.g., 10) of
trained miscue examiners to collect the 'oral readinasamples.

In summary, the first study repqrted here lends support to Earle's (1973)
contention that the structured overview is both a valuable means of providing
cognitive readiness, and a device warranting continued exploration in a variety
of class FOOM settings.
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The effect of expanded directions
and adjunct aids oh .

students' comprehension of world
history text

There has been substantial research reported on the cognitive processing
of readers in prose learning situations. Experimental emphasis in prose
learning researchl by and large, has been on what the reader does,during the
learning episode. Wittrock, (1963) indicates, "The result of guidance in
learning must be evaluated in terms of what the guidance causes the student
to do" (p. 74). Emphasis on what the reader does, according to Faw and Waller
(1976), has led to a "'simple" methodology ill the study of prose 'learning:
'manipulate the students' activities during acquisition by means of special

instructions, suggestions, or questions, and observe what effects these
variations 'have on learning and, retention" (p.692). Jhe problem, then, has
been one Of determining how experimental manipultion modifies cognitive
processing in a way that facilitates what will be learned.

Manipulation, in general, has either been preparatory -in nature, i.e.,
advance organizers (Ausubel, 1963), structured overviews (Barron, 1971), and

,directions'(Wittrock, 1963), in oroler to modify the reader's sat tolearn,.o'r else
has been guiding in nature, i.e.,tinserted questions (Frase, 1970, 1977), and
reading guides (Herber & Vacca, 1977), in order to modify the ongoing
processing. behaviors of the reader. Frase (1971), in fact has proposed a
heuristic model for research in prose learning, in which he delineate§ the role
of adjunct ajds to account for the<utility of any class of verbal stimuli (advance
organizers, directions, questions, statements, etc.) in facilitating learning from
text. Adjunct aids may be thought of as "orienting directions" (Frase, 1970)
which dispose the Mader to respond actively to certain aspects ot text.

Questions doubtlessly form a subclass &adjunct aids-which/has received
considerable attention from reading researchers (Smith, 1977). Three
ctlaracteristics of questions appear to have facilitative effects on text learning:
1) the position of 'questions in text, 2) the contigüity of questions to related
content, ancr3) the type pf question asked. It is assumed by this investigator
that tflese characteristics hold across varioug classes of adjunct aids other
than questions.

Ridkards (1975-76), for example, has examined the process effects of
advance organizers interspersed in text. He varied the type of ;organizing
statements (superbrdinate and coordinate) and their position either before
(prestaternent) or after (poststatement) associated segments of text. Through
such experimental manipulation, Rickardg determined that superOrdinate
prestatements (advance organizers) not only led to significantly greater
contiguous recall of subordinate facts but also generated recall Of information
derivable from paragraphs indidental to the organizers themselves.

, .

In the present study the investigator examined the facilitative effect created
by expanded directions and adjunct aids on,students' comprehenion of. world
history text in tenth grade social studies. It Was predicted that a preparatory
set to learn, induced through expanded directions (Barron, 1971), and adjunct
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aids positioned en Masse either. before or after the text selection, or
interspersed individually within the text selection, would have a positive effect
on students' comprehension of world history content.

PAethod

Subjects
The students were drawn from the tenth grade of a parochial high school

located in a Northeastern city. Although an entrance test is required for
admittance, subjeCts represented a wide range of ability levels. The students,
on the whole, came from lower middle to upper middle socio-economic level
homes. Nearly all participants were Caucasian.

Ninety-seven pupils comprised the original sample. Only 74 students,
however, were included in the final data analysis. In order to have been.
inckrded in the final sample, students must have participated in every aspect
of the experimental treatment.

Two teachers participated in the experiMent. One teacher was responsible
for three treatment groups and the other for two treatment groups.

Procedure
Five intact world history ciasses were assigned randomly to one of five

treatments. Below is a description of the treatment groups:
Experimental Group 1 (E1): Received expanded directions plus pre-exposure to

adjunct aids for each text selection
Experimental Group 2 (E2): Received expanded directions plus post-exposure to

adjunct aids for each text selection
Experimental Group 3 (E3): Received expanded directions plus adjunct aids

interspersed within each text selection
Experimental GroUp.4 (E4). Received expanded directions plus required to read eaCh

text selection without any exposure to adjunct aids
Control Group 1 (C,): Required to read each text selection Without exposure ,to

expanded directions or adjunct aids
Each of the experimental groups was exposed to a two day period of

expanded directions as specifiedby Barron (1971). Expanded directions were
operationalized to include: 1) the reading of the prepared handout on the
imPortance of perceiving thought-relationships in text and drawing
interpretations from them, 2) a review of the basic patterns of thought-
relationships (cause-effect, comparison-contrast, time order, enumerati6n)
and the "reading signals" which help identify these patterns, 3) Completion of
exercises to provide students wi2h practice in identifying the patterns as they
appear in sentences and paragraphs taken from the textbook, wild 4) guided
explanation of the use of adjunct aids in each of their respective treatment
groups.

The adjunct aids for each text selection Were comprised of .a -set of
statements which represented interpretations Of the text seleCtion. A set of
statements wAs positioned en masse either before or after each selection of
text in groups El and E2 respectively. In group E3 each adjunct statement was
individually embedded immediately after that segmerit-of the selection wtrich
revealed the intratext relationship that led to an interpretation. If the students
in groups E1, E2 or E3 believed a statement to be a reasonable or "correct"
interpretation of the text, they cbecked the appropriate space to the left of
each statemept. This procedure is recommended by Herber (1970) as a way of
maintaining the reader's active response to each statement.

Group e4 received expanded directions as operationalized above minus
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step 4 (the explanation of how to respond to adjunct aids).,The\control group
received two study hall periods in place of expanded directions. All groups
were given 45 minutes to complete each text selection, with or without adjunct
aids.

Three sections frOm two chapters in a world history textbook were selected
for reading. The selections, "The Paris Peace Conference," "The Spread of
Democracy," and "The Growth of ,Nationalism," were chosen, essentially, for
their length (1000-1500 words) and their relevance to the unit tipic. "Post
World War ,One Era." The investigator developed the set of 5djunct aids which
accompanied each reading.

The experiment took six school days to complete, Monday and Tuesday Of
the first week were devoted to expanded directions. Students were then given
successive text -selections On Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. On Monday
of the second week, ail groups were administerred a 30-item multiple choice
test in which 45 percent of the questions tested knowledge, 45 percent tested
comprehension and 10 percent tested application as outlined in The
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (Bloom, 1956).

Design and Statistical Analysis
The basic design of the study was the "Non-Equivalent Control Group

esign" (Campbell and Stanley, 1963), since the experimenter had only intact
classes at his disposal.

Analysis of covariance was used to analyze the data. The subtest, "Social
Studies Reading," from S. R.A. National Education Development Tests was the
covariate used to yield scores that controlled for the criterion variable, scores
on the world' histgry content test. If the overall F (with alpha level set at .05)
indicated significant differences among treatments for comprehension of
social studies content, all pairwise cOmparisons of means were to be
evakiated by a post hoc technique developed by .1ukey,

Results

The hypothesis, cast in its null form for statistical analysis, stated that there
would be no differences in ability to comprehend world history text among
students in arq of the five treatment groupS. The analysis of covariance,
however, indicated a significant overall difference among the groups, F
(4,68) 5.80, p <.14 thus rejecting the null hypothesis. The means for thelive
groups on the 30-item comprehension test were 2114, 18.72, 17.75, 16.60 and
16.58.

Post hoc inspection of the data determined that students in E3 (expanded-
directions combined with interspersed adjunct aids) comprehended the text
selections significanth, better than E4 (expanded directions and reading-only)
and C1 (reading only),

Discussion

The observed outcome of the study, that students. receiving expanded
directions combined with intersPersed adjunct aids (E3) performed
significantly better than either students receiving expanded dfrections a
reaalicg-only (E4) or reading ohly (C1) may be attributed to several factors.
respect to positioning adjunct aids in text, the study reaffirms a consistent
observation in prose leitrning research. That is, adjunct aids "work" best

- when they occur immediately after relevant portions of text (Frase, -1970; Faw
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& Wa Her, 1976). Whereas pre-questions function to cue responses to specific
stiMuh, interspersed questions "placed after the related text . . . reinforce
learning behaviors which are not limited to specific stimuli" (Frase, 1970, p.
345). Since the outcome .measure ft:1r the study. contained questions at the
knowledge, comprehension and application levels of Bloom's taxonomy, the
E3 treatment obstensibly exerted influence on cognitive proCessing beyond
intentional or statement-specific information and, indeed, had a facilitative
effect on total learnino. ,

It should be noted, further, that the statements in experimental conditions
El, E2, and E3 were superordinate in nature. As described by Rickards
(1975-76), a superordinate statement is defined as "a single sentence
representing a topic or ovefriding concept implied" in a text segment, i.e., an
interpretation. Thus the adjunct aids positioned immediately after relevant text
segments may have had a.post organizer effebt which facilitated the search
activities of the students in E3.

This study also suggests thatprovisions for a process set alone may be too
generalized to guide lear ing. Simply knowing that a particular behavior
should be used in a learn' g situation, and establishing its importance to
content acqusition, is not sjMficiet. Probably students who lack maturity as
learners require structured guidance in ongoing processing activities during
the reading act.
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gfects of uninterrupted sustainbd silent reading
and of reading skills instruction

on changes in secondary student's'
reading attitudes and achievement

Lyman Hunt (.1 970) introduced the concept of Uninterrupted Sustained
Silent Reading, or USSR. Proponents of USSR, such as Allington (1975), Gagl
and Theobold (1974), 'McCracken (1971), and Mork (1972); have strongly
recommended adoption Of the program; which allows students to read self-
selected materials in school on a regularly scheduled basis. USSR programs
may also be referred toiaS SSR (Sustained Silent Reading), H lp (High Intensity
Practice), Reading Break, or Free Reading.

Research on-the effectiveness of USSR is limited and inconsistent. On the
elementary level, USSR; in conjunction with some skills training, has been
found to be as effective in skills improvement as an equivalent amount of time
spent in akills-only instruction (Evans & Towner, 1975; Harlon, 1972; Oliver
1970). Hanson also found that USSR had a positive,effect orr reading habits.
WiIrnpt (1975) found significant improvement in reading attitudes among USSR
groups of elementary students, but control groups with no USSR improved
significantly more in reading comprehension; no significant differences were
found in vbcabulary growth. Petre (1971) provided several anecdotal reports of
successes in 50-75 Readinsb Break programs in Maryland elemenfary schools.

Little research has been done on The effects e USSR on older students.
Mikulecky and Wolf (1977) reported no significant differences among seventh
grade subjects experiencing USSR and two other treatments in required

'reading classes. Attitude toward reading declined in all grbups, although the
USSR group had the least decline. Thebverall decline was interpreted aspart
of the general prienornenonbf decline in attitude toward reading as more time
is spent in school (Bullen, 1972; Mikulecky, 1976). cl

Although USSR can be implemented in any classroom setting, at secondary
levels it seems most often attempted as part.of required reading courses. This
study examined the effects of two typical-treatments, Skills Instruction Alone
and Skills "Instruction Plus USSR, on the reading achievement and reading
attitudes of seventh grade students in required nine-week developmental
reading classes. A single research question was investigated: Did studentS
who experienced 100% skills instruction differ in reading achievement and
attitude toward reading from students who experienced 800/o skills instruction
and 20% USSR?

. #

Method

Subjects
The 125 subjects were white seventh grade students attending junior high

school in # suburban community near Miiwaukee.,
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Procedure
There were two treatments: Skills Instruction Alone*and Skills Instruction

Plus USSR. Subjects experiencing Skills Instruction Alone worked for five 40-
minute periods a week for nine weeks on reading skills units such, as context
clues, word structure:and main idea. Subjects experiencing Skills Instruction
Plus USSR worked for four 40-minute periods a week on the same skills units
taught in the skills-alone treatment. However, for one 40-minute period each
week subjects read self-selected materials brought from home or chosen from
a classroom library.

Treatments were conducted simultaneously for the duration of a nineweek
required developmental reading course. Two classes were randomly assigned
to Skills Instruction Alone and three classes to Skills Instruction Plus USSR.
Subjectewere pretested %kith two measures of reading achievement; the
vocabulary and cOmprehension subtests of the Stanford Diagnostic Reading
Test (Level II, Form W), and with two measures of attitude toward reading, the
Eites. scale (Estes, 1971) and the Mikulecky Behavioral Reading Attitude
Measure (MBRAM) (Mikullp y, 1976). Students were postteSted.with parallel
forms of the achievement easures and with the single forms of the attitude
measures.

Data Analysis
One-way univaria .analyses of covariance were calculated for the

Comprehension, v cabulary, and attitude posttest scores with the
corresponding pre st score as covariate.

Results

Analysis of-covariance for vocabulary showed, no significant differences
between the two treatment grcupS, F (1,102) =..07, p> .05. Me4n raw scores
for both groups declined from the pretest to the.posttest. However, the decline,
was 'less than one point for either group which was well within the subtest's
standard error of measurement of 2.2 points. Analysis of covariance for
comprehension showe

,100) = 4.61, p <.
Instruction Alone grou
Instruction Plus USSR

a significant difference between treatment groups, F

5. Meal raw -scores declined for both the Skills
(-3.65 points. from 48.72 to 45.07) and the Skills
roup (-1.03 points from. 47.97 to 46.94). While the

decline was significantly smaller in the group experiencing both skills
instruction and USSR, both declines were close to or within the subtest's
reported standard error of measurement of 3.0 points.

Analysis of covariance for both the MBRAM and the Estes scale indicated
no significant differences in attitude toward reading between the two
treatment groups, F (1,104) = 2.55, D > .05 and F (1,101) = 1.67, p > .05.

Within each treatment group, mean raw scores declined from the pretest to
the posttest. For the MBRAM these nonsignificant declines were -.89(60.13 to
59.24) for Skills Instruction Alonip and -5.07 (60.77 to 55.70) for Skills
Instruction Plus USSR, end for the, Estes scale -2.92 (71.62 to 68.70) and
-4.37 (74.25 to 69.88) respectively. -There was a greater, but not, significantly
greater, decline in attitude in the group experiencing USSR.

Lack.of significant difference between treatment groups on the vocabulary
measure and a significantly smaller decline on the comprehension measure
for the Skills Instruction Plus USSR group indicate that 20% more time in skills

'instruction did not benefit students' reading achievement. Also, one day a
week* sent in USSR did not result in either a gain or a smaller decline in
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attitude for the Skills Instruction Plus USSR group.
In both treatment groups, raw scores declined on all measu.res frompretest

to posttest. Declines on the achievement measures probably resulted from
standard error ot measurement or from a ceiling effe , since better readers
had scored very well on the pretest with little room for growth on the posttest.
The declines are probably not educationally significant. Declines on the
reading attitude measures ranged from less than two points to a high of over
ten points. Only one class.in either treatment group experienced a decline of
more than two points on both measures. This class had. expressed great
dislike for the course. Attitude declines probably represent the typical
decrease in positive attitude experienced is studentS go through school or
resentment at being required to take the reading course.

Thisstudy suggests that shortterm reading courses may have little impact
on reading achievement scores and may be detrimental to attitude toward
reading ever) when USSR is incorporated into the coursework. USSR need not,
however, be linked to a reading course, and research should be conducted on
its effects at different grade levels, over,extended periods of time, and in
different instructional settings.
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. An investigation of
the REAP reading/study procedure:

its rationale and efficacy

The REAP procedure is a teaching-learning strategy designed to improve
reading, writing, and study skills. The focus of this study is upon advancing the
design of the strategy and assessing various aspects of its use as a

.
reading/study procedure within the setting of a college reading improvement

'course.
,

, The REAP Reading/StOdy Procedure has four basic steps. The student is
asked to:

R Read to discoVer the writer's message.
E Encode the message by puffing it into his/her own language.

A Annodate by cogently writing the message in notes for him/herself or in a
thought book to share with others.

P Ponder, in other words, process the message, now in annotation form,

through internal "dialectic thinking" or through discussion with others.

Central to the REAP procedure is having students learn to write annotations
specially designed to achieve certain Jearning objedtives (Manzo, 1973). In

writing such annotations, the readeris iequired to discriminate and synthesize
the ideas presented by the writer, translate these into his/her own languige,
and crystallize the result in writing.

Seven annotation forms have been developed ,in working with the
procedure: summery, thesis, question, critical, heuristic, intention, and
motivation annotations. Some annotationS are more suitable to some types of

writing than are others (Eanet & Manzo, 1976). The present study with its

emphasiS en study 'reading utilized the first four most frequently.
The theoretical rationale for the REAP procedure finds a Supportive base in:

Several relatedareas of research in reading and learning.
Gagne (1973), among others, has hypothesized that presenting a learner

with a specific learning task (for example, the charge to annotate) activates a

"set within him that determines the "strategies" with which he approaches

the .ftfaterial he is to read. He concludes that these strategies of "search,

selecting, and codingin large measure determine what the learner will retain.
Supporting evidence for tha existence of these strategies and their flexibility

is plentiful.. Anderson 'and Biddle (1975), in their comprehensive review of

adjunct questions, find the explanation *that such questionS effect,
performance "by influencing the processing activities of readers" most
persuasive. A number of prose learning studies give evidence that other task
or "set" variables can also determine what a reader remembers, (e.g., Frase,

1975).
The use of an overt, constructed response as a productive learning Ink

finds some support in studies of adjunct questions (Anderson & Biddle, 1975)

and programmed learning (Williams, 1963, 1965), although in the studies
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reviewed, the responses -Were not as complex as are the REAP annotation
forms. 'A..furintr note of" caution came -from early investigations of study-
reading which involVed precise or summary*writing and failed to show support
for such an approach (Germane; 1921; Mathews, 1938; Arnold, 1942; Stordahl
& Christensen, 1956).

A major question arising from close examination of many related studies is
whether the )earning tasks and the strategies they induce actually reflect an
increase in the quality of study or whether their effectiveness lies in their
ability to increase quantity of study by lengthening the*me spent inspecting
and reflecting upon the material to be learned. In the absence of persuasive
evidence either way, inspection time was controlled in the present study.

An additional area of tntereSt that arose from a piiot study was how learning
the REAP procedure might interact with a 'student's cognitive style. Since,it
appears to require a degree Of reflechon not typical of impulsive learners, it
was hypothesized that they might most benefit from its use. ,

This study, then, focuses upon the 'teaching and use of a reading/study
procedure in which the central feature is a learning task, viz., writing
annotations, presumed to have a positive effect upon the reader's learning
strategies and thus upon his 'reading effectiveness, It was conducted-as a
teaching experiment in a nastural setting and cetitered upon three major
issues: 1) the experimental subjects' degree of succesS in learning and using
the procedure, 2) how such learning interacted with the subjects' tendenc
toward a reflective or irnpulsive cognitive style, and 3) how subjects traine in
the REAP procedure compared with control group subjects on several
measures of learning from specific prose passages..

Method

Participants in 'the. shidy were 105 students enrolled in a college reading and
study skills Class at the University Of Missouri-Kansas City. Each of .the six
sections of the class were randomly assigned to .one of three treatment
conditions. The experimental group receiNied instruction and practice in,the
use of the .REAP procedure. The experimental-control group received
instruction and ,practice in using the SQ3R ribthod and related skills
practice. The control group reCeived instruction centered upon developing
"affective readinesS" for reading/study skills improvernent followed by .
instruction and liractice in study skills areas not directly 'related to study-
reading or comprehension improvement: EaCh group received four Weeks of
inStruttion with the experimenter serving as instructor.

During the first week of the semester, all groups received the NelSon-DennY
Reading Test and tHe Reading Practices Mini-Inventory, an informal measure
of reading/study habits. From these measures, it was determined that the
groups did not have statistically significant differences n either' basic reading
achievement or in reading/study habits.

Within the experimental group, measures were taken to determine the
students progress in mastering and using the REAP procedure:, These
students.were also administered the adult version of the Matckiing Familiar
Figures Test, as used byt Yando and Kagan (1968), to deterrnine their.
tendencies toward impulsive or reflective behavior. This cogniti,ve stVle
variable was examined f6r its relationship tO the...use and learnin of .t e
procedure.

A two by three factorial design with repeated measures on the first fact
was employed to examine the experimental subjects' ability to 'writ
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,annotatiOns before and after instruction across the three levels of the
.'pognitive style dimension impulsive, undetermined, and reflective:

During the sixth week, six posttest measures Were administered. Two
measures involved written recall of significant ideas in an informative article 1)

immediately following a fifteen minute reading/study period and 2) forty-eight
hours later. Two Objective recognition tests, based upon the same selection,
were administered .following tne delayed recall, test. Then, a short
philosophical essay was used to eiicit two written, reflective responses from
each subject. All written responseS were coded, randomized, typed, and
judged against previously established criteria:

Finally,, all students responded anonymously ,to a self-assessment
questionnaire designed' to determine hoW useful .they perceived ..their
instruction to be and how frequently they were using wha t. they had been

taught:
A posttest only confrol group design was used for the comparative portion:

of the study.

Result;

A two-way analysis of variance for repeated measures Was perfocmed on
-the annotation writing pretest and posttest scores With the cognitive style!,

groups serwing as the second factor. Scores on ,the 1:)ost measure were.
significantly higher than those on the pretest, F (1, 2,9) = 21.42, p < 41, with
the students obtaining a mean score of 17.63 on the pretest and a mean score
of 23.69 on the posttest.

On the second factor, the cognitive style variable, no statistically significant
difference was revealed, nor was there a significant interaction. However, an
examination of the mean scores for each cogniti e style group revealed that
the impulsives showed the moSt improvement in annotation writing with a
pretest to- Posttest difference score of 6.7, w ile the reflective subjects
showed only a 3.9 point improvement.

Data from the six measures designed to compare the experimental (REAP)

subjects to the experimental-control (SO3R), and control subjects in learning
in specific reading/stUdy situations were subjected to a one-way analysis of
covariance with the Nelson-Denny ReadingTest total scores as covariant. The
only .statistically significant difference was found on the test of immediate
recall. A Scheffé rribltiple comparison procedure applied to the adjusted
means determined that the difference lay between the Control and the
experimental-control groups. Examination of the mean scores on all six
measures revealed that, in general, the control group made the highest

scores, followed by the experimental (REAP) subjects, and then the
experimental-control (SO3R) subjects.

No significant differences were found among groups on 'the student self-

assessment questionnaire. All groups tended to "Agree Somewhat" that the
instruction they received had been helpful. Further, they reported using what

they had been taught either "sometimes" or "frequently."

Conclusions and Discussion

College reading improvement students were successful inlèarning to write
the annotation forms central to the.REARprocedure. Further, the experimental
Subjects, as indicated by self-report, found the instruction in the REAP
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procedure helpful and tended to incorporate it into their study as aequently as
their peers did more tradition instruction.

Further, based on an examination of the mean scores, there was some
indication that students who derfionstrate an %impulsive cognitive style may
profit most from instruction in the procedure, perhaps because it requires a
degree of reflection that they do not typically bring to reading tasks.

However, this study fails to provide evidence that the learning and use of
the procedure helped -student achieve more effective learning from prose
when compared to students who received other training and when
reading/study time was controlled. Several possible explanations -for these
results must be considered. Fitst, it is poSsible that the learning tasks implicit
within the REAP procedure are counterproductive. Secondly, the higher mean
scores obtained by the control group may indicate that students had not
integrated either REAP or SQ3R into their own reading habits thoroughly

.ehough to compete with other students who studied in their habitual manner.
_ Finally, the time controls may have been too restrictiye;. the 4ierceived
helpfulness of the procedure may lie, not in any tendency to increase quality of
study, but rather in increasing inspection and reflection time.
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The effect of ,

creative thinking - reading activities (QT-RA)
on reading comprehension

This study was designed to examine' the effect of training in creative
thinking on reading achievement. Central to its conception were the following

considerations: 1) "creative reading," the acknowledged highest level of

reading achievement (Smith, 1969), is apparently more talked about than

taught; 2) attempts to teach creative reading might be strengthened thtpugh

development of systematic teaching procedures; and 3) the Languiging In the

Content Areas (LICA) thesis (Manzo & Sherk, 1978) provides a framework for

designing procedures which combine creative thinking with reading-language

tasks.
"Creative process" is one of the three rn4ot notions embodied by the LICA

thesis (Manzo & Sherk, 1978). This process, whether called "creative

thinking," "divergent thinking," or "creativity," is often perceived as
belonging only to those who produce great artistic or literary wotks. As defined

by LICA, however, "creative process," in combination with language learning

and dialectical thinking, is a way of looking at the world, i.e., an approach to

living, rather than A specific ability or talent. Access to creative process is

available to all through instruction, training, and practice. ,

Within the context of reading, creative process can be viewed as an
interaction, Or dialogue betwVien reader and text. Just as the creative thinker

actively responds to the environment,.so too does the creative reader responrciir,

to the printed page. This 'response, acCording to LICA, takee the form
"dialectioal thinking" whereby the wader converses dith, him/herself,

rearranging, adding, and reorganizing information based upon, both prior
knowledge and printed message.

The Creative Thinking-Reading Activities (CT:RA) used in this study' are
designed to Stirnulate dialectical.thinking through the inclusian of a langyage
interaction, as suggested by the LICA thesis. Each activity requires that

students utilize creative thinking abilities; e.g.,.improving riroducis, identifying

problems, seeking new solutions, etc., then orally retrace their thinking to
determine how they arriVed at the conclusions, and exarnine alternative

possibilities and/orlines of reasoning. The critical aspects of these games are

that 1) they require both divergent and convergent thinking abilities, 2) they,

include articulation of ideas ir the form, of a dialogue between teacher and

student, and 3).they are engaged in priorto reading instruction so that thought

otacesses used in the activity may be applied to the language-reading task. An

example of this type of activity is:

CT-RA.Ask the student to list all of the ways she/he can think of to
improve schobl desks. After the list is completed, discuss each
suggestion in terms of how it will make the desk better, how easy or
difficult it wou Id be to add, and how important the change would be.
Work 'with the student ta assess the likelihood of actually effecting
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the changes: what would have to be done? what are the, major
obstacles? what are the stages for development of changes?
should it actually be tried?

Reading-Language Application. After- reading a story, choose an
important object (significant to the story)and ask the student to list
all the ways he/she can think of to improie the object. Enter into a
dialogue concerning how these changes might affect the
characters, the story outcome, etc.

,

Method

Sample
The subjects for this study were 33 students enrolled in the 19761suMmer

reading clinic at the University of Missouri -.Kansas City. The studets ranged
in age from seven to eighteen, and displayed a wide range f reading .
difficulties.

Procedure /
Students received individual instruction from Master's pegree candidates'

in reading education. The students and their tutors were randomly assigned to
one of three treatment groups. Students in the experiMental group (n = 12)
participated in Creative ThinkingReading Activities,' along with9 tutpr-
determined remedial instruction. StudentS in the expen ental-control group

= 10) participated 'in games which are more ommonly used in
reading/remedial instruction, along with tutor-determined remedial instruction.
Students in the control group (n= 11) received regular i struction which tbok
the form of tutor-determined procedures for remediatio of specific reading
problems. The number of students enrolled for the summ r clinic fell far beloW
expectancies, thereby sharply reducing anticipated saFiple sizes. Students
and tutors were blind to experimental conditions.

The study was conducted over a period of five weeks. Jhree days of the first
and last weeks were used for testing. During the exper'mental period, tutors-
kept daily records of the activities used, along with t eir own and student
reaction to them: The experimenter attended all essions to observe
instructional procedures and to answer, to any questions which might arise.
Data were collected to answer the followMg questions:

1. Are there significant differences between the three groups with
respect to reading achievement? Are these differences evident whall
initial achievement levels and IQ are held constant?

2. Are there significant differences between the three groups with
respect to creative thinking behavior? Are thest differences evident
when age and 10 are beld constant?

Measures
Individual intelligence test scores (tVISC or WAIS) wer obtained along with

age, six, and grade data.
The Classroom Reading Inventory (CRI) (Silvaroli, 1 73) was used as a

measure of reading comprehensibn. Tutors admiNstereb alternate forms of
this published informal reading inventory during the first and last weeks of the
study.

The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, Form A (Torrance, 1966) 'were
used as a posttest only measure ofFeativity.
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Results

Reading Achievement
Since the CR1 test yields Scores from readiness through eighth grade, it was

necessary to transform grade-level scores into assigned scores in order to

quantify readiness, pre-primer, and brjmer levels.. The nighest grade-level
score in the instructional range was uspd for analysis.

To examine differences which existed between the groups with respect to

initial reading achievement end 10, Separate analyses of variance were
performed on pretest scores and 10 scores. Mean reading pretest scores of

4.7, 6.4, and 4.5 were obtained by the experimental, experimental-control and

control groups, respectiv,ely. 10 mean scores were 99.6, 102.6, and 99.2. The

F ratios obtained we remot statistically significant,
Using a one-wayisanalysis of covariance, Classroom Reading Inventory

posttest scores Were djusted for the effects of initial reading achievement

and 10. Adjusted mean posttest scores for the groups were 6.4, experimental;

5.4, experimental-control; and 6.0, control. A statistically significant treatment
effect was found, F (2,30) = 3.36, p < .05. The Scheffé multiple comparison

, procedure was applied to the adjusted mean scores and yielded a statistically
significant difference between the experimental and experimental-control,
groups, F (2,30) = 3.53, p < .05: No other statistically significant differences.

were found.

Creative- Thinking
Separate analyses of variance were performed on the verbal, figural and

total raw scores from the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking. Nostatistically
significant differences were found on any of these, analyses. Analyses of
covariance were then performed, with age and 10 as covariates, Again, no

statistically significant differences were found.

. DiscusSion

Interpretation of the Data
The results partially support the hypbthesis that'training in creative thinking

6 useful as a means for increasing reading comprehension. Findings from

analysis of the Classroom Re'ading Inventory suggest that students trained in

creative thinking benefit in their reading performence from such training.
.Sorne support was found for the hypothesis that systematic training in creative

thinking would yield differences between the three groups with respect to.

creativity.

Implications
In general, it seems that the Creative Thinking-Reading Activities, which

were designed to act as a warm-up, or catalystt, to creative reading, did

in,crease reading performance., The CT-RA were engaged in prior to the
reading lesson itself. They were linked to the reading activitY through a

process which allowed the student and teacher to review thinking strateg es

and recapture them while engaged in story-related tasks. Through suc a

procedure, the reader was then equipped and willing to add to what was be ng

read. This conclusion is strengthened somewhat by the fact that the subj, cts

in this study were acknowledged; reading "failures" who exhibited alt of the

myriad psychological, emotional and educational problems associated th

reading disability. That theymould ethibit some measure of reading success,
with the CT-RA serves t ) emphasize the potency of such an apprpach.
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The effects of instruction in testwiseness
in a college reading improvement coUrse

Testing represents the major portion of a college students evaluation and,
is often the main criterion for aqmission inlo graduate and professional schools.
The average college student will take Ove11100 tests during his college career
in addition to speciel examinations such as the Graduate Record Examination,
Law School Admissions Test, and others. Knowing trw to take tests is a skill
that is essential to a successful college career. As college studentsbecome more
and- mare concernedabout their ability to take tests, they are turning to
reading and study skills coursee for guidance and instruction in test-taking.

,§everal investigators have examined the effects of teaching testwisenesS.
Populations have ranged from pre-schoolers to adults. The following con-
clusions may be drawn from the stUdies on teaching testwiseness:

1. Instruction in testwiseness is effective when its success is judged on the
basis of an internal criterion, usually a project-developed wale of testwiseness
(Gibb, 1964; Moore, Schutz, & Baker, 1966; Wahlstrom & Boersma 1968;
.Slakter, 1969; Slakter, et al.; 1970; Moore, 1971; Pencheff, 1972; WoOdley, 1972;
Langer, et al., 1973; and Yearby, 1 974).

2. Although significant gains in testwiseness are usually found on internal'
criterion measures as a result of instruction, they frequently do not transfer to
external criterion measures (Tinney, 1968; Woodley, 1972; Yearby, 1 974; Kahn,
1 976; Jongsrr ., 1975; Keysor & Williams, 1977). Some investigators, however,
have found significant differences on stahdardized achievement and aptitude
tests, favoring examinees who have received instruction in testwiseness
(Oakland, 1 972; Callenbach, 1973; Sause & Grieco, 1973; Gaines &.Jongsma,
1 974; Eakins, Green, & Bushell, 1976).

3.The long-term effects of instruction in testwiseness hav,e yet to be demon-
strated (Callenbach, 1973; Oakland, 1972).

4, There is not enough evidence, to suggest that instruction in testwiseness
is more beneficial for particular ..subgroups of students, e.g. disadvantaged
students, high ability readers, etc. (Tinney, 1968; Yearby, 1974; Jongsma, 1975).

5. No particular method. of -instruction (lecture, programmed texts, group
discussion) is superior in teaching testiseness (Langer, et al., 1973; Pencheff,

1972).
The purpose of this project was to investigate the effects of teaching

selected aspects of testwiseness to students enrolled in a reading improvement
course. The decision was made to limit the scope of the project to multiple-

choice items. The study sought to investigate the following research questions:

1, Do college students demonstrate testwiseness in answering multiple-
choice items?

2 Can college students 'achieve significantly higher sdores on a multiple-
choice criterion measure of testwiseness following instruction in test-taking

3 What is the effect of test-taking instiruction on particular testwiseness
strategies?
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4. Is there a relationship between reading skills (vocabulary, comprehension,
and reading rate) and testwiseness?

Method

Sample
Subjects used in this study were 58 students enrolled in a noncredit college

reading improvement course during the Spring semester, 1977. They ranged
from freshmen through graduate levels. Most of the students were majoring
in the social sciences and humanities.

A pretest-posttest control group procedure was used for the study. Because
the investigators were limited to using intact classes, classes, rather than
individifals, were assigned to treatment groups. The investigatOrs- felt justified
'in using this procedure because (1) there was no reason to believe that.
classes differed significantly in composition or ability, and (2) the Nelson-Denny
Reading, Test scores would be used as -a covariate to equate for differences in
reading ability, if if-ley existed. Both the control group and experimental group
consisted of 29 Students each.

Procedure
A self-instructional booklet was developed for teaching the selected aspects

of testwiseness. The following six strategies were selected for inclusion because
of their frequent mention in the literature: (1) elirninate incorrect Options;i( ) look for repetition or redundancy between -stem and options: (3) elimate.
imilar optionS, (4) eliminate options which . include specific determiners;

i(5) look for longer, more precise options; and (6) be alert to grammatical
i inconsistencieS. .

The general pattern that was used in writing the bookl4t was to introduce
and explain each strategy using an illustrative item and then provide two
additional items, With correct feedback, for practice in applying the strategy.
After working through all six strategies, a six item review test was taken for
added practice in applying the-strategies.

The investigators developed a test that could be used to assess students'
entering level of testwiseness and that- could also be used to assess the effects
'of instruction in testwiseness. Essentially, the test was to contain items with
construction flaws that could be answered more readily by students who were
restwise.'

A small core of items selected from Millman and Pauk. (1969), Ford (1973),
and Slakter (1970) was used. as a base. The investigators wrote additional
items forming an item pool of 60 items, consisting of ten items for each strategy.
A panel of judges reviewed the items and ideritified the five which bes/
represented each strategy: The end product was a 30 item test with five items
for each strategy. The items were (andomly ordered for the pretest so that all the
items pertaining to a particular strategy did not appehr sequentially. The same
30 items were randomly ordered a secondlime to form the posttest.

Results i
The results of the data analyses have been organized around the four major

research questions which guided this study.

Research Question
As an indicator of demonstrated testwiseness, multiple t-tests wers(performed

between the TotarScore Mean and the mean Total Chance Score and between

2
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the individual subscaie means and corresponding subscale chance scores on.the
pretest The results of the multiple Hests indicated that all subscale means and
Total Score 'mean differed significantly from the chance scores with the

exception of the subs'cale for Grammar..

Research Question 2
An analysis of convariance was conducted, using the Nelson-Denny as the

covariate. to test the difference between total posttest means. .The results
indicated a significant difference betw'een the posttest means for the experi-
mental and control groups, F(2,55)= 54.79, p<.01. The experimental group
results were pretest -M = 16.586 (SD = 3.33) and posttest M =- 24.896
(SD = 2.61). The 'control group results were: pretest M = 17.138 (SD = 5.13)
and posttest M = 19.310 (sp 4.34). The combined results were: pretest

M = 16.862 (SD = 4 31) and posttest M = 22.104 (SD = 4.53).

Resebrch Question 3
Table 1 presents an experimental and control group 'comparison of mean

percentage of students responding correc4y, and gains or losses for individual
subscales The experimental group demonstrated a significant increase over
the control group in all six testwiseness strategies.

Table,1

Mean Percentage of Students Responding Correctly to
Individual Testwiseness Subscales

Pre
Exp C

Post
-Exp C

Gain or
Exp

Loss
C

Elimination 66.0 75.0 77.0 77.4 11 0* 2.4

Repetition 59.0 66.0 ,82.0 69.0 23.0". 3.0

Similar Options 63 0 64.0 87.0 70.0 24.0** 5.4*

Specific Determiners 54 0 62.0 93.0 67.0 39.0** 5.2

Length 54.0 52.0 86.0 54.0 32.0** 2.0

Grammar 35.0 39.0 72.0 49.0 37.0** 9.6*

io < 05
* p< 01

Research Question 4
The means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations for the four Nelson--

Denny reading scores and the testwiseness pretest scores for combined groups
were computed. With the exception of Vocabulary, there was no significant .
relationship between reading skills and testwiseness.
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Discussion

College students, at least as represented by students used in this study, do
possess a signi4cant degree of -testwiseness in responding to multiple-chdice
items. It appear'S that students were most effective in applying the Elimination
strategy. folldwed by Similar Options, Repetition, Specific Determiners, Length,
and Grammar.

Apparently, even though college students possess some degree of testwiseness,
-they can significantly improve their ability to apply testwiseness through
instruction in, test-taking. There was a significant gaih for eath testwisbness
strategy. The greatest gain was found for Specific Determiners with the strategy
of Grammar close behind. Elimination produced the least gain, although
significant at the .05 level. The investigators believe that instruction had least
effect on Elimination because, unlike,the other strategies, this strategy involves
some knowledge. of content. That is, to apply the prdcess of elimination, a test-
taker must be able to infer which options are absurd or incorrect. The
instructitfhal booklet did not teach the content of the items. On the other hand,
the strategies of Specific Determiners and Grammar are most susceptible to
superficial charaCteristics that are independent of content.

There appears to be little relationship between reading ability and testwiseness.
The significant relationship between Reading Vocabulary and testwiseness may
be due to an underlying relationship between verbal intelligence and testwise-
ness ' Of course, this study cannot clearly confirm this hypothesis, but it
would be worthy of further investigation.
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A comparison of the effectivenessf
three study .technique for college students'

The recent increase of reading-study skills programs et the college level has
led to a reexamination of the study .skills literature in an attempt to ascertain
the effectiveness of variouS study techniques. Gates (1917)demonstrated that
recall of prose and non-prose material was increased when, after reading,
.subjects attempted to recite (review mentally) everything read. Further
investigation into the effectiveness of the recitation-study technique met with
mixed resultS. Peterson (1944) failed to find significant difference between
recitation and read-reread groups. More recently, however, Del Giorno,
Jenkins and Bauseli (1974) adapted the tebhnique to a 455 word prose
selection with recitation occurring after each paragraph. They found that in
both immediate and delayed recall, subjects who recited after reading
recalledsignificantly more of the r5assage than those students who read and
then reread the passage.

Another attempt to investigate the effectiveness of study techniques has
involved assessment of notetaking. A comparative study of the effectiveness
of underlining and notetaking while reading condUcted by Noon. (1974)
resulted in no sigifificant differences in immediate or delayed recall. However,
Kulhavy, Dyer and Silver (1975) found superior recall with students who
employed notetaking while reading as opposed to students who underlined the
text or studied the text. Researchers DiVesta and Gray (1972), and Fisher and
Harris -(1974) have proposed that notetaking provides an opportunity for the
learner tb interact with the material which facilitates encoding. However there
may be no need. tor a student to overtly record his/her own ideas for this
interaction to occur. Perhaps oy providing the opportunity for students to
,mentally review the contents of the passage, as in the Gates recitation
technique,, the same encoding function would be-served.

The purpose of this 'study was to assess the effectiveness of three study
techniques as measured by a recall test of an 800 word. passage on both
immediate and delayed tests.. The three study techniques were: 1) reading and
then rereading the passage; 2) reading the passage with periodic mental
review; and 3) reading the passage with notetaking.

Method

Subjects.,
'The subjects were university juniors and seniors enrolled in an elementary

educatidn methods course .at The Pennsylvania State University who
volunteered to participate in the study. Forty-eight students were randomly
assigned to one of the three treatment groups.

Materials
The stimulus material used in each of the treatment groups was. an 800

word passage about vitamins developed by Sagaria and DiVesta (1977). The
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passage was divided into ten paragraphs of s ven sentences with each
sentence containing one idea. 'A recall item s constructed for each
sentence. The resulting 70 questions thus representeq all the factual concepts
presented in the passage.Ihrough the use of a compu r processing program,
40 questions were randomly selected from the domain à the 70 items to make.
up a separate test for each subject. Each set of 40 iternS equally sampled the
information from the ten paragraphs. Once selected, the order of the
questions in each fecall test was randomized to reduce the likelihood that an
item could be answered b.ecause it duplicated the sequence of the material
within the passage.

4

Procedure
The data for the study were collected during two- sessions.- During each

session Students met in small groups of four to eight. At the beginning of the
first session the -stimulus material was dissemiriated and students Were
advised that upon completion of the study task 'they would be administered a
40 item recall test. -They were; also informed (hat in one week's time they
would return for a similar test on the same material.

Oral instructions on the study tecTInique1 were-given tcreach
treatment group. Students in the read-reread group were instructed to read
through the Material as if they were reading an article, not stopping to mull
over ideas. Upon completing the passage they were instructed to reread it in

the same manner. Students in the read-mental review group were instructed.to
read the passage one paragraph at a time. After reading each paragraph, they
were to look away from the passage, attempt to recall the information in the
paragraph from memory, and then look back at the paragraph to check to see
if they had missed any important information. They were instructed to continue
this process until the paragraph was mastered. Students in the, read-notetake
group were instructed to follow the same basic procedure as the read-mental
review group. However, they were to write the information recalled after each

paragraph.
All students were required fo record the time they used to read/study the

passage from a digital clock .at the ffont of the room. Upon finishing the
reading/studying, each student Was given hisfher 40 item short answer test.
During The second session, one week later, the students were administered a
different set of 40 items randomly selected from the dOrnain of 70 items.

Analysis .

In order to assess the performance of the three study groups on the
immediate, and delayed recall) test's, a 3 X 2 analysis of variance (study-

-condition by test-condition) was computed. In addition, the study time factor
(minutes used to study) was also analyzed with a one-way analysis of variance
with the three treattnent groups serving as a between subjects factor. Level of
significance was set at the .01 level, and follow-up pairwise comparisons were
made via the WSD procedure.

Results

The study condition by test-condltion analysis of variance revealed
significant main effects for both study condition, F(2,45) 6.04, p < .01, and

test condition, F(1,45) 143.17, p < .01, and a significant interaction F(2,45)

8.46, p < .01. In the immediate test condition the follow-up comparison of
study condition effects using the WSD procedure indicated that there was no
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significant difference between the performance of the read-notetakeAread-
,

meptal review. groups (mean numbe,r of correct responses = 29.9 and 29.0).
However both were significantly different Irorp the readreread group (21.0). In
the delayed test condition, althctugh the same basic trend irfimeans occurred
among the read-notetake, reaVnental review, and read-reread groups (20.0,
20.6 and 17.6) there were no significant differences among any of the grdups.

The one-way analysis of variance of the study time factor revealed an
overall significant main effect, F(2,45) = 61_08, p < .01. The follow-up
comparison using the WSD procedure indicated 'that the read-notetake, read-
mental review, and the read-reread groups (mean study time .in minutes =
26.92, 17.38 and 8.75 respectively) were each significantly different from one
another.

biscussion

The results indicated that on an irrimediate recall test, the study techniques
of notetaking and mentally reviewing produced significantly superior results to
the. rereading technique. In the delayed, test condition, although the trend in
means was the same,there were no significant differences,Sirgicant stud
time differences existed among all 3 groups with nôtetakers using the most
time and rereaders the least.

For immediate recall it appears that both notetaking and mentally reviewing
the passage are effective means of studying. However, it is inappropriate to
ascertain etfectiveness without attention to study time. If it were assumed that
difference in study time could account for difference in, the amount of
information recalled then a direct relationship between the ambunt of
inforrnation recalledand the amount of study time should exist. However, this
relationship is not -present. Although the notetakers spent significantly rtiore
fime studying, their immediate recall was not significantly different than those
students who mentally reviewed the contents 'of the passage. We can
conclude, therefore, that for immediate recall the rnentaitreview study
technique was the Most efficient study method. Further, it appears that the
encoding function served by notetaking is alio served by mentally reviewing
each paragraph read.

These effects do not persist in the delayed recall condition. Neither the
hotetakers nor the mental reviewers performed significantly better than those
students who merely reread the material on the delayed test Another function
served by notetaking, according to some researchers (DiVesta & Gray, 1972),
is that of providing a means of.external storage of essential information from
the study passage. In this experiment subjects were not allowed to make use
of this opportunity. By providing students review time under the delayed
condition a more typical study situation would be replicated and hence more
definitive conclusions regarding studY effectiveness could be made.

In summary, the read-mental review study technique was the most effective
technique for. immediate recall with the consideration of the study time factor.
Conclusive evidenbe regarding study technique effectiveness for delayed
recall was not provided by this study but was recommended as en area for
further research-.
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The competencies that junior college chairpersons
expect from their reading course graduates

Remediation coui.ses in reading and study skills are rapidly expanding within
the junior college curriculum. These courses have been institLfted tO stern high

`student attrition by preparing Students to succeed in either regilar College
courees or in their areas of vocational interest (Ahrendt, 1975; Sweiger, 1972;
Roueche, 1967).

The diversity in organizational structure of these remedial programs is evident'
from a review of the literature in the 'field (Covington, 1977). Some colleges
have just one reading course while others 'have as many as four or more
courses. Research in the fielq of developmental studies (Gwynne, 1973;
Sweiger, 1972) has shown the predominant gbal of these courses to be one of
preparing the student for "his years ahead in college" (Sweiger, p. 7).

With such a diversity of courses that aim for student success in regular
c011ege courses or. "immediate personal, vocational competence" (Huftman,
1975, p. 4306a), the need arose to -ask of reading department chair.qpisons,
"What, precisely, are the competencies you expect frork't your reading course
graduates?"' The necessity for such a question is apparent. Is there a core\ of
reading skills that all reading graduates should possess for basic literac
personal satisfaction,.and minimal vocational coMpetence? Beyond this bore, ar
there other reading skills in which reading course graduates should be profiCien
for success in regular college courses?

A study was conducted to .determine what chairpersons considered to be
(1) the major components of junior college developmental reading courses,
(2) competencies expected :from reading course graduates, and (3) the areas
in which such courses could be improved. An additional analysis was conducted
to determine whether there were significant differences in the responses given by
chairpersons responsible for one of two remedial reading courses and chair-
persons responsible.for three or more such cqurses.

Method

Questionnaires were mailed to fifty-nine chairpersons of junior college leading
.and study skills programs in Texas. Twenty-eight of these chairpersons
responded. Each was asked to rate twenty-one items according to the importance
of the item in the developmental reading program. A five-point scale from
Highly Important to Unimportant was used for this purpose. Percentage
distributionS were obtained for epch of the five categories.

Ultimately. these categories were reduced to two: the positive category
consisting of the-responses obtained from Highly Important and Important,
and the negative category conSisting of responses from Somewhat Important.,
Relatively Unimportant, and Unimportant. AlthOugh the items cited as Somewhat
Important could have bedn positively categorized, the researchers chose to
include in that category only those items clearly delineated as strongly positive
ones bSi chairpersons.
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The binomial distribution (Parsons, 1974) was used to determine critical,
values, thereby establishing the groupings of course components designated
as Least Important, Important, and Most Important, as shown i Table 1.

In addition, chairpersons were asked to write an essay in which they,
commented on the competencies expected Of their reading course graduateS
and cited the improf/ements and amendments, if any, that would enhance the
present reading program.

Finally, in order to determine whether the responses of -chairpersons with
smaller departments were significantly different from the responses of chair-
persons with larger departments, the twenty-eight chairpersons were divided
into two groups. Group A consisted of seventeen chairpersons whose programs
consisted on one of two courses. Group B consisted of eleven chairpersons
\kith three or more courses. An analysis of variance was conducted to
determine whether there were significant dfferences in the responses of the two
groups to each item

Results

Six .of the twenty-one reading .and study-skills items were deemed Most
Important components of a reading course. Four of these six items were in the
area of cohtextual comprehension. Seven skills were considered to be Important.
Eight were' deemed Least Important (see Table 1).

Adlior college reading chairpersons expect the graduates of their courses to be
able to demonstrate competencies in at least four of the course components
designated as Most Important, namely the skills of comprehension in context.

The .answers to the question, ,"What improvements and arrfendments, if

any, are needed in the program?' were all provided from the respOnses in the
, chairperson's essay. In the area of program philosophy, chairpersons recom-

mended an overall improvement in communication between staff and students
so that all understand the importance of reading in everyday life, in subject
area courses, and in career splection. Further, chairpersons suggested that
comrilunication between staff members and remedial students would .be en-
hanced if the staff members would more freq(4ently approach remedial .students

. with confidence as people who can become prdficient in reading.
For irnprovement in student self-image, chairpersons felt that spiraling

courses Would aid the remedial student better than separate departmental
remedial courses because disciplinary reinforcement and counseling could be
more easily integrated. The courses in the program, they suggested, should be
arranged from basic reading upward, with special multi-disciplinary labs and
learning centers staffed by a team of professidnals, para-professionals and
tutors

Other aspects of the program should include the granting of credit, pass-
fail* grading, -small teacher-student ratios, non-registratipn and continuous
enrollment for lab students, and flexibility within the program structure.

The teaching techniques suggested would include diagnostic-presCriptive
methods, continual assessment, independent reading time within the program,
modular lesson planning, group as well as individual (self-paced) instrucfion,
and more creative teaching. .

Other improvements suggested were for more diversified, multi-level, self-
paced, programmed, and ethnic materials. A final suggestion was that com-
puterized help in selecting inaterials appropriate for certain deficiencies be made
available to reading and study skills personnel.

The ere no significant differences noted in the type of response given
byiorYtiirpersons of large departments and chairpersons of small departments..
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o Table 1

Level of Importance'of Reading Course Components

LEVEL OF IMPORtANCE
MOST LEAST

CA.TEGORIES COMPONENT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

. CATEGORY I STUDY SKILLS.

A. Listening and 1. Notetaking x
Notetaking 2 Outlining x

3. Listening Skills , X .

B. Research 1 Dictionary X. '
% . 2 Library Skills

0 X

3 Research Skills
for Content Areas x

C. Test Taking 1 Test-Taking techniques x
. 2. Test-Questions Analysis' x

0 Textbook,Study 1 Textbook Organization x
2 Study Methods

(SO3R, etc.) x

CATEGORY II READING SKILLS
..

A Comprehension 1. Basic Comprehension,
in Context Main Idea, Details, etc. X

,

2 Following Directions X

.
3 Advariced Comprehension
4 , Vocabulary in Context X

r
5. Syntactic

, e Understandings X

.. -

8 Conceptual Thinking 1 Induction
-

Xi
1 2. Deduction x,

3. Concepts X
i - (Cause & Eifect, etc.)

*C Speed in Reading 1. Flexible Fieading Bate X

2 Speed Reading X

D. Phonics . 1 Phonics
,

4,

. .

Conclusions

rtSignificantly, the skills deemed Most Important by chairpersons illustrate
their feelings that the major course components (and ultimately, the coTpetencies
of the remecRal graduate) Are, in the main, the mastery of , basic ,reading
skills. Tne- fact that chairpersons of small as well as large reeding. depart-
ments gave fesponses that were not significantly different further illustrates
that cerfain basic skills are seen across the board as the major components
of remedial reading courses.

, Some of the more advanced skills in the areas of "Research" and "Con-
ceptu.al Thinking" were cited by chairpersons as Least Important for a remedial
program. -Tbe "Conceptual Thinking" skills ariththe entire list of Study Skills,

0 .- ;
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however, could be of extreme importance in aidirig students for future

college sutcess Half of the, Study Skills iterns were rated Least Important,
with only 'two of these skills attaining top priority in the reading program. Until
lecturing is replaced by other methods of disseminating contebt i9forrnation,
chairpersons may need to teach notetaking: and outlining. They can thereby
prepare 'remedial students to take class notes and rewrite them in, orderly

outlines tor better intellectual processing.
If the findings of this study truly reflect the expectations that junior'

college reading chairpersons hold regarding the corrpetenciestot fheir reading.;'

course graduates, we suggest that they consider ,moving toward broader :

expectations.
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0 19 75- 1 9 76 revievi oflesearch in college-adult reading-7t

The 'last review of research in college-adult reeding was ,published in 1975 and covered the
area through the encV of May 1974 (Blanton and Smith, 1975). This review includes research
which appeartild in the literature for the two years 1975 and 1976 and covers approximately
June 194 through May 1976. The reports reyiewed cover the published literature, directly
concerned with research .in college-adult reading excePt in some instances where aUied
references have been InclUbled in explanatory sections or diaceissions of issues which span more
than a short tjme period.

The articles reVlewed have been organized within the following broad conceptual framework,.
Sujveys of 9ollege-Adult Fteadingfrograms
011arActerisiics and Needs of College-Adult Readers
Evaluation of Programs and Instructional Methodology
Rate and Flexibility
ReVability, Materials/Textbooks
Test Development, Evaluation and Use
Word Recognition
Sentence Comprehension
Learning From Prose

Surveys of College-Adult Reading Programs

Smith, Enright and Devirian (1975) reported results from a nationwide survey of Fearning
and study skills programs using an all-inclusive definition of learning center. Results indicated ,
that 61 % of.'respondents were running learning study skills programs with an additional 9.3%
indicating plans to develop a program.No established pattern of adminiltrative responsibility
has yet emerged and course credit is still a vital issue. Maxwell (1975) presented a ease
study sketching the development, program philOsoPhy and operation of a university learning center.

Reading and study skills programs in selected Rocky Mountain colleges and universities
were surveyed by Warren (1975) who found 84% of institutions operating programs" *ith 9%
planning courses Two year institutions offered fewer courses than did four year Ones but
served more students. Over three-fourths of the courses were offered for credit with wide
variation existing in use of machines, materials and instructional procedures. Few instructors
had formal academic training in reading. Programs were aimed more toward minority and
academically troubled students than toward total school populations.

Manikas (1974) analyzed past and present remedial reading programs for underprepared
black junior college Students, identified components pm 30 successful programs, and presented
a model remedial reading program for such students.

Survey data Were analyzed by Haviland (1974) to determine the status of ' publicly and,
privately administered illiteracy programs in Great Britairn. Programs have grown rapidly,
particularly since 1967, and awareness of the problem is increasing. However, current provisions
for dealing with the complexity and magnitude of the problem are inadequate.'

Kinnamon (1975) reported results of a questionnaire survey sent to 160 commerciat TV stations
in the U.S. and Canada to determine type and number of programs oflered which are
designed specifically to teach adults to read. Program characteristics are described for the few'
stations offering them.

Appreciation is expressed to Donna .Dartnell and Catherine Tolsma for aid in collecting and
organizing data and to Catherine Tolsma for manuscript typing.

Acknowledgement for funding and released time is made to the UBC Faculty of Education
and the Reading Education DepartTent.
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Char a,c'.eristics ar,d Needs ot College-Adult Readers

tr- iuu , .r. u. r. feu

;.ied ! r t t ! t o r . r , the rei.iding ability of college freshmen Larsen. Tillman and
arta ,,.ted !he of a detade of testing for all incoming freshmen at the

cr,Ia As measured by !he DR T reading ability was highly stable tor the ten
972r even a w.eable increase in admissions requirements (achievement

1,1,1.,!e,,,if in statistically signifIcant changes in reading score trends
Nova; (19 7:1', tested the assumption that entering medical students have

ae.,eiorted ,Idecti,are reading. sk,irs using NDRT scores tor 268 students entering
A ci&,ses 7`)-1976 Analysis of scores and careful review of

re,ataied !ha! ,r t i,a!,1 .talt Ihe cases ot academic failure reading deficiencies
rr DcPne aiso examined Problems of admission and academic

MavaWHill Basic Skilk System Reading Test data for 85
A! me Lin, s,! ,)f Utaf) No correlation Was found between reading lest scores

it 1 tt.e,e,ytent the st st two quarters of work in medical school and the decision was
iude a read.-td test as part of theadmissions procedure

yared differential language behaoor between vocational and academic
, tr-te L dtiquage Inven!ory (tree reporting). the DRT. the Otis, Purdue Pegboard

T e,:t Battery tor 6.0 randomly selected subjects enrolled in .programs in a
,u" ANC OV A wvarying on 10 indicated no significant differences in

L'a' ii gmat-c ,e,..L,onses and sign&cant differences in favor of the academic group 'In reading
analyss yelded nonsignificant correlations between paradigmatic responding,

rt ; ,,Or' measures
.-0!H..1,.-,L1\ was employed by Wiggins 19751 to gather data on negative

home and school nteilectual ievel, interests, and personal and social
I, B'acr< mil:t3 remedial reading freshmen in a small Southwest church college II

"',111-,an,!,!les and specific deficits represent a cumulative educational deficit
f 'it the ro,atIonship between SES, mode of linguistic expression, attitude
, ..r ,f ,,acirog evel of aspiration community environment, age, sex, and I 0 with

3(:), .!yr nd mult;pre regression techniques based on scores of 60
t,.! ,ei, inTar, students I 0 mode the greatest contribution to reading ability and the

rral!. 131,, cuilege achievcrnent were characteristics ot the home and reading
S .ar.aoes attitude 10 and some of the interest variables were significantly

- ...11e;) !., .ead.rq POOref ntaders speech represented a restricted code while better
,>3rt,p, ciahorated code

,"` .te crange measured by the Social and Collegiate Readjustment Rating

te NORT achevernenr. course-hour work load, and selected attitude factors were
.1,ta,,,,ted by Henard 9"(3) as predictors of year end academic performance for freshmen at

W,t,! T e 4as c;.immumtv College Descriptive analyses and ANOVA indicated 'reading
er- o.:3f` effei:!,ye predictor of GPA, course Irod and selected attitude factors while

.1,1 ,..te,Lic.t.,on of read,ng ability and life change effectively predicted Only

e' Lo,!-C Lvea scores urn the Library Orientation Tests, the SSHA and sex with GPA
!!ct.,ntt,ten, Eng! Sh'stude'!-, at a small metropolitan university Intercorrelations among all

c=,.)s , 0 oetm...itat ons of 'he pred cior variables and the criterion measures suggested the tests
,ndeper'derrf of eacrq other The Lbrary Orientation Test appeared to be valid for

tt.t g ui itess 0 coilege Relat,vety little variance was added with the use of the SSHA,

aCh,e.,e at,..3 higher level than men and also achieved a higher predictr GPA
nq 500 junior coliege students. examined the effectsof 'ten ind,unde'nt

res.duai reading gain using stepwise multiple regression . t tests and .chi square
a,td found unfuqqted reading potential . number of semesters in reading instruction and

rele\rant predictors
' 4 D ,sf the use of GPA as the cnterion variable in characterizing needs and

, read:ng instruct uion connue to be reported in the literature (Farrell, 1975)
4'41 -WI 7deponse move regression program to determine the statistical relationship

be!wect, rtollege GPA and read,ng index of freshmen students at Flonda junior colleges

P,r-td.ngs teveaied a positive and significant relationship between reading ability and GPA

ar,d Pear,n r!..,)75a b) eva!uat,ed the contradictory research examining the relationship
tead,ng ah.Hty ,in,1 .(,;.,PA In researth using 120 college students (NDRT and course

vy -)1 the grade variance was accounted for by vocabulary
re[ated to reading achievement only, insofar as reading was

a-zed a. ne.ng moortani tt,- !he ,..ourse Hasellon 19741 used ANOVA and correlational
'he ,e.at oryp o specif;c reading ad study skills, and faculty perception
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of those skills, to GPA in each of 10 schools at Oregon State University.. A distinctly
different pattern of reading and study skills emerged for each cif the ten schools. Paragraph
comprehension 'correlated significantly with GPA in 9 out of 10 schools and scores for skimming
and scanning correlated more positively with GPA than any other Scores although identified by
the majority of instructors as least important

A dull Readers Genera/ Charactertstics
DePietro (1975) attempted to predict achievement, attendance and dropout incidence in adult

basic education projects for 397 students in four programs randomly selected from° 16 Right to
Read pro)ects in Northeastern urban areas The predictor variables of enrollment, age, sex, and
formai educational attainment did not, predict attendance or attrition; teacher directiveness did
predict literacy achievement

The oral reading performance of samples of functionally illiterate adults and second and third
grade developmental readers were'compared by Russell (1974). Point biSerial correlation coefficients
revealed significant similarity of erpr patterns between the two. groups foi all categories except
syllabication when reading at the frUstration level.

Miter (1975) compared university students 50 years of age or older with an analagous gr.oup
not enrolled in formal education MANOVA indicated significant differences in life satisfaction,
reading proficiency and interpersonal values but not for selected background characteristics.

Based on a follow-up study of 40 adult Males who were clinically diagnosed as dyslexic
in childhood. -Frauenheim (1975) reported that results of oral, comprehension and vocabulary
reading tests and arithmeno and spelling achievement measures, administered an average of 10
years 3 months after diagnosis, revealed that subjects had remained severely retarded in reading
mean reading grade score 3.6), with concomitant effects on all aspects of life adjustment.

personality Characteristics
6eneral Trachtman (1975) tested 50% of the, incoming freshmen class of disadvantaged

minority students entering a special program to determine the relationship of cognitive, demo-
graphic and certain intellectual achievement variables to academic performance. Step-wise
multiple regression analysis revealed reading, attitude toward authority, dogmatism and selected
items ot internality-externality.-to constitute the best combination of predictors, accounting for
35% of the variance

Tolman. Millot and Larsen. (1974) analyzed the results 'of five studies which explored the
relationship between personality type and reading test scores, hours worked at the reading
center enrollment in voluntary reading programs, GPA of marginal students and reading test
scores Two tentative conclusions were reached perSons who state a preference for dealing
with abstraclions and symbols tend to be more effective readers, those who prefer to please
other people tend to tAnefit more from individualized helping situations.

The interrelationshiP of study skills and personality variables was studied by Rutkowski
and Domino (1975) using data from 201 university freshmen wh0 took the California Psychological
Inventory the SSHA and the Scholastic Aptitude Test Results of the factor analysis cautiously
support the independence of study skills, personality variables and aptitude scores.

Hoiberg. Hysham and Berry (1974) replicated a previous study and compared discharge infor-
mation on Navy recruits assigned to a remedial training program with that for a control group
to assess the psychiatric I mplicaV)ns of illiteracy. The percentage of neuropsychiatnc and dis-
c,phnary discharges during the fir t year of active duty was significantly greater for the illiterate
group

Treppa (1973) using the In personal Check List, terms students who enroll in college
study skills courses to be rno e self-rejecting. passive, arid to perceive their parents more
negativeiy than a control group of subjects.

Selt-Conceot Musik (1974) analyzed pre and post treatment data for the DRT and a researcher
developed self-concept instrument for comthunity college students randomly selected from' a
reading improvement course and assigned to one of three treatment groups differing in their
relative emphasis on reading or self-concept. training. They concluded that the combination of
reading and some training in self-concept was most promising for reading improvement.

Lund and lvanoft (1974) utilized 227 students to determine the difference in measured self-
concept among college freshmen blocked by reading ability, sex and enrollment in a reading skills
program All variables paiticularly course enrollment, were sensitive to self-concept variation.

Internal-External Locus ol Control Alien and Harshbarger (1977) compared the performance
of internally and externally oriented college reading improvement students taught in a student-con-
trolled or an lostructor-controlled program ANOVA and pairwise comparisons revealed that,
internally-oriented students in .classes highly controlled by the instructors made significantly
smaller reading achievement (DRT) gains than did all otlier students. Drummond, Smith and Pinette
(1975) investigated the extent to which I-E construct related to student achievement in an
individualized community college reading program Results for 30 male students revealed greater
achievement for externally oriented students

2 , .
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Interes ls
McCrea h (1975) assessed reading habits and interests 'and their relationship to reading,

Improver nt tor 89 disadvantagN junior college students enrolled in reading improvement-1
courses 1eneHy ii.tudents were not regularly involved in reading activities. Newspapers and
magazin s appeared to be fairly regular reading with pleasure reading, discussion of reading and
use of lib anes scoring low Patterns and habits were independent of age

. Sever I studies assessed various factors related to newspaper readership and readability,

among dult popurations Penrose et al. (1974) used a sample of 1,130 randomly selected
respondents in North Carolina to compare the profiles of newspaper and non-newspaper readers
with the resuits of a study conducted in Wisconsin a decade earlier. Results suggest the same
type of OeQpie (low SES. 'rural, low education) continue to be the non-newspaper readers.
,Schwett2er 0 976) analyzed young people in a metropolitan area to determine the factors involved
in subscription or non-subscription to two daily newspapért Chi square tests revealed statistically
significant differences between _subscribers and non-subscribers on marital status and occupation;
rifest& mobility and educational variables were not related. Bryant, Currier and Moffison (1976)
analyzed' a sample of 900 adults from the Toronto metropolitan area to determine if lifestyle
rather than demographic factors relate to newspaper choice, resulting in a new technique for
defining readership

Aftrtwles
Stevens (1975) assessed change scores on a reading test and a semantic differential instruMent

for adult students in eight reading classes using a correlation matrix. Significant relationstlips
between initial attitudes toward reading and reading skills improvement, but not between attitude
cnange and reading score changes, were noted

Physio/ogy
Reichurdt 977) used a polygraph to measure tf;Q physiological reactions of reading disabled

students (median age 21, 1st to 30th percentileDavis Reading Test) and reported statistically
significant differences between their reaction to oral and silent reading tasks. Gross abncirmalities t

in respiratory patterns were found to exist among long-lerm reading handicapped students.
From the standpoint of arousal. two distinct groupings emerged: the lowest scoring readers were
tound to be hypo-tensive while those scoring somewhat higher were hyper-tensive.

Wark (1974) compared validly test-anxious with validly test-cool psychology students in terms of
their heart rate patterns while resting and while reading to answer test questions .and reported a
ciear distinction on heart rate pattern between the two groups.

Evaluation of Programs and Instructional Methodology

A lively interest continues in the evaluationof program effects and instructional methodology in
coilege-adult reading. particularly among doctoral candidates. Two-thirds of the research reviewed

tnis section was reported in doctoral dissertations.
Rornine (1974) polled students and faculty in 29 junion-community colleges in 15 states using

a 70-item instrument designed to assess attributes of an effective instructional climate,' Factor
analysis produced an instrument consisting of 41 attributes which make a significant contribution
to instructional climate Characteristics are grouped under the headings of instructor preparation,
planning and organization. presentation, and assessment and outcomes. Intercorrelationt and
'reliability analysis reorganized the data further to produce nine major personal and academic
characteristics which typify an effective college instructional climate.

RObin 11976) reviewed the nature of behavioral instruction; its effectiveness in terms of academic

achievement retention . attitudes. study time, and withdrawals; and assessed the contribution of
various components of the individualized method including self-pacing, unit perfection requirements,
stress on- writing use of proctors, study objectives, grading, lectures, and student/component
nteractions

Fairbanks (1974. 1975) examined 87 reading study skills programs and developed a system of
ratng the degree of research control utilized in reports of their effectiveness. Fairbanks concluded
tnat poor research design and control may well have inflated results concerning reported
effects of college reading programs on GPA. She suggested that variables such as content and

mode of operation of the program, response to program variables. Student personality variables,
entry reading skills, scholdstic aptitude and achievement, academic curriculum and,staff enthusiasm
be studied further Parham (1975) studied the relationship of persistence in participating.in a college ,
!eve reading course to six variables including GPA, sex, personality, entrance reading proficiency,
general scholastic ability at entrance, and the type of curriculum being pursued by the student.
Persistent and non-persistent students did not differ on any of the variableS.
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Burgess. Cranney and Larsen (1976) investigated short and long term effects on OPA of a free,
voluntary noncredit reading improvement program using 46 freshmen as a treatment group and the
entire remaining freshman class (N ---- 3,000) as a control group. Characteristics of the .voluntary
program were similor to those noted for .SuccessJul programs in the Fairbanks (1974, 1975)
studies Significant differences in OPA's favored the treatment group at the end of the first,-
and second term .

The effects of three treatments (counseling, academic aid, no treatment) on college grade(
reading scores and attntion for 71 low income freshmen were studied by Cochran (1975)
Significant positive relations were found between reading scores and GPA; however, there were no
differences Wr either NDRT reading change scores or GPA

Holberg. Hysham andBerry (1974) compared 1,517 enlisteesiNho attended an academic remedial
training program with a matched comparison group Higher values of final reading level, the AFOT,
and educational attainment were all predictive of military effectiveness. The remedial training
p(ogram did aid many men to stay on active duty to perform effectively in the Navy.

Carpenter and Jones (1975) used the NDRT to measure gains in comprehension and rate for
students enrolled in reading classes at Clemson University Significant gains were found for subjects
taking reading classes Large 'gains in comprehension were attributed to the sequential acquisition
of separate comprehension, sub-skills and their subsequent integration and apphcation to content
materais c,

. 1,

Tle influente of reading classes on the reduction of phonic disabilities -of first year students
was studied by Littreli i1 976) Experimental arid control groups were analyzed consisting of'
students enrolled in English and elective reading classes in a Kansas junior college. ANCOVA
res,..i!ts of pre and post scores on the California Phonics Survey showed significant gains for
readng cl4ss students as compared to controls enrolled in English classes and significant

for the reading iasses n comprehension as measured by the Diagnostic Reading Test.
.;r.er4/ Admission Students Papandrea (1975) compared self-Concept and achievement change

cores .of learning iaboratory participants who were in the lowest quartile of their graduating
classes with a control group of potential learning laboratory ,sfudents. ANCOVA, correlational
analyses and t tets indicated mixed resultvin compering the two groups on reading achievement, -
arithmetic sei,-ncept and English No significant relation was found between self-concept and i
academic achievement Rake9. Lintz and Payton (1974) foun&when comparing student achievement
and atttude tn applying competency based and traditional teaching programs to four groups of
predominentty . Black students that competency based classes were superior -,,to traditional
c[a5ses on the Colifornia (Reading Test Student attitude toward competency based teaching was
Dos:five out the costs of operating such classes were three times those for traditional &asses.

0 Donnell il 9741 compared academic skill gains of 42 Black high-risk college freshmen,
attending a summer program assigned to tutoring in the content of the traditional course or
!,,,?,.)(ing ( f 1 one hour sessions college upperclassmen) using a syntactically oriented psycho-
ngu.strc program yANOVA and t tests indicated no significant differences between the grOups in

reading acnievement 'syntactic maturity of written' compositton _and attitude. However, Whittaker
1h-4) found a lir/guisncally based instructional method to be significantly more effective than a
or:grammed method in Improvement of comprehension but not vocabulary for a 16 week reading
and study skilis .y!:ourse

Weiss i.1 414..). using ANCOVA found differences in favor of a language experience approach
over a tracittonal approach for total reading and comprenension .but not vocabulary Kahn (1975)
cocppared reading achievement of students receiving a joint program of applied psychology and
communication skills for two hours three times a week for fifteen weeks with that of students
receivng orily_somri',urlication skills instruction for Ilve one hour sessions each week for fifteen
weekt, 'No .dfferenoes appeared on ..the posttest anal7§is although the psychology plus communi-
caton -,iudents read more than twice the number of books and eicperienced changes in attitude. .

Srhith 11975) compared the gains of 75 junior college students enrolled in a diagnostic/prescriptive
program with a Maditional control group No significant differences were found between reading
gains of the two groups. However, both groups made significant gains during. 'the eleven
week instructional period Rivera (1974) found.that students enrolled in eight week programri-
of rIcitvidualized tutorial assistance in readingo,end study skills wl-le faili g to attain significantly
hIghp, !edging scores or lower attrition rates than control students notleceiving tutorial aSsistance.
did achleve sIgnificant improvement in GPA

ABE Progr.ams Knowles (1975) compared ddrn&graphic. personality and achievement data of
students-in a state-supported county-wide ABE program with those enrolled in the volunteer

4 tutor Right to Read Program and concluded The two programs served essentiaHy the same highly
variabie populations Personal rather than media recruitment was preferred by participants and
brqvision of transportation ygnificantly affected involvement for functionally illiterate adults.
Using a sampie of 443 subjects, Lamb (1975), working witH adults in four Florida counties
(ages 16-56 reading level 3-8). fpund tahat general instruction increased critical reading
.abitity while maturation in the absence of instruction did not Hutchison (1974) found that an
experimental program with lessons divided into teaching; practice and application was significantly

0
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more effective than large group instruction utilizing commercial materials over a fifteen week
period On both achievement and attendance measures but not on vocabulary or oral readrhg.

Spears (1974) frAind significantly better academic growth and retentiqn for an individualized,
programmed aboratory program than for formal adult education programs involving individuahzed,
small and large group instruction in self-contained classroom§ in neighborhood schools.

Johnson (1975) concluded that CAI programs were effective in 'ABE in a study involving
seven program components (content, question type. question hierarchy. terminal choice, branching,
timing, feedback) and five,learner charactekstics (history of failure, negative attitude toward
school atmosphere immaturity dependency, suspiciousness)

TnJe ;1914) found significant advantages for massed over spaced instruction using prison 6rm
rnmates, even though both types of instruction were effective with illiterate inmates

InsthactIonal Methodology
Gnewuch (3974) assessed the effects of a program designed to increase awarepess of words

and word meaning based on Dale's principles Change scores for e 12 week program for '318
expenrnental and 89 control university reading and study skills students on:the NDRT indicated
tnat teacher training and experience contributed more than ten times the amount of variance
contributed by treatmern or classes Wolfe (1975) found no differences in writing complexity or
usage for three vocabulary development programs teaching a specific reading vocabulary witi
practice of words in sentences. teaching a specific reading vocabulary with practice of words
in multiple choice exercises, and no specific vocabulary instruction. The, effects of modified
paperback scanning and vocabulary eatrtension instruction on NDRT (vocabulary) and Carver-Darby

I Chunked Reading Test scores were investigated by Baer (1975). ANOVA, using 75 volunteer
undergraduate psychology students, indicated the, paperback method was superior for reading
accur acy but not for reading vocabulary, comprehension and rate.

Henderson (1975) analyzed pre and pOsttest scores on reading rate:vocabulary and compre-
hension, self-concept, reading interest variables, and self-expectation for eight intact commdnity and
Junior college classes randomly assigned to prescriptive or personalized reading improvement
instruction Stepwise discriminant analysis indicated no significant pre or posttest differences with

the exception of males in the prescriptive group over males in the persoriOzed group.
Allen (1976) considered three levels of student control (minimum, moderate, maximtim) andfound
no significant differences in reading achievement (DAT). attitude toward reading (Estes) or attitude
toward the course by treatment group, and no relationship:between snident personality orientatiorr
(Rotter I-E Scale) and reading achievement in any of the college reading grottos. The reading
achievement and interest gains of two year college students taught dy a personalized
technique (cognitive field theory) and a prescriptive technique (behavioristic theory) were investi-
gated by Henderson (1976). No differences favoring either group were found for 'either dependent
measure Mahoney (1974) randomly assigned 119 university students taking reading and study
skills classes to a traditional teacher-centered approach, a didaetic tutorial approach, a facilitative
tutorial approach . and no instruction. ANOVA, post hoc comparisons and Chi square indicated
ail experimental groups superior to the control group on NDRT scores but not GPA or mean
verbal GPA ¶

Kistulentz (1976) compared academic course achievement scores, GPA and NDRT change scores
of students enrolled in a community college reading imprOvement course and assigned to traditional
instruction or sections where vocabuldry and comprehension -exercises were derived from com-
position, mathematics and science texts Both groups made significant gains .in NDIRT reading
achievement. There were no differences in grade point averages, reading improvemgt scores
and achievement in the writing and mathematics courses: however,there were significant differences

favor of the expenmenkl group in achievement in the science bourse., .

Bain (1974) compared the reading gains of 60 experimental and 60 control students enrolled

in a collegf reading course who simultaneously listened and read SRA materials and read withoula
tapes NDRT gain scores using t tests indicated no significant difference by treatment. The

reading comprehension gains of students stratified by reading achievement and assigned to
reading listening, and combined treatments, were analyzedby Thomas (1975). ANOVA results for

the original experiment and three replications indicated significant main and interaction effects. The
dual mode was more effective than unimodal presentation and listening more effective than
reading The interaction suggested that Jhe lower the initial., reading level, the more Offective
the dual mode

Gurrola (1975) applied ANOVA to gain scores on teacher constructed tests for treatment
groups taught study methods based on different combinations of SO3R components and found a
treatment effect for study efficiency and a reading level effect fot study effectiveness with a
pooulation of university freshmen

The effects of proportional amounts of time spent in diagnosis and in instruction on achievement
gain for students were examined by Livingston (1975) Increased diagnosis facilitatbd achievement
gains for average and beloW average but not for above average groups following, ten weeks of

instruction
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College-Adult Reading Personnel
Phlegar (1975) surveyed the attitudes of -faculty -and examined effects of an inservice readirv

program tor faculty in a community college Results for all faculty members, and responses fof
selected students and faculty members, suggested "inservice affected teacher attitudes toward
content area reading but did not change student attitude, female teachers were more conscious of
the importance of reading and more experienced teachers more aware of the complexity of
reading attitudes of teachers and students were similar and few differences appeared between
academic and occupational-technical teachers, married students were more serious about reading

and .their classes and females enjoyed reading more than males; although males reported
spending more free time reading about the subject

Schnell ii 9741 provided a pro-file of the community college reading teacher based on questionnaire
returns from 47 members of the IRA special interest group for two year colleges The composit1
community college reading teacher was described as being female, forty-frve pr older, highly
educated and experienced in teaching She feels her college training was only adequate and that
experience has been more valuable than course work Ramig. and Duliri (1975) described a one-
year reading method§ seminar offered by .the University of Wisconsin-Madison for adult basic
education teachers including program goals, administrative considerations, format of the course
and evaluation in which students rated the course and rank ordered, in terms of usefulness, terk
areas of course emphasis

Rate and Flexibility

Perception
fr; examining factors which contribute to the difference in reading speed among young and

older Age readers Marcel 11.974) ruled out visual Processing factors such as interfixation eye
movements number of regressions, fixation time and larger eye-voice span (EVS) and hypothesized
that a prime cause. of the difference is increased use of context during a single fixation.
The amour ! of context used during a fixation is embraced by the "effective visual field"
which can ne 7.,-;tirnated by degrees of visual angle, typespaces, syllables, and words. Use- of
context is affoCed by nature of the task, subjective criteria, and factors within print materials.
A group of 30 'ast and slow adults (19-25) and a group of 48 fast and slow children (10.5-11.5)
comprised the experimental groups The method of investigation involved simulation of two
successive fixations over a continuous sequence of words with sequential constraints manipulated.
The amount read from .the second fixation was the dependent variable. It was concluded that
whatever other factors are operative, a better use of context enables a greater amount of
graphical nformation to.be used in individual fixations thus reducing the number of fixations needed
to cover the same materials Increased contextual information facilitates the use of visual infor-
maton as well as effecting response bias in word recognition and also appears in so doing
to produce spare capacity tor visual processing for use at the more peripheral locations of the
visual field

Pollowing somewhat the same line of investigation as Marcel, Jackson and McClelland (1975)
tested fast and average college readers. scoring above 70% on a carefully constructed com-
prehension test. qn four tasks (free report, forced choice, unrelated letters, peripheral span) to
determine if reading speed is primarily sensory or cognitive in nature, Their results indicate that
taster readers are capable of encoding more information from each fixation suggestion increased
cognitive processing The availability of more information facilitates the use of contextual con-
straints resulting in more efficient use of partial information At the same time, the greater
efficiency in encoding of visual information frees limited, processing resources to deal with the
conceptual content of what is read and guide the eye to a useful place to begin the process anew.

Rayner 11975) suggested that previous tasks u§ed in determining the size of the perceptual
span were either quite unlike normal.reading or intbrferred with a reader's normal geading pattern

and thus resulted in differing estimates of the sfze of the perceptual span. Recent On-line
computer techniques involving eye-tracking systems also have limitations although these more
nearly approximate normal. reading. Ten undergraduates were exposed to CRT and on-line tech-
niques which.recorded the duration and the location of each fixation in reading and the Movement
time for each saccade Results suggest the reader is able to make a semantic interpretation
of a word that begins 1-6 character spaces from his fixation point; from 7-16 spaces the reader
picks up gross visual characteristics such as word shape and initial and final letters. It seems
clear that the capability of distinguishing between a word and a non-word, or making a semantic
interpretation, is operative only within the area of high visual acuitya rather small range for the
effective stimulus Other characteristics can be acquired further into the periphery to, a maximum
of five degrees of visual angle to the right of the fixation point. The overall results suggest
slightly larger perceptual span and peripheral areas than reported in previous research.

Edfeldt (1975) examined the old question of whether or not it is possible to read during
saccadic movements Current theory is reviewed which suggests that reading (seeing) takes
place during fixation and that the reader is functionally blind during saccadic movements.
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Lissing newly developed apparatus to assess saccadic_seeing, Edfeldt suggests that the good
leader utilizes the ability to read and comprehend even&hole words during saccadic movements

tnus obtaining more exposure time to materials that', the poor reader It is still to be determined

saccadic seeing awrileriabIe to training or if it is part of the individual's Ceptral Nervous

system b(uer:milt

Factors A t'ec ting Rate and Flexibility
McConkie and Meyer (1974) suggest that task structure variables have a-substantial effect on

the behavior which subjects exhibit during a reading. situation. Using 70 undergraduate subjects,
and passages with MC questions built on higher level (actors (Bloom), they investigated 'the
,ntruence of four variables (payoff structure forrnof payoff structure. type Pf payoff. presence or
absence of feedback) on reading rate and comprehension The. existence bf a payoff structure, in

and by Ise.lf had little effect but the form in the structure produced significant changes in

reading rate Feedback appears to be a critical variable in producing reading strategy change.
Samuels and Dahl 119751 used 1.100 fourth graders and 84 college students in a modified

Latin square.design to determine the effects of establishing appropriate purposes on flexibility

and reading rate Subjects read a prose passage and answered detail and general overview

questions Repegted measures ANOVA revealed significant differences im reading speed when
subjects knew beforehand the kinds and difficulty of the questions they would be asked: both
groups scgied significantly faster for overview than for detail questions.

Sullivan (1975) analyzed pre and post treatment scores on an adapted version of the Reading

Adequacy READ Test tor a one-week experimental flexibility module using university under-
graduates and a control group ANPVA and,correlation revealed no significant relationship between

'ate and reading materials, factors Of general reading ability and reading flexibility.
Brandt rrg75»nvestigated the effect of two reading rate' instructional approaches (SRA

mechanical versus motivated). using Ohio State university students participating in a reading

,mprovernent course in relation to internal/external (Rotter I-E) rocus of control orientations.
Singie factor ANOVA revealed groups receiving motivated trainihg increased rate significantly

more than The non-motivated treatment The correlational analysis betWeen personality type and
reading per torrance was significant only for the control group.

Coke (1974) evaluated the usefulness of resding rate as a measure of .difficully in two

studies relating to text-derived measures of readability Oral reading rate was affected by readability
since subjects read at a standard syllable rate When subjects rated each passage for compre-
hensibility correlation of comprehensibility with readability indicated that subjects were sensitive

to readabi1ity suggesting there are limitations in using reading rate as a meaSure of reading

difficulty
Carver if 976i studied the functional relationstiv between word length, passage difficulty and

reading rate using '300 passages sampled from crrriculum materials ranging from gratte--one

through graduate level Passage difficulty was measured by the Rauding scale. Reading rate of 83

coIiege subjects decreased in relation to passage difficulty, but, when measured in standard words
pe.r minute reading rate was constant The results are discussed in relation to current theory
'elating redundancy to reading rate and eye movements

Wood 119761 assesSed the comprehension of general 2nd study materials presented at various
accelerated Speech speed rates to 208 post-secondary technical students -stratified by ability.

ANOVA and post hoc comparisons revealed significant differences by reading ability in compre-

hending main ideas details and conclusions; and by rate tor details Seventy-five percent of the
subjects preferred acbmpressed speech rate of 200-250 words per minute

In app(ynng the Modified Packard Method of discourse analysis to recalls of readers trained

ri !he E4elyn Wood method Hansen 11976) found varied diffeiences between slow and rapid

readers :when t.me but not amount of material was held constant, slow readers' showed
sign,f,cant gains. n recall of operations, with time and amount of material held constant, rapid
readers showed significantly greater gains on total operations.

Kamm Otto and Dui!ri it 9741 described development of a model for evaluating cerain aspects
'wUrk000ks which should be considered when developing or selecting texts to be used in

rate. L-ornprehehsion ractors include difficulty of material, difficulty of questions.
ha( 1...;rr,,,,,d ,11 !he ,w,inded audience and the reader's purpose

Readability and Matenals/Textbooks
. '

qeiriat,,ry
M.ier i (_,orcoared the predictive performance of the Flesch (Multiple-choice-based) and

the Borrruth icioze-based) readability formulas using .the McCall-Crabbs Standard Lessons in

Reading and the 1967 Miller-Coleman Readability Scale as criterion measures Findings confirm
the c`ontent,on of cloth proponents that cloze-based formulas generate higher validity coefficients

on cioze mater,als than multiple-choice-based formulas generate on multiple-choice materials.
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However Miller suggests that results may be due to the inherent nature and mechanisms of
the scores generated by doze procedures rather, than demonstrating the intrinsic superiority of
the doze Liau et al (1976) reported the development of four readability formulas based on
doze procedures which expand upon Me'earlier work of Coleman. The formulas, which account for
an even higher,percentaoe of the variance, were derived by choosing a. more reliable criterion
and a better selection of predictors selected according to ease of scoring as well as percentage
of variance explained A cross-validation study supported the development of the four formulas.
Coleman and Liau (1975) maintain that there is no need to estimate syllables for computer
readabihty analysis since word length in letters is a better predictor of readability than word
iength in syllables Cloze was used to cahbrate criterion materials. A new readability formula
was generated with letters per 100 words and sentences .per 100 words as the predictors.
Both can be economically estimated with optical scanning equipment. Estimated grade level
equivalents for cloze scores are also presented McNinch et al. (1974) tested the effects of
varying deletion schemes in cloze estimates of college iexts in science, mathematics and social
stUdies 'using 184 college freshmen from a psychology course Deletion schemes should be
adjusted according to discipline studied, science should hair a low deletion ratio while
social studies and English can tolerate a more moderate (every seventh word) ratio. A moderate
deletion ration was also tentatively suggested for math materials.

Using six analysts, Thomas. Hartley and Kincaid (1975) estimated test-retest and interanalyst
relrabihtie s. for the AutomMed 'Readability Index. the Flesch Reading- Ease Score and,the Fog
Count Ail coefficients, with the exception of one Flesch measure, were above .94. ANOVA applied
to measured working times indicated that the Flesch takes significantly longer to use than either
the ARI or 'the Fog Blumenfeld, Black and Morris (1975) investigated the interrater reliability
of the Gunning readability index The correlational anktlysis suggested that while the Jesuits
of the two independent ratings were not identical, the interrater reliability was of sufficient
magnitude to be considered adequate The means exhpited a slight constant error suggesting
I ale( (raining tq decrease interrater error Blumenfeld abd Justin (1975) used fifty random samples
Qf reading matenai and obtained highly comparable readabihty ratings by Flesch and Gunning indices.

Patterson (1974i analyted the relationship of selected intersentence factors to doze compre-
hension scores (if passages from different subject-matter areas to determine if intersentence
factors add predichve power to the Dale-Chall readability formula when doze scores serve as
tho measure of .comprehens:lon difficulty. Cloze tests (seventh word deletion) were constructed
and Carroll's and Yule's type-roken formulas used to determine the diversity of lexical units and
words in the passages The verb/adjective ratio and the noun-verb/adjective-adverb ratio were
used as measures of passage natural language content. Correlation, stet(mise multiple regression
and ANOVA revealed that dtversity of lexical units as measured by Carroll's and Yule's
formula. and diversity of nouns as measured by Carroll's formula, were sigr'tificantly related to doze
c.orroreriension scores For these subjects and materials, new readabilitY\ formulae emphasizing

cai density should be considered.
The doze performance of 120 community college freshmen was analyzed, by McWhorter (1974)

to- determine the influence of passage organizational structure on comprehension and two
est!rrates of readability Four passages-representing time order, cause-effect\ comparison-contrast
and statement-support .organization were used The Bormuth and the Dele-Chall readability
formulas were applied to the passages and a fifty item cloze test was cOnstructed for each
passage Mixed results indicated the Bormuth formula, provided a significariVy higher estimate
'of combined passage difficulty than did'cloze scores: observed doze means\ were significantly
higher than predicted cloze means for all but the time order passage: the time order passage
was significantly more difficult than the other passages; and the Dale-Chall estiMate of combined
passage difficulty was significantly higher Ulan the Bormuth estimate.

Morrow (1974) rewrote college level expository prose to determneif easier teadability, would,
aid comprehension of low achieving commbnity college students. Material Was adjusted by
reducing difficult vocabulary, Shortening sentences, and a combination of the two. Cloze tests .
were constructed for the original and rewritten passages and materials presented to three expert:
mental and one control group of students from remedial reading cfasses. The findings support
previous r0earch in demonstrating that reduced readability aids comprehension. English ACT
scores. 1 0 ., and Vocabulary and Comprehension scores had significant curvilinear relations with
tne cloze criterion scores

Bankston (1975) applied Kane's readability formula for bl'4athematics material and rewrote one
mathemItics lesson at three levels of difficulty When presented to remedial mathematics
students, the group receiving the lowest readability version had sblificantly better post test
achievement than the other two groups

Bassin and Martin (1976) and Bassin (1978) tested the effects of three redundancy Jeduction
tedtmiques on reading comprehension, reading time and rate. A newsarticle was reduced 10%,
30% and 50% by one of three reduction techniques: word frequency, grammatical, and subjective.
ANOVA and post hoc comparisons indicated reduction method had no significant effect on
comprehension except for the 50% level where the subjective method produced better reading

col
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performance There wg a decrease in speed in reading the reduced versions of text.

Herndon (1976) examined the role of redundancy in textual processing and, using methodology
from computer soence and education, generated a system forcomputer control of redundancy.

Klare 11975). evaluated 36 experiMental studies which examined the effect of readability of
materials upon. comprehension and/or retention. In each of the studies reviewed, malerials
were selectect: the readability altered, the material presented to subjects, and the effect on
comprehension and/or retention estimated. In 19 studies, altering the readibility of the material had

a significant effect on comprehension and/or retention; in 6 studies the effect was mixed; and
in 11 studies the effects were nonsignificant, Comparisons among studies were made to
eiucidate factors which interact with readability including reading performance measures,' the test
situation, reader motivation, readability considerations in materials, content considerations, and
reader competencies ATtention to such factors could have helped to reduce or indrease the
probability of significant results Klare concluded that many writers sudceeded.in writing materials

readable enough for readers to increase their comprehension and/or retention but the exadt -
variables operating in the process are not clear. Tables are presented listing the major
variables thought to have an influence on readability.

Boston (1976) used three groups of 95 university students to test the effects of line'

width on reading speed and comprehension in brochures and booklets.. ANOVA revealed one-
Column material to be significantly superior to two-column material for both_ speed and compre-
hension, contrary to previous legibility research findings.

Based on the assumption that existing readability indices lad< validity in accurately judging
the concept or ideational difficulty of passages, Carver (1975-76a) developed the Rauding Scale
of F?rose Difficulty (encompasses reading and understanding) as a tool for .using subjective
judgments to scaie difficulty of passages. The RS consists of six anchor passages (from Bormuth,

t 969) judged to be at the grade 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, and 17 levels ot difficulty. New material
is compared to the anchor passages and the opinions of three "experts" (achieved the criterion
of judging live passages correctly) aVeraged to obtain a rating. Evidence froin three studies is
presented to support the reliability and validity of the method includihg:- psychometric and
interrater,reliabilities, validity coefficients in predicting Bormuth grade levels; using RS to estimate.

grade ,level of reading Materials commonly used at various levels; and, prediction of passage
difficulty using the National Reading Standards Test developed by the author. Kibby (197546)
subsequently pointed out that the idea of an anchored set of judgmental passages is .a, sound

one but that the validity ot the Rauding Scale is questionable on a number of points including:
lack of connection with previous readability research; poor definition and lack of a theoretical
rationale tor Idea or concept difficulty; grade level discrepancies in the anchor passages-,

problems with rater underestimation of passage'difficulty; faulty study of sample reading materials;°
and, inadequate sampling, poor control, skimpy or inaccurate interpretations of data in the three
studies Kibby concludes that the scale adds nothing to our understanding of comprehension,

it is not supported as a readability measure, apd it providts no clear guidelines for rewriting
materials In a response to Kibby, Carver (1975-76b) presents detailed counterarguments on

\ the points raised and contends that, despite the criticisms the Rauding Scale is able to assign
\grade levels with substantial validity. The RS seems to offer the best "mousetrap" for

istimating concept difficulty of passages at the present time.

,.(taterrals/Textbooks
HaSkins (19751 described the development -and assessed the concept validity of a tethnique

fOr pretesting interest in printed messages A 'number of studies are described which support the
pilAition that use of short descriptive verbal concepts is predictive of interest 1n the whole
rnesage Haskins further discussed the technique as an efficient and inexpensive alternative to
complete curriculum review

Booher (1975) compared the relative comprehensibility of pictorial information and printed word§

;n instructions Six picture-word formals were examined (print only, pictorial only, pictorial
related print, print related pictorial, pictorial redundant print, print redundant pictorial). Results, using
90 Navy enlisted personnel, showed pictorial information important for speed but print information
necessary for accuracy with comprehension most efficient with pictorial related print arid pictorial
redundant print formats Kammann (1975) tested the relative comprehensibility of floweharts
versus standard printed instructions using 90 scientists apd engineers, 90 suburban housewives,
and Bell telephone employees in follow-up study. Two different flowchart formats were com-
pared with standard paragraph instructions and were found to be superior in comprehension,
accuracy and speed Comprehension for printed directions appear to follow a general rule of
mumb directions are understood correctly about two-thirds of the time.

A number of studies analyzed the difficulty level of college textbooks in relation to the reading
ability of students using them Smith (1975) applied the Flesch formula to 162 one hundred word
samples from nine accounting tests (3 high school, 3 vocational and 3 college level). ANQVA and
post hoc tests revealed differences by level and for level by publisher but not for publisher
alone Mean readability scores increased in difficulty by level and were considered below the
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grade level for students for whom the texts were written Nilagupta (1975), .using a sample of 213
university students (Bangkok) enrolled in English as a second language reading classes, found a
relationship between reading ability (Nelson and an informal test) and text readability (Flesch).
The tour textbooks had readabihty levels above the mean grade equivalent compreheqsion
scores of students By contrast, Slovak (1978) found no relationship between the. re4in9
ability (NDRT) of 760 community/college students comprehensive of texts scaled by readability
level (Dale-Chan, F)esch) Klorzman (1974) found that the reading ability of open-adatiasions
college freshmen averaged 10.5 while the readability of their textbooks averaged 14.0.

Working with adult, materials Rakes (1973) assessed the readability of 29 units of material
selected from books frequently used in ABE instruction using Dale-Chall, Fry and SMOG indices.
The resulting readabilities were compared with difficulty J dgMents made by 43 ABE teachers
with discrepancies noted between the formula levels and the te cher estimates. .

Pyrczak (1976) found that 100 word passages Of the instr ctions accompanying income tax
returns yielded a readability of 9-10 using'the Dale-Chall fqrm a. He composed a set of c6til:.
prehension queStions on the standard instructions and a set for a revised simplified version. O'n the
first test graduate students in education produced a mean score of 5.65functionally illiterate. The
simplified set of inStructions produced a mean of 7.65.

Test Development, Evaluation and Use

, Various techniques continue to be proposed for the measurement of reading behaviors;
particular(y in the area of comprehension of prose materials. The fundaMental problem in such
meaurernent has always been to de)/elop techniques Which enable one tb estimate how much has .
been comprehended in reading and how accurately it has been comprehended. The inherent
difticulty arises from the fact that the Processes one is attempting to meas6T are internal and
cannot be directly observed, they can only be inferred from observations sampled overt
behaviors that accompany the internal processes

The researcn reviewed in this section is organized-.in two parts. First, studie are reviewed
'which repot! development of tests of various types Then studies which assess aracteristics
and uses of existing tests are reviewed along with studies which discuss variou .cfesiderata
relevant to psychometric properties of tests and their use

'rest Deipprn4nt
Anderson (1974) examined the possibility that cloze measures are a function of con'1nt

achievement among adult learners College juniors and seniors took cloze tests before and aft
studying a prose passage under five conditions' mc, reproduction passage doze test, recognition
passage cloze test. reproduction summary cloze test, and recognition summary cloze.test. Post
:nstruction mean scores were reliably higher than preinstruction scores in virtuallY all testing
conditions lending support to the proposition that cloze measures can serve as indices of

achievement
Ohnmacht and Fleming (1974) replicated and expanded work on analyzing content effects and

complexity of structure effects with three tYPes of verb deletions and two types of noun
deletions in doze test development Results with undergraduates generally confirmed earlier
studies that suggest verb types do not lend themselves to categoric rank ordering from lowest to
highest difficulty of structure. An additional finding concerned the ''devastating effect' of the
absence of post-deletion context on subjects' performance with all three verb classes and,,to
iesser degree. with noun classes

Edwards (1974) examined the reliability and difficulty level of cloze tests of poetry using 600
university freshmen composition students Results suggest: deletion pattern did not significantly
affect reliability, no significant difference between reliability for cloze and for a Poetry. Reading

Test (STja Reading Series II) on the same passage; choice of deletion pat affected
difficultygivel, number of responses required did not affect reliability; and printe or t had no
effect on reliability

Salup (1975) investigated cloze test performance and relatior,iships bet The Coo English
TestReading and cloze scores using 776 university freshmen and ported corre tions of

cloze with reading comprehension of .36 and .63; KR20 reliability of .§6 21 liability of
41 Good readers had higher scores than omuse ofrorrect grammar and total cloze scores.'

Lowry and Marr (1975) 'tested and supported the construct validity of Darnell's doze entrqpy
procedure

Coy (1975) analyzed data for 38 functionally illiterate adults in assessing criterion and construct
validity and reliability for an Adult Reading Rate Test. Correlations between the ARRT and
reading gain scores were deemed insufficient (.60) for use of the test as a predictor of an
individual's specific performance score; teacher judgment was inadequate as a measure of the
rate of mastery of basic skills; factor analysis, yielded only one fo the five ARRT traits
hypothesized in constructing the test; and the rePorted reliability for the test was .81.
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'The development ard fiela testing of an 'instrument deemed appropriate for ihe domain of

on-the-job reading found to be essential in entry-level positions of selected plants of a large

company was reported by Schoenteldt et al (1976) Reading skills found to be important in

reading industrial materials were identified and related to the types of materials read on the job.

A criterion referenced instrument was developed to sample the content domain with doze pro-

cedure used to e'stablisti the criterion pass-fail cutoff in addition to the usual 75% (instructional)

passing level Dale-C4a11 readabilities were also computed for passages Content validity pro-

Cedures are evaluated
A 50 sentence test of syntactic complexity was developed by Cox (1976) and validated using

ABE sublects and 26 college hterates Findings indicated that ABE students had more trouble

than college subjects with the test
Carver i1974) extends previously reported work and describes evaluation of the reading storage

test by comparing it o a modified version of the cloze test in three experiments involving 48

college students reading passages at four levels of difficulty In the RS testing rationale, the

task is to determine whether a chunk of information contained in a passage was stored by

providing part of the original matenal t9 see it this will tngger the essence of the passage. The RS

test seemed to be more reliable and -equally vatid as cloze in measuring gain in understanding

durng reading In a further study Carver (1974) compared results obtained with the RS test to

those obtained when paraphrase tests were used in precisely the same circumstances. The

exper.imental conditions replicated those used in the 1974. study. Based on the results, the

author suggests the subjective'paraphrase test could be an extremely sensitive test tor measuring

the primary effect of reading but it may not be reliable On the other hand, the objective RS

test appears to be less sensitive to the primary effects of reading but much more reliable.

One of the persisting problems in testing in reading is the establishment of an isomorphic

leji,onship between the concepts and information contained in prose and the questions generated

to measure comprehension of those concepts The major prOblems in question generation are

well known in cokege-adult reading Earlier work by Bormuth and others described a technique

for generating passage dependent questions, using a linguistic algorithm, that were judged by

native speaker.; of English to be legitimate and nonanomalous. Finn (1974) explores this wOrk

further and argues that the use of the question generating algorithm can produce all possible

questions in reading passages and also provides a measure of the amount of information

contained therein He concludes thaf'the argument is substantiated and, in addition, it is not only

possible to produce all possible questions but that it is also possible.to specify the complexity of

each unpt of nformation in terms of the underlying sentences involved in the questions

generated

E valuat,on and Use of Tests
Rozenkranz 11976) evaluated the efficacy of using doze procedures in estimating the reading

ability of 35 students in advanced ABE classes and 50 in high schojl equivalency classes.

Using a 15 deletion ration on commercial ABE materials, high school equivalency materials, and

' passages previously tested on elementary and secondary students, cloze was found acceptable as a

rneasunng technique for matching materials with students. Fewer than 25% of students found it

unq-Iteresting. only 7% of items were not attempted by at least 75% of the sample.

One problem in using cloze techniques. claim Carstens and McKeag (1975), is the fact that

students may become discouraged when test results seem low in comparison with data

leedback from more conventional assessment
procedures. They analyzed pre and post doze

.results for' university juniors and found, that different methods of handling scoring resulted in

diffeeent rankings. an I m por tan t consiperation if such procedures are to be used in evaluating

s!udents
Cochran (1974) found a correlatiori of .61 between scores on the Revised Ohio Literacy Test (a

five minute test of, sentence me'aning) and. the Wunderlic Personnel Test, using a sample of

631 normal adutts Both tests /elated significantly to school grades. -Standard score norms are

* presented fnr the tests
The vahdity of a priori scales developed to, divide the Brown-Holtzman SSHA into two

groupings-Study Habits Study Attitudes7-and a combined Score of study orientation, were evaluated

by Khan and Roberts (1975) Factor analysis results iuggest that the a priori division into Delay

Avoidance. Work Method. Teacher Approval, and Education Atceptance holds for the first three

but not for the EA factor The results are related to use of the test and the rafirale for

development of the original SSHA scales
Ash and Stevens (1975) applied four readability formulas (Dale-Chall, Flesch, SMOG, FOG) to a

tructured position analysis questionaife (PAO) consisting of 194 job elements of a worker

°rented nature and found that the PAO had a higher reading level than was appropriate

basednn the minimum education level of grades 10-12 recommended for respondents.

Hennessy and Loveless (1976) examined the psychometric properties of the Cooperative

Engltsh Test. the California Reading Test .and the Cooperative Guidance Placement Program
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battery with respect to their specific value as placement tests for students entering an open
.4arnissions community college Factor analysis results for the 1,534 students revealed all reading
tests baded -highly on me same factor, as did the grarhmar tests of e CET and the
C(PP batteries

Wilharns i1916) tive Illethods ot measuring frustration to compar 'college student's
degree of Jrustration on informal reading inventories Use of a multitrait multimethod matrix
indicated no physiological vanables could definitely discriminate frustrating from non frustrating
reading material. difficulty level of materials appeared to affect comPréhension more than
pronunciation. Bett's criteria and self-rating scales tended to measure the same aspects of reading
frustration and,were moderately related, none of the methods appeared to definitely discriminate
among frustrating and nonfrustrating reading passages or measure degree of frustration with a
nigh degree of vahdity. and. RoSe transformed GSR and heart .rate were the most reliable of
the five measures

Haiistian and Cattell (1974) discuss results of their factor analysis of 57 varables from ability
tests administered to 343 subjects ages 15-55 The report includes discuSsion of the first-order
tactonng only The coMmon-factor. analysis revealed 19 intercorrelated primary abilities ranging from <
sUch previously well.established constructs as Verbal and Numerical abihty to less well-understood
factors in the memory and fluency-originality areas.

Urinmacht and Weiss (19,6), using a computer simulated exemplar. considered various models of
assesing construct, vahdity and suggested that a third dimension, that of time cf assessment, be
added to the two dimensions currently being assessed in construct validity studies based on
jhe supposition that learning to read is not a static proposition but a dynamic developmental
prodess

Pyrczak 11975i reported that results of a nurriber of studies indicate a substantial number of
in standardized reading tests lack passage dependency and presents results from a brief

.t,.dy to confirm the observation Preston's 1964 study was replicated by .KeetZ (1975) by
naving '.I8 freshmen answer reading test questions without havLng first read the text. The findings
.onf,tr-r, the ear ,er work showing better than chance performance on questions and a pos.itive

tm-tween test scores and general reading ability 6

Word Recognition

Studies from the word recognition literature are reviewed which touch uprin various topics
reiated to "oider readers including the role of phonemic, graphemic and semantic mediation in
iexical access and word recognition. developmen'al changes in wird recognition strategy;
processing operations in word recognition, the role f units smaller than single words; and, the
effect of yanous linguistic and affective attributes of words in lexical access.

. A number of 'recent studies have examined the role that phonemic and graphemic codes play
n accessing lexica; meaning of words Several studies suggest less skilled readers (poor decoders)

, tray also be poorer comprehenders (Golinkoff and Rosinski, 1976 Perfetti and hogaboam, 1975;
Golinhoff 1975;76. Pace and Golinkoff, 1976; Levy, 1975) and that phonemic recoding is an
extremely ;mportant skill for both younger and older readers. Studies also suggest a tolerance
'or weaker versions of phonological recoding and entertaining a dual access hypothesis with both
graphemic and phonemic information playing a role in accessing lexical meaning (Baron and
McKiliop 1975, Kleiman. 1975. Meyer. Schvaneveldt and Ruddy, 1974; Bradshaw, 1975).
Skilled readers do tend to rely less on phonemic recoding.

amuels Begy 'and Chen (19754'6) compared the word recognition, speed and processing
.strategies of less able and more highly skilled children and adult subjectS Results indicated
'hat more fluent readers were faster in word recognition, superior in ability, to generate a
fardei Nor d given context and minimal cues from the target, and superior in awareness when a
f ase recognition Was made The results are interpreted as support for the efficacy Of traiming

wora recognition strategies The research of Eriksen and Enksen (1974) confirmed the
mportance of first letter position and left-to-right processing order in word recognition and
supported the fact Mat instantanea.s. decoding of the sound-spelling pattern of the language
't,pifies proficient readers .

Green and Shallice (1976) asked whether phonological encoding is an obhgatory stage in
reading or whether direct access to a word's semantic representation is the general rule.
With results from adult skilled readers, they argue that meaning may be accessed directly from
visual form and does not normally involve preleXical phonological recoding; phonological effects
occur atter lexical access rather than before._ They point to problems in the use of the lexical
decision task in such studies Kleiman (1975) suggests that phonological recoding may play an
important role beyond the individual word level in printed discourse by providing the reader with
a strategy for maintaining in memory the words of a sentence long enough for the sentence
to be comprehended.

Fleming (1976) presented skilled ,adults with nonsense words in three groups in two studies
to test tne phonemic 'recoding versus the graphic encoding alternatives to lexical access.
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Resuits suggest there are alternatives to phornemic recoding and that the graphic encoding
hypottwsn may be more appropriate The important point is made that the coding drocess
errpioved may be ,.orirqigent upon the task required in various situations.. Bradshaw (1975)

suggests that the eader ot relatively simple Material seems capable of extracting much of the

semantic content of -a passage without going through a necessary prior .stage of phonological

recoding and concludes that an interactive, model of . word recognition . may best explain the

process with perceptual units larger than the individual letter.
Mason it 976) compared the results of word-nonword'recognition tasks and found that children

and, adults were alike in being affected by word familiarity and interaction between initial
trequency and word familiarity Children were also affected by final consonant frequency

and ,nteraction between vowel regularity and word familiarity. Skilled readers can recognize

tour-letter words without extensive orthographical analysis Unskilled readers may use the same

proce.sses bot revert to phonological encoding when a Word is unfamiliar and contains an irregular

vowel
Schwartz i1 975) examined whether performance in recognition memory tasks depends on the

recognition of a specific interpretation ot a word (as originally encoded) or upon its orthographic-

phonemic representation A list of common wriirds paired with weakly cued rare words was used.

The data suggest the recognition of a word dePends on its physical representation as well as

its meaning Under certain circumstances, phonemic and orthographic information May be as

usetui ,r) a recognition task as the particular meaning of a word
Rayner (1976) used & population of children and adults and demonstrated a clear developmental

effect such tAat, with increasing age subjects were more likely to choose alternative words
4with^the same shape as the stimulus words in artificially constructed word trigrams, quadrigrarPs

and quingfams Heavy . reliance was also made on the first letter 'in alternative choices

tnrouoh the tourtn grade The results suppcirt Gibson's hypothesis that there is a developmental
change with increasing age in feature analysis and extraction. Kindergarten children do not have

a'n efficient strategy in dealing with the delayed recognition task; second through fourth grade
children look for .alternatives with the same first letter; fifth and sixth graders continue this
but also look tor alternatives with the same shape; adults rely much more heavily on shape

than first letter Word shape, when it ( s conceptualized as being made up of distinctive
features which make up the letters of the word, is an important variable in word recognition.

Lazerson i1974-75 found 'that the' skilled reader of Modern English can tolerate noise in the

featural display one drawn through print). However, highly variable spelling has a more detrimental

effect on measures of reading performance Featural inforrn'ation serves as the catalyst which

enables reading to occur but the skilled reader relies upon orthographic and syntactic-sementic

information stored in the brain demonstrating that skilled reading performance is a highly

codnitive process rather than being simply a phonemic or visual activity.
Santa (1976) attempted to determine whether whole words, single letters or spelling patterns

operate_ in the recognition of isolated words. Using younger readers and adults, it was concluded

that the development of reading maturity appears to correspond to more flexible word recognition

strategies and an increased dependence on larger units of analysis.
Studies of the reading process-have shown that skilled readeis'are able to extract the meaning

of text without directed reference to the appearances or sounds of individual words; words ban

acuvate their logogens without phonological mediation and attention to words can also be

minimal prior to their recognition Underwood (1976) tested the effect of unattended panted

words upon a picture-naming task to determine if print can be read even when it is not

attended to Findings suggest attention may not be necessary for word recognition provided that

the thresholds of words are loWered by current contextual information. If attention is highly

selective then only semantically related items will affect performance
Forster and Bednall (1976) tested the assumption that lexical access involves a search process.

In one experiment test items were classed as ambiguous or unambiguous and in another they

were classed according to their syntactic properties In both experiments, when the target of the

search was a conexistent entry, an exhaustive search was involved. Frequency of occurrence

was no longer related In decrsion time as In lexical .decision experin1Pnts The search model

adequately explains the procedure Whereby ,the most common meaning of a homograph is

accessed but the less common meaning is accessed in some completely different manner,

Ball, Wood and Smith (1975) asked whether there are differences in the order in which the

yisual acoustic-articulatory and semantic codes related to words are accessed when one reads a

word Previous work suggested that a semantic superiority effect exists in contrast to the

notion that some visual processing must precede semantic coding. They concluded that the size

of the identification units determine the order of processing with larger units being detected ftrst.

In 'perceptual search tasks, visual processing would, occur first while in semantic search tasks

the largerwernantic targets are acceSsed first accounting for the semantic superiority effect.

Dallas and Menkle (1976) investigated the facilitating effect of semantic context on word

recognition and concluded that when the word recognition process approximates the stages of

stmulus recoding, lexical memory retrieval and response execution it does not seem reasonable to
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attribute the sem antic context eftect to the stimulus encoding orlexical memory retrieval states of
the recognition process semantic context appears to affect the late response execution stage
of the word recognition process

Karlin and Bower i1416) asked whether subjects coula categorize a word semantically before
lt.ey precisely identified the word itself and failed to support the notion. The problem of
whether identification precedes classifrcation is poorly formulated as of yet, the presence or absence
of the categor y effect results irom the.interaction between the type of stimulus and the definition
ot the category decision for a particular task

Rubin i1976) measured the probability of correctly guessing a missing word (every tenth word
de!etiom using tour context conditions all words before the missing word; all words aftet tha

ng word all words before and one word after the mising word, and Just one word alter the
missing word The probability of" correctly guessing a missing ord was greater given the
words before if than give the :words after it On a word-by-word level the advantage of
forward context did not hold. providing one additional word after a missing word provides
much greater constraint than uoviding ten additional words before it Although the left-to-right
advantage holds over the Fong range in the short range stimuli need not be processed in their
temporal order The results are contrasted with previolis views of positional redundancy drawn from
communication theory

Cosky 11976) addressed the question 'Of whether we read letter by letter. If word recognition
tnciudes letter recognitton then the difficulty of a wor4 corresponcts to the difficulty of its
letters Letter difficulty waS' assessed in two discrimination tasks and a letter namirw task and
easy and qifficuit letter words exposed to adult subjects Word frequency and length were also
manipulated ,Thee was no effect for letter difficulty suggesting that letter recognition does not
play a role in word recognition and we do not read letter by letter Whatever plays a role in word
recognition .s smaller than the word and correlated with Word length in letters

tr;ivers (I'),51 reexamined previous, data on the processing of words and letter strings 'and
or)Oudec1 the data added support to the hypothesis that visual features information from multiple

jetter positions within a word is normally encoded in parallel rather than undergoing a process of
serai letter I-Pi letter coding However, the data also suggested previous conclusions have to be
qualified

Sloboda (1-#.'tai presented readers with verbal and musical text which contained spelling and
notational errors and found errors were least likely to be detected when they were in the
middle of Words or mUsical phra..es Inference ot Interior elements usually results from structural
rattier than yJsuai functions -

Pearson and Kamil (1974) tested the time to process nouns and inflected and uninflected
.erbs and demonstrated word length to be an Important factor in latency However, the addition
o .nflectons ranging from one letter to several 'added a constant to the response time. Further,

e effect of both length and affixes vanished with practice. While the results.suggest that the
sublect begins by using a strict letter-by-letter approach he begins to realize there are other
st,ategies for recognizing words Varickis hypotheses are tested leading to progressively better
performance

Farley and Yen (1976) analyzed the influence of affectiveproperties of words on information
processing time in a high-speed visual search task analogous to rapid skilled scanning in reading.
Woras extreme on emotionality yielded significantly longer reactidn times than neutral words
supporting prevous research suggesting rated unpleasantness depresses learning

Somekh 976i had subjects write brief stories after exposure to 'a matrix in which neutral
and emotive words were embedded Independent judges were able to distinguish to a significant
degree between the stories of subjects exposed to the emotive and neutral words under a brief
eKpoy.,,e subirnina, condition but not to a longer exposure supraliminal condition. The findings

f t).7 the not:on that subliminal stimuli can be recovered in a variety of modes of
exper,ence,,r+ this case symbolically transferred as imagery in a story

The recall of adjectives and nouns from two prose passages diftering.only in imagery value
of t'e,r adjectives was investigated by Hiscock (1976) to evaluN the effects of adjectival
'Tage r'? on prose recall Adjectives from the high-imagery version of the narrative were recalled

trequen,ry tnn the low-imagery version Adjective imagery had no effect on noun recall.
An ndduai difference ana:yys revealed significant group by narratiSie version inleraction visualizers
:)uf performing verbalizers with high-imagery adjectives and verbalizers tending to out-perform
yH,,aizers when adjectives were low-imagery The author suggests furth4r research to define the
extent to which adjectival imagery value affects retention of different components of piuse, the
mediattonal processes Involved and possible application to education

R,chardson i1 .,-176) investigated the effects of stimulus attributes upon word-recognition and found
Tha magednikty concreteness and number of syllables did not affect performance; words with

Aere no more diffICUlt 10 onInounce than simple nouns; word frequency affected time
for Iscr mination Out not that for reading, number of leaers in a word affected time taken

,ead it a.oud but not the time taken to discriminate it from non-words: and, non-words wttiCh
employed 'u!es of English orthography and ohonology were more difficult to discriminate from wOrds

g
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Inan !hose which violated such rules It was concluded readihg aloud employs a grapheme-phoneme
transaimn based Aipon a letter-by-letter translation of the stimulus, discriminating words from

non words obeying a, opted rules Is based on a wholistic analysis of the stimulus, and, dis-

ki'mJnalJng words from rgr words violating those ru'es emplOys a direct test of the regularity of
the_itimulus based upon the combinatory rules of English orthography

yotwinick and Storandt (1974) compared a group of older and younger adults with 'respect

tO :their Qualitatively scored vocabulary responses after having been matched on the basis of
their vOCabUlar y responses scored (n a traditional way The results cast doubt on the generalization

n-dt ...ocabulary function s resistant to the ravages of time but psycomotor skills are not
Ouarstative 6ores were correlated with qualitative scores and younger adults gave more frequent

superior synonym responses suggesting a decline in qualitative aspects of vocabulary
W;ckeigren (1975) compared retent(on functiOns for children', young adults and elderly subjects

sr, continuous recognition memory for wo?ds over retention intervals ranging from Iwo minutes to

two nou,s and found rio significant differences in decay rate across the three groups supporting
tne hypothesis that memory storage dynamics are equivalent over different ages

Huitsch'and Craig (1976) investigated the hypothesis that older adults are more susceptible to

ro,:,(1! ,nnibition than younger adults and also manipulated the degree of organization of the

experJrrental materials Orgamzational manipulation had no effect for either group and older
atiu,s were not as susceptible to response as youngeradults

' Sentence Comprehension

Sentences form basic units of linguistic ..performance, and although a good deal of research has
!,-,C-;e0 on detailing the techniques. mnemonics and cues that the language user erriploys in

,-,(nipieriending sentences in spoken and written form, the present state-of-the-art suggests that

the development of a fully adequate model of sentence comprehension awaits further research and

analysis
Many questions arise relative to sentence comprehension What are the contexts within which

sentences are best Understood" Does the reader have to apprehend the full structural

description of a sentence tor comprehension" What are the relative roles of syntax and semantics

n sentence comprehension" What is the difference between recall of a sentence and under-

standing it" What aspects of deep structure influence sentence comprehension" Do sentences need

to be fully decomposed into deep structure before they' can be fully understood? What

grammatical variables infliJence sentence processing" What order is followed in sentence

processing" In addition to these questions, much research relates to methodological issues in

measuring and analyzing sentence comprehenston The sections which follow present recent

samples from this burgeoning literature to illustrate the theoretical, empirical and methodological

activity taking place in sentence comprehension research whiCh uses predominantly adult normal

populations as subjects
Many schemes have been suggested for the order of processing of linguistic information in

Sentence understanding based on the surface-deep structure descriptive paradigm in trans-

formational ?tolerative theories of grammar which suggests the order to be surface structure

to deep struCture to semantic interpretation, the first step "breaking the code" of organization

and structure and the subsequent steps breaking the code of meaning. Muma, Perry and Gallaghef

119741 suggest that there may be some construct validity, for the alternative notion that a
semantic strategy has priority over a linguistic strategy in sentence perception and comprehension

by adults Diffwential changes in semantic-syntactic strategy miay be developmental in nature

with the evidence cevealing a curvilinear function in which earlier stages (below 18-24 months)

represent rudimentary 'Semantic strategy followed by a syntactic strategy (18-24 to 48 months) and

the early stages of an adult semantic strategy (above 48 months). A shift also occurs from

iconic to representational cognitive-linduistic modes in middle childhood. Results suggest a semantic

over a syntactic priority in adult sentence comprehensiOn and point to this as a feasible area

needing further study
In exan ining the multistore mode; of information processing (sensory processing, long-short

term memory el al T Mistler-Lactpan (1974) examined a levels of processing .mooel for sentence

comprehension which focuses on type of encoding rather than storage. Meaning recall and

exact word recall were used to assess sentence memory and deeper comprehension was
found to lead to better recall. The author contends the outcome supports the use of memory

measures as estimates of comprehension. Implications for the mutlistore and the level§ of procesting

model are discussed
Much research has been conducted on how sentential material is stored in long-term memory

but such research has not fully separated recognition and recall from comprehension. Carpenter

(1974) presented a methodology that permits separate. examination Of sentence comprehension

processes and subsequent sentence memory processes. Subjects engaged in a verification process

where they had to read a sentence and then verify it as being true or false. The verification
methodology was evaluated using tomparative sentences.
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!he p,cre ver,fcation process of sentence comprehension Carpenter and Just. (1975)
'ro yr pr ot sentence comprehension which appeared to remain invariant across

Ar,1 TOry arg,;e that rnodei integrates sentence comprehension with the more
,_tei.er& area r'.ys anenhaus Carroll and Bever (1976) critiqued the Carpenter
ono tnede: -L.goesting ,,offert, fr( fil theoretical arbitrariness in the choice of representation

X'd "0,d !rat the commOn set of assumptions that emerge from the models examined is
-adequate as a ease for either a theory of sentence comprehension or verification In a later
paoer Carpenter ard'Just examtne sentence verification models in light of the criticisms

Tapernaus et al and contrast three areas of disagreement between the
tci,,ed approach and an :nformaton processing approach (nature of comprehension,
sentence representation subject strategies) and list errors in the Tanenhaus et al paper.

ccv 3,d Jones (19761 reexamined the data presented by Carpenter and Just and point out
e,erni, the goodness of fit between the data and their theory They suggest the fundamental

fo,lure of the model to account for the difference falsification time between
kerience-i.rst and picture-f,rst conditions reflecting the model's simplistic view of the inner-proposi-
,,,, ..-,mpanson process particularly as an account of sentence-picture comparison data for

d-e ,.ersus nega,e sentences
,,emantic component in reading is important qrhe reader is thought to extract the semantic
and transform t .-to its logical deep structure in essence, we abstract out the Semantic

it 'onq 'efrr memory) and discard the surface representation (short term memory).
t1-4,'!-,i explored an alternativ'e view and suggests that, in some instances (rapid reading

cari,cu,ari the surface representation is an integral part of the encoded, sentence. Speed '
r ieading oepends on pattern analysis operations directed at surface lexical representation. He

-,i.ngu.sres between operational or procedural memory and substantive or semantic memory and
,4.1ttl'. rr,dny ,:asPs procedural memory may be sufficient to the information encoded in

tre ,tnial assumptions r'elated to concern for memory of context.
ord Pamsburg (1974) 'underscore the increased attention being given to the role of

,,en.antics ntence processing and suggest this is due to modifications in the theory of trans-
t.tmai,onai otnmar (generative semantics) and a revival of interest in attempting to define the
,,)i'up t iearHrg Using anomalous steeences, the time required to process a sentence over

r'e t,oes ,,enternes (equatiorlal..44,nsitive, and intransitive). into' which of three types of
n),11,es rad been introduced was the Crilerion Assumptions underlying relative difficulty and the

perceptuai,custenng of phrases and meaningful units were supported by the findings. The authors
^ad add cognit,ve assumptions in order to ac'count for the findings

Theorres of sentence .comprehension deal largely with a single literal level of meaning.
rtari s (19761 iecorts a study which attempted to examine how comprehension of metaphors
'aixes place r he assumption that It qperates in_ a two-stage process, first understanding the
words .n a 1,teta way and then using the literal meaning to construct the intended metaphorical
.iitetoretaor Ev,aerce for the two-stage process has been found for other types of Aon-literal
anquage . Using metaphorical interpretations from Sha?espeare and non-metaphorical equivalents,
t,o o,fterences between the two sentence types were found, using a paraphrasing task, in latency
And adequacy of the paraphrase Thus, no evidence for the two stage hypothesis was obtained
.1t.'d metaphors do not require processing similar to that of other nonliteral language: they
nt,00u'ce no inordinate d,fficulties in comprehension in comparison to equivalent non-metaphorical
nierpretations

just ard Caroenter 9761 eplored distinctions between the processes that, take place in
sentence memory and sentenCe comprehension The experimental task required subjects to read a
-,en!once dnd ,eritf whether it was true or false at initial sentence presentation. Results indicated

sentences are often recoded into a simpler form during the act of comprehension.
LSr il,rog recall the recoded representation may be retrieved. Thus, the "meaning for gist"
effect may be due largely to a -comprehension of gist" process.

Wter ,1974i conducted four experiments in which college students read sentences 9-13 words
iength after nearing foui context conditions' word actually in sentence, cu to a word in a

Interce 30 word two sentence context either general or specific, no context ime to process
tence,-; waS the dependent variable No significant differences attributabl to the context

cond,i uo were found providing context did not facilitate processing of senten ,contrary to
conventional opsdom assumptions ei')out the efficacy of context in deriving meaning.

Much 'esearch has been done in assessing the role of overall grammatical complexity and
d,fferent types of grammatical units in sentence recall and comprehension. Layton and Simpson
ii,r5) reported an experiment which investigated whether the match mis-match between active,
and passive sentences and questions would be observed when the comprehension task was Made
more diftcult by increasing the load on memory When one sentence was presented less error
occurred when sentences and voice were the same than when they differed. Both surface
and deep structure .are retained after twb questions; only the deep structure of sets af four and
eight sertences are retained The view that surface information is retained in memory when
!here ,s an apPreciable memory load has to be questioned
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Cook (1975) examined tne vanety of explanations advanced for the difficulty of plurally

imnedaed reiative I:fauses in English and advanced the hypothesis that errors in comprehension of

,elative clauses are (.alised by perceptual strategies resorted to when the normal capacity of the,

processing channel 1,, i eeded fiesuits using native children, foreign adults and native adults

suggest this to be the case An overload is reached with a single imbedding for children
and foreign adults and with a double imbedding for adult native speakers

In exploring the grammatical dimension of reading it has been found that reading performance

at ail levels indicates application of the reader's imphot knowledge of the grammatical structure of
the language Sawyer (1975-76) found the type of grammatical structure being processed affects
reader dependency upon cues in the .visual display, more predictable plirases are recognized with

only minimal visual cues while less predictable phrases require a greater number of details.
Grammatical constraints operating within passive right-imbedded sentences offer firmer syntactic

cues than active-left imbedded sentences Agentive phrases and locators share an equal hkelihood
for occurrence as slotted readers pose hypotheses about what may be expected to follow a

.passive verb
Although several theoretical positions and a variety of empirical tasks suggest the primacji of

verbs ;n carrying the semantic core of meaning in a sentence, verbs are strikingly inferior in

memorial tasks and nouns are generally recognized and recalled better. The verb_of the sentence

defines the plot in a play . the sublect merely indicates one 0 the actors. However, when
subjects know they must remember something about the play (sentence), it is the actors (nouns)

that are remembered This has become known as Fillenbaum's paradox. Reynolds and Flagg

(19761. attempted to resolve the paradox by several experiments which explored the efficiency of

various sentence elements in recognrtion memory. The total results suggest that verbs are
processed to a deeper semantic level wri'ller nouns have the form (orthograklic, -phonological)
information recorded more strongly The theater metaphor holds and is supported by a semantic

encoding model
Sentences w.ith self-imbedded relative clauses have received considerable attention in the past

decade and are regarded as being extremely difficult to comprehend. Much research has gone into

understanding why Hakds. Evans and Brannon (1976) suggesrthat experiments purporting to
demonstrate this have confounded the self-imbedding or right branching location'of the relative

clause with their internal structure, comparing self-imbedded objective relatives with right-branching
ubject relatives 'Results show -that when internal grammatical structure of the Jelatives is

!' carefully controlled, there is no evidence whatsoever that sentenceS.,containing self-imbedded
relttives are more difficult to comprehend than ones containing rigtit-t5ranching relatives. They'
Suggest that findings of past research can be acCounted for by the Rad that object relative
eauses are more difficult to comprehend than subject relative clauses rather than self-imbedded

relatives being more difficult than right-branching relatives.
The skilled reader interacts with graphemiC, pattern 'semantic-collocation and syntactic considera-

tions beyond word identification in reading. Wisher (1976) explored the idea th aj. our e pec-

lalion 'of what is to come pro.vides a catalyst that guides the mapping from grephe e to
meaning in developing a hypothesis which is tested against the incoming data. ith this

information the reader assimilates what is expected with what is first seen. Younge Lnd older

readers do, anticipate syntax, almost on a word by word basis. Wisher examined th influence of

knowing the syntactic structure of a sentence beforehand in reading. He confirmed that such

. knowledge allows a sentence to be read with less effort and faster by reducing the need to

store in s"nort term memory and engage in linguistic computation. Anticipatinn of structure is an

important skill in reading
Kleiman' (1975) explored 'the role of speech recoding Isilent speech, inner speech, sub-

vocalization) in sentence comprehension in three experiments and concluded that the results

prosiide support for a model of reading sentences in which speech reading occurs after lexical

access thus facilitating the temporary storage of words necessary for sentence Comprehension.
Newstead (1976) questions the primacy of syntax in sentence processing and suggested that

semantic constraints are at least as important as syntactic factors in sentence processing.

Using reversible sentences (interchangeable subject object) in three experiments it was shown that

semantic constraints exist and relate to sentence perception: the -power of the constraints is

related to sentence complexity; ancrthe constraints derive from the overall relationship described

in the sentence. The results of previous work which failed to find semantic constraints could

be explained in terms of the strategies subjects adopted in the various tasks.

..Holyoak (1974) re-examined previous research on semantic memory and the effect of imaging

sentences on verification tasks by having subjects rate the semantic relatedness of subject and

predicate' words in sentences It was concluded that the effects of rated imaging could not be

distinguished from the effects of the semantic variables. Greater comprehensibility was reported
for .high-imagery sentences. Many questions remain on the role of imagery in sentence veri-

fication and research in this area car% advance only if variables tike semantic relatedness can be

controlled
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Pezdek and' Royer 119741 explored the proposition that concrete seritenceS are stored as
a:suai anages wnereas abstract sentences are stored as verbatim strings Poor detection or many

ts 'nay be ,ttr no.we,er to tneir comprehencion of sentences rather than differences in
titcr age 'nek hal wor-, 1,4 aktiar t on,rete sentences Recognition for meaning changes in abstract
sentences was siqrtttaiitly triqt,er fur sentences embedded in a paragraph designed to. increase
c'.mpreeension, than for the group presented sentences without paragraphs There was no
aPPrec,adre differences for groups in recognition of wording changes in abstract sentences or in

7recogion for both wording and meaning changes in concrete sentences Results are discussed
h fern's of I.fterent storage mechanisms for abstract and concrete sentences

9761 had subjects observe both concrete and abstract sentences prior to
ar'orq :u! a d,srractor task wnich involved either verbal or perceptual coding In agreement
'h the,' n;vothes,s sentence type' interacted significantly with task Abstract sentence recall

, as qh more mpaired following !ne ve(al task than the perceptual, while this elifect
' wa, ever-ed l)r concrete sentences In another experiMent this difference also reached

s f,cance and further error analysis confirmed that perceptual task influenced the semantic
fl'ext tne sentences 'ecalled The studies lend support to the contention that the mediating

,,rder ng !he apprehension and retention of concrete and abstract sentences are
akhy 1.1ferent klenta ,magery plays- a role in internalization of concrete materials but

or ated by an essentially verbal process

Learniag WTI Prose

'ecer yea's ere h'as been a steady increae ,n the amount of research reported on
As,Frase 11972i points out. The cumulative record of research on Prose

"re past tiY1 years s a positively accelerating function'. fp 3371 Much of this has
, vod ,n,ttai work of Ausubel on meaningful vetbal learning and Rothkopf's

hharherhagenc .tactors:n text study
' 'f mahv colege-.-adult reading programs being in essence..learning to learnt" r '.;.1th, h,ch attempt to poir\I out the importance of the manner in which

h.e- .1 -I! -elah,zed fir presentation Snd what the student brings to and does during;,. lie ruitful ltrSightS and research directions in the examination of
e,,r- kJ,. 'a, ii ha Bi rt analyzing story understanding and recall among college age

r.Jod i' .nk the topic (processing and understanding text))s too central to
tO contlnoe pWporring investigating it until we first figure out how

;-, f hr.;esense sy',at,e, arc :earned. lp 5331 The most recent NRC teviews (1974, 1975)
leo ca"erert 'erorts on Drose learning. Because of the increasing potential of this area of

hcucies a good sampling of thelmpte recent research produced as a result
"he ii, i edcaf-chia! psychologists examining 'basic notions ,in prose learning and

A por 0 . and rea,ews reated to prose learning have appeared irrase (1968. 1970.
4' ,:-47=, and 'Cana]. (19'r review earlier studies Statistical techniques employed in

E,!d,es were reacted to by Ladas (1973) Anaerson (1970) and Anderson and Biddle
ar<3 the prod,guous ,terature on anterspersed and incerted questions. id Rothkopf

prov,Jes 3r overiiew of the mathemag41ic concept The recent review by_ Faw
',ha War er U't3i (-.),-gan,Zes !he ,terature into useTul categories 4.advance organizers, response

aces ociect er4 ,nserted questons) and provides an excellent overview and Critique of prose
0.3r^ ^.:. 'esear.:h through ear,v '975 Altholigh there is inevitably some overlap this review extends
" f.--,3,5 Wa 'er ,h.5o05eqUenryipubhshed materials

J. ;
hd 'he hyochos s that !he greatt.' the degree of interaction one has with material and

'"e grea7er 'he ve,sonai diosyncratic organization one can place on materials to be learned the
4reater,the 'eca, notetak:ng has always appeared to be a useful study skill Howe (1974) reviewed ,
h->sear.-- r c" examined learner strategies in producing and reproducing information made

h t;h.,-to and the facilitative effects of notetaking Research continues-whjch.attempts to
pr,;,ide f.rr the util ty of notetaking and to define the optimal set of circumstances in
wh-cn "'es. s benetc:al to iearners

F sher and Harr,s (1973i compared 'several groups on retention of materials presented in
ect.ares and noted no difference Oetween groups on rno and tree recall measures In a later study

thev hated that subject s preference for form in-taking notes may interkt with the
,xper hre.nta, r:ontitton sobjects' appear to do better when they are allowed to encode in the way
that the? prefer They also noted the lack of a significant review ffect and superiority of females
aye, males

Peters 972i vianed tte taresentatign rate (normal 146 wpm, fast 202 wpm) of lectures and
=curd noretak,ng rjgnificantly reduted recall for both conditions on a mc test Negative effects wece
most evident for low efficiency readers Aiken, Thomas and Shennum (1975), however, foui-id
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rg a brief interval in which the lecture was stopped. recalled

i'e " ,d,r'!, c took notes while tne letture Was in progress or ne notes at all.

,
..ii,i)tetakingliersus listening on connected and disconnected

wit ti,6 phy,,,,iai act of notetaking need not interfere with the

-rarer a ni,retaki 1g was nut more effective in immediate recall of

sc.,;'^eited ers,,$ corrected Oiscou,se
71. assess.nig notetaking and 'eview Annis and Davis (1975) analvcd students assigned

"eatr"e"ts and a Controi group with notetaking conditions manipu ated to test note-
process and notetak rg as an external memniy deVice for-review Re-

"-a' r.., criiiii:a.nL2, and emernai memory functions are important for vccessful

-6- a t ".e ,,f personally enroding the lecture whiclr provides the best retention.
Je.,ce ,s important for review . whethef it is one's own ,Iotes or 'those

Merl& review at.rrie was singularly unsuccessful in retention Fisher

.1' I '1. examihed the encoding and :Ixternal memory aspect of notetaking
\,arying .n amount of reviev revealed superior recall for those who

"wed !!'iei, ntes.suggesting the external storage function of notetaking .is a critical factor

'ecai! Res,...,ts of a study dy Carter and Van Matre 11975). analyzing the relation-
and ev.ew supports the desirability of taking and reviewing notes for maximum

ad ,r,..?ca.t elf. ,:ency They suggest the e).ternal memory function is of the greatest

rf't.u.Ing a //erehces being minimal in impo-tnce
at.e, and Be-rett II 974i examined the current perceptions of 223 university students on

'a., -a aro ,eaa,r'y notes study and found students repotted regular notetaking and view

*-tfax rc.3 as ,moortant ,n study No differences were found between successful and highly

,
iiiudertsi ,GPA, more successful students seemed to be better notetakers. No one

notetaking although such device advice consistently appears in how-to-study

ii.. , A 2ut in studies of notetalong over .the years, notetaking rs a skill that

,-. aye max:mum pay-oft' the effects of notetaking on retention of printed materials Both note-

'ak 3/,1 '44 ,mproyed encoding and recall but the effects were not additive Encoding.

.. ..r,r-,,,,o(1,n.notetaking from print Also working with print materials. Rickards and
sfudied the effeut of subject-generated and experimenter-provided underlining of

e, rir per paragrapro and found subject-generated groups recalled. significantly more
matenai supporting somewhat the encoding hypothesis advanced for notetaking.

and uerikirS 11912i used &tering passages of text and found that underlining was not

2,- De!te)- man repetitive reading tor either passage Friedman and Wilson (1975) glued

L'adPs of texts sold to students and examined them after the course to determipe text

. and 3mOum o underiining of major and minor points. Students made greater use of the

ear e, the text the earlier parts of the chapters and the chapter summaries; proportion

der. ning ,,inwed a similar pattern with females underlining more, and no difference in

age wa, 'ound in use of major or minor pipts or between students taking essay and mc

yw and Wai'e, i19761 observed that in notelaking studies time w/is usually controiled and Control

J!..zeO studies used aural rather than visual preserritations suggesting more work is

-ceded with presentation moaes and a need exists for studies assessing individual

iiffer-ce4 T'eatmen, by aptitude iesearch could 'reveal more premising interactions and

rrci cations for practICa application in this area

r! e11,(A sir bc. 1.onal objectives'as orienting stimuli in prose learning continues

te ed

.;erkins and Nersworth (19731 found that performance on test items was consistently

suCe'.0/ A,'"er 'he oor'esponding objectives were provided than when they were:absent. Duchastel

ard Brown i '974) reported that students provided with a list of objectives 'related to text

Id bettor than controls on objective relevant Content. and poorer than control§ on

i''0!(,,,art questions suggesting that objectives enhance learning and i7i'ay depress

(,arn nq Heyion P9751 generated significant correlations between use of prformance

ar.0 basic reading skills. mastery of text material, and knowledge of objectivec The

cc recei.-rg ,ra.ning ,n use of objectives scoi'ed higher than the group receiving object:yes

LaPor'e and Nath 11761 found that a hard specific goal prior to learning increased
perfc-mance goals and correspondingly increased the informatiOn gained during reading.

L..iwson P 1741 . Gagne aiid Rothkopf. (1975) Rothkopf and Kaplan (1972), Kaplan (1974),

a^o So r mons 1 WA) Kaplan and Rothkopf (1974), Rothkopfi and Billington (1975a) and

F.ac and K,eitzberg lrq7l provide substantial evidence that learniT is enhanced by objectives;

n'e,!-cirai 'earning !s facilitated at The expense of incidental learning, although the 'effect of

nc,rilen'a earning ,s 'ess clear Specific distributed objectivesienhance learning and may_also

serve a ,eview Duchastel and Merrill (1973) caution that objectives may not always be
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effective if they are too numerous 'they overwhelm and con'tuse the learner and in and by
themselves rarely reduce study time Due II (1975) noted no significant effects for specificity
and knowledge ot objectives on mc test.perfoimarice and concluded that stating Objectives may
only enhance learning 01 materials that are cOnsidered unimportant by subjects. Stumpf (1974)
tound that prefatory objeMives dui not affect immediate achievement of comrnuni,Iti college
students When number of ,goals and similarity between the wording of goal dekriptions and
segments 'of text were systematically varied, Rothkopf and Billington (1975b). concluded that
too many goals decreased learning and text specific objectives enhanced learning. .

Faw and Wailer s (1976) 'review supports the facilitating effect of objectives on intentional
!earring wren objectives are more specific . less dene, and distributed with each section of the
tem They point out that efficiency per unit of study time needs to be 'carefully considered in
sucn research

A dance Organizers. Orienting and Active Procedures
Advance organizers and orienting procedures in prose learning continue to interest researchers.

Advance organizers consist of various kinds of introductory expositions presenting either new
concepts under which detailed future learning can be subsumed or drawing distinctions that
enelle the learner to discriminate new concepts. Orienting procedures consist of learning
instructions activities, and information, beyond adjunct questions, which allow the individual to
become actively inVolved with the learning materials The activities which suOects carry out in
memory processing are important.

Advaqpe Organizers Andrews (1975) compared posttest performance of sifi)jects who heard
eitner a cognitive organizer. a list of directed reading questions, or both prior to reading a- brief
passage The cognitive organizer group demonstrated the best tetention of the passage. Schnell
i1973) studied groups of college students who were provided with preorganizers, postorganizers,
both and no organizers in learning frorn a passage on neural maturation, The three groups.
receiving organizers exceeded the control group with the postorganizer groin') performing best.
Rickards (1 975-76) organized five condftions superordinate precontent (advance organizer),
superordinate postcontent (post organizer), coordinate precontent, coordinate postcontent, and
control to determine the prodessing effects'ol conceptually subordinate and coordinate organizers
interspersed in text Superordinate precontent statements lead to significantly more recall of
organizers and subordinate facts than any other type of inserted statement. Advance organizers
produced more contiguous recall of subordinate facts with organizers sper organizer than did
post organizers Only advance organizers generated conceptual recall incantal to the organizers
themselves

Jenkins and Bausell (1976) pursued Ausubel's notion that the learner's present knowledge is
important in determining subsequent learning. Four experiments were reported. In the first prtIse
learning was facilitated when meaning of key terms was btfilt into cognitive structure. The second
experiment was run to determine if the results would generalize to school 'settings and produced
discrepant results. Expenmentsjthree and four further analyzed the effect of number of terms and
ratio of terms to prose material The effect of number of terms was distonfirmed and the effect
of the ratio of terms to prose material confirmed. Relevant ideas anchored in cognitive structure
appear to facilitate learning only in materials with relatively few contextual anchors and establishing
anchoring ideas in' cognitive structure prior to learning does not neCessarily transfer to fairly

.
liberal school-like conditions.

Faw and Waller (1976) enumerate many of the problems in advance organizer research,
related to lack of definition and the real effects of pre and post organizers, and conclude that
when materials are difficult or novel, or when subjects' ability is limited, Organizers that are
general or abstract can 1 acilitate retention of materials Studies reported to' date are' limited
methodologically ,and, although advance organizers may,prove to be beneficial in learning from
prbse materials, the .effect has not been conclusively established. For example, Schumacher,
Liebert, and Fass (1975) explored the interaction of the amount `of higher level structural
information given to subjects (advance organizer) and passage organilation. A passage typical of
textbook conditionS was presented t,o 144 college students in either of two formats: one long
paragraph or six separate paragraph§ One group received anaadvance organizer ln reading the
passage ANOVA 'revealed that subjects performed better under the whole rather than, the part
paragraph organization. Contrary to,expectation, the .interaction effect showed that the paragraph
organization main effect was due primarily to differenoes between the two paragraphs when an
advance'organizer was not present. The passage with neither paragraph cues nOr an advance
orgaqizer produced befter recall than the passage with' paragraph cues tnit no .advanCe
organizer The advance' organizer passage was intermediate regardless of paragrgph structure.
Theituthors hypothesized that subjects, in the.absence of advance organizers, cahied out activities
aimed at generating their own structure for the passage..A subject-generated,plan for a passage
may be superior to an experimenter-generated plan..

Orienting and Active Procedures. Arkes, Schumacher and Gardner (1976) studied Jhe effects of
several' orienting tasks on retention of prose materials. Three semantic tasks were employed:
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ana consttuent sentences. and two nonsumantic tasks circle es and
Ronan And reca;, per unit time ieffiyiencyi were dependent variables

good recall by torcing interaction with the material Non-

sen-ai k 'a'ik., on'd or 0 affecting the quality of the interc'aon with the

r,ater a St,..,,ng htiti; eI na,,e ,nletriction lot intentional conditions Maximum recall and

t4ff L en,; v ._,ccured smpie.-no!ructiOns to read the passage with longer time periods leading

rie"er 'ecai:
and K,et:berg 97.5i analyzed the effect of telling readers what sentendes to learn by

r. Ser!errces or topics of sentences Five types of learning directions were used.

wyr _I-negat positive toprrai negative and control (lea(n the entire passage).

,tePe,-ces but not topicat referenLe facilitated relevant recall .and depressed incidental

ei.,3 l""e rcsu :!. support thfi importance of precise references in the use of learning directions
i-oweyer trot active respon'se invariably leads to increased l&rning Howe

S.'der -47',t asked subjects Ili read a passage of prose under different conditions chosen to

represent ,ea,stii study strategies In analyzing three conditions,(reading. copying, ;,Jrrimatizing),

. n0",i,v expectations ,eading alone was s.Jperior to both copying and summarizing with
learn.ng more than copiers Results held for both long term and immediate retention

subsecuent expei-iment reading the passage was contrasted with listening to the passage

ni4 dirteient ci.'Irtiinations of presentation and subject activity The findings of the first
Atito ,epl,cattd out Atn auditory: presentation at dictation speed, there was no

Car-, Jiry:er,ce between subjeCts who read and subjects who recorded Thq authors

put that me nteraction of preentation forms .be considered in research on meaningful

P-onk 11974). reported that the listening mode was superior in recall for all

wher, ,s'nq materials !hat required physical manipulation In 'units requiring no physical

.r Was more diff tcult foi poor readers only
Il. hal+, '-'-i ,r.iught to determine it large numbers of college students could modify their

d rrpirla1100 of study skills advice and behavioral self-control techniques Treatments
',rough typed handouts Self-monitoring (observing .and recording own behavior)

Ara ty,ou rr an f!ffective addttron to study skills advice but stimulus control was not Stimulus

, mav` t'p f
CornphCa(ed and unwieldly tO teach in large groups, may not be ammendable

'yoed handout treatment and may require too radical a change in student behavior The

eff'ca,-, of the handout treatment fo a large group of subjects is an interesting finding in this

3nri ,:.Oni,,ms the restits of Beneke and Harris (1972) who found handouts worked as well as

.4r.)uto therapy seminars in teachini4study behaviors
Ra.is and DVesta it 9761 examined the effects on retention of listening to versus actually

present'ng oral summaries of prose materials' a 25% advantage in recall Of relevant concepts and
!S' was fourd when an oral review-was required compared to no review, and a 13% advan-tage

li.rund when an oral rePort was made compared to listening to a review. OrAt
.s an effective study strategy for enhancing recall of 'meaningful text mterial. Oral

y.ties produced Positive significant low correlations with anxiety symptoms suggesting anxiety
-rei-,p,-; an arousal function relative to learning bur it need not be debilitating in terms of performance.

,7 9741 investigated the acquisitio.,of course material under repeated testing and found:

w-fn ,study intervals . acquisition inCrftsed over trials of study followed, by testing: with

studen' dete-rmined staly intervals no effect was apparent for repeated testing However, repeVed

test.'7g .1" !he Present study was important primarily as a way of increading study time If stridy

f.^-e can beinc'eased by other means repeated testing may have no advantage

.the ct questions rlserted in prose (earning has been attributed to the control which they

e,rt-t ,2.e! 'he generai ckasses of mathemagenic responses, taking- place in inspection and

Vocessrcl wh ch the :earper gives to prose learning 1.Research in this area continues exami-

naton of such variables as question position type of question, passage characteristics, source
auest-ons immed!ate and delayed recall, incidental and intentional learning, reported study time,

,:haractenstics related to prose learning
Wader (11?'31 utilized multiple .matnx sampling techniques to cover all qUestions subdomains

s Comprehension and Knowledge categories) and Borrnuth's procedures to insure
production of test questi4s most relevant to prose articles, in testing the effect of inserted

auest,ons and generated questions- The inserted post question group performed significantly better
knoornedge and comprehension than either the generated questions, or control group on

.mmediate reuati but not on the delayed retention test Packwood (1976) inserted questions

before and after prose passages and found significant main effects for topicality but not, for
position Qr spatial contiguity A significant position by topicality interaction was noted suggesting

pre questions positively affect"retention while post questions do not Hiller (1974) reported that

iocking back doeS not necessarily fadilitate learning but this' may have been due to the control
of study time Baker (1974( demonstrated that inserted questions have the same effects when

assesseo by deiaved and immediate tests of retention t
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Snowman and Cunningham (1975) examined the effect of pictorial and written questions
,nterspersed mrough text in tour conditions Reader generated pictures and experimentor provided
questions were equaity ta(-dilative supporting the notion that pictures have an effect similar fo
that of questions .ind suggesting that the range of study of adjunct aids in prose learning be
expanded to I n cl ud e visual and verbal prompts Royer and Cable (1975) sUggested that subjects
reading an initial concrete passage followed by exposure to an abstract passage would have a
new knowledge structure in contrast to subjects who first read an abstract .then a concfete
passage The concrete first subjects recalled a Minimum of 40% more material In a subsequent
study 11976) theyecompared the. effects of passages labelled abstract with tHustration, abstract with
anaiogies concrete unembellished abstract, and control Results proviaed substantial support for the
contention that the tirst three passages would have a greater facilitating effect on learning.

Rickards 1 976a) found that the generally noted postquestion superiority effect did not hold for
ail type of verbatim adjunct questions Verbatim postquestions ,fdid not generate incidental
earning High structural importance Postquestions did not generate sabsumptive activity but they
only,required literN rcaU ot the high level information they solicited When deeper text processing

,q.tira.. significant incidental learning has been found to be related to question type.
RJ..tards i1976b ci subsequently examined the effect of conceptual and verbatim questions placed
()nor 7.O and atter text segments Conceptual prequestions wete superior to conceptual postquestions
y,elded ,ess recal ttian verbatim postquestrons Only conceptual questions were superior on delayed
reca!!. They produce more hignly, structured and organized memories than verbatim postquestions

Facilitative effect!, tor higher order conceptual questions have been found in a i-iurnber. of
studes iFr'ase. 1973, Shavelson. et al . 1974, Rickards and DiVesta, 1974, Felker and Dapra, 1975, .
Mayer 1975r although the effect can vary accprding to learner characteristiCs, question pdsiticn,
t.,oe of learning, nature of the prose material, and frequency of questions

Adejumo (1').'f,, compared the results of self generated questions. questions' generated by other
student', experlmenter generated questions. and no questions finding a-significant omnibus F Post

compariso9s revealed that the group using questions generated by other 'students performed
significantly Detter than the self generating question grouP for total and incidental learning and
tor n!entIonril terns The experimenter question group performed significantly better than all

others on criter!v)nal learnmq CPA also differentiated subject performance. Moltse (1976) reported
groups who used questions either pre or post or experimenter or reader generated, did not
diftr ,,ignificantly on the posttest from the control group but experimenter generated questions
tended to Pe more facilitative than reader generated questions

voss 11974) analYzed effects of two types of post questions (me and completion) and found
nat performance failed to improve oveT testing trials Multiple choice questions, with repeated use,

actually produced interferences with higher level learning Rickards et al. (1975-76) reported that,
with respect to ntentionai learning, inserted number and common word questions yielded equivalent
,esults regardless of text po'Sition Only commr word postquestions, however, produced significant
reCall results Neither common word nor number postquestions, however, produced significant
inodental iearning results with number questions producing a slightly negative mathemagenic
etfect Hiiier 119741 examined me effect of easy and difficult distractors finding that hard questions
'equire more processing

Studies by Howe and Colley, (1976a. b) suggest that prose learning will be influenced by
the set established by passage variables and the nature of inserted questions ,Appreciably better
performance was reported when questions were similar to those asked in earlier passages but
not when earlier and later passages were similar

Rothkopf and Billington ,(1 974) found that performance on a test item is facil:tated when there
good vertdicality between the test item and the text content both when reintpection is

allowed arid forbidden In addition, attempts to answer a question tends to improve subsequent
ability to answer other questions from the same topicospatial neighborhood of the text, but this
indirect priming effect was small

King M 974) suggested that total learning time may be the most important variable in connected
discourse learning and Faw and Waller (1976) found lack of control of the study time cariable' to
characterize much earlier research in this area More recent research is beginning to examine this
factor Bull (1973) and Bull and Disney (1973) point out that the primary value of questions may
be their arousal effect However. Zilman and Cantor (1973) reported that questions did not arouse e

curiosity but suggested the arousal function may be most important when attention is failing
rather than in first learning.

As pointed out by Faw and. Waller (1976), the major issues in the mathemagenic effect of
- questions relate to verbatim recallyersus comprehension (Anderson, 1972), applicability to normal

classroom learning situations wIV. extended textbook materials, the extent to which different
ability levels respond to inserted questions, and incidental as compared to intentional learning
effects Only recently have individual difference variables been linked to gueStionu.se (Shavelsoit
et al 1974. Adejurno, 1975, Sanders.'1973). Hiller (1974) found learning from pro e text to be
correlated with anxiety and self-ccrifidence of subjects Koranand Koran (1975) 4eportd that
frequent questions may be best for low ability students through reducing the burderj of semantic
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,ces,,ng and 'st,'enothen,ng associative learning Their analysis of instructional treatment and-

nteracliors revealed highly significant treatment effects on the ANOVA
1,,eYAin pacing varies according .to learner characteristics with differences

:11!(Ittrfrdi learning ATI studies (Salomon. 1972) could provide
r11,,,,., ,f 11 sortie distance from developihg decision rules which will

'Or !Pe
alternative treatments designed to reach the same

,Tiecto.es see Cronbacn and Snow 1977i
croaaesf aPpii.cations of mathernagenic questions in learning from text was reported

'it arid 76y introductory colieg physics students were taught a skill for acquiring
t)I,er, or a Quantitative relation a generally specified set of abilities which are

abp,sing reiat,ens in prooiem solving To develop the skill; students studied

r.^.e -ntersper3ed questions rego,ring demOnstration of the specified abilities Such

antii ennanced diqui1ilii..i II !hese aboities from a subsequently presented text

Je ,eiatons AernomitraUng transfer effect A person's strategies for'learning from

tek! ;ar, f,ed throi,qh use of stematicailv designed study materials

,.)%4ar);Zat,on of prose can have substantial effects on what the student remembers from
g Ri.trkpf 19 7:1 Our knowledge about the processes involved in remembering from prose

eaf, ng lags far behind "hat about memory for- word lists Several recent representative studies

cn ekarn,ried variables ,n texi 'structure affecting the complex process of prose memory in
ege-aduIpopulation6 are presented here

Se.ngarf (1975 i !estee toe effects of organization by naferrent attribute and random organization
L.Jest.ons and written recall Half the college subjects also visualized the pages .

alfr,bote and,random organization of text produced the best comprehension in that order.
ot.,lardie !et organization, imagery instructed Subjects stated significantly more text

also resluted in a significantly higher level of inference making and recall

pr,,ttA.:',t organ 001,Lin which was consistent with figural representations of text information.

rs to form and preserve unitized representations of text information .

a.,in an and Burkett ii 9741 conducted three experiments in which text readability

was ,owere,,i ,ir,d tape recorded supplements were made to text to assess the effect of text

mc,ilt;,;a!ren and audio Supplementation on text comprehensibility No gains were evidenced through

owe.ed readability (Air Force technical training materials and look-up manuals) or auditory supple-
-ner,ixio, However for home study as compared to on-the-lob instruction, lowered readability

ted n nceased crterion sCor es
Us,ng Cromer's difference mdel. Johnson (1975) classified 200 college freshmen as Good

.3iirage Or kcve average comprehension). Difference Poor (average or above average vocabu-

xv but below average comprehension). and Deficit Poor (below average vocabulary and compre-

hens,oni readers to examine the interaction between readability, subjective organization ability

ard passage organization ANOVA on literal and inferential Comprehension post scores revealed

Ifferen!Lai effects supporting the hypothesis that readers use text ,organization processes in

eainnc as wen as ,eading for comprehension The activity approximates an information processing

Parri;;,10'
,,prer,ending prose ,S not based on Mere .recall of exact words and research contindes

"e suburst,:: which are most likely to be remembered in prose learning. Johnson (1974) found

'he oa,tern:rig of recaii of iinguistic subvits of intact textbook prose was strongly related to

serrar' C 0 mensions of abstract:concreteness . specificity of denotation, comprehensibility, and

tests of immediate and delayed recall Presumably, modification of texts on the four

wok,: ! esuit in increased recall
exam; ned the interactive effects of isolation (underlining), readability (underVanda-

t, 3rd Paragraph organization tintersentence structure) on learning from written instructional

usiN a mc !est as the criterion Only paragraph organization had a significant effect on

ear^.,g nc 1-.teractio4 among the three variables were detected. Carver (1975) assessed the

ef,ei7t o Tranipuiatng attention during prose reading, using a reading input technique called
iorarnmed prose (similar to cloze and programmed text) Progammed prose increased

, in ,_,Ar motivation conditions but acted as a distractor in high motivation conditions.

k ,.!,:cr 975) presented short English texts, controlled for number of words and

Propos'1,ons but differing in word condepts in the text base, to college stuoents to assess the function

:L.on'ent ./anables influencing comprehension and recall" of text matehal. Number of

worl concepts affected reading time and recall Superordinate propositions were recalled better

nate propositions and forgotten less when recall was delayed Recall of word concepts

ri,; a f,,nction ot the number of repetitions of the concept in the text base and the

be' ,epetitions of the corresponding words in the actual 'text. The effects held for

isto^,no as well as reading
Experienced readers report the ability to remember where certain .information is located in

Passages and books Chr stie and Just 11 976) used ingeniously constructed text pa§sages to

2'.
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examine now subjects remember the location- of a sentence in a passage and how they make
...Ise of that information in retrieving content information from text They found location of
mater,ai could be remembered bu t. did not guarantee memory for content Also, one does not
neces'iardy !lave ft hrrw where the information is located in a text to.retrieve it, althoughlocation
,nformation may be helpful in some situations Response latencies were similar for organized as
Weil as disorganized content (Schumacher, Liebert and. Fass (1975) reported that disorganized
presentaton of 'prose may in some instances facihtate recall) DiVesta and Cilay (197:3). alSo
lemonstrated that scrambled passages were remembered significantly better than a completely
ic)gicai ordering ot the passage People internalize coherent passages and may also reorganize
,r1conerent passages for -nternal storage Eye movement study was found- to be a useful
technique r-i.researching use of text location in recall

ekovich and Ku(havey (1976) reported structural and contextual effects-in the organization of
prose providing support for the notion of active processing in learning and the interdependency
of ,_;ontext and organizational forms Immediate and delayed word recall and recognition revealed
organ!zation form significantly affected retention and memory when
organ;zed around either name or attribute sequences Conceptually org
r.eca subjects encountering coherently organized material are more likel
Thar, when they encounter haphazardly constructed material.

Schailert (1976) lovestigated the role of context in determining how m
from prose and exactly what is remembered using ambiguous para
'epresentanon can be innuenced by differing contexts Task instruction and time of xposure
to passages were manipulated to induce differential levels of processing and influenc amount of
material retained Recall and recognition tests revealed subjects remembered more inf motion and
more context consonant information when given instructions which required pr cessing the
Paragraphs at a semannc level Context was thus a powerful factor in determining which meaning

,emerrht.red from polysemous paragraphs only when incoming information was processed at
-.1eeper more -.emd(1lio lever

,'ubjects read passages
nized material facilitated

to learn and remember

ch a person remembers
raphs whose semantic
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PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE
1977 MEETING OF THE NATIONAL READING

CONFERENCE IN NEW ORLEANS

For the convenience of NRC members who may Wish to-write directly for papers, we are listing
papers presented at the New Orleans c6nference We have systematically excluded 'program

chairpersons. discussants, respondents, etc Also we have tried to make all changes in paper
authorship and titles, however ifis likely that there still exist some discrepancies.

1 George McConkie, CoMell University. Visual Perception.
1 2 Gregory Pearson, Cornell University. The Atquisition of Knowledge from Text.
2 1 Dawn C Mayhew. University of Georgia Kindergarten Children's Orthographic Represen-

tation of Selected Phonemes
2 2 Jerome Niles and Barbara TaylOr, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

The Development of Orthographic Sensitivity During the School Year by. Primary
Grade Children.

2,3 Nahcy E Taylor, Cathohc University. Children's Awareness of Word Boundaries as a
Cueing-Convention in,Written Language.

2 4 Josephine GoidsInith, Rutgers Univtrsity, Word Boundary Decisions as a Function of
Interest for Developmental and Retardeti Readers.

3 1 Thomas Bean, Western Illinois University. Influence of a Structured Overview on Comprehen-
sion and Oral Reading Miscues of Selected College Students,

3 2 RichardIVacca, University of Connecticut! The Effect of Expanded Directions andfAdjunct Aid
Placement on Reading Comprehension of Social Studies Text Material

3 3 James Riley, University of North Carolina. The Effect of Three Level Reading Guides on
:Word Problem Comprehension.

3-4 Anne Wolf, Oconomowoc Junior High Séhool:, Wisconsin. Effects of Sustained Silent Reading
and Reading Skills l'nstruction on Secondary Student's Reading Attitudes and Achievement.

4 1 Chester Tillman, University of Florida. Reatling Tex,tbooks 503R and All That.
4 2 Janet Larsen, University of Florida. Preparation for Exams: Divers Approaches.
4.3 Alan Kirby and A;Garr Cranney, University of Florida.'Time Use of College Students.
5 1 Fribchard Barron and Harold Cafone, Oakland Unniersity. Process/Product Confusion Among

Disabled Readers.
5.2 Noel Bowling: West Nirginia College of Graduate Studies and James Laffey, University of

Virginia. Survey of EffeCtnie Teaching Practices.
5 3 Robert Blanc, University of Missouri, Kansas City. Intuition Training as a Component of

Reading Programming.
5 4 Marc Glassman: Memorial University of Newfoundland. Comparison of Traditional and cp-sE

Introductory Reading Methodology Courses
6.1 Carl Frederiksen, National ',Institute. of Education. Discourse Analysis: Research and

Implication's
.6 2 'Robert Tierney, C 8ridge, M Cera, University of Arizona.. Discourse Processing Operations

of Children
6 3 C. Bridge, R 'Tierney, and M Cera. Inferential Operations of Children Involved in Discourse

...processing
6 4 NAcy Marshall, University of Virgknia Inferred and Generated Information in Text Recalls of

Good and Poor Readers.
7 1 Mark Aialls. McGill University The Influence of Levels of Reading Fluency on Comprehension

and Decodinglor Godd Ind Poor Readers in the Primary Grades.
7 2 James Flood and Diane LapplyBoston University. The Relationshid Between Inferential

Re2ding Comprehension and Questioning Strategies.
7 3 James Laffey and Joseph Muia, James Madison University,. Comprehension Skategies of

Fourth, Fifth, and Sixtn,Graders. '
4 'Stanley Wanat, California State University, Fullerton. Semantic Factors as Mobilizers in

Early R'eading A Reading Diary Study..1
8 1 Anthony Manzo and'John Sherk. University of Missouri, Kansas City. Reading and Languaging

in the Content Areas.
8 2 'ames: Hoffman, University of Missouri, Kartsas City. An Investigation Of the Intra-Act

PrOcedure Within the Context ot Languaging in the Content Area. ,

8 3 Marilyn Eanet, Udiver'sity of Missouri, Kansas City. An Investigation of the REAP/Study
Procedure' Its Rationale and Efficacy. ,

8 4 'Jane Meeks, University of Missouri, 4Kansas City, An Investigation Into the Effects of
Imbedded Aids.

8 5 Martha Haggard, Unlversity of Missouri, Kansas City. Creative Thinking Reading Activities
(CT-RA) for Disabled Readers; An,Alternative Approach.

9 1 Edward Summers, Anne Forester, and Sharon Jeroski, ,University of British Columbia.
(' Review of Research on College and'Adult Reading, 1975-1976.

)
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9 2 Edward Summers and David Barnett, University of.British Columbia. Using Phenomenalistic

Data to Characterize Reading Research. .
'9 3 Hal leaton and M Jean Green law, University Qf Georgia. Pubhstring in Reading 4,3olicies,

Trends and Problems L
.

10 t Men Bergerand James Peebles. A RevieV/ of ERIC Documents About Reading Disabilhy

and Learning Disability.
10.2 Ned Ratekin and Cathei.-P Hatcher, University of Northern Iowa. The Effect of the Structure

of Materials on the Development of Reading Skills-in Disabled Readers,

10 3 James MOLeakey, Georgia State University. The Acquisition pf a..c`oditional Discrimination
Learning Set Py Reading blsableb and Normal Children.

10 4 Bernarcl Karmel, University of Connecticut. Neurometrics Related to Reading Dysfunction:

10 5 Patricia Duncan, Virginia Commonwealth University, Cognitive Sequencing of Learrang
Disabled Students Following LAstening and Reading Taskt. - ..

11 1 Glenn Kleiman, University ot Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, aerspectjve oc Analyzing

Written and Oral Languare Comprehension, .
...1

11 2 Diane Sthallert, University of Illiribis at Champaign-Urbana.Ampirical Investigations of ihe
EffectS of Differences Between Oral and Written Language on Cemprehension.

11 3 Ann Rubin Context-Shifting: Its Role in Transition from Oral Language Comprehenion tok

Reading ,

11 4 Erica McClure Relationship Between Non-Standard English Dialects and i-Standard Written,

English .

12 1 Ray McDermott. Rockefeller University. The Cultural Context of Reading.
. .

13 1 Mary Dupuis, Pennsylvania State University. Content Area Reading Project: Model and

Evaluation Design.
13 2 ,Joyce Lee Presentation of Results from the Content Reading Project: Changes in KrioNedge

.. and Attitudes '
13 3 Eunice Askov. Presentatio'n of Results from the Content Area Reading project' Factors

L.

'Related to Change
14 140 Roger Quealy, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire. Video Tape Based Reading Improvement

Program tor a Black Junior College.
'14 2 Alice Grant The Black Junior College Student.
14 3, June Gilstad. A Black'Junior College Reading PrOgram. ,

15 1 Ruth Meyers, New York University. Informatbn Processing as ,a Tool for Selecting
Instructional Strategies. .

15 2 Margaret Smith-Burke, New York University.' Psycholidguistics as a Base for Understanding

"Reader/Text Interaction
16.1 Laurence lannaccbne, University of California, Santa Barbaro: Education Policy Changes and

the Politics of Reading. i

17 1 George Mason, University of Georgia. Word Boundaries: An International Assessment at
the Completion of a, Year of Schooling in Different Countries: Introductioh. .

17.2 Sandra Mallula.Finnish.
17.3 Jane Higdon. Arabic (Morocco). .

17 4 John Mize. Farsee (Iran),
17.5 Carol Welbb. Afrikaans (South Africa).
17.6 Geotge Mason English (Southeastern USA)
17 7 Ann Hall, French'(South Louisiana, USA).
17 8 Nelly Hecker 'tlebrew (Israel).
17 9 Margaret Carswell. Italian (Italy). .

17.10 Ann Elam and/or Linda Aruthur. Japanese (Japan).
17 11 Nelly Hecker. Spanish (Colombia).
18.1 Emery Bliesmer and Emily Welcher, Pennsylvania State University. Preservice Preparation s

of I eacners for Teaching Reading at Various Levels.
/

. . .

18.2 Ira Aaron and Bob ilerrolds.University of Georgia. Middle School Level.

18 3 Dan Dolan, University of California, Rive/Sine. High School Level.

18 4 Alton Raygor and Bill Browning, Univershy of Minnesota. College Leevel. .
19 1 Susan Brown and Leon Williamson, New Mexico State UniverSity. The Value of the Reading -',

Miscue Inventory for EvalUating College Freshmen Reading Performance.

19.2 Tomi Berney, Rutgers University. Relationships Between -Questionnaire .Responses and
Subsequent Standardized Reading Test 13ElYforMance,

19.3 Lynda Craft and Ronald Noland, Madison County Schools/Auburn University, Auburn,
Alabama. The Application and Analysis of the Granowsky, Bo1enend Dawkins Syntactic

. Complexity Formula as Applied to'Social Science Textbooks to Determine Readability.

19.4 Charles Peters, Oakland Schools, Pontiac, Michigan. AssesSing leading Ability at the
Secondary Level Through the Utilization of a Cognittve Inventory.,

20,4 Ladessa Yuthas, Metropolitan State College, Denver. The Effect of a Combined Reading-
Writing Course on Achievement of Probation Students.

0 i A ..,
,Ic .... I
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20 2 Cathy Stallard and Caesarea Abartis, Southern Ilhnois University at Carbondale. The Effect
of Formal Instruction. in Wcittng Composition or Reading Methodology Upori the Reading
Skills of College Students .

.

20 3 Carcl Santa and Lindsay Abrams, Rutgera ,University The 'Effect of Note Taking on the
Reientign of Prose Material , , .

20 4 Ned Kaufman, Case-Western Reserve University, A Hierarchical-Mnemonic Approach to .
the Learning and Retention of PrOse. . ,

21 1 J Bleaklpy and E Johnsen, University of Kansas. The Comprehension of Prose., Problems
in Measuring Learning Outcomes ,

21 2 Walter Prentice and Joe Peterson University of N&th Dakota. Beyond Pa,ssage Dependency:
..

. ..

A Closer Look at What Tests of
z1 3 Nancy Marshall, Uniyersity of Vi ginia. Qualitative Analysis of Uniquely Recalled Items in

eading Comprehension Measure.

t. ., Subjects Free Recalls' A Differential Description Of Good and Poor Readers' Inferences.
AR- 21 4 Donald Cunningham, Indiana University The Retention of Connected Discourse, II..

% 22 1 Elton Stetson, "University of Houston. One Hundred Nineteen Phonograms: An Analysis
of Pronunciability. . . ,

,..

22 2 George McNinch and-Wallace Miller', University of Southern Mississippi Experiments in Word
Learning . .

1

22 3 Jeannie Steele and _James Laffey, Jamea Madison University. Word Identification Strategies.
22.4 Darla Cohen, Center tor 1nnovatiOn in Teaching the Handicapped, Bloomington, Indiana.

A Comparison of Reader Perceptions of Decoding Strategies With Strategies Readers
Actually Used. . .

23 1. Edward Paradis., University of Wyoming and Joe Peterson, 'University of North:Dakota.
Effects of Order of Administration of SubteSts on Standardized Reading Test Scores.

1 23 2 Carol Davit, Purdue University, The Effectiveness of Informal Assessment Questions
Constfucted by Secondary Teachers.

23. 3 Jill Olshavsky, Indiana University. How Readers Fail to Cope With Material of Increasing,
Difficult - ,

23 4 Jocelyn 41en, IBM Corporation, and Richard Bloomee University 'of Connecticut. Learning
Profiles of Good and Poor Readers. .. .

24 1 Judith Irwin and Paul Blohrn. University of Wisconsin-Vadison. The Relationships Between i
and Among the Self-fleported Vividness of Mentar Imagery, Reading Comprehention '
Ability, and Reading Attitude of College Readers.'

24 2 Sandra Burkett, Mississippi State-University. A Comparison of Successful and Unsuccessful
Economic and Educational Disadvantaged College Students on Seleive Intellectual and
Non-Intellectual Factors.

24 3 Elois Skeen and Richard Scott, State University of New -York at Buffalo. The Relationship
of Reading Achievers io the Cognitive Style of College Learning Center Students.

24 4 Marilyn, Fairbanks and Betsy Hobbs, Vest Virginia University. Reading Achievement
5corei and Speling Patterns of College Students.

25 1 Carol Greenfield, University of Northern low,a. The Reading Readiness of Future Teadhers.
25 2 Dianne Hunter, University of Misgouri, Columl)ia. First Grade Teachers' Instructional

Preferendes for Reading: Implications for Research. i
25.3 Karl Koenke, University of Illinois. A Minimal Proiessjonal Library in Elrentary Education:

- A Survey
25 4 Glenn Freedmen, University of HoListon:-Clear Lake City SOciolinguistic Boundary ' Effects

on Readingestructidh. .e ,

25 5 Timothy Blair, University of Florida. Research or Teacher Effectiveness in Reading: Past,
, Present, and Future.
-261 P David Pearson, University of Minnesbta. Semantic Categories acid Reading.
26 2 Karen Hanson, Normandale, and Robert Schreiner, Universily of Minnesota. The Relationship \

' Between Reading Ability and Semathic Vecification Tasks. . V

, 26 3. John Cnilarey and Michael Kamil, .purdue University, A Preliminary Examination Of the
Relationship Between Category Structure and Reading.

26 4 Michael Kam! and Raymond Hanson, puraue University, Perceptal v's Semantic InfOrreation

( Processing... ,.

27 1 Davidflkind, University of Rochester. Stages of Reading DeyeloproeRt.. -
27 2 Irene A they, University of Rochester Response. ' r
28 1 Marie Bolchazy, 'State University of New York at Albany, Teachirig Reading in the Content

Areas: A Pilot Study. .

28 2 Effie Adarris. Jarvis Christian College. Professional Reading ,Teachers in Bureaucratic
Organizations.

, 28 ... Joseph MahonY and Fred Linder, Virginia commonwealth University. A Survejt of Secondary
Reading Programs in Virginia.

- 28,4 Sheilah Allen, University of British Columbia. A Model for Teacher Education in Secondary
Reading.
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29 1 Anne Eisenbeo, New York City Community College. Syntactic and Semantic Characteristies
or the Language of Science in the Teiching of Reading Using Science - Content Materials,

.29 2 Elliott Mellichamp. Tennessee State University. Investigating ' the Nature of Main Ideas of
Sentences to Vnprove Comprehension of College Textbooks.

- 29 3 Martha Maxwell. University of California, Berkeley. Applying Information Processing Theory

and Research to Basic Reading Materials.
30 1 Gary Shaffer and Ann Marie Leonard, James Madison university. Television and Reading:

A Summary of the Literaturp,
o.

30 2. Maiy Lorton, Aquinas College and Christopher Kutuk, University of Missouri, KanSas city. ..*

Sociological and Social Process Variables,in Developmental and Delayed Readers.

36 3 Reta Hicks and Eula *Monrqe, Western Kentucky University. A qomparative Analysis
. Among the Variables of Irltelligence. Sex, and Gain Made in GottiprehensiOn of Sixth.

:,-

Year Students When Taught Global or Specific Comprehension Skills.

30 4 Mary Creamer. West Georgia. College. The Influence of Race, S , aid Broken Homes
,

on the Reading Achievement of Sixth Graders.

31 1 Priscilla Drum, Urtiversity,of California, Santa Barbars. Inferences as Text Entailment.

31 2 Frank Flynn, Boston University, Effects of Contradiction on Inference"

31 3 qaol Dixon. Univers4 of California, Santa Barbara, An N of 1, Case Study: Language
xpenence and Inference. .

31 4 Roger Lantaff, University of Californa. Santa Barbara. The Effects of Length, Depth, and.

Height on Text Recall. .
.

31 5 James Flood. Boston University. Cumulative Effects of Information on-Inference-malsing.

32 1 Joel Levin, University of Wisconsin, .ind Alan Lesgold, University of Pittsburgh. Do
Pictures Improve Children's Prose Learning? An Examination of the Evidence.

32 2 Brenda Kolker, University of Tennessee. Effects lot Imagery on Number of Trials to
Criterion Learning of First Grade Students. .

32 3 George Lamb and John Towner, Western ihashingten State College. Phonological Coding

in Letter Discrimination. .

32 4 Elizabeth Tucker.University of Virginia. Word Sort Tasks in Relation to Word Knowness.

33 1 Earl Rankin. Universily of Kentucky. The Use of the Cloze Procedure as a Research Tool

in fhe Study of Language. !
33 2 Martin Kling and DonLId Pratt, Rutgers University. Readability: A Re-examination and a Study

Indicating New Directions for Further Research.
33 3 Michael McKenna, Wichita State University. Computer Simulation of Cloze Performance.

33 4 Richard Allington, State ,University of New York at Albany. Prediction Processes in Good

and Poor Readers'
,33 5 Jerry Johns. Northern Illinois University. An Investigation Wsing the Cloze Procedure

as a Teaching.Machine.
34 1 Tom Duffy, Navy PersOnne143 an8 ) Center, San Diego Semantic and Syntactib Factors in

Reading Test Performances
A

34 2 E Jongsma. Southern Methodist University. Titie Effects of Instruction in Tesfwiseness in a

College Reading Improvement Course.
34 3 Eunice Schmidt, Seattle Pacific Uhiversity What Makes Reading Difficult'? The Complexity

of Structures
A

34 4 Lyndell Grey, University of Georgia Performances of High, Mdderate, and, Low Reading

Subjects on a Read and Record Task
34 5 . M Jane Greenewald, University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse Direct and Indirect Measures of

Reader-Response to Three Levels of Language Usage. - .
35 I George Canney. Unive'rsity .of Illinois. Criteria for Selecting More Effective, Worksheet

Exercises in Reading.
35 2 Homer Coker, West Georgia College. Observed Patterns of Teacher-Popil ClassrooT

Behavior as Predictors of Pupil Growth in Reading.
35 3 Robert Aaron, University of Georgia. Timel-Use: A Variable in Teacher Effectiveness.

35 4 Joanne Olson, University of Houston Graduate Students Perceptions of Selected Components

of a Competency Based Reading Course,
35 5 Shirley Merlin, James Madison University. The Effect of Modular-Non Modular Instruction on

Student Competency in a Preservice Education Program, .

36 1 Joqpna WilliaMs, Columbia University. Surbmative data on the,ABD's of Reading.

36 2 Tom Donlon, Educational Testing Service. Response Validation in Reading Comprehension. j
36 3 Ann BLAsis, Edward Chittenden, Marianne Amarel, Educational Testing Service. An /

Apprqach to the Study of Beginning Reading: Longitudinal Case Studies,'

36 4 Roy Freedle, Educational Testing Service. Reading Frames, Culture Frames, and Language

Frames Their Mutual Interactions.
37 1 Cpiol Hopkins, Purdue University, The Prediction of Third-Grade Reading Achievement

from Selected Measures of First-Grade Oral Language.
.

i
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37 2 Alden Moe, Purdue University Predicting First-Grade Reading Achievement from Selected
Meisures ot Oral Language Performance

37 3 Robert Rusn arid Alden Moe. Purdue University. Correpondence Between Syntactical

a
Features of F'rimary Basal Reader Language and the Oral Language of Beginning
First-Grade Children

38 1 Robert Wisher arfi Ed Aiken, Navy Personnel Research and Development Center, San Diego.
Information Overload During Reading.

38 2 Nancy. Nelson and John Geyer, Rutgers University. Immediate Memory for Sentences of

. 3

Fast and Slower Readers as a Function of Rate of Presentation.
Fred Ohnmacht and James Fleming, State University of Ne0v York at Albany. Cognitive
Processing Differences of Good 'and Poor Readers

38 4 Connie Bridge, University of Arizona Inferential Operations of Children Involved in Discourse
Processing

39 1. Floyd Sucher, Brigham Young University Reading Interest and Study Habits of University
Students

39 2 Daryl Dickson and Rowena Wilhelm, University of Michigan.',The Effect of Teacher-Centered
and Learner-Centered Delivery Systems on Learner Perforrnance.

39,3 Vincent Orlando and Kristina Hayward, Pennsylvania State University. Comparison of the
Effective-ness of Three Study Technieues for College Students.

39 4 Gordon Cox, University of California, Berkeley Differehtial Effects of, Instruction Stressing
Codnitive Control Strategies vs Diagnostic Presoriptive Thstruction on Reading Rate
Flexibihty and Comprehension of College Students.

39 5 Josepti Ilika and Bonnie Longnion, Texas A&M University A Comparison of i Five and
One Half and an Eleven Week Reading Improvement Course for Government E mployees.

40 I Wayne Otto and Betty Harper, iThiversity of Wisconsin. Constructir a Test r, TePcliers'
Knowledge of Reading .

40 2 Gerald Duffy, Michigan State University; Wayne Otto, and S. Jay Samuels. A Study of
Teacher Conceptions of Reading.

40 3 . Yvonne Steinruck. Southern Hltnois University Teaching 'Reading ii the Elementary
School Results of a Course Evaluation by Student Teachers/,Coopeiating T( achers, and
University Superviprs

40 4 Jo Anne Vacca, Boston University Evaluating Staff Development Personnti
40 5 Harry Singer, University of California,. Riverside Teachers Attitudes Towards Teaching

Students to Read vs. Learn from Text.
41 1 Laurence Frase, National Institute of EdUcation. The Psychology of Document Design,

. 41 2 S Jay Samuels, University of Minnesota Word recdgnition: Letter-by-Letter or Chunk -
Resolved 9

441 3 Patricia Cunningham. lamance County Schools and James Cunrvngham, University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill Investigating ttle "Print to Meaning" Hypothesi.

41 4 Leo McCusker. University 01 Texas at Austin, Michael CoSky, St Olaf College; and
Philip Gough, University of Texas at Austin. Phonetic Interference in Proofreading:
Etiidence for a Phonological Stage in Reading.

42 1 Thomas Gee, University of, Houston at Clear Lake Cityl.,Preparation of a Group Informal
Reading Inventory for the Social Studies,

42 2 Jo Ellen Oliver and Robert Palmatier, University of Georgia, Vahdation of a Criterion-Referenced
Test Measuring Thinking Prerequisites td Comprehension.

42 3. Thomas Hatcher and Mary Yeazell, West Virginia University. Criterion Referenced Manage-
ment Programs and Piagetian Theory.

42 4 Thomas Estes, University of Virginia The Relationship of Learning Envininment, Teacher
Characteristics, and Student Attitudes Toward Math. Science, and Reading

42 5 Ruth Kurth and Patricia Moseley, North Texas State University. Using Research on
Readability to Enhance Middle School Curriculum Materials

43 1 Albert Kingston, University of Georgia Introduction to Enhancing the Lives. of Aged People
Through Reading

, 4.3 2 Molly Wilson, University of Georgia Future Shock and the Elderly. Is Reading a Cure or
Part of the Problem'?

,*43 3 Terry Lovelace, Louisiana State University Problems in the Measurement of Intellectual
and Linguistic Capabilities and Achievement, Including Reading, Among the Aged

43 4 Ann Marie Bernazza Haa4e, Kenneth Smith, aad Helen Renthal, University of Arizona.
Agism in Children;s Literature

43 5 Richard Robinson. University of Missouri, Columbia, The Usefukiess of Readability Formulas
in, Comparison to the Chze Procedure for the Selection of Appropriate Reading Material
With the Aged

44 1 Edward Fry, Rutgers University Partial Validation of the Kernel Distance Theory
44 2 Maki Herndon, San Diego ,State University An Approach Toward the Production of

Syntactically Smooth Reduced Text
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44 3 M Jean Green law, Hal Seaton and Carol Fisher. University . of Georgia. A Study of
Vocabular y and Syntactic Complexity in Developmental First Grade Readers

44 4 Edward StifT111101ti and Joyce Matheson, University of British Columbia 'Generating Core
Reading Voybularies from flanked Frequency Distributions

44 5 Elizabeth Sakiey, Glassboro State College Graphemic Syllables Unweighted and Weighted

Tests
45 ) Joseph Vaughn and Keith Meredith, University of Arizona Reliability of the Cloze Procedure

as Assessments of Various Language Elements..

45 2 Keith Meredith and Joseph Vaughan. University of Arizona Stability of Cloze Scores

Across \iarying Deletion Patterns
45 Kenneth Smith, University of Arizona Criterion Referwced Testing of Decoding and/or

Comprehension Using Cloze Procedure
45 4 Adela Stewart. University of Arizona Use of Cloze Procedures to Establish Readability

Levels in Spanish
45 5 James Cunningham, University of North Carolina, and Robert Tier-ney, University_of Arizona

A Comparative Analysis of Cloze and Modified Glaze Procedures'

45 6. Ann Marie Bernazza Haase 'and John BrIkdley Testing in the Content Areas Using Cloze

and Maiz Procedures
45 7 John Bra ey, University of Arizona The Reliability of the Maize.Procedure

46 1 sen. University of Calgary and P David Pearson, University of Minnesota The
Role of Macrostructures and Relational Markers in Comprehending Familiar and Unfamiliar

Written Discourse
46 2 Peter Mosenthat State University of New York at Albany. Children's AcquisitiOn of Discourse

Structures in Three Modes of Comprehension
Stephen Kucer. Indiana University Cognitive Scripts and Reading Comprehension.

4i, 4 William Smith Indiana University Evidence of Information Processing After the Reading
Act is Completed

46 5 Laura Chodos, State University.of New York at Albany Children's Strategies in Comprehending

Story Structures
47 1 MamAret Smith-Burke Daniel Eagleeye, and Patricia Gingrich, New York University.

Review ot Current Research on the Cloze Procedure as a MeasUre of Comprehension and
Differential Effects of Pric9 Context on Cloze Performance in High School Readers.

47 2 Steven Ktdder. New York State Education Department Validation of the Multiple-Choice
Exercises of the Test Development Notebook

47 3 Michael Ravitch. University of Rochester Relationship of Cloze Performance to Theories of

Language and Comprehension
47 4 Linda Evers and Earl Rankin, University of Kentucky. The Effect of Pretest Orientatioh

Upon Cloze Test Performance
48 1 Helen Covington and Lee Mountain, University of Houston The, Competencies That Junior

College Chairpersons Expect from Their Course Graduates.
48 2 .Deanna Martin. University of Missouri, Kansas City. Is Maximal Reading Achievement Optimal

Reading Achievement2
48 3 Jeweleane Whittaker, Texas Southern University The Effect of Competency-Based Reading

and Study Skills Courses at the College Level
48 4 Robert Pavlik, University of Northern Colorado Improving the Reading,Writing Instructional

Practtces of University Faculty
49 1 John Readence, Kansas State University Effects Tt Impulsivity and Reflettivity and Type of

Phonics Instruction on Reading Achievement
49 2 Leo Campbell. Rutgers University Cardiac Changes as a Result of Reader Passage

Difficulty
49 3 Jerome Harste. In,r$,arza University Content Ara Reading and the Elementary School

Child.
49 4 John Stansell, Texas A&M' University The Oral ReaC4ing and Retelling of Narrative and

ExpositOry Materials Selected by Ninth Graders
49 5 Roger DeSanti, University of New Orleans. An Investigation of the Reading Strategies of

Four Proficient Readers, 60 Years of Age or Older
50 R Ann Zinck, University of Georgia. An Investigation of Language Cues Utilized During

Oral and Silent Reading
50 2 Susan Pflaum and Tanis Bryan, University c4 Illinois at Chicago Circle. Methodology in

Collection.of Oral Reading Data
50 3 Lyndon Seartoss, Arizona State University. A Comparison of Two Methods of Analyzing .the

Oral Reading Behaviors of Stected Remedial Readers.

50 4 Sally Kaminsky, College of Staten Island of the City of New York. Analysis of Language
Development of Bilingual First Grade Children and Their Acquisiton of Reading.

50 5 Christopher Rang, Georgia State University, Teacher Inferences of the Characteristics of

Non-Standard Speaking Readers
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51 1 Se494Walmsley. State University of New York at Albany Understanding of Logical Connectives
iniSentence Memory Tasks f.

%I 2 Diana Lagotic University of Florida The Degree of Intra-Sentence Copstraints of Four
Types of Senteni ;is Measured by the Eye-Voice Span of Graduate Student Readers.

51 .3 Patrick Finn. State University of New York at Buffalo A Model of Reading Based on
Case Grammar and Semantic Transfer Features

51 4 Kathleen Gormley and Ann Franzen, State University of New York at Albany. Influence of.
Expectation on the Comprehension of Passive Sentences by Deaf Readers.

51 5 Criarlene Andohna, yniversity of Pigsburgh Syrlactic Maturity and Vocabulary Richness of
Learning Disala4e4rChildren .

52 I Ruth liervatin, ease-Western Reserve Uihiversity Kindergarten Teachers Attitudes Toward
Factors Influencing Beginning Reading Achievement

52 2 Penny Nielsen, Nicholls State University Attitkide Toward Reading and Reading-Relatvd
Concepts Among Elementary Students

52 :3 Anne Simpson. Texas AM University A Study of the Reading Interests of Early Adolescents
and OA Implications for Reading Programs

52 4 Lana McWilhams, Memphis State University. Today's Illiterates and Tomorrow's Delinquents:
Training Experiment on Locus of Control.

53 1. Mervin Lynch and Linda Lenz, .Northeastern University Levels of Reading AchievemerQ,
Their Impaci on Self-ConceptIRelated Frustration.

53 2 John Dvon. exas .Southern University.- Effects of Grouo'Reading -Therami on the Level of
Reading and Personal Growth of Black Adolescents

53 3 James Jackson. Southern Illinois University, The Teacher A Necessary Element in the
Use of Prereading and Concurrent Reading Activities Relating New Learning to the
I. earners s Existing Knowledge.

)3 4 ,Bolty Yarborough. Old Dominion University. A Study of the Relative Effectiveness of Six
Years ot Non-Graded, Innovative Individualized Instruction vs Six Years of Traditional
Graded Instruction

54 1 Ellen West Alachua County -Adult Education, Gainesville, Florida. The Use of An Unobtrusive
ScreenIng Device to Approximate Adult Reading Levels.

54 2 Philip Lanasa and Sue Sheridan, University of Houstqn at Clear Lake Ciq. Dwelopment
of a Cntenon-Referenced Test and Instructional Program for the Trainable Mentally
Retarded Adolescent

54 3 Irwin Kirsch, International Readtng Association. Concept and Measurement of Functional
Literacy

54 4 Mary Anne Hall, Georgia State University. A Survey of Adult' Illiterates.' ExperienCes
with and Views of Reading

54 9 Jane Higdon University of Georgia Training Practices in Adult Literacy Programs Using
Volunteer Tutors

55 1 Judy Mikulecky and Ken Dulin, University of Wisconsin-Madison. Plausibility Judgments of
Arguments for and Against Reading as Indirect Indicators of Adult Reading Attitudes.

55 2 Ken Dulin, University of Wisconsin-Madison, The Indirect Measurement of Adult Readefs'
Attitudes Toward Books and Reading Ana a Projective Technique.

55 3 Patricia Anders, University of Arizona, Tucson. Adult Reading Habits and Self-Perceptions of
Reading Ability in a Multi-Ethnic Community.
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